
Mr. Tolson September 25, 1969

The Executives COnferehOd . .

Jp^CTIONAL CRIME INFORMATION?CENTER :(NCtC) ■

Oh 9/25/69 the Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson,"N*  
DeLoach, Mohr, Bishop, Callahan, Jenkins for Casper, Conrad, Felt, Gale, V 
Rosen, Donald E. Moore for Sullivan, Tavel, McDaniel for Trotter and Beaver ; 
considered a proposal that field, offices having NCIC terminals. no longer prepare 
index cards on vehicles, guns and property entered in NCIC. . ' xx

This proposal had been evaluated favorably by five field offices and:J 
placed in effect by the Baltimore Office for a 30-day trial. Following the trial .
•the Baltimore Office had recommended adoption of the suggested procedure and . 
also recommended that the information be retained in .NCIC for five years’ to 
coincide with the statute of Limitations and the retention period now in effect with 2 
respect to index cards .on these items in field office indices. Present NCIC q 
procedure provides for-retention of records, on unrecovered property for a period 
covering the year of entry plus one year (a maximum of two years) although 
field, office may request its retention beyond the purge date by advising the Bureau < 
within 30 days of such purge date that it wishes the; item reentered. ;

fo consideration of the Baltimore Office’s recommendation, p.
Administrative Division advised the proposed increase in current NCIC periods 
would increase program costs $400 initially with additional minimal .annual costs 
in computer use and data storage. ' . 1

The Executives Conference unanimously recommended adoption of 
the. proposal and use of the five-year retention period*  “ Z

htfV 73 —■ ■ -V-“ . min i L?? -i

RECOMMENDATION: ’ ;
———-------- ■ -4 DEC 16 Wb9

That offices having NCIC terminals no longer prepare index cards 
on vehicles, guns and property entered in NCIC and the present two -year maximum
period for retention of these items in NCIC be increased to five years. On approval. 
Crime Records Division will take the necessary action to place the procedure into
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The Director

The Executives Conference

December B, 1969

The Executives Conference was held on December 3, 1969 
and present were Messrs. Tolson, DeLoach, Mohr, Beaver, Bishop, 
Callahan, Casper,^Conrad, Daunt,. Felt, Gale, Rosen, Soyars, Sullivan, 
Tavel, and Walters*

Background

Tolson------
DeLoach __
Walters___
Mohr---------
Bishop -----
Casper-----
Callahan _
Conrad-----
Felt---------
Gale---- -—
Rosen ------
Sullivan — 
Tavel z—,— 
Soyars -----
Tele. Room 
Holmes----
Gandy------

^oJgSL
/The Conference discussed at length the fe 

computerized record of criminal history and the relationship 
SEARCH^y stem for Electronic Analysis and Retrieval of Criminal 
Histories j^in connection \vitirUie~UonIput^iz^ionofcriminal“histor ies. 
Ifwas“eiq31ained that Project SEARCH is a 10-state effort to computerize 
criminal identification nrap” sheets and test out their use in day-to-day 
operations among the states. The states, by August, 1970, would demon
strate the capability to store in a computer information on criminal 
histories and retrieve criminal histories rapidly from a computer file. 
This would be done over communication lines that link the state computers 
to a central index. If fee FBI was to operate as fee central index we, of 
course, already have the lines established to the states. If we do not— 
then new lines would have to be established among the states to wherever 
the index may be stored. If the FBI were to participate in this Project, 
we would have to become involved expeditiously since fee target date for 
completion is August, 1970.

Project SEARCH was conceived in the Spring of 1969 when 
the new administrators of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) called in state representatives to inquire as to h^w^iey coulOest
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Executives Conference Memorandum
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use available funds from Hie 1969 fiscal year budget that had not bee® 
com^tted. Anuj»b6r of tile states requeSted financial supportfrom LBAA 
tq^fonvert the&aHminal identif  ication records in their states.fb^jS^uter. 
^torage aiTa^tlieii test out the procedures for the exchange of this record 
amoh^tiie states.. ■ •

* j ’" < ■ 1

The Project at the present, time has over $2: million committed, 
most of which, Was put up by LEAA (60 percent Federal, 4G percent state). 
TW'FBf did participate in the initial stages of Project SEAB0H, but withdrew 
in August, 1969. V/e wei^e at that time solely involved in the deliberations 
as to tho necessary standards thatshould be adopted, for computer storage 
of criminal histories. 0n H^tember 10, 1969, Mr, 0. B Hawkins, Deputy 
Director of the, California Department; of Justice and a goq$ friend ef the 

wrote to the Director and regucst^^^ ,, . .
indexfdr Droiect.sEAHfeH and he indicatedmat hefelt funds, could. *.

• FBI foHhe Cdsts Incurred  The pBf • \*
declined Hawkins offer*  Hawkins^ In requesting'the f td serve asthe 
central inde^ was gpeaktog for the1 Id states involved in the Project, If . 
we were to participate*  our reimbursement of costs Would not be made by; 
XAAAbut, rather,., the lOstatesand, specifically) through O. Hawkins, 

- • the Project Chairman, . *• - . /x • .. t

Purpose fe; a Pilot study. • \ ' ■

. , ? , project Ms been developed aS: a pilot study,. a trial .
period, to test, out ways ahd means of gtor ing.aiid retrieving Criminal history 
information f rom computers. There are many procedural questions to Which 
there are no answers unless one gains experience under, acdial conditions.

• ; The psi in participating- in such apilotptady.i$uid<gain considerable 
* . -knowledge;1n. the problems and their^ solutions relating^ tq a nation^, index 

of computerised\crimlnai histories,: •’ “ ' / .

Mr*  DeLoach pointed out there, of bourse, are. many" unanswered 
questions thaMan only be solved through actual trial and error , however. 
Computerisation of criminal history information IS inevitable and that it is 
how going on within a number of states. It is a logic# extension of NCIC. 
He pointed out that if the FBI does not become fully involved) local and state 
law enforcement may leave us behind*  He stated that, law enforcement 
expects us to maintain this leadership and that we have received several 
letters from local law enforcement leaders to this effect. He advised that

' - .'>2” (WWW - ©W
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the Bureau < the Budget, from comments made hy Mr. Boleyn to Mr. Mohr, 
obviously expects us to take on these additional responsibilities. He stated 
that we know that 0. J. Hawkins has met with the Attorney General and 
told him that the goal of an ultimate computerized, criminal history must 
have FBI leadership and expertise if it is to succeed, even though we have 
yet to be advised of the Department’s reaction, It is believed that it is now 
psychologically timely for the FBI to move jnfo a leadership and coordinating 

• role with respect to this law enforcement advancement. .......

initial Costs ’ . V. > ' ' ‘ .

; If the FBI didparticipate aS die central index inProject 
. SEARCH^ the Costs would involve computer operations, storage, and 

. ■ employeetime, particularly inwritinginstructions to the computer to store
, and retrieve criminal histories^ :lhe costs areestimated at$162,000, We 

? : “ - wdhld participate only On aium/commitmcnt ^iat costs incur red would be. • - /
,; reimbur^^. ;-(0osts.^prlate’ryeai,snee-page■■■ "'*/'■ . .

' Benefits '' . ' •? • r

• • ' .: .Mihe ^Iwa^ to’participate in FrojCct BS^CH, -it could “
. . develop ihe^necessary computer techniques to store andretrieve criminal w 

history information for the eyehtuhl Computerization bf the criminal, identify 
. cation record. '< * ; " .

. ' . - .. V'■ - ■ ■. --,.•* '' :

f - ■ - • ' \ ' ■* ’ - , < : • ■ * ■ \ ,r, . -

f '%i Ihe would maintain its leadership and control over
the states in Be computerization of criminal history inibrmation and, particu-

, larly, would insure. Bai; Be necessary standards were met in order that there 
. may be successful exchange of information*.  The^ Director and the .FBI would

. Obntinde; to he recognized^as the foremost- advocates of scientific advancements. ;
- in.law enforcement, /• " \ s\ ‘ ... .

'i.'- « * - «. - ' \ -t - "‘s' v
r •. • ■ ' ; ' - - . ...» ' K •

3. ’Ihe FBI, from.-’its experience, in Project SEARCH, Would 
gain valuable knowledge on the problems and the proper procedures<in

, ; computeflzingcriminal history inforinationy as well asthepvoper relationship 
• between a. Computerized criminal history file and the identification (fingerprint) 

\ function. ’ -
■ 4,‘ RBI involvement in Project SEARCH would not require any

additional work by tlie already hard pressed Identification Division. The 
converted records would be obtained from the States and would not include 
any Federal offenders during the Project trial period.

t •. - • “ • V3- (CONTINUED-OVER)
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Disadvantage

Project SEARCH, if the Director were to approve FBI / 
. participation, would begin onthe Director’s approval and extend through .

August, 1970. However, if the Project is successful, the FBI would be 
expected to take overthe development of a hatlonal computerized file on 
criminal histories.. this Wrtildrequire appropriation from Congress which 
would have to be justified by the thrector. (See page 7 fpr costs*}  - 

feasibility of Computer Stored Criminal History

•1% M would provide |o law enforcement immediate inf orhiMlpn 
On- criminal histories which they ephid use in developing suspects in unsolved 
eases* for interview With suspects*.asw&tas other general investigative, 
purposes., < • \ - ... .

' " ", 2. It w<mld:SpeedW ihOfldW pi Orlmtaalhistory tafOrmaHou l.
to, uol ohly police but prosecutors;, courts,and correctional agencies* . ’ 
particularly for bail decisions that mustbe made taa short period of time 
after arrest. Mo mW yields crimtaala are being released on bail because 
of the delay m reeeiving prior crirnnal histpry information. ( .

. 3 . It would provide extr emely valuable statistics on the ,
criminal justice system fo^ resear ch and planning pii^posw . - ~ ,

4. Ghee a. substantial volume of active criminal histories 
has been stored in the computer, demands on pur Identification Division for 
”rap!’ sheets shoulddeclinestaceaccpy cxf thecomputerizedcriminalhistory .. 
would already beta poaseeeiou $ the agency that taguired iot the computer * ■

1 , “■ I ' '• » * ~ 1

' It was pointed out that at the present time our Identification
Division identifies 70 percent of its. criminal fingerprint receipts tlirough 

, a name search*  Me states of Caiif$mia nnd Mew Itotk identification divisions 
&& running about 7$ to gb pere^xt*  Mis Mme search includes name*  date 
of birth J^|pumber oy stat$ identlficatloh nwheta While no computer •
systemat*  the presentidentifyitogeiprinW conj^uter " 

> systems such as mcsxd can effectively handle name searches with: other 
minimumidentMoation such as date^birth,. identificatimi number,r ets. 
Stade the vast majority of criminal history data can be identifiedby theabove 
means, then h computer can do a more efficient and effective job in storing 
mid retrieving Criminal history information*  , , ;

“ *,  ’a ** 4 .. - ,

* » ' 1 , » ‘ t *i  -■ . S , 3 *■
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5. IdentificationDivision personnel could also utilize the 
computerized criminal history record from the FBI computer in. place Of 

\ their pr esent manual card index  For a period of time; this would requir e 
| dual sear ching of the computer and card index. At first this would slow 
IW identification processing. As more records were, added to the computer, 
there would be a gradual phasing out of the manual card, index and computer 
name searching eventually would be more rapid.and reliable

*

*

; • (?, m a computerized criminal: history system} the States 
would be expected to add the disposition to the computer file, thus relieving 
the Identification Division of its responsibility in posting dispositions. 
Since.states could enter the disposition data directly into the FBI computer .

. ' from their own states over communication lines, the process of getting
, / disposition data. Would be simplified, ’ \

/ . In a fully operating, computerized criminal histories System,
; law enforcement and criminal Justice effectiveness would improve due to 
1 the most'rapidexchange and availability of criminal history information, 
’ Likewise, the efficiency and eff ectiveness, of the IdehtiflcatiQii Division 

would improve due/todiminishing work load and the availability of a 
computerizedindex in their day-to-day operations which is more rapid 

. andmoreaccurate., ' ■ ■’ ; J •/ '■< \

, Possible Methods pf^ompuferizthg;CftmhffilHistories Alter Trial Period ■ y

/ . There are two, ways to approach the computerization.of the active criminal
* history record. .

: p) it could all be $one by the FBI here in Washington wherein
the current "rap” sheets and; fingerprint cards being handled on a day fo . 
day basis would be converted fbr computer storage. This would include . 
the criminal history information, as well as the physical description,

■ name, FBI number, state identification number , etc. This Would require 
the FBI hiring hundreds of employees to code and key punch the material 

, , or contract it out to^ a service company.

. .< ' ; -5-' . - • ‘ .
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The advantage of this approach is that it should represent the most 
effective and reliable computer storage and at the same time would rest solidly 
on our historical premise of each entry being supported by a fingerprint card in 
our files. It would be completely under FBI control. It is not known whether it 
would be feasible to begin with a representative storage of information already 
in file or to begin with incoming criminal fingerprint cards on current arrests as 
envisioned under Project SEARCH. Such matters could only be determined through 
a systems study, although results of the trial experiment under Project SEARCH 
would shed considerable light on such an approach.

Disadvantages

a. Would increase FBI costs substantially 
compared to the following proposal, and would 
require FBI to hire hundreds of employees here 
in Washington, D. C., or to contract it out to a 
service company.

b. Due to the volume of records to convert, 
would be a slow operation. Costs and time to 
accomplish this conversion are unknown at this 

• time. -

(2) The states are- actually computerizing criminal identification 
records or plan to do so for their own statewide law enforcement information 
systems. On receipt of a criminal identification record, from the 
Identification Division, the states intend to convert that record for computer 
storage and thereafter update it in their computer system based on new 
arrests within that state. Each of the states would then be converting, a 
part of our-Identification Division criminal history records. Federal 
monies from the Omnibus Crime Bill are available for them to do this. 
We, in turn, could accept from the states already in machine processed 
form the computer converted criminal history records that do contain an 
FBI number and, therefore, are a part of our Identification .Division files. 
In this way the initial costs are shared by the states. The FBI would, convert 
the Federal offender record. Once the file is operational the states may 
merely update the computer record on new arrests, new dispositions, etc., 
over communication lines such as the NCIC network. LEAA has indicated that 
funds are available to the states for this purpose, particularly on receipt of 
its 1970 appropriations.

(CONTINUED - OVER)
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The above approach would distribute the costs for the initial
”rap” sheet conversion among the states. It would avoid duplicating ■ I 
conversion costs at both Federal and state"level. It would get the job , J 
done quicker and give the stateageneies a feeling of cooperation in a ■ 
national effort.

i In any event, the decision on the two approaches described. ,
above coidd be made with greater reliability if- th© Bureau were fa 
participate in proiect BEAROjI. '‘These-:are the typespf questions to. ; , ».
which answers are needed. . • '

'• Overall (fasts . / ’

If the states are to'do the Converting of the criminal history
. information to computer storage then our coats would be reduced con- t - 

; sideralily*  /The cost fa the computer operations and storage durfeig - 
/ ^proximately$V&miUfan, Secondyear

third year $2.8 andf ourthyear $8.-3 at which time costs would level off/' 
Thusovera four-year period totalcpstswouldbe about $9 1/2 million.
Thi& is based bn mfacirnum Of '8 million*computerized  criminal history 

j records of criminal repeaters and.first time offenders for serious crimes, f

-• *•  .^dstificatioh,.Before:cojigres^.■ - -s

^he through its Identification O^siohr has been collecting, 
i storing apd exchanging crindnai records with didy ahthdrizod law erdorcerr - 
nwt agencies since 19M*  Fingerprint card submissions have reached W-‘ 
apd continue to increases As a nationM/clehrlnghOuse Wc FBI identification 

, . Btasfau served two pin?poseSt Wav thefingerprintb oards sabmlttedj both 
civilian and criminal rpresent a ppnitive means of personal ideatMcatfdn*

I personalidentificationfunction is ttsed far;mahy^purposeai including .
situations involving disasters. Second, as a result of its collection of 
criminal fingerprint cards, the FBI identification Division is able to Supply 
law enforcement withoffender’s crimfaai history • This document is
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prepared by the FBI and is known, as the criminal identification record.
Both of these functions ate handled manually. The Identification function 
is the subject of research study looking toward eventual automation. 
This has many technical problems and no immediate solution.

The criminal history function of the FBI’s Identification
. Division can be computerized and thus made mor e eff icient and productive. 

The tremendous value to law enforcement in being able to centrally store _ 
. . and retrieve information from a computer has beendramaticallyproven

in the success of the NQp. The rapid availability;df criminal history 
information on repeating offender a not only of great heed to local and 
state law enforcement, but also to the prosecutors, courts, and corrections 
if we are to improve the effectiveness of the criminal justice system. 
Working with tile states the large volume of criminal history Information 

; v ' presently stored manually in pur identification Division copld be converted 
tocomputer storage andmade aydiabletto all law enfOrcement agencies 
muchmorerapidly. ; '• \ ' : • 7 . ’1 . .. ■

The computerization of Criminal history information is also
. ; essential to the efficient operations of dur Identif ication Division. The 

problems of recruitii^ and retaining personnel to handle the routine,; 
tedious, wfl tininspiring.repetitive Uskh# m^exi^ filihgj and searching 

.' -..are common toall large employ er stoday.lVe.know that these are the 
. types of tasks that can be more efficiently and effectively handled by a 

computer system*  After all, a computer does not get married, does not 
• get pregnant, does hpt have personal problems, and can operate 7 days 

• aweek, 24 hours a day. ,» • . j ' ' .

To effectively fulfill the responsibility given to the FBI by
; . the Congressand the Attorney General to Collect, and disseminate

. ♦ s■••'.'-ctimMX.historyinformation toi the increasing multitude, of law enforce^ 
ment agencies, courts, correctional institutions, etc;, wemust utilize 
the tools best suited for this purpose. From our experience with NCIC, 

- we are convinced that the high speed computer system is best suited : 
for collecting, storing and disseminating criminal history information.

(CONtlWEP-OVW
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Conference Comment

Mr. Tolson pointed out that he was unwilling to subject the 
Director to justify & request for this money as he did not believe the 
project would be successful in the long run. He pointed out that, we 
could not get funds from Congress until fiscal year 1972, which would be 
late in the calendar year of 1971. Mr. Mohr pointed out that justification, 
fdr the increased expenditures could be well documented before Congress. 
Mr. Mohr also explained that it would be more difficult to attempt to 
answer Congress why the FBI is not doing this then, it would be to justify 
the need for doing it.

Actually Bureau costs in the computerization of criminal 
history can be logically controlled, ~We should not operate a national 
file until a very substantial number of records are converted to computer 
form by the states for delivery to the FBI. it is very likely that FBI 
costs for computer operation and large storage would not occur before — 
July, 1971 (fiscal year 1972). This would depend on the number of 
records converted for computer use. In any event no large costs would 
beincurred before that time (fiscal year 1972).

' < * ~ S’-*  . I

1 Mr. Tolson expressed the view that every criminal history
included in the computer would have to be kept up to dhte and at the same 
time the criminal histories would also have tobe kept up to date by the 
Identification Division, thus making duplicate work. In an operating com
puterised Criminal history system any new arrests to uld be added to the. 
computer record*  A criminal fingerprint card would be submitted to our 
Identification Division where itwould be filed in the FBI identification jacket. 
However, since a computerized criminal history would be available the 
Identification Division would no longer maintain or Update what, is presently 
known as the "rap" sheet. Thus, the computer criminal history would take 
the place of the present criminal identification record.

Mr. Tolson also expressed the view that the long delay in getting , 
all 50 states involved in thisproject would result in duplicate searches being 
made on many requests submitted. While it is true that the goal should be 
to get all 50 states involved in the computer conversion of criminal histories 
and this is a definite possibility, even within one year, the fact of the matter

(CONTINUED-OVER)
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is that 75 percent of all criminal fingerprint submissions to our Identification 
Division come from the 15 largest states and the Federal eg encies including 
the District of Columbia. We could certainly involve these states, as well as 
an additional 20 or 25 which would take care of the vast majority of finger
print submissions. If any of the smaller states were unable to get started 
on the computerization of the criminal histories then the conversion for 
those states, could be done here in Washington by the FBI because the number 
of prints would be relatively small, in this way we would have a complete 
computerized, system in operation which would avoid the necessity of dupli
cate requests where no record appeared in the computer because a few 
States were not participating in the program.

Such procedure would involve converting for computer storage, 
data from all arrests on fingerprint submissions by non-participating 
states, performed by FBI. The costs involved in this FBI work would depend 
on the number of submissions involving, non-participating states and cannot 
now be estimated.

Mr. Mohr pointed out that if Project SEARCH is successful and 
the Bureau continues tp computerize, the overall work of the Identification 
Division may ultimately be substantially curtailed in that; fingerprint cards, 
on arrests where the person is known to be already carried in the com- 

; pufprized file would be retained at the state or focal level and there would 
]be no heed to submit them to the FBI Identification Divisionk While the 

v FBI would continue under such concept as the central repository for \ 
• xy Master Fingerprint cards (first arrest), its function as repository for 

J fingerprint cards on subsequent arrests, would be phased out,' thus sub- 
®tantiaiiy curtailing thework of the Identification .Division, which is 
desirable.

e' It was also pointed out during the Conference that the state
law enforcement agencies involved in Project SEARCH have expressed

* their reluctance to provide any criminal history data to LEAA since 
they do not consider the latter to be a law enforcement agency, it was 
for this reason that the state .agencies after FBI refusal to serve as the 
central index turned to the Michigan State Police and their computerized 
system to serve as a substitute for the pilot project.

(CONTINUED-OVER)
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Conference, Action

Th© Conference voted on the question, "Should the FBI 
participate in project SEARCH Vrith the understanding that it has a firm 
commitment for reimbursement of costs and no obligation to continue 
beyond trial period of August, 1970"? Messrs. DeLoach, Mohr, Callahan, 
Casper, Conrad,. Bishop, Felt, Sullivan, Rosen, Gale, Walters, Tavel, 
Soyars and Beaver voted yes that we should. Mr. Tolson was opposed. 
Mr. Mohr posed th© question that if th© FBI, should it: participate in 
Project SEARCH, determine that it is. successful then the FBI should engage 
in the complete computerization of active criminal histories. Messrs, 
DeLoach, Mohr, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Bishop, Felt, Sullivan, 
Rosen, Gale, Walters, Tavel, Soyars and Beaver voted yes and 
Mr .Tolson was opposed.

Respectfully, 
~ For die Conference

A PERTINENT SERIES OF QilESliONSAND ANSWERS IS ATTACHED, x. ' >

- 10a -
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Question:

What are the chances that a police agency in a computerized 
criminal history system will get a missed ident?

Answer:

This will happen. In those instances where name and date 
of birth,are the only identifying means provided/ it would be incumbent 
upon the agency based on the description, fingerprint class, and other 
factors,provided in the computerized criminal history to identify or elim
inate the person they inquired upon. If still in doubt, they would request 
verification based on submissibn of the criminal fingerprint card. The computer 
response on all of the automated criminal histories would indicate that the- 
information furnished was solely the result of a name check, not. supported by 
fingerprint identification. As in NCIC the final responsibility is on the inquiring 
agency which has the facts for determination.

Question:

If the states should stop receiving Federal funds, will they 
continue to participate in a computerized criminal history system?

Answer:

Yes. As witnessed by NCIC, there is a rapid development 
of statewide computerized information systems. These are being paid for 
by the states. Computerized criminal history is a logical part of these sys
tems, an'd has a high priority in most states.

(CONTINUED - OVER)
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Question: . - ■ •. •■■

If the Burgau were to participate in Project SEARCH, would 
there be an unrealistic demandthat the Bureau spend a large amount of 
money to quickly implement a compute rizedcriminal history file? 'r

Answer; • - ; \
• ■*' « ' "* r ‘ *

'This cannot be foretold, however, we would strongly 
resist Such a demand. The development of a total national criminal 
history file should be controlled and done in phases, which would also 
control theampunf bt Mpney spont*

Question; 'p. /< '

» Will the computerized criminal history record include : 
ftngerpriMdlassiiicMtfeh^

* * S ‘J I ‘ ' ' s r » ' . V ' ‘ ’

■.AhsWOr;:' < 
—.

'• - , ?' ’ -The' usedln the sj$fem,,■'
although’ a general pattern type,, will be ihOludedM the criminai.hiStory 
record.' ’ This .fe n°t M unique identification Of a person but it does help 
to eliminafe questioned persohd. ?.

(CONTINUED * OVER) ' -■
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Question: ... '

Will it take many years before all active criminal histories 
are stored in the computer? * . <

Answer; / . ' „ / . • ’; ,
J'5- ' ’ ' . . , .

* J ' ' . * ‘ ‘ 1 J ' ' w • - > • I

• ‘ r / Based pn i^CIC experience we can expect within five years

criminal history infprmatiQn will be satisfied by the computer record. 
Basedon our NClC experience we canexpect.participationby allstates,

- ' _ * A ■ - « * ' + ' ' ' . „ - . . H - S’

. \ . /- ffiiestion; «■ . ■ ’. ' • \'

Only-8$ active criminal* identification r^cerdt . •

J'Answer': . \\ 7.

■ V WheFW;andstai^4i^nt|fichttonn^n(;ieswoiddoniycQn*
ye^ for cpniputer storage those driininai histdries ^hteh are actively .’ 
beiiijghhndledi in other words, fedre would he no effort, to go bacX through 

. old files’to convert iheaetcriniidai histories to acomputer record, ^he
.reason for this in that many oi thetn are dead> many are no longer active

> in theworld because pt '^ge or other*  reasons, and-$ v$aid he «
useless-to spend the-fnphpy.ip convert this type pl- record.,/Unifprin Cjriihe 
Reports and our^areerp in r|tne ntatiMcnahew that the average age of 

. .f ?thc repeating adult/offender•'& 32yeafa. M0. this age there is naup*  
/ ' , stant^i decline Merfiwai aetivi^ ^th increasing age.

■*. 13 »• ■



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Computerized Criminal Identification Record

Question;

If a fictitious name is used, will the computer reply "No 
Record" even though there is a record on the person using the fictitious 
name?

Answer:

This is true. The computer can only respond to the records 
it has stored in its system based on the inquiry that is made. If a fictitious 
name is used, it would respond "No Record.M However, fictitious names 
are a very small part of the arrest volume. The majcsfity of persons arrested 
furnish true names. The Identification Division identifies from a name search 
63% of all criminal prints where a prior record exists (tills represents 70% of 
the total volume of criminal fingerprint receipts). Because of the utilization 
of aliases not in the computer or names substantially different than the one by 
which the original entry in the computer was stored, it would always be neces
sary for police agencies to submit fingerprint cards and have technical 
searches made when the computer replied with a "No Record."

Question: 
* .

Will Project SEARCH contain any hidden costs for FBI not 
reimbursed under the estimated $162,000 for computer programming and 
related processing?

A *

ANSWER:

No, none are anticipated. So long as it is restricted to the 
approximate 100,000 criminal records to be converted by the 10 states. 
Our additional work involved in coding and entering persons arrested on 
Federal charges and work involved in assigning FBI numbers to all first < 
criminal arrests (instead of awaiting the second arrest as now) will be 
deferred until results of Project SEARCH have been analyzed and evaluated.

(CONTINUED - OVER)
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Executives Conference Memorandum , ’,
Re: Computerized Criminal Identification Record * ,

Question:

' . What problems would be inherent in Project SEARCH and
. the follow-up system by which FBI might be criticized in dissemination 
ofIdent record not supported fey fingerprints in our files at the time of 
the dissemination?

Answer: .

. Project SEARCH itself is’strictlya trial and error experi-
mentand disseminated Ident records would not be used in courts or 
otherwise except for testing purposes and tra^ng of information among 
^e lQ participating states and the Bureau. - . .

’ ' ‘ 'The problems inherent inthe follow-up system are (1) arrest
. o£4subject who<is already inthe computerhy>a non^participatibg state 

and consequently ho entry for' tiid additional arrest ih theldent record in: ’
the computer. M such subject'-puton hMdonthatafrest-and is later

■ * arrestedby aparticipatingstaievzewould not havetheinformationon 
. which-to include the intermediate arrest in the disseminated record*

> We cah correct thus ihapern^nent program by converting into the
,« computerrecord allarrestsiuntm*participating  stated (if any); as K • 

ti^erprintear<fe are^reesivedinidenttiieation iMyision;: Beeond problem; ‘ 
isfailure to record an Mrrest by a^pertieiphting state with same.-result as 
in the situation cited above. a?o avoid this type problem we would devise a 
monitoring system to detect the omission upon receipt of the fingerprint

- . card by ident Mvisipn lthisi wouldW wdtW Out by placing pyiwry burden
_ states to avoid subbWtial WofiUoad increase in ident IMwidn).

. ‘ > ^htrd prQbiew^injM^tal detibeyaMy iming someone .
else’s name and birthdate or coincidental same Mme M birthdate 
resulting in msa^mination of .wcoi^ ideni record. 1?his problem cannot

\ be prevented at thewtioMllevel without alwaysope ratinga, completely / 
r ‘ dual system Of fingerprint (technical searches) checks on all arrests.

Other similar problems could be visualized at tlns time. Bit for each 
' such problem therean answer which involves establishing a control, 

, mther.lhrou^iuse of the computer or tie compote?*  -
We have: had similar proliems in w manual systems, bach of which has 

. been resolvedus it has been identified, . ■

< - t
. / (co^WWti*-  /■ i

**-■ ,15 . j • • ■ y
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Executives Conference memorandum 
me: Computerized Criminal Identification llecord

Question: . ■ ■ .

V/ ith thepotential problems cited, why should 1?M goforward 
now in participation of project iSEATtCii ?

Answer: '■ * -

Wesimply do not know the answers to many of tiifes questions, 
raised heroin or others that may be raised. 3he purpose of Project 3EA&CH, 
at no cost to the Oil, is to obtain answers to these questions and allow us 
to experiment with programming techniques and evaluate the test data in 
order to arrive at morepositiyoanswers and conclusions. * Itmay well bo 
that from the results achieved there may be demonstrated a need for an 
entii’oly different approach to the ultimate goal < computerisation, of the 
rap -dheet. itlaeuK Hw advantages- exceed disadvantages.

. • * * ‘ i • * ,

’< .,, * " . . ’ ' - - • ‘, *.-'*■* _ • m ' * j

Question: . -'y ■••

h vmai$re the s^via^ to thePElin die complete computeri- 
sathmnf active criminal histories? .••■■•

Jjiswer?■.• ■ •<■;. ';■■■ ■ ,•

. . do long as we have to continue to operate a completely
duplicate system of both manual fingerprint searches and computerized 
Whs searches^?added costs wUl $ course exceed savidge? tye have 
every reason tobelieve a gradual reduction in the work load pf the * , 
IdentifUaidon XHViis W wUl result by Education of law eitf ersemeut and 
other °f criminal justice sySlem'to. reliance oh die computer
^eneWWd identMeatien record euriaUmeht of submission of 
fingerprint cards on. both criminal and appHcant^$pe submissions. It • 
cannot be determined now whether such savings will be less or greater 
thanourultimateestiniated costcrf 03.5 minionannually, f

’ («»W*OtaQ



Executives (Conference memorandum
__ .Re: Computerized Criminal Identification Record

Question:

How Will this system reduce work load involved in the • 
majority of our daily fingerprint receipts--civil and miscellaneous 
applicant fingerprint cards? 4l . • . / , -

' ’ Answer; • /, ' '

We will have io educateagencies submitting these to make 
the name checks through their state agencies into our computer rather 
than submission of fee fingerprint card. Because of convenionce and ” 
speed in computer name, check, agencies should be willing to generally 
adopt this procedure;, Wo already have agreements wife fee military /

-and Immigration and Naturalization Service on limiting such, checks to ; 
name searches and have recently advised fingerprint contributors feat

.' many such subfeissions Will be limited fe a name search, *

. ’ ’Question: ■ y - . - • - /’• ■ ,

In a complete, computerized eriminal. history system, 
. . wouldfingerprint. cards. continue-'to bei submitted to fee FBI identification

•• Divfeion^ ;

• . Answer: ‘ • '.■■■ s ■/ '

In fee beginningordevelopment .stage of a computerized 
crimfeal history system, all charges pn fee computer record would be 
supportedby affegerprfetCardin our IdehtiffeationBiyisioh. Eventually, ■ . 
fingerprint card^wofed be submiifedby fee'state.agency only on first J 
arrests, As a result, fee majoriiy Of entries; for arrests on fee identi-, f ■ 
fiCation. record stored in the computer and disseminated would not be 
supported by fingerprint cards filed in fee Identification Division. The 
eomputer recorfe however, would contain fee identity of fee arresting 
police agency and fee state identification record number as to where fed 
fingerprint card is held. As- in NCIC, fee state would, be held responsible 
for this entry in fee record, . ,

,w 17



The Director January 26, 1970

The Executives Conference 

2AREERSIN CRIME PROGRAM

, The Executives Conference was held on January 22, 1970, aiid
present were Mr. Tolson and Messrs. Mohr, Callahan, Bishop, Casper, 
Felt, Conrad, Gale, Sullivan, Beaver, Tavel, Soyars, Walters and Daunt.

It was proposed that the FBI’s Careers in Crime Program adopt 
the new NCIC Working Group standards for converting the criminal identifica
tion record to computer form. The Careers in Crime Program has since 1963 
converted the criminal identification record of Federal offenders to computer 
form for statistical use. In this program copies of the criminal identification 
record on Federal offenders are sent to the Uniform Crime Reporting Section, 
Crime Records Division, from the Identification Division. The Uniform Crime 
Reporting Section codes the information on the criminal identification record 
and forwards the material to the Administrative Division, where it is key 
punched and placed on magnetic tape. The codes, or symbols used to describe 
the information on the criminal identification record in the current program, 
while adequate for statistics, are incomplete and inadequate for use as a day- 
to-day computer printout Of a criminal identification record (rap sheet). By 
adopting the NCIC Working Group standards (approved by the Director) on all 
1970 Federal offender records*  the rap sheets being converted would not only 
be of use statistically but, eventually, as a day-to-day operational record .J 
printed out by the computer. Costs to effect this change are estimated at /m 
$60,000 during the first calendar year. These funds are available, with I 
$30,000 to be spent in Fiscal 1970 and $30,000 in the first half of Fiscal 1971.x

Mr. Walters observed that it is now premature io authorize the 
estimated $60,000 annual expenditure for a new system of computerizing the 
identification record for (1) statistical purposes, and (2) the beginning of an 
operational system. Insofar as statistical value is concerned, we would abandon 
further updating of entries in the Careers in Crime Program (some 250,000 
persons on whom information regarding recidivism, etc., has been gathered) 
mid start building a new statistical base from which to draw conclusions—it 
-would be several years before a similar largfegteit^ical base would be built
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Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Careers in Crime Program

and the only added statistical data described in the new program were physical 
description types of items. Insufficient in-depth detailed study has been made 

A of the various ways andmeans to approach the overall problem of computeriza
tion of the rap sheet for operational use and exchange with state and local law 

j enforcement agencies and Other fingerprint contributors. We do not know the 
ultimate costs Of approaches that can be made nor do we know law enforcement’s 
real needs for immediate, transmission of rap sheet information over communica
tions fines rather than by maU. We will be in a better position to evaluate our 

} overall needs and a proper beginning after the results Of a similar demonstration 
project now underway by 10 states are known and after we have completeda full . 
systems study of all aspects of Computer ization of Identif ication processes.

WftU respect to Mm Walters*  Observations, ft w&e pointed out that 
it was not premature to utilize the standards (which have been approved) for 
conversion of the rap sheets in the Careers in Crime program, A number of 
states have gone ahead with the conversion for their Own use and the FBI would 
merely be applying the standards to an on-going pro^am, ^he statistics ' 
available in the Career s in Crime Program could fee used for several yea^d 
without any furtherupdating. -IM current proposal.merely calls for die conversion 

. r of the present data on rap sheets to < standardised form.; It does not commit us to 
apy procedures in the eventual Computer exchange Of rap sheet information at a 

. future time*  By en^^ing In the Current proposal we will be in a better position 
\ to determine ultimate procedure^ and COUts*  ?

The majorityof theCoMerenCeconsisting: Of Messrs*  Mohr, 
'Cailahan, Bishop*  Caspep> Felt, Conrad, Gale, §miivanF Beaver, Tayei'an^ 
Boyars voted in. the affirmative that, the Wording Group standards be 
adopted in the CareersM Crime Frogram beginning With 19’?Q Federal offenders, < 

. provicfed that where the standardizedMrm to b e need for a charge differs from 
that actually appearing on the rap sheet then both charges would appear On the 
computer records*  Mr.,.;M^oabh wasaWentlVom the conference due to the 

x TublonskiAcasA but a<Mse4 thhti M supports the: majority’s. vieWi

, : .Tolson and Mr, gaiters were opposed.at tits time.

; Respectfully, J .
. For the Go4esence ;

' Clyde ToW

. ~ ‘ ' • - 9. .■ -



Mr« TOlspn • February 12/ 1970
O- _ ’ ’ ’ ' ; . ,

The Executives Conference

<NATIONAL^CRIMR..INEORMATION CENTER (NCIC) ,

. • ’ The Executives Conference, presided over by Mr. Tolson, and •
consisting of Messrs. DeLoach, Mohr, Sishopi, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, 
Felt, Gale, Rosen, Sullivan, Tavel, Walters, Beaverand Soyars, met in

? your office today. Mr; Bishop proposed the establishment of a Stop Index 
1n'the:'Ns^<m^.' Crime Information Center (NCIC) computer which Would talc 
advantage of the surveillance capability of the NCIC, to which dyer 10. 
inquiries were directed in 1WB concerning^^persons arrested locally, SUspi " " 1 j| 
persons and vehicles, observed in police operations. These observations ofp"<g^ j 

jp persons and things can provide valuable intelligence information to the
and save a considerable amount of investigative time

f : , '^A'inveM^tiVediviWbnS of theBureauare interested\inIdcaiiii 
Aspects for interview, such as Selective Service dejihqpents,.. etc., but on /’ t 
whom no warraiit M outstanding; in any police contacts-with SOViet Bloc cdr^^ • 

personnel; in any police or movement of, agitators; in
J poHce: contacts ivith <?bsa Nostra meihbersl and in the movements of crimit^ jg 

suspects such as £&& burglars, sex perverts/ etc, .JThe Id^itity bf such 
indiVichials or the license'niimbbrs of the car s used by them can be entered 

g jW' into the NCIC computer , Should ad inquiry be made by apolice; agOnCy any-
'tiSM’ ybere m the country with reject io these records,, the N^IC computer

would advise the'lnqiiirfhg police agency J’ho warrant, ” ”hb want 0utstandin|^^g|J 
‘ or Mno stolen record. ” At the same time,, the computer would advise a ' 1

Smitor terminal located in the NCIC control room thht,an inquiry was »I 
delved,, identifying the police agency; „the time and the-information used

‘ make the inquiry.. This information would be futhished to the appropriate^ r 
•r S Mmvesti^,tive divfsidn lyhich, irnthrn, would advise the field to follow up Wit^;X\;>^. 

i J ^H;|inquiringsagbncy as to the Mature of the inquiry ^4 whe^m^.the subject
— a, t i^ln Custody. Bach of the investigative divisions would establish the criterjaT^g/^ 
W’B iHtormg record into the Stop Index and all entries of Stop index record0g^Y 
gjg^i^fie' NCIC would be done through the NCIC control room fpr^contrOlpurpoS^r g 
g no entries being made directly by the -fte|^offices*
511Wr’ Tolson ■

. ! "4ir. DeLoach . 1 Mr. Gale
. 1^‘Mry Mohr - ’ :

*

O'

‘ , 1-Mr. Camper*  1 - Mr. Beaver ,r 
1— Mr. Daunt 
1-Mr, Bishop **1 - Mr*  Rosen

1 - Mr. Sullivnii
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Memo for Mr. Tolson
RE: Stop Index

National Crime Information Center (NCIC)

In order to program (instruct) the NCIC computer to handle such 
a Stop Index for the FBI, it would cost approximately $1320 of employee 
time. Computer storage is available and would not be extensive since it is 
estimated by the investigative divisions that the Stop Index file would not 
exceed10,000 entries during-.the..first year. ;

It was the unanimous opinion of the Conference that the above
proposed Stop Index in the^NCIC should be established. . .

RECOMMENDED ACTION: / .
‘.*T     »111,11 III, i i' MlMiluj^.ni'ii I 'll I IIIIJI IJ ■H.HM.w ' »

. That the Domestic Intelligence^ Special Investigative, General 
Svestigativej Administrative and Crime Records Divisions work out the 
necessary details to place the Stop index, into effect, with criteria and 

: procedure^ fbr implementing the program to be Sent through’fpr, approval.
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The Director February 12, 1970

/; -
The 'Executives Conference 

>«PECIAL HANDLING OF FOREIGN POLICE
‘ COOPERATION (FPC)’ MATTERSBYLEGAT, PARIS .

The Executives. Conference on February 12, 1970, con
sisting of Messrs., Tolson, DeLoach, Mohr, Bishop, Callahan, 
Casper, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Sizoofor Sullivan, Tavel, 
Walters*  Beaver, and Soy ar s, considered the suggestion of Legal, 
Paris., that he be permitted to correspond directly with persons 
in the United states, using Embassy stationery and the title of 
Legal Attache, in certain FPO matters*

Mr. Sizoo explained that the French police are pro- 
. hibited from corresponding with individuals outside France and, 

frequently ask our Legat to arrange foi a United 
States resident to. bd Contacted and told that his property has 
been located, to secure his permission to dispose of an abandoned Sr 
car*  to inquire regarding his passing an insufficient funds check 
or to secure the details of a theft or other incident occurring 
in France. At present*  a case is opened in Paris*  is handled 
at the Seat of Government (SOG), and again in the field*,  and 
Agent time is used in securing the desired data., fir. Sizoo

. noted that under Legat‘s proposal, there would be no possibility 
of embarrassment to the Bureau as the Legat would be writing as ,, v 
an Embassy official and both field and SQG handling of the matter 
Would be eliminated. Control would be maintained at SOG as copie^^i 
Of all correspondence would be furnished Bureau and reviewed to 
insure that there was no abuse. He pointed but that we must, 
accept these requests as a matter of reciprocity. ..

Mr« Tolson and the ugf^ii^ty ox the Conference felt • 
that there was a danger that this matter might get out of 
control. No question was raised regarding the propriety of 
the Bureau, assisting in these cases but the majority of the 
Conference felt that despite the additional clerical and Agent 
handling of these cases, both in the field and at Headquarters*  
it was preferable that these matters be cleared through the 
Bureau., The minority, consisting of Messrs. DeLoach, Bishop, 
Gale, Rosen, and Sizoq Were in favor of adopting the Parise 
suggestion while the remainder joined in Mr. "ToTsoh*̂ - ,

i FEB 24 1970 i I * rMS. ■**  Mr ♦ D©Lpach Mr. Beaver
’.«l



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Special Handling of Foreign Police

Cooperation (FPC> Matters by Legat, Paris

ACTION:

We will, of course, follow the Director’s decision 
in handling of these cases.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference

- Clyde “Tolson ; ft
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In attendance at the conference today were Messf^. Toison, 
De Loach, Mohr, Bishop, Casper, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, 
Rosen, Sullivan, Tavel, Walters, Soyars and Beaver.

Mr. Tolson instructed the conference that the Director is 
to be advised in .advance of any proposed contacts with LEAA personnel, 
or of any invitations "from LEAA for conferences to discuss<any .matter 
whatsoever.

•
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MR. TOLSON 2-42-70

THE<EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

PROPOSElJ&Kj£HQNjE.ANSWERINGJ)EyiCE_- _
KINGSTON, NEW YORK, RESIDENT AGENCY

The Executives’ Conference of 2-12-70, consisting ofMessrs.
Tolson, DeLoach, Mohr, Bishop, Casper, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, 

„ Sizoo for Sullivan, Tavel, Walters, SOyars and Beaver, considered a request by 
the New York Office to install in the Kingston Resident Agency a device on. which 

Q a message can be recorded during hours when the resident agents are not in the 
j/’*'office.  This message is played for anyone calling on the telephone requesting 

(f f them to leave any message they desire as well as their name and number so they 
can be contacted on the agent’s return.

It was pointed out that the New York Office feels that the current 
emphasis on applicant recruiting has pointed up a perennial problem of maintaining . 
communication with persons attempting to contact resident agencies at times when 
the agents are out of the office, it was pointed out that, an additional agent had j 
been assigned to the Kingston Resident Agency specifically for the purpose of I 
applicant recruitment; that he spends most of his time out of the office contacting ’ ( 
high schools, guidance counselors, and other sources of applicants; that literature 
he leaves at the various sources requests that the prospective applicants call the 
resident agency but since the agents are out Of the office for almost all of the 
working day prospective applicants calling get no answer and, as a result, a 
number of potential applicants can be lost. It was also pointed out that members 
of the general public, police officers*  and even the field office has difficulty in 
contacting the resident agents when they are ont covering leads and are not in the 
office.

The device which New York proposes to install is called-a^ode±a±_ 
phone. The model which it is felt would be most suitable costs $760. Installation 
is $20 plus $3.50 a month for rental of necessary equipment to connect it to the 
telephone line. This allows up to a three-minute message to be recorded by the> ..

r - !
, s' I

1-Mr. Beaver
1-Mr. Casper
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Executives Conference Memorandum 
Re: Proposed Telephone Answering Device - 

Kingston, New York, Resident Agency 

agent as he leaves the office and this message can he changed as frequently as 
he likes. It permits up to two hours of recording time dur ing his absence for 
persons desiring to leave messages. This could also he useful in situations 
where all agents are out of the office and one of the resident agents wishes to 
leave information for one of the other agents upon his return. It was pointed 
out that any recorded message could include a statement that if the matter was 
of an emergency nature the caller should contact the Office in New York City, 
The device would not only be useful during working hours when agents are 
absent from the resident agency but also at night and on weekends.

It was felt that thia device mi ght be of considerable benefit in 
other resident agencies also but that prior to considering installation elsewhere, 
we should have the Kingston Resident Agency conduct a detailed study for 60 days 
as to the precise benefits derived from its use with statistics as to the pumper of 
calls received during the agents*  absence, etc. Unless the benefits derived folly 
gusfifiedi itscosv itiWouidmot^ instauatiottin pther resident
agencies*  On this basis, the Conferenceunanimously felt that it Should be 
installed in the Kingston Resident Agency as proposed.

RECOMMENDATION:

That New York be permitted to install the above-described 
Code-a-phone in the Kingston Resident Agency with a 60-day study to be 
conducted and detailed results submitted to the Bureau.



Mr, Tolson February 20, 1970

The Executives Conference

SUPERVISORY TRAINING SEAT OF GOVERNMENT 
CLERICAL SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL

The Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, DeLoach, 
Mohr, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Sullivan, Tavel, 
Walters,. Beaver and Soyars considered, a presentation by Casper in which it was 
recommended that supervisory training be provided to Seat of Government clericaEM 
personnel,

Mr, Casper recommended that clerical supervisors at the Seat of 
Government be. given a 40--hour course in supervisory training commencing with \ 
supervisors in the Identification Division (approximately 214 supervisors). He 
recommended that the basic 40-hour course be followed within a. year by a shorter^ 
advanced course which would serve as a refresher and as a reinforcement of the 
Supervisory concepts, He said the principal purpose was to cut down on Seat of \\ 
Government employee turnover i

It was explained that in accordance with instructions from Mr. MloHt 
to Messrs. Felt and Casper that they study an analysis of Seat of Government 
employee turnover with the thought in mind of making appropriate recommendations; 
solutions to the problem. Of all the concepts considered, they seemed to resolve^, 
thdmselves in the final analysis for the need of Supervisory training since our 
supervisors are the direct connection between the employees and management af^gl 
they must accept, the role the supervisor plays in the retention of our personnel.

The Training Division staff has.been aff or ding executive, manage-OJ 
ment, and first-line supervisory training to local police agencies, and we have, 
developed expertise in these areas. We have instructors who have attended, \ 
management programs and who have years of training experience in this area, 
The Planning and Research Unit of the Training Division will take this expertise v ". 
and tailor it to the needs of qur clerical Supervisors and will then furnish the J.' 
instructors for this course.

AM. WORIOTION CONT.
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Executives Conference Memorandum
JRe: Supervisory Training Seat of Government 

■ Clerical Supervisory Personnel

Among the divisions having the greatest problem Of turnover is the 
identification Division. It was felt that the program should be started on a 
trial basis in the Identification Division, with the instructors spending a minimum 
of two days in the division where the training is to be given in order to give them . 
a deep insight into the problems and conditions facing the supervisors and so he 
can make the instruction as meaningful aS possible.

Management is a complex process, and the manager needs a high 
degree of flexibility to provide proper leadership to a diverse group of employees. 
There is a job to do, and management, working through its supervisors, must get 
the job done utilizing the firm but fair management techniques repeatedly endorsed 
by the Director. Our supervisors work with people, and they must have an under
standing of the needs, desires and expectations of both management and the people 
they supervise. I^Believed that our program will add a broader dimension to the 

. supervisor’s techniques and procedures; A suggested Curriculum is attached.

The scheduling of the course and classes will be worked out with the 
Assistant Dir ector, of the Identification Division.

> was the unanimous view Of the Executives Conference that this 
clerical supervisors course be tried inthe Identification Division.



The Director February 20,, 1970

The Executives Conference

(TEAR GAS ACT OF 1969”

At the Executives Conference,attended by Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, 
DeLoach, Bishop, Callahan,. Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Sullivan, Tavet, Waltersy- 
Beaver, Foyars and Casper, Casper discussed the matter of training police in • 
California in the effective use Of gas and the holding of a meeting in the 
Fan Francisco*  Division*  of eight Firearms Instructors, (two from each Division in 
California) to establish a uniform curriculum. ' . *

Iii August, 1969, Californiaenactedthe ’’TearGas Act of 1969” which 
pertains to nonlethal chemical agents and restricts the purchase, possession and 
transportation of these weapons. One provision provides that any peace officer ' / ' 
after 41/1/71 in California may purchase> possess- or transport chemical agents . 
only after he has satisfactorily completed a course of instruction approved by the 
California Commission on Peace Officer Standards' and Training (hereinafter 
called the Commission). The. Commission, has proposed an eight-hour course ow 
training indicating that the FBI is one of the sources of such training approved fc 
the Commission and that, ths FBI instructors are qualified to properly give tW / 
type of training. . ’ . .j ■ . .■ /. s

The eight-hour course includes four hours of classroom instruction and 
four hours of practical field demonstration. The course pertains to the history and 
types of nqhlethal chemical agents, legal and moral aspects of their use, medical 
findings regarding their effect, laws regarding possession and use, and policy of 
local jurisdictions, types of chemical agents (such aS tear gas, grenades, ■. 
projectiles, dispensers and chemical sprays) , their purpose and effectiveness, 
technical employment of such aids, Use of protective masks, and first aid for '• 
people gassed. The field demonstration will involve the display and u^e of the5 
weapons anti tacticaldeployment of personnel^ use of gas masks, etc. , , ■

1 - Mr. Casper 
JJC/hcv -

J MAR 2 51970



Memo from The Executing Conference to the Director m 
Re: Police Training, StUF of California, ’’Tear Gas ActW 1969”

For years FBI Firearms Experts have been instructing; local law enforce-: 
ment in the Use of tear gas and other raid equipment as well as techniques employed in 
such usages in firearms schools, lectures on techniques and mechanics of arrest, raid 
techniques and-equipment, and mob and riot control. Our instructors have never 
endorsed any type of tear gas Or raid equipment; however, they do point out the. 
different types available and how each may be safely and effectively utilized.

SAC, San Francisco, has proposed that qualified instructors from each of 
the four California offices meet at a range in the San Francisco Division for the purposes 
of developing a uniform training format for Our instructors in that state. He has stated 
that an area representative Of one manufacturer of tear gas equipment has offered to 
display and demonstrate their equipment for the benefit of our instructors. Training 
Division feels that all manufacturers of this equipment should be invited to display and 
demonstrate their equipment andthat instructors be certain that such matters as policy 
and Usage, of this equipment will be discussed by commandpersonnel of sponsoring

• agencies. . ■<. .*  ' •

, ■ Mr*  Tolson Stated he wns opposed and particularly opposed to the FBI.Agents
’ training police in the use of such chemical sprays as the Mace when the FBI does not 
use them. Here it is to be noted that the FBI does pot Use any chemical sprays contain-' 
ing tear gas. We have, however, for years used tear gas in the form of canisters Or. 
projectiles fbr raids;,, such as in the apprehension of a dangerous fugitive who has holed 
up in a hide-out. , .

The following reasons are set forth for-the FBI’s participating in this Phase 
of police training: * /

1./The F^I has W Obligation:under^the monies Wesreceive from the Omnibus 
/ Grime Control Bill to provide police training in areas in which we have /

। expertise. Mohr pointed out that we recently objected to the Department : 
j the proposal by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration ,(LEAA) to an 

/ / amendment they proposed to the Omnibus Crime Bill which would permit ' 
.. 1 / BEAA to give this type of training; that the Department went along with our

• recommendation and: deleted this, from LEAA’s proposal.' /'■ .

. ' 2. Under our instructions to provide mob and riot control to local police this 
has been an important phase of that training.

3 The extendingof training with respect to any law enforcement procedure or 
equipment byFBI personnel does not constitute an endorsement of that 
procedure or equipment, as exemplified in the case of a law enforcement 
officer who carries and utilizes in training a .32 caliber revolver, Bureau 
personnel may not use a weapon of this caliber; however, Our instructor will 
teach that police officer how to safely and effectively use the weapon he is 
authorized to carry.

- 2- (CONTINUED - OVER)



Memo from The Ekecmves Conference to the Director
Re: Police Training

State of California
’’Tear Gas Act of 1969”

The FBI plays ah integral part in the police training program operated ’ 
under the supervision of the Commission in California. As indicated, we are only 
one of the agencies approved by the Commission to give this type of instruction, 
and undoubtedly this instruction will be incorporated in training schools inwhich we 
have been requested to handle other topics. Messrs; DeLoach and Sullivan voiced 
strong endorsement for the FBI’s participation in this program, when requested, . 

’ ■ . - * '• '/ . ■ . ' ' "' _ ■
All members of the Conference, except Mr. Tolson, votbd iii favor of > 

the FBI’s participation in the training program and permitting SAC Bates to: hold 
the two-day conference of the eight FBI instructors from the California offices to 
arrism at a uniform curriculum whenever we are called Upon to give this training 
in the state. - / .. : .

Mr*  Tolson stated that he was opposed? and particularly to that aspect. 
dealing with FBI providing instruction to Ibcarpolice in the usevof tear gas spray 
dispensers. ‘

■ Based upon the director’s desire iii thismatter ^appropriate’action 
will be taken. '• . 1/ • ■

\ .*  Respectfully > .A.-. ,/.•*
... ' • Fo^theCdn^ir^ice •< . ■

f y '• Clyde Tolson



Mr. Mohr March 10, 1970

j. J. Casper

REPORT WRITING - UNLAWFUL FLIGHT TO AVOID 
PROSECUTION, CUSTODY, CONFINEMENT OR 
GIVING TESTIMONY; PAROLE, CONDITIONAL RELEASE, 
OR PROBATION VIOLATORS; DESERTERS; AND
ASCERTAINING FINANCIAL ABILITY CASES - SUGGESTION 
MATTER 500-90 '

StNOPSB

Following consideration bvExecutive/Conference of 2/12/69. .; 
of a suggestion by SA Joseph L. Kissiah (now retired), it Was approved that, 
for a trial, period of one year, submission of reports would be discontinued in 
the types of cases captioned above with the exception bf those cases Of interest 
to the press, Congressional sources, or involving prominent or notorious 
people or, in the case of Ascertaining Financial Ability (AFA), those cases 
Which originate in the Department of justice. Bureau would be advised by 
brief letter of receipt of AFA cases in the field. Field so instructed by SAC 

' Letter 69-12 (A), dated 2/17/69. These procedures Were subsequently . 
modified in SAC Letter 69-40 (C), dated 7/29/69, to require Succinct summary 
reports for field use should be prepared when, fugitive cases were six months 
Old and each six months thereafter. SACS and/or field supervis^r^’ Could 
require reports when needed for administration of cages or to provide training 
in reporting procedures. For uniformity in AFA matters, brief reports Of 
investigation were to be prepared for the benefit Of the U. S. Attorney but 
not furnished to the Bureau unless the case originated in the Department of 
Justice. It was no longer necessary to separately advise the Bureau of each 
new AFA case received in the field, Field was also instructed that only 
original and one indexing copy need be prepared of inserts and FD-302s 
(Form for Reporting Information that May Become Testimony) with any needed 
additional copies to be mechanically reproduced; however, this instruction 
Was. superseded by letter to Albany and all offices dated 2/16/70, instructing 
that no office should use the One or no carbon system Without specific Bureau 
authority. AZ .QjZ

Cl> 66-2554, 1 - Mrs. Buchanan, Room 5302 WFRSsord®
1 - Mr. Felt-/*rj  j /ER:cak Sic ^70
} < • CONTINUE-OVEsU;
1-Mr. Rosen.O-7Q
S 4 APR 2 3 W



Memorandum J. J. Casper to Mr. Mohr
Ret Report Writing - Unlawful Flight to Avoid 

Prosecution, Custody, Confinement or 
Giving Testimony; Parole, Conditional Release, 
or Probation Violators; Deserters; and 
Ascertaining Financial Ability Cases. - Suggestion 
Matter 50Q-69

Results of survey of field offices during inspections and comments 
of General Investigative, Special Investigative, Inspection and Training Divisions 
disclose the trial procedure, as modified by SAC Letter 69M0, has been beneficial 
and reduced stenographic and dictation time freeing Agents for investigative work; 
however, no tangible monetary savings could be estimated. It was noted case. 
load in pending investigative matters increased almost 13,000 eases during trial 
period whereafter die increase in clerical- personnel during same period was only 
30. Consensus was that modified reporting rules should be adopted permanently. 
This substantially implements' suggestion of former SA Kissiah; however, since s 
he has retired, no further recognition is being afforded him in line with 
established Bureau policy.

RECOMMENDATIONS: (1) That modified reporting procedures in effect for the-
• trial period be adopted on a permanent basis.

• (2) That no additional recognition be afforded SA Kissiah 
who has since retired. Receipt of the suggestion was acknowledged previously.

(3) On approval, necessary manual changes will be made;

- 2 -



Memorandum J. J. CaspertoMr. Mohr
Re: Report Writing - Unlawful Flight to Avoid 

Prosecution, Custody, Confinement or 
Giving Testimony; Parole, Conditional Release, 
or Probation Violators; Deserters; arid 
Ascertaining Financial Ability Cases Suggestion 
Matter 500-69

Details

As a result of a suggestion submitted by then SA Joseph L. 
Kissiah (now retired) of the Kansas City Office, the. Executives Conference 
of 2/12/69, Considered the discontinuance of/^^s^r^hlawful Flight categories 
of cases*  The Director approved the recommendation of Mr. Tolson that, for 
a trial period, of one year, investigative reports would be discontinued in the 
types of cases captioned above wife the exception of those cases Of interest to 
the press, Congressional sources, or involving prominent Or notorious people 
orpm the case Of Ascertaining Financial Ability (AFA), those Cases which 
originate in the Department of Justice, in addition, the Bureau would be advised 
by brief letter of the receipt of AFA Cases in, the field*  The field was instructed 
to do this by means of SAC Letter 69-12 (A), dated 2/17/69,. entitled in the . 
same manner as the caption of this memorandum.

. Subsequently, based onexperience and analyses bythe Inspection
Staff, the field was advised by SAC Letter 69-40 (C), dated 7/29/69, and again 
using the same caption, that certain modifications were to be made in the 
instructions concerning the discontinuance of reports during the year’s trial. 
The modifications were designed to assist in the supervision and administration 
of fugitive cases and instructed that succinct summary reports for field use Should 
be prepared when fugitive cases were six months old arid at each six-months period 
thereafter*  In addition, SACS and/or field supervisors could require an Agent 
to prepare a report when deemed advisable to properly administer a Case, Such 
as On reassignment, or to afford training in reporting procedures to new Agents*  
To achieve uniformity in AFA matters, brief reports of the results Of all 
investigations were to be prepared for the benefit of the U. S. Attorney*  Such 
reports WQhid not, however, have to duplicate data already in the U. S, Attorney’s 
files, nor would they have to be furnished to the Bureau except where the case



Memorandum J. J. Casper to Mr. Mohr
Re: Report Writing - Unlawful Flight to Avoid 

Prosecution, Custody, Confinement or 
Giving Testimony; Parole*  Conditional Release, 

. or Probation Violators; Deserters; arid
Ascertaining Financial Ability Cases > Suggestion 
Matter 500-69

originated in the Department of Justice.' The same SAC letter advised the field 
it would, no longer be necessary to advise the Bureau separately of each new AFA case 
received in the field, Also, to reduce paper work, the field Was instructed that 
whenever inserts or FD-302s were, necessary, only tile Original and one (for

, indexing) copy need be prepared, Additional copies as needed would be reproduced 
on duplicating equipment*

• OBSERVATipi^Si: The trial period is now over and the results have been 
evaluated . .• ■ ' ’ \

General InvestigativeDivisionhas? advised the elimination of 
reports ift AFA cases during the trial period and the modification that the 
Bureau heed not: be separately advised of the receipt of AFA cases, in the field . 
have caused no administrative problems at the Seat of Government (SOG) and should 
bicontinueddii.apermhn0nt basis*

Spedi^f InvestigaUve Pivislpn commented that the report writing 
rules for the We iu^iiiye eategbries in question jas enunciated in sac Better 
69-12 and modified by SAC Letter 69-40, have materially decreased the amount, 
of correspondence previously necessary in these cases and thereby have doubtless 
resulted in considerable savings* . Since reports are now submitted less frequently 
there has. Of course, been less supervisory control both in the field and at the - 
SOG but this disadvantage would appear to be outweighed bythe saving in . 
investigative and^ra^c time, The division recommended adoption on a permanent 
basis*  .

Inspection Division stated it had examined the procedures during 
the triai period and had, in fact, recommended the modifications approved and 
set fdrth in SAC Letter 69-40. It had: found all offices favor the practice



- Memorandum J. J. CaspertoMr. Mohr
Re: Report Writing - Unlawful Flight to Avoid 

Prosecution, Custody, Confinement or 
Giving Testimony; Parole, Conditional Release, 
or Probation Violators; Deserters; and 
Ascertaining Financial Ability Cases - Suggestion 
Matter 500-69

although supervision had become somewhat more difficult. This possible 
Objection is offset, however, by the fact that supervisors may require reports 
at any time in the more complicated cases. There is no question but that the 
procedures on trial Saved substantial time but none Of the offices inspected 
had been able to show any Specific measurable monetary savings, inspection 
Division felt the. advantages far outweigh the disadvantages and recommend

. the procedures in effect during the trfiM be adopted permanently.

Training Division has examined comments made by 40 offices 
during the trial in response to inquiries: made by the inspectors. The consensus 
was that the procedures in question were helpful and caused a substantial decrease 
in stenographic and dictation time and, consequently, allowed Agents to devote 
more time to investigative duties. Some supervisory problems had been noted 
ptior to issuance Of the secondSAC Letter (60-40) but these were greatly 
alleviated by the requirement for six-month reports. While the general consensus 
was also that substantial time had been saved, the field was unable to point to 
any tangible monetary savings or reductions in personnel as a result of the 
trials it is noted, however.; that the case load in the field hs of 1/31/69, just prior 
fo the beginning Of the trial, totalled 102, 066 pending investigative matters and 
this had increased to 194,040 by the end of January, WO, with a high point of 
201,891 pending investigative matters at the end of October, 1969. The number 
of clerical employees in the field stood at 3912 as of 1/31/69 whereas it was 3942 
on 1/31/70. This represented a net increase of only 30 clerical people although the *;  
Case load was almost 13,000 pending Investigative .matters greater.. Trailing - 
Division, therefore, favors continuance of the trial report-writing procedures on a 
permanent basis. It is noted, however, that the instructions concerning the 
preparation of only the Original and One indexing copy of inserts and FD-302s, 
as set out in SAC Letter 69-40, have been superseded by instructions in a letter 
to SAC, Albany, and all offices dated 2/16/70, entitled,. ’’Reproduction Survey. ”



Memorandum J*,  rf. Casper to Mr. Mohr
Re: Reprot Writing * Ilnlawfiil Flight to Avoid 

Prosectuion, Custody, Confinement or 
; Giving Testimony; Parole, Conditional Release, 

Or Probation Violators; Deserters; and 
Ascertaining Financial Ability Cases Suggestion 
Matter 500-69

As a. result of a survey conducted by the Administrative Division, the field was 
instructed that no office should institute the one or no carbon system in the 
preparation of correspondence without specific Bureau authorization..

CONCLUSION: Since it is the opinion of all concerned that the modified * 
report - writing procedures in. effect, at the end of the trial 

period should be adopted permanently, this action substantially implements 
the suggestion of SA Kissiah although it has not been possible to estimate any 
tangible saving as a result of the idea.-’ It is further noted that SA Kissiah has 
retired from Bureanseryice; therefore, in line with our established policy, no 
further action is being taken With respect to any additional recognition for him*



March 12, 1970’ '
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©KTINCTIV^tN OR^JBLEM TO BE WRN BY 
SPECIAL AGENTSW>ERCERTAIN CBCUMSTANCES

-The Executives Conference of 3-12-70 consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, 
DeLoach, Bishop*  Walsh forCallahan, Jenkinsfor Casper,Conrad, Felt, Gale, 

 

Btosep, Eizobfor Sullivan, Tavel*,  Walters, ~egj.ver ah&Soyars considered the matter 
of whether Agents should wear a distinctivg$5^on or insigniawhile on surveillance, 

, oh special assignment, on general assign] ‘ 7 m fhFoffic^or at a social function so 
that Agents can be distinguished from non-Agents.

• It was pointed out that Secret Service has lapel-type nins of t 
which they switch every six months. These are raed oidy by the presidential :
ProBc^oh Group which also issues a circular'Bpei pin B thoee who assist them L
Oh their presidential protection hssignmehts*  Wu Bureau has in Stoch .20 distinctive^;; 

- gold lapel pins of which seven are charged out to Agents assigned to Liaison Section.^*  
These pins were devised and stocked in 1958 after a function of the Department of 
Defense had been attendedby the Director, Agents from Liaison Section, Department V\ x 
of Defense representatives and the like so Bat at future functions our Liaison Agents P 
could be distinguished from nom-AgentS. / • ~ /t v 5

4 ’ * > * • •-*  2 . ’’ : > *45^*7
Gonsdderation of Use Of the pin on surveillance was dropped after Mr# MOhr J 

pointed out the disadvantages from the security standpoint; thatyears of experience 
has hot indicated,any need for this,to which Mr. ’Polson agreed^ as.did everyone 
in attendance. - . * . rv i m - - *

, . L s ■ ' ’I, .... ’ ‘

As to Use of the pin to distinguish Agents in 
Out that Agentshow have credential■;c$rd> badge, 
can be wornrpn chain around theineck- All fteld t __ .
one is permitted access to Bureau space without proper identificafiohr^

t

;«^R3S&£taft *

W*  Tavel^ mentioned that such an emblem used at the office would not 
identify the Agent by name and would hot be suitable fov the purpose of admitting 
an Agent to office space or Other space restricted to Bureau perm nnel. It was fi 
pointed out that when Agents are brought together in Bureau space for a conference g 
this type of pin would not be necessary as the Agents would be known to 0ach other , 
and, in addition, they Would have with them their Agent's badge or credential card, & 
for identification purposes. As for Be use of such a pin for use while conducting fe 

; investigations other then surveillances*  the majority of the conference members £■



Executives-Conference Memorandum
Re: Distinctive Pin or Emblem to be-Worn By

Special Agents Under Certain Circumstances

that everyone wearing one of these distinctive pins was an Agent which under 
many circumstances would be most undesirable. Mr.DeLoachstated that the 
wearing of distinetlve pins by Secret Service has made them the butt of jokes : 
pointing out that at a recent function he attended with some newsmen the Secret 
Service people were the subject of adverse commentby the newspaper men 
because di their wearing of these pits; * Mr. Rosen mentioned that Agents would 
be losing these pins if worn out on the street resulting in unauthorized individuals 
getting into possession of them and possibly using them to impersonate our Agents. 
In addition, there are many situations where Agents on investigative assignments 
would not want to be recognized or identified as Agents except by the persons they 
intended tp intervieW» . 5 ’ ’

As tp the use of such a pin at a reception or other similar function :
where Agents and non-Agents would be in attendance, it was pointed out that this 
would make us look out of place andpossibly the subjects of ridicule*  W. Mohr 
stated he favors the continued use of the name tags such as are currently? in use at 

; EfattWdA^dejhy receptions andat Other k^ficial functions of this type and that
' With our Special Agent badges,? credentials-and employee Identification badges We ■ 

don’t need anything else toidentify us. : A.

• For ready reference there is attached one of the gold emblems in stock.
, This was fasliioned from the center,aBureau Service Award Key. If a lapel-type .. 

pin'Were ^p5coved fo?r^e by ali Agentsthey Would tiate to be placed oninventory 
and issuedds we do with Agents*'b^feOs  apd the like. Bveh with a *’tie*-tac tt fastener

? ., Ws Would not prevent then? from being lost bn occasion., If approved fpr all Agents 
we would require pins at a cost roughly estim^ed at ?iB. 2O per pin for an over
all total cost Of 220*00.  (in the absence formaLbstimateS thiScOst figure is 
based on curront cost of our Service AwardKeys.)

Bi$h0p,^WMsfe dehMbs/ Conrad, Gale, Rbsen, Bzoo, Tavel, Walters andJSoyars, 
were opposed to the use of the distinctive pin in all of the circumstances discussed . 
above. Belt was in favor of the use of the distincHye pIn at a reception or
other function mt that tyr>e where EBi Agents and acm-Agents Would beln attendance. 
The minority? consisting of Mr. Tolson and Mr*  Beaver, favor the use of the

' distfiictivs^tspe pjn by fecial Agents for all situations ^scussedAbove exceptrm 
surveillances, specifically favoring use oh investigative assignments, at 
receptions and other functions of that type where both Agents ahd non-Agents would

(QVER)
-2-



Executives Conference Memorandum
He: Instinctive Pin Or Emblem to be Worn By

Special Agents VnderCertain Circumstances

be in attendance and while Agents were, in Bureau office space. However
Mr, Tolson suggested that before final decision wasmade concerning wearing of
the distinctive pin by field Agents that the six largest offices be contacted for
their recommendation in this regard.

A1 Attached for .approval is an airtel to the six largest field offices.

. Respectfully, 
. For the Conference

Clyde Tolson



MR. TOLSON April'2, 1970

The Executives Conference

Estimated fingerprint research funds
FOR INCLUSION IN FfSCATYEARlWBW&ET

The Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, DeLoach, 
Mohr, Beaver, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Gale, Miller (for Felt), * 
Rosen, Soyars, Sullivan, Tavel and Walters met on April 2, 1970.

For consideration and approval by the Conference, Mr. Walters
presented that portion of identification Division’s fiscal year (FY) 1972 budget 
estimate pertaining to. costs of the continuing research effort in development of 
a fingerprint reading; device and related automation. It was pointed out that the 
FY 1971 request how pending in. the Congress contains $795,000, the major part 
of which is to acquire a model of the scanner. The FY 1972 request is for 
$450, QOQ, or $345,000 less than FY 1971. It i s broken down as follows: and 
figures derived, through consultation, with National Bureau of Standards: 

Reimbursement payments to National Bureau of Stand
ards for personnel and computer time in work they are 
doing to create a matching and classification System
(same as FY 1971) ................................. $120,000

Minor modifications,by the contractor to the scanner • 
based on our validation of the performance of the 
scanner ............ ..... ......... . ......... . .^......... $ 25,000

Design of a search and retrieval method to apply what 
is read by the scanner to computer storage arid foe able . 
to recall it, using, the matching aiid c.lassificE^n j q-t' 
techniques developed by National Bureau of Standards. /z y _. 
This will be a contractor effort either by the contractoi^£ ‘ ’ADJ AjJ 
Who produced the scanner or some other outside
contractor .

Acquisition of an automatic card feeding device to 
feed fingerprint cards into the scanner at a high rate 
of speed .. ......... . . ........................................ ............ . . $ 55,000

1 * Mr. Beaver
1 — Mr. Casper ALL W0B3.!ATI0Iir CONTAI 

HEHEM IS WLASSIEIW.
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Executives. Conference Memorandum
Re: Estimated Fingerprint Research Funds 

for Inclusion in Fiscal Year 1972 Budget

Continuation of engineering systems studies by outside 
contractors begun in FY 1971 to integrate product of 
the scanner with other computerized routine processes 
in identification Division  .......  .■............  s...... $150,000

Total $450,0Q0

Mr. Walters also pointed out that in addition to. these research 
costs, the FY 1972 budget estimate includes added personnel costs of $200, 000 
and computer rental costs of $200,000< The personnel costs are for an estimated 
30 employees needed to Work with the Scanner by testing manually the data pro
duced by the scanner in order to verify accuracy and pinpoint areas where im
provements are called for. The computer rental costs are a continuation of 
FY 1971 partial year cost ($45,000) for the use of a small general purpose 
computer to test out the matching and classifying system for computer storage, 
(in effect, the substitution of a computer filing system for the present manual 
filing system by the Henry classification). ’ - ■

Without objection, the Conference unanimously recommended that 
these cost, estimates be approved in connection with pur FY 1972 budget request 
now in preparation for submission to Department. All of .the data- in this memorandum 

. were derived as result of consultation with the representatives at the National Bureau • 
of Standards and they concur that the estimates are valid and conservative. .



MR. TOLSON

TheExecutives Conference

yEXECPTIVS PHOTECTIX 
UTSz^ECRET SERVICE

4-9-70

,,

, ' The Executives Conference si April 9, 1970, consisting of Messrs.
Tolson, Mohr, Bishop, Jenkins (for Casper), Conrad? Donahoe (for DeLoach), 
Felt, Gale, Rosen, Siaoo (for Sullivan), Waikart (for Tavel),Walters, Beaver, 

’ Soyars, and Callahan, considered the advisability of attempting to get similar 
benefits for FBE personnel to those afforded members of the ^ecutive Protective , 

/ Service, the Metropolitan Fbpce^ahd the United states Park Police, whereby 
•’ they receive without charg^/medical treatment for any injury or disease, whether 

or not received m the line of duty. * u

/ It waspointed Ont to the Conference that the statutory authorityfor ;
. this benefit is contained in the D, C. Code, Title 4 , Section 124, "Police surgeons- 

Qualifications-puties. ” This section in spelling out the duties of the police sur- *_
, geon states, . .Such police surgeons shall attend, Without charge, all members 

Of said poiice force and of thefire/department of said District for any .injury de
ceived of disease cbntracted(Whether or not received or contracted in the per-

r formmiee of duty), ” It was Msoi.pointed out that these benefits are not avail” 
: able to investigative personnel of any Federal agency , including Secret Service . 
-agents,. ; - /■ - -,5 ■. > . ‘

. / • ■ - ■ <. . ’ - . ■'' . ■ - / a ' ,

./ . . The conference wag informed that to obtain this benefit for FDl employ*
ees it would.be necessary for legislation to be proposed which would amend Title.5^ 

/ Ueetibn 7901 of the XD S. Code under whieh the.*va$btis  Governmental agencies, 
including the FBI, now operate their health sendee programs^ such as the health 
units in the Justice and ldentification Buildings, and those in dur divisional offices 
havingsame. . - .

Legislative history on the providing of these benefits for the Police 
Department and other officers mentioned, was not readily available; however? it 
was pointed out that this; legislation goes back a number of years and apparently 
>as adopted to avpid madingeringby members of the forces and to also p^s on

1 - Mr, Beaver



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Medical Benefits Afforded

Executive Protective Service Officers, : .
U.S. Secret Service.

- their eligibility or noneligibility for appointment and/or retirement. It was pointed
• out that FBI employees are covered for work-related injuries under the Federal 

Employees’ Compensation Act. "

7he<Hppference unanimous in reCoinmendiijg^iat no further effort
be made to propose legislation to obtain these benefits for FBI personnel..



MR. TOLSON April 9, 1970

The Executives Conference

Processing o won-federal
APPLICANT FINGERPRINTS FROM POLICE 
AND OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTAITXGENCIES

The Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. TolsOn, Mohr, Beaver, 
Bishop, Callahan, Conrad, Donahoe (for DeLoach), Felt, Gale, Jenkins (for 
Casper), Rosen, Sizoo (for Sullivan), Soyars, Waikart (for Tavel) and Walters 
met on April 9, 1970. Mr. Walters presented for discussion proper future 
handling of the sharply increasing volume of non-Federal applicant fingerprints, 
pointing out that every possible means was being explored at. Ident to hold to a 
minimum requested clerical increases for fiscal 1972. An area that offers a 
ready means of reduction is that dealing with the wide variety of non-Federal A
applicant fingerprints. The total volume of such receipts forecast for fiscal -X
1972 is 2,450,000 and represents a 50%. rise over the number of these processed I 
in fiscal 1969, Also, such volume in 1972 vould constitute 29% of all fingerprints’ 
processed. While we are steadily increasing the number of these prints given a 
full technical search (now 50%), the basic question is not our ability to do so, but 
whether we. should continue to justify the expenditure of public funds for such purpose.

The Bureau’s basic authority (Title 28, Chapter 1, Section 0.85, Code of
Federal Regulations) provides for exchange of fingerprints on a mutual beneficial 
basis with law enforcement and other governmental agencies^; railroad police, and 
insured banks and savings and loan institutions. In 1937, the Director advised the 
Attorney General Of the receipts of various types of non-Federal applicant prints 
and solicited his views on the legality of processing them. The Attorney General 
advised that the handling of this type of work was within the discretion of the Director. 
The Bureau is not legally obligated to handle non-Federal applicant, prints whether 
submitted aS. a result of local ordinances or regulations or not, and any processing 
afforded them is strictly on a cooperative basis. Inspector Dalbey, Chief, Legal 
Research Unit, concurs with that observation. Some local ordinances or state ' 
legislative provisions specify fingerprints Of applicants, licensees-er-registrants 
are to be submitted to FBI Identificdtipn^Division; the majority do not so specify. 
In either event, such local legislation aoWlid^appeaf to have any force or effect

1 to legally require the Federal Government to probes^ the fingerprints. In fact, we 
have recently been refusing to take ojtadditio^al large volumes whether local 
ordinance required persons to be fingerprinted;©}*  not (e.g. New Ypr^legislabon,

1 - Mr. Beaver W*  , 4
1 -Mr. Casper ,/ 25 APR 28 1970 ■

»1970'A ~ • —



Executives Conference Memorandum 1 'W
Re; Processing of Noh-Federal Applicant Fingerprints 1

r>requiring fingerprinting of employees of security industry). We know that many 
states and cities charge applicants for fingerprint processing, although the service 

' we provide is free. We know that many cities submit such prints to us first 
rather than to their own state bureaus and then submit to their state bureaus only 
those which we do not identify with prior records. In many instances, the results of 
our check would have little or ho effect upon the individual receiving his license or 
employment. In pur latest survey (October 1969), of 1,000 non-Fedei’al applicant 
prints tested, 153 were, identified with prior arrest records and only 2 of these were 
identified from a technical search not previously identified in the name search. Many 

; of the persons whose fingerprints are submitted have little or no relation to public 
M.safety--!, e., night club entertainers, trash collectors, peddlers, magazine salesmen 

race track employees, laundry workers, librarian trainees, etc.

Mr. Walters pointed put that of the 470 additional clerical employees deemed _ 
necessary to process current work receipts (fingerprint cards, name checks, etc.) 
for fiscal 1972, about 300 could be eliniinated if a name check only was afforded all 
non-Federal applicants except those required by Federal regulations plus those 
directly employed in law enforcement positions, if we were to discontinue completely 

। receiving and processing non-Federal applicant fingerprints other than the ones 
U required by Federal regulations plus law enforcement positions, approximately

I 400 of the 470 needed for current Work could be eliminated^ .

The Conference considered both propositions, namely; (1) limit to name 
search only, and (2) doing away entirely with processing non-Federal applicant 
receipts other than the ones we are required to handle by Federal regulations plus 
law enforcement applicants and employees. We would continue to fully process 
applicants and employees in the law enforcement profession, including railroad 
police; those in Federally insured bank and savings and loan institutions; and those 
from Washington, D. C.,. agencies. Although no adverse comments have been re
ceived since announcement of our limited name search procedure 11-1-69, it was 

■ recognized by the Conference that if we were to announce discontinuance of all 
processing of this other large volume of fingerprint receipts, there well may be 
special interest groups advocate Federal legislation through their respective 
Congressmen. However, if legislation were approved and passed applicable to any 
category of prints to be processed by the FBI, we would have a basis for an orderly 

. process of budgeting for such receipts. Accordingly the Conference unanimously 
recommended the discontinuance of processing these other non-Federal applicant 
fingerprints, pointing to the substantial savings thus achieved in the fiscal 1972 
budget to be submitted. If the Director concurs, an appropriate communication 
will be prepared to apprise the Attorney General and thereafter appropriate 
notification to fingerprint contributors.



i
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Mr. Tolson April 2, W

■The Executives Conference

, ithe‘Wxect^ves Conference.* consisting of Messrs.; Tolson*  Betoaeh, 
■ Mohr, Bishop, 0AHaW> Casper^ Conrad, Miller for Belt,. ^ale*.  KOSen, Sullivan, ‘« 
M Tavel> Walters*  Beaver and considered the suggestionthat the Mech&Mcal .
H Section- prepare and .iSsUe. Jrtod (AOs) each■.year Jns|oadjp^jL :
■ which was the number ISsuejOuring WsK ’The Advantages. resulting from printing 
■ • -and postal costs bn -a ye'ariybanis were estimated bi ’

' . j^eeiai mvestiga^-Ve'OlviOion,. in v^ew of the .potential .savings , •<••',
■' recpminendod that We Msebntinue Apprehension orders altogether at least on a trial
■ Msis^ it was pointed oat that in addition to the apprehension orders the Bureau 
BL distributes every six months an outstanding list Of aU identificationorders, wanted
■ flyers and check circular '̂ It was recommended by the fecial Investigative division
■ that this list be eomlhued and expimded to include a list of numWW .Oniy of identic
■ fixation orderb  wanted flyers and check circulars«cancelled sWa thbprevipus setnV*
■ / WiualWk 4 ‘ r ■ ’ " • -r. • ■-*
■ a ’  « ' •;*

f > TMs'su^estipnof ike^eciaiWestigaHvelJMSion was discussed with
F: '* nine field Offices and they dtt Uyored the suggestion with one exception*  The opposing ; 
I office said that unnecessary Invcsifpfion could;be initiated by’ApdUce department 
! should subh W agency receive u notice from a citfeen concerniW ah identification

order^Wh had not been the Subject of k cancellation apprehension ordex’. It was 
pointed out that this Whs u<possihiWy and it could oCettr whether we issued US 0? skr 
apprehension orders per year, it was also pointed out by the ^peeMt Investigative 
Division that this information could be checked readily through NCXC if the police 
haVe ditebt access- to■ l^CIC or through our field offices who have access to NCIC.

1“ Mr, Beaver- 1 - Mr, Bishop rfc-IIO IP APR i$8 1970

1 - Mr. BeBoaeh 
5J€/hcv 1 ^r, Casper



[Memorandum from The Executives Conference 
I to Mr*  Tolson
Re: Apprehension Orders

Suggestion #618-70 Submitted by
Mrs*
Mrs* _________ ______
Administrative Division

and

Mr. Casper stated that if we were to discontinue completely the issuance 
of apprehension orders we do not know the effect that it would have on the public who 
are now cooperating with us in post offices, hotels, etc* , in the displaying of 
identification orders,

Mr, Mohr said that this matter could be handled by our NCIC issuing a 
notice to all participants that we were discontinuing the apprehension orders but 
we would continue the semiannual listing expanded as outlined above; also; that the 
Identification Division could similarly notify its contributors*  Mr, Mohr said that 
he felt that the suggestion should be adopted now and that the total yearly savings 
Would amount to $109,093.04. Based on this amount the suggesters could be granted 
an incentive award bf $605 each. This is in line with the current scale for such 
awards*  ’ A

' v - ■ ' , - -

It was thb unanimous consensus of the Executives Conference to adopt 
the suggestion as amended by Mr. Mohr. (

If the Director approves, appropriate action will be taken to implement 
the suggestion and grant the incentive awards.



The Director September 18g 1970
• s * * ’

The Executives Conference • . ’ ’ . ■ _
■“ >- “*a«^w<*4*****",|S*,*,**,,,****’*,,e*’'*,**"BB**"a*v*^MQ» -« *

4^€rimes aboardaircraft \ .

On September 18, 1970, the Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. v\ 
Tolson, Mohr,, Beaver, Bishop, Callahan, Casper;, Belt, Gale, Rosen, Sizoo (for nT. 
Brennan) , Tavel, falters, and White (for Conrad) considered the following matter,

Mr, Felt broUght up for policy review our instructions foments re carrying^ | 
weapons on bo^d airpianes^ When Grimes Aboard Aircraft Statute was passed^Taw"1 ■ 
enTorcemenfpersonnel, including FBI Agents, were exempted from prohibition against. 
taking weapons aboard aircraft. We issued instructions that Agents carrying firearms^ 
on their person during travel by air must identify themselves toappropriate airline 
employed unless such Action would comproniise Success pfa.misdibnk This Me 
was restated in SAG tetter 68 *60  dated 11/26X68•e6nceinto^bi|ac^hg<-i^ane^tef- ■ ■
Cuba and it. was pointed out ^In the absence of good reasons to the contrary, firearms 
should ordinarily be carried in Agents*  luggage in ah unloaded condition,,,f ftwas 
considered importat not tohave Agents in hijack situation identified fo Cuban. 
authorities, • 7 ■. • 7,-z - ■ ; ' * /■

' ; • ’ " < ’ ■ - . • / . ' , ; * 

- '■ ' *•' - ' ' , - < ' V- ? >■ - • “ , ~ , • . ,i * * ■

. All present agreed that sitdatipn is materially different noW^, but there waa 
sharp, disagreement as 46 proper course of action. Mr*  Mohr argued strongly 
that rules be unchanged. He pointed out if Agents were instructed. 16 woar firearms 
aboard airplanes notification pf the airline in each instance wqiild ip effect be 
announcing that we were makingguards out of all Agents who travel.' Guard duty 
by Agente has always been contrary to. Bureau policy, 

■ 7—k > 7- ”• '« ? - ’• \ J.V./-7
. ‘ \ Mm fioseri pointed out hijacking of hircMf is federal oHense and Agents 
would have responsibility to act if hijacking committed intheir presence. Mr. 
Mohr argued that an Agent would not nesCasatiily need firearm to take effective action 
in such situation, f

Mr. Bishop argued adverse newspaper p^§&city could result if press learned J 
unarmed Agent aboard hijacked plane and unable to take effective action. Mr. Beaver 1 
pointed out new metal detection devices being installed would make it impossible 
for firearm to be either worn or in luggage without knowledge of the airline.

‘ ‘ ■ ’■ ' ' ■ . r|

I Messrs, Tolson, Beaver, Bishop, Casper, Felt, Gale, and Rosen recommend | 
Agents be required to wear their weapons when travellteg.fiiij&M^ j]
business. J
1 - Messrs. Casper, Beaver 1970 7 4

Q
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Executives Conference Memorandum
Ret Crimes Aboard Aircraft

. Messrs. Sizoo and Tavel felt matter should be optional. (It is optional, 
now but, of course, there is the admonition in referenced SAC Letter that firearm 
would normally be carried in luggage.) \ . ■ ' :

Messrs. Mohr, Callahan, Walters and White voted to leave the instructions 
as they are. . ” • .

This matter is .submitted for your consideration.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference



FROM

SUBJECT:

'optional form no. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
Mr*  Mohr

J. J. Caster

5010—106

DATE: 10/8/70

Tolson__ .----------
Sullivan------
Mohr_____ :--------
Bishop ... --
Brcnnan./C.D.l^- 
Callahan A y ■ 
Casper 
Conrafr—-------
Fe!1—V4—/Gale___  \1
iWsen------
Tavel _—------

A Wal tors.—------
Soyars __________
Tele. Room______
Holmes___ i_____
Gandy , --------

CONSERVATION OF FILING SPACE 
SUGGESTION MATTER

3

Reference is made to the attached copy of an Executives Conference 
memorandum, regarding the disposition of Seat of Government files, index cards, 
and abstracts after five years in unknown subject routine criminal cases except for 
.kidnaping, extortion, bank robbery, major cases, or when retention is specifically 
directed by supervisor. The action recommgnjied was the result of a survey made 
by the Inspection Division based on a forme^~Executives, Conference 8/26/70 wherein 
this matter was discussRd by Mr. Casper due to suggestion 98-71 {submitted by > 
__________________ I, formerly of Files and Communications Division now assigned 
to Training Division) that files and related material in Theft from Interstate Shipment 
cases be destroyed after ten years. Views from interested divisions in this instance 
recommended the retention period of only five years. be

Several months prior to the receipt of above idea5suggestion 744-.7.0 
from Miss___________________ Files and Communications Division, had been. x
received and processing was just being completed due to time needed to obtain 
Archival approval when the current matter was discussed at Executives Conferehce 
and approval was granted to hold action in abeyance pending the results of the surve^ 
Her idea concerned the destruction of material in Sabotage and Destruction of Afreet 
matters after ten years and a saving based on the ten-year time limit had been - ’ 
computed.

i 
5 
f

I, In addition, suggestion 112-71 made by SA| _______ |, and
suggestion 113-71 made by SA Donald T. Perrine, General Investigative Division, 
were received late in afternoon of day before this matter was to be discussed at the 
first-mentioned Executives Conference. These suggestions concerned disposition of MH 
files and related material in unknown subject cases regarding Crime on Government 
Reservation and Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property classifications, 
respectively. Approval was given to hold these two in abeyance pending the results •< 
of the survey also. •

Enclosure
1 - Mr. Tavel •NOT RECORDED |

167 0«PWED - OVER
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Memo Casper to Mohr
Re: Conservation of Filing Space

Suggestion Matter

While Bureau has approved the destruction of such material in th£ 
majority pf unknown subject routine criminal cases, Archival approval will not.be 

' received for some time. It is felt final action should not be taken until this approval 
has been received.

RECOMMENDATION: That action regarding the four suggestions mentioned aboye be 
held in abeyance pending the receipt of Archival approval for 

the proposed destruction of files and related material after five years. Each 
suggester’s idea has been adknowledged by prior letter.



MR. TOLSON
O

THE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

April 17, 1970

COMMUNICATIONS TO ALL OFFICES

On 4/17/70 the Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
DeLoach, Mohr, Bishop, 'Efcaver, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Felt, McAndrews 
for Mr. Gale, Rosen, Soyars, Sullivan, Tavel and Waiters considered a proposal 
by Mr. Felt concerning letters, airtels and teletypes emanating from the Seat of 
Government directed to the SAC, Albany with copies to all offices.

Mr*  Felt pointed out that formal instructions from the Director to all 
offices are sent out at intervals. These are described as<SAC Letters and 
sufficient copies are sent to the various offices so they iw’ be charged out and 
routed to all Agents. They are reviewed prior to mailingby thgn'raining_Division 
for any indicated manual changes, possible legalramifications...an±general// 
coordination. " / /

Felt explained that because of the ever-increasing complexity of our^ A 
work frequent instructive communications to all offices are being sent to the " 
Special Agent in Charge at Albany with copies to all offices. Ordinarily Such 
communications are not pertinent for all Agents but would apply to the work of 
an individual squad. He suggested these letters also be reviewed by the Training 
Division prior to being sent out*

Mr. DeLoach argued that these instructions of interest to a single squad 
were generally urgent and that processing in the Training Division could^as^^t- 
result in delay.

Mr. Tolson suggested and the Conference unanimously agreed that, copies’ 
of all such letters be prepared for the Training Division to be affixed to the yellow 
copy of the letter for routing to the Training Division for review but after final, 
approval. Thereafter these copies would be . retained in the Training Division for

Toison —a-three*year  period where they would be available for ready reference 
DeLoach________  ~ WMBW

"r-------  RFC-1 ./ zt . a .fjtil*.
S’-- ~ 16WR22T
Callahan ________
Conrad--------------- ______ _  ,
Felt____________ . *" ~
Rosen---------L—Messrs. DeLoach, Mohr, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, FC.lt, Gale,
suiHvan... . : Rosen, Soyars, Sullivan, Tavel, Walters and Beayer 
Tavel____
Soyars ___
Tele. Room 
Holmes___
Gandy___ iiriinjf TELETYPE UNIT)____I



Mr. Tolson April 23, 1970

The Executives Conference 
■ - ,------ ■.IBW**-" 11 '■ J1 * * Ml1"1' I...... ..

1 - Mr. Beaver ’ *
1 - Mr . Gasper
WMF:wmj (5)

^MODIFICATION OF HANDLING OF DESERTER MATTERS

Aj.

On4/23/76’THe^EXi§'CUttves'-Conferenceconsistingof Messrs. Tolson, 
DeLoach, Mohr, BeaW^ ^latid Tqf Mr. ■Bishop',<CallahanyCasper,-Conrad, 
Felt, E. S. Miller, Galey^bsen/^oyafs’'Sullivan,Taveland Walters-CoiiSTdered 

• a proposal by Mr. F^Ccom^^g. mottifica^^^ bht Madling of'Deserfer-iiiatters 
toeffect a substantial Saving in manpower'; ’r‘ ‘ ' °'tr

Mr. Felt advised at the present time when we receive;a request from the 
military authorities to'locate'aserviceman.who hap .byn^bsept^rdiPMe place of 
assighment in excess^^^ys/iweprocess .the requestdt. the ^eatAoff Government 
and send ponies'to p|i!r $8^^
which he deserted. fe^^t^^ufetit^mefhUr^A^entS^a^’deteihninedyEV^e&^he^^^K 
at the basa, .that theiW^lbb1^^^^^Bi<Hdd)-tbDmititaryt.et^troKn^This4nwstig^W^^ 
has been justified since it has saved substanti^ffiWStigsttiye1 timely other.off ic^frjlw^ 
trying Jo Ideate him. Other than this, Mr.( Felt said the investigation at the basS^^L) 

_ has been essentially' nonproductive according to an extensive survey, conducted bwffl^K 
■ Inspection Diyisidh?; - . < / . ■' ■•

• Mr. Felt further Said that^the. continuationpf Ws investigation at the 1 
mgtahy bases Will bd unnecessary-as a result of
National Crime Information _Center: (NCIC) since NCIC will provide the ^ta . 
regar^ig^^^^^teja^etura^i^itarxccnilpl*  j^ull implementation of tills 
new’We ol NCIC C'beeh targeted for 7/1/70.

‘ . ■ Mrv Feit proppses? therefdr.e> that.e|fective that; date, we discontinue 
• sending copies pf the military’s request io locate :a deserter to those office^ coverihS

the base from which he deserted*  Inspection Division survey reveals an estimatedjT5.: 
15,10Q cases will be saved in this category and that approximately 50 Agents can^ - » 
be diverted to other work.

v —r~n.« Iiinwiinri

Mr. Tolson suggested, and the Conference unanimously ^reed, that//l;, ' 
Mr*  Felt’s proposal be adopted.

<5

8



Mr. Tolson April 23, 1970

’The Executives Conference > • /, « .
f ‘

^Modification of handling of interstate 
tOniS^ motor vehicleMATTERS. ....—___

... ‘
$ \ On 4/23/70 the Executives Conference consisting of Messrs, TolsOn,

De Loach, Mohr, Deaver, Biand fdr“Mr" Dishdp, Callalian, Casper, Conrad, 
Felt, E, S. Miller, Gale, Rosen, Soyars, Sullivan, Tavel and Walters .considered 
a .proposal by Mr. Miller concerning discontinuingroutine notification of the owner 
in Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor,Vehicle (ITSMV) cases, which is not a 
statutory requirement.' . „ - ,

Mr. Miller pointed out that at the present time we contact the owner of 
, the vehicle in ever y case refer redto us. This:phase in the handling of these cases 

generates in excess Of 40,000 cases per. year and expends large amounts of Agent 
, and clerical time. Due to the restrictive attitude of the Department toward 

prosecution of these cases., wherein we are now experiencing declinations in known 
subject cases oyer 80% of the time,it is not felt the routine expenditure of the man- , 
power necessary under our present procedures is justified.' : . .

-••• - • ' ; . ;• . • ■ • ’ x/

Under this proposal, the owner wouldbe advised of therecbyery of his 
car through-the National Grime information Center (NCIC) instructions to the local 
police agency holding the owner’s Stolen report. In those instances where 
prosecution has been authorized or anticipated Or when in the opinion Of the office 
of origin it is desirable to interview the owner, appropriate leads would be set out.

If proposal were adopted anestimated 166 Agents could be diverted to 
inore essential work, the; expense of over 35,000 teletypes would; be eliminated and 

. substantial amounts of clerical time in the field and at the Seat of Government would 
be saved. ' , '

J j. .Mr, DeLoach suggested the proposal be adopted and instituted for a trial 
^period of a„ycar.t #0 pointed'out there may oea’reaciion from the public as aroStib 
"ox tins curtailment and that our liaison with local authorities may be impaired to 

an extent but he felt the advantages appear to outweigh, the disadvantages. He
■ suggested the possibility that convictions in these cases might drop slightly,

RFP- 1HR
1 - Mr, Beaver WoniMTioir
I >Mr., Casper ■ i
ESM:wmj

’ ' 1B MAY 10 1970

CONTINUED - OVER -



Executives Conference Memorandum
W Modification of Handling of XTBMV Matters

Mr. Felt stated that while alight drop in conviction^ was a possibility 
it was hoped that the fact Agents were being freed from unproductive leads would 
enable them to concentrate on those cases With prosecutive potential.

Mr». Tolson gtiggestod; and the Conference un^lmohsl$ hgreed>. BM 
the proposal be adopted for A year and that it bo implemented at such time as , 
all of odr offices are tiedin td $CI<o which has been targeted for T/1A0*



%
Mr. Tolson April 23, 1970

The Executives Conference

The Executives Conference, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, PeLoach;’^:^.. 
Walters, Mohr, Bland for uishoJTCasper, Callahan, Conrad, Miller and Felt,,

( ? Gale, Rosen, Sullivan, Tavelj Soyars and Beaver^ considered a recommendatioijH^;;
<7 by the SAC of the Washington Field Office to explore with George Washington 

University ari advanced degree program, in the field of Law Enforcement Admini^i^O’J 
tipn for Washington Field Office personnel. •

As conceived by the SAC, Washington Field Office, this program wou^^-?M 
=>r? aft at* wnrlririidf hniirst in r.lsntfsJ-rnnm .cinnnA avnilsihlA in fhA> flirt 'Phssfbe conducted after working hours in classroom space available in the-Old Post 

Office Building At no cost to the Bureau. The instructors would be professors 
from George Washington University and funds for the program would come fro^/^lj 
monies made available to the university from the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration which in turn would make the funds available to the students in 
form of loans or grants. It was pointed out that graduate education in Law ^nfordeS 
meht Administration would no doubt be of value to the individual participating 
the program and that if it were authorized in the Washington Field Office other 
field office^ would possibly make similar requests, thus working a hardship onk^£^ 
Agents who are located in field offices that do not have in, the immediate geograpW^® 
area an institution of higher education funded under this program. It was 
explained that our Agents come into the Bureau well educated and are adequatel^S^t? 
trained and that it was not. felt necessary that this type of program'b$» authorize^j0^ 
It was also explained that the possibility exists that we might educate some of 
younger Agents who would in turn leave the Bureau to accept employment in 
educational institutions.

It was the unanimous view of the Executives Conference that the SAQf^'^ 
in the Washington Field Office be advised that the Bureau was hot authorizing him£ 
to explore with George Washington University the establishment of. a program ftiF# 
an advanced degree ih Law Enforcement Administration for Washington Field v > 
Office personnel.
Enclosure •
1 - Mr. Beaver 1 - Mr. Casper 
1 - Mr. Callahan - 1 Mr. Mooney 
JJC/hcv 
to (J / HEfi^JSWCi



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Graduate degree Program in Administration

Washington Meld Office

RECOMMENDATION:

If the Director approves, the attached letter so instructing the 
SAC at Washington Field Office be forwarded*
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FROM

SUBJECT:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY tOniON 
gsa gen. »:g. no. 17

UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. Mohr

20)0-106

SUPERVISORY TRAINING SEAT OF GOVERNMENT 
CLERICAL SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL

rdt —
Gck- -

Tavel _____
Soyars -----
Tele, ?oom 
Holmes___
Gandy.—

DATE: May 5, 1970

7

J

Reference memorandum from the Executives Conference to 
Tolson, captioned as above, dated February 20, 1970.

f It was previously suggested that supervisory-training be afforded
to Seat of Government clerical supervisory personnel. This suggestion was 
unanimously approved by the Executives Conference with initial presentation to 
be made in the Identification Division.. The program in clerical supervisory 
training, prepared by the Training Division in cooperation with the Identification 
Division, has been initiated and the response to the training program has been 
favorable. It is the consensus that these training efforts should be continued 
until all clerical supervisors in the Identification Division have received such 
training.

ACTION:

For information.



• . «.. .
Mr, ’Tolson 7/6/70

The Executives Conference

qRU^HMAILW RISTMATTER

8

The Executives Conference met Jon July6, 197Q, with Messrs, 
Deloach, Callahan for Mohr>. Casper,Walsh for Callahan, Conrad, Eelt, 
McAndrews for Gale, Rosen, Sizoo for Sullivan, Tavel, McDaniel for Walters, 
Beaver and Bishop present. / .

Mr, Bishop presented the Question as io Whether Agents leaving, 
the Bureau, by either resignation or retirement, should be placed:.gn the 
Bureau*s  mailing.list when it isImown that they^intend to enter the police 

finMructidn field; upon leaving the Bureauj andWhether former Agents oft 
the Bureau mailing list who are employed in the police Instruction field ’ 
should be removed from the mailing list.

Mr» Tolson pointed out that many former Agents presently 
^employed in the police instruction field are employedsuch capacity because 
Of;the prior training and^owle^e^ <
Agents, He advised that many former Agdnts in the police instiuctiOn field /I 
are ”using'/theirBureautraining for their own gaim v/jz'

. , It was pointed out by Mr, Rasper that many former Agents
employed in the. police instruction field are in key positions in police academies, 
state police agencies, etc., ift such field, that they are of tremendous help to 
the Bureau in promoting the Bureau’s police training programs and in. assisting 
tfte^jBureau in its relations With the Wernational Association Of Chiefs of 
Police. He advised that removing from the Bureau mailing list former Agents 
who are in the police instruction field, or refusing to place on the mailing 
list Agents leaving die Bureau to enter this field, would be discriminating 
against former Agents to a field (police instruction) which is vital to the^ •

1 Mr. De Loach 
.1 Mr. Mohr 
1 - Mr. Callahan 
1 - Mr. Casper 
1 - Mr . Beaver 
1 - Mr. Bishop

ST-111 ’o JUL 1^1970

TEW* ; am. cowboy.

(CONTINUED r- OVER)



Executives Conference Memorandum v
He;, Bureau Mailing List Matter * . .

advancement of law enforcement as a profession. He Stated that the Bureau; 
does not refuse to include on its .mailing list former Agents who enter other 
professions or businesses when they leave the Bureau and he did not feel t 
that such a. rule should apply to Agents in the police instruction field,

, ^specially ini view ;pl the Director’s intense interestto toi$ field#

Mr. Callahanadvisedthat Me feltwhether ornotanAgent • 
f leaving the bureau feinild^inpluded on:-the or whether a, former
' Agent should beremoved from the Bureau’mailinglist should be decided on 

an individual basis with reg^dto. his over*hil  relations with fee’ Bureau and 
his^ attitude towardthe Buheife#/ Mr. Callahanpointedout that li any former 
Agpnt Who is On fee jnafefeg list .Whether he M in thO police instruction f iejd 
or to otherLendeavoySj shouldfeepromptly 'remoto&irom the tne-Utog liet W ' .
any of his actions are contrary to the best interests Of the Bureau. ' »

; ACIXC)K^ ’ - '' - ■ *■  -•' ’■

■' , * wfeWsoi too ^xepufjtos^ .
.tecbmto'enddd tohf tormor Agents wife good ^nreaurecords etoployed to fee

police festrdOtibn fieldfee permitfed. to tomato on toe Bureau mnUfeg; listft. ,
pr pe’ added to It, solong asfeey Engage to ho aetivities ^dnirary to toe best 
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THE DIRECTOR

^EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE , 

^^^PQgAI^O^EST^JSH^O®

SUMMARY

6/29/70

The Executives Conference on 6/26/70, withMessrs. Tolson*  Mohr, 
peLoach, Callahan, Bishop, Jenkins for Casper*  Felt, Malley for Rosen*  Gale, 
Sullivan, Soyars, Tavel, Walters and Conrad present, considered a proposal-by 
the George Washin^on University (GWU) foMtablish a^new^chopLoLForen^LL 
Science*,  Based On awakening of the University to their responsibilities As a result 
of~the~Director’s initiative And encouragement in connection v/ith the new Master of 
Forensic Science Degree program*  University officials now obviously recognize 
the opportunity and obligation to make a major contribution to law enforcement by 
moving to fill a long-existing gap and rapidly increasing need in the academic field, 
namely, ^tmde3igradu-ate:s-eientists trained specifically in applications of science to 
/crime detection*  Totoe-successful, President Lloyd H*  Elliott (copy of letter 
'attached) recognizes that the University will require the Director’s assistance and 
support and requests the opportunity to visit with the Director concerning the proposal.

Because this proposal represents the potential of an additional major Z 
pioneering innovation by the Director in the support of local law enforcement;Mand 
thus involves A number of issues*  the deliberations of the Executives CpnfereWekare 
set forth following the Nummary in substantial detail, organized by appropriate sub^- 
title for convenient reference and record*  Basically, as outlined in the Attached 
proposal*  the University itself expectsto provide from sources available to it*  the
necessary facilities and the funding of such a program; however*  precisely because 
this new endeavor represents a merging Of two heretofore separate bodies of 
knowledge, i» e*  (1) the Usual academic (the University’s field), and (2) specialized 
forensic science (the FBI Laboratory’s field), the University recognizes that it will 
initially have to have ’’know how” support in the specialized forensic science subjects*  
Because the Director’s initiative first led them to recognize their obligation, the 
University would like to Obtain this ’’know how” support from the FBI. Such support 

-would not involve any funding.-but rather would involve imparting our specialized

Ziprofessprs, As rapidly, as the University' Atoff; can absorb the hew knowledge, the 
.yrtmiversity wilTassume complete responsibility fqr\th^ program. Although not yef

DeLoach ■-***-  <7 ***y**^e»*  "TTTy
‘ Mohlrers “ tecfanical knowledge either by lectures or through,tohferences with University

_y Bishop _ 
Casper . 
Callahap, 
Conrad _

Sullivan __
/Favel ------

-.’boyars ___
*Tele. Room 
. Holmes___

sandy____

Formally proposed, it is understoodi^^rmaliy'that,' ‘with the Director’s approva 
rthe.y desire to name the new school "Th^m^er^phppljDf^Foxe^ig^Scie^p

Enclosures Al^l-Mr7 Beaver
Casper

• MAiL-SOOMl-J ^TELETYPE UNIT,

r ® JUL 22 1970



Executives Conference
Memorandum to the Director
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (GWU);

PROPOSAD TO ESTABLISH A NEW 
FORENSIC SCIENCE SCHOOL

*
Mr. Tolson pointed out that the Director had resigned his Trustee relation

ship with the University and that with all of thfe ’’hippie” students in the University 
and consequent student disruptions, he felt the Bureau should pof comply with the 
University’s request for Bureau support. Mr. Tolson voted opposed*  Mr. Bishop 
pointed out that the Bureau ordinarily does not give training in investigative matters 
to other than law enforcement officers. Accordingly, Bishop voted in favor if 
classes were restricted to. law enforcement officers; opposed otherwise. Mr, Conrad 
advised that, as a new program, this necessarily will involve innovation/ and the 
Bureau heretofore has approved occasional lectures before public, non-law enforce
ment groups on the Work of the Laboratory. Mr, Sullivan did not feel an undesirable 
graduate should bepermitted to claim association with the Directorts name. 
Accordingly, he voted in favor of the proposal (1) . in t he event the Director elected not 
to permit use of the Director’s name foy tW sehddV and (%) provided that any support 
furnished should be moderate, Mr, Cpnyad advised that moderate degree of 
support was proposed; The remaining Conference members;,consisting of Messrs, 
Mohr, DeLoach,; Cailphan, J^nkihs,''Felt, Malley, Gale,. Soyays, Tayel, Waiters and 
Conrad,: felt that th^ opportunity ip take a constructive Step in pr eparing young per sons 
for careers in scientific; law ^orcemPht and the honor accorded to the Director by 
any subsequent formal proposal td name the new school after the Director Outweighed 
the possible disadvantage of an occasional ”badapple” Student, Accordingly, these 
members voted in favor Of the proposal, namolys that the FBI MrMSh support to the 
University by providing the necessary initial forensic science ’’khoW how” in the form 
pf conferences with University prcfeSsdrs hnd pcpasionai lectures by selected labora*  
tory scientists*

In the event the Director’s busy schedule does not permit at this time 
complying with president Elliott’s suggestion, fd? a meeting to discuss t|ie proposal, 
an appropriate letter conveying theDirector’sdecision will be prepared*  On the other 
hand, if the Director derives to Mscussthe matter with FyeStdeht, Elliott, the 
Director may wish toset a date and time for such conference.

Respectfully, 
Eor the -Conference
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Memorandum to the Director
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (GWU); 

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A NEVZ 
FORENSIC SCIENCE SCHOOL

DETAILS 

. The Executives Conference on 6/26/70, with Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, 
DeLoach,. Callahan, Bishop, Jenkins for Casper, felt, Malley.for Rosen, Gale, 
Sullivan,. Soyars, Tavel, Walters and Conrad present, considered a proposal by 

. George Washington University (GWU) to’establish a new School of Forensic Science,
By letter(copy attached),, president LlbydM of the. ChargeWUsMhgtph 
University alludesto thehighly successful collaboratipnby the FBI Laboratory*  

: and the George Washington University faculty in the establishment of the precedent- ;
setting graduate program leading to a new Master of Forensic Science degree, and 
comments that Hits was achieved as.a result of fixe Director’s encoUr^ement.
pre Sideht Elliott submits. a drift prbpbSal Mth, thiSTetter outlining the further plans ’
of: the University andrequesting Hie •Director's further participation in the.establish-^ -I 

• ■ • *■  ment of a new School oi Forensic Science at GWUl The letter ahd attached; proposal
have been carefully reviewed? • , ’ / . ,,: • . . J

- • \MCRGROUNDlNEW.NEEP.? ’ ’’ —'f ' /?■ ■/. ’
- ... Mr. conraipoiiitedput,'itethroughthemaby cooperattveFMServices

, extended to local law enforcement Overyears the Director has. made tremendous
, nontributfone to law enforcement throughout the'country? ..As chmging conditions. 'j 
have posed new needs, the Director had made.pioneering, moves to fill such needs.
Examples cited were- die oarly founding oC ihe FBI Laboratory, the more recent ’ <
establishment of NCIC, and tlie future expansion of the National Academy; Now, , a I
further, rapidly growing need is: making its appearance, Again, the Bureau is in a I 
posiHon to make a malor contribution, and,, again, m tnother examples,’ it involves 1 

.' fmipvatipm The*uewiy  developii^needisi&tbfioeMlawenfprcemenij^enciea for j 
competent, qualified forensicScientists. It waap0irited.QUt there abb a number.' i
of factors bringing Hie problemJintt) focus at this time, A detaiiedTist of the major %

' . .factors is attached as Appen^xL Mh/ COnrad noted that although as a. matter of ,
pride and pr estige many local agencies in the past wouldhave liked to have had

' individual laboratories, the costcould not heretofore be either justified or financed.
(except by. the larger metropolitan or state agencies! Indeed,, it Was partially to meet ■ 
that Specific problem that the Director made toe FBr Laboratory facilities available |

(CONTJ2SrUEI> - OVER)

M&rzBY.
ENCLOSURE
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Memorandum to the Director
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (GWU);

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A NEW 
FORENSIC SCIENCE SCHOOL

to local agencies on uncooperative, cost-free basis and, Of Course, the Bureau’s 
Laboratory facilities have been expanded by the Director as needed over the years to * 
fully meet the requests levied on the Laboratory by such local agencies. It is also 
the Bureau’s firm policy to continue to fully handle all such requests. However, a hew 
factor now has been injected into the local situation; namely, removal by the Federal 
Government of the heretofore existing economic restraints. Thus, undoubtedly, the 
greatest single factor in the current, increasing need, for local crime laboratory 
experts is the fact that the Federal Government itself, through recommendations of its 
Crime Commission, is urging local law enforcement to establish its own laboratories 
and simultaneously is holding out: free federal funds to assist in such establishment. 
With the economic constraints removed, communities .all over the country are moving 
to “get a piece of the action” - to establish new local laboratories (or to expand 
existing laboratories) With Federal funding. A second major factor increasing the 
need for well-qualified local experts is the fact that in m^ny instances existing

. so-called experts of well-established laboratories ate proving to be incompetent, as 
Witnessed by the recent Chicagoi?oliee Laboratory debacle friths Black Panther 
raid situation. The Chicago situation prompted the local authorities to request an. 
FBI review pf. their entire Laboratory situation, looking toward recommendations 
for improvement. (The Bureau properly declined this request, since what Chicago 
needed was not a review, but some competent personnel.) ,
problem;.

While the federal funding can buythenecessary highlytechnical and 
expensive equipment, and cUn refit suitable space for local laboratories it cannot 
staff such laboratories with competent experts foy the reason that there is no 
currently existing Outside source of such trained forensic scientists from which to 
draw the needed staff. It is for this very reason, Of course,. that, the FBI has had 
to train its Own experts. We have found through long years Of experience that 
starting With a college graduate having a degree in a related science, it requires 

. iT&tn. one to three years additional fbllTime training- to, reach a
level of competence where we can let a man got on the witness stand With thq 
Bureau’s. reputation on the line, and a person’s life or liberty at stake, andfestify, 
for example, that a bullet fragment from the victim dame from the suspect’s Weapon 
and no other, or that an extortion letter was written by this one: Suspect; OUi of the many 
millinns of United States inhabitants. Experience has shown that any Substantially 
lesser degree of training will result in unacceptable level of error, it is obvious that 
it is nOt feasible for the FBI to provide such extended one fo three-year training to 
other than its own essential experts. Hence, the only feasible solution for such local 
problems heretofore has been that already adopted by the Bureau, namely, the long
standing Offer to make laboratory examinations for them. This service is now and 
will continue to be among the major contributions to over-all law enforcement made 
by the Director,

, (ccwiww ,flW



Memorandum to th© Director
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (GWU);

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A NEW 
FORENSIC SCIENCE SCHOOL

POTENTIAL SOLUTION
Obviously, 'what is needed is one or more Outside sources of trained 

forensic experts. Universities are logical potential sources, but for the most part, 
they have had heretofore neither the interest nor qualified professors who are 
knowledgeable and competent to teach the necessary subjects*  The highly specialized: 
forensic science knowledge is available only in the FBI Laboratory and in.a few of the - 
other' existing major crime laboratories in the country*  However, with the instant 
proposal from President Elliott of GWU, there now appears the prospect of a 
beginning solution. From the comments made by President Elliott in his letter, 
it is apparent that professors and Other officials at GWU. have been greatly Impressed 
by the’completely new body of technical imOWiedge andexpertise which our laboratory 
scientists have revealed to them, both in classroom discussions and, more 
especially, in th© various lectures which, with Bureau approval, selected Laboratory 
experts have given in the cooperative development of new courses required in th© 
-previously approved new graduate degree program# Uniyersity officials now 
obviously recognize the opportunityUhd the obligation to make a major contributions 
td law enforcement, and thus to society by moving to fill this long-existing gap in the 
academic field. Thus, it is apparent that this University now has the interest, and 
it ts Seeking a source of ’‘know-how/’ 
INNOVATION REQUIRED ’

As outlined in the proposal submitted by president Elliott, the University 
itself expects to provide from Sources available to it, thenecessary facilities and the 
funding of such a program; however, precisely because this new endeavor represents 
a merging of two heretofore separate bodies ofknowledge, L©. (1) the usual 
academic (the University*©  field), and (2) specialized forensic science (the FBI 
Laboratory^ field), the University recognizes that ft wiU initially have to have 
’’know-how” Support in the specialized forensic science subjects. Because the

. jDireetpr1 s initiative first Jed them to recognize their obligation, the University would 
. like to obtain this’’know-how'*  support f rom the FBI. Such support wotdd not involve 

any funding but rather wouid involve imparting our specialized technical knowledge 
either by lectures or through.conferences with University professors. As rapidly as 
th© University staff can absorb the new knowledge, the University WiU assume 
complete responsibility for the program. • ........ ' '
ADVANTAGE TO BUREAU - ’

It was pointed out that the desire of the University to become involved in 
and to accredit academically the vast body of highly specialized technical knowledge 
accumulated by the FBI’s Laboratory over the years, even more firmly establishes 
the Director’s and the FBI’s leading position in the field pi forCnsic science, ft was 
suggested that the Director’© long association With GWU and that University’ s willing 
cooperation over the past several years in th© Master of Forensic Science program 
would appear to make technical support of th© University’s program an ideal outlet 
Whereby the FBI-can share it© highly specialized laboratory knowledge, and that a 
cooperative effort of the type proposed, merging the FBI’s highly specialized 
technical expertise with the educational facilities of GWU would develop into still

■ . - ■ -3- . ■.



Memorandum to the Director
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTONUNIVERSITY (GWU);

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A NEW
FORENSIC SCIENCE SCHOOL

another landmark fn/thd Director’s efforts# comparable inimportanceand impact 
id other major achievements. The University also apparently feels the same way 
for it is informally under stood that, with the Director’s approval, it is the 
University’s plan to Paine the new school ’’The Hoover School of Forensic Science" 
as a lasting tribute to the lifelong goals and achievements of t he Director in the 
professionalization of law enforcement*  There would be no remuneration to FBI 
personnel from ihe University in CoimectiOh with any Bureau assistance which may 
subsequently be approved# and any Speh lectures or conferences woftld merely be 
another facet or extension Of the already existing Bureau program of furnishing 
technical assistance in the law enforcement field.
NON-CRITICAL QUESTIONS

Several questions which arose during the discussion and which it is believed 
present no substantial obsihcle to FBI participation At e Set forth in ah attached 
Appendix IL pertain others causing biMpated Conference members to vote negatively 
or to qualify their'"vote areriot forth &s follows: ’
NEGATIVE OR QUALIFIED VOTES • 4s

f olson pointed outthat the ^.reCtof had resigned -.W trustee relation*
-Ship with the diversity, andMr, ToisonfeittM with ali bi the "hippie" students 
In the ■University;,: with consequent on-campus (and off-campus) disruptions# theBureat 
should not Comply with the University  ̂yequbstjor Bureau support. Accordingly# 
Mr*  ‘poison voted against the proposal. Mr*  Bishop pointed put that# as a policy 
matter# the Bureau does not .give training .in investigative matters to other than 
law enforcement officersand he suggested the Laboratory procetees should be 
similarly restricted*  Accbrdingiy# Mr# Bishop voted in favor; of the proposal, if the 
students attending could be restBctedto law enipreementofficers! opposed if classes 
were open io other than, law divorcement officers*  (It wa^ pointed out by other 
members of the; Conference that;., while such a restriction would possibly assist m 
insuring that no rnidesfrable students took; the courses# there were many fine young 
people in the miWersitfeS ahd these>eopie would also b® similarly barred from con
sidering and■preparing-fot-A Career in SeiOmUic Crime detection by such restriction. 
It was further observed that it would: W be fbasfofo to restrict university enrollment 
to law enforcement officers, f Mr* f uonradalso pointed out that# with prior Bureau 
approval# We Mavs dM requestgiven occasional lectures on the work of the Laboratory 
to American University and to GeorgetownUniversity classes without such restriction, 
and# of course# much bf the work of the Laboratory is Open to daily public observa*  
tion by people on Bureaa tours*  Mr*  Sullivan commented that he was basically in 
favor of Bureau support to the UhiversiUr in preparing young people for careers in 
law enforcement, but he did not feel an undesirable student Should be permitted to 
claim association with the Director’s name# accordingly# he vot ed: in favor of the 
proposal in the event the Director elected not;to permit the University to name the 
proposed School after the Director. Mr; Sullivan also qualified his favorable vote to 
be contingent upon a modest degree of support to the University. Mr*  Conrad 
indicated in this regard that a modest degree is contemplated in the proposal,

■-4-



Memorandum to the Director
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (GWU);

PROPOSAL T0 ESTABLISH A NEW 
FORENSIC SCIENCE SCHOOL

MAJORITY VOTE IN FAVOR

The remaining Conference members, consisting of Messrs. Mohr, 
DeLoach, Callahan, Jenkins, Felt, Malley, Gale, .Soyars, Tavel, Walters and 
Conrad, felt that the opportunity to take a constructive step in preparing young 
persons for careers in scientific law enforcement outweighed the possible 
disadvantage of an occasional Undesirable student enrolling in the proposed school, 
(Undesirable students, as well as desirable students, may now enroll in practically 
all educational processes including, of course, existing Law Schools throughout 
the country; this is not considered a basis for discontinuing training in Law.) 
Moreover, these Conference members felt that the additional honor accorded to the 
Director by any subsequent formal proposal to name the new school after the 
Director would be a most fitting testimonial to the pioneering work of the Director 
in applying science to law enforcement, and, as such, would outweigh the possibility 
of an occasional ’’bad apple’’ graduate. Accordingly, these members of the 
Conference voted in favor of the proposal, namely, that the FBI furnish support to 
the University in filling this heretofore existing gap, in the academic field by 
providing the necessary initial forensic science ”know*how ” in the form of 
conferences with University pf pfesSctfs as deemed necessary and occasional 
lectutes by selected Laboratory scientists in their respective specialized fields.

-5-



APPENDIX 1
TO EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE MEMORANDUM TO DIRECTOR 6/29/70, 
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (GWU);

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A NEW FORENSIC SCIENCE SCHOOL 
■■■n »!!■ «i     ----------------- - . ... ..... - .   . -S—---  r.' I .   .11^1 ' . ~ 1 . ~~~

FACTORS BRINGING PROBLEM INTO FOCUS AT THIS TIME

1. The rapidly increasing size of the crime problem itself throughout 
the country. ,

2. Continually increasing awareness, on the part Of more and more < . 
law enforcement officers aS to benefits Of laboratory examinations; 
Substantial part of this increased awareness results from laboratory 
workperformedby the Bureau for local police departments $ result- 

. ing ip testimony and successful prosecutions) also from Bureau training 
program# intended to mak&pficers more awareof benefits,

3. Several fundamental Court decisions which are requiring police at all 
levels to rely more completely on laboratory examinaiion of physical 
evidence for successful prosecution,

EXAMPLES; The limitations placed On statements, such aS interviews and 
confessions elicited froinsuspects, etc. '

4i The very real element of pride and prestige which accrues to an agency 
having its own Scientific laboratory.,

COMMENT: ft should be noted that, in Spite Qf the previous existence 
and growth of some ofthe above factors, the sheer cost of 

individual laboratoriescould not heretofore be. justified.orfinanced 
by many smaller communities. Jt was partially in recognition of that 
specific problem that the Director offered the FBFs Laboratory facilities 
to local law enforcement agencies. The Bureauts Laboratory facilities 
have been expanded by the Director, as needed, to fully meet the demands 
placed on the FBI Laboratory by such local, agencies and it Is present 
firm policy to continue to fully meet all such requests. Now,_ however, 
the formerly existing economic restraints are being removedby the 
Federal Government through grants to communities for the purpose of 
establishing or Expanding such laboratories.

. (CONTINUED- OVER) 
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.APPENDIX'I
(continued)

5, Accordingly, undoubtedly the greatest single factor responsible 
for increasingly acute local requirements for forensic scientists 
the fact that the Federal Government itself through its Crime

., <jomtni$sioii recommendations IS lirgfng local law eidor cement tp 
establish local laboratories, andsimultaneously holdingout free 
Federal funds to assist In accomplishing the establishment of such - 

. laboratories. Obviously^ When, benefits are free, everybody seeks 
to obtain them, . *

6r Easting long^establishOd laboratories M th® larger'metropolitan 
. .areas:are fncreaMnglyfinding tfeefr own “experts’’inadequate to

iheet the challenge of tightpt oHmihd| justiceprocedures, including 
more competent, vigorous, cross-’e^mithfionby defense attorneys,

-Abair atidfiber':ej5peripithe Philadelphia Policy
s ■*■.•  - \13epartment •0Minov^S'rUtQi7JwhO';l^dfe^tified^

* <0^; yearsi ^ud had been instrumental hi ^octtHnghumerdus cphvictfohs 
•. subsequently encounter^ . -

competent; defbbso attorney. who broughtOut the fadt/wt th® J)e?pertH

.. ‘.o^pjertU tecbUioai capability andcredibilityweije bdth completely 
demOHshadj.ahdnumerous •prior conviction® Mv© Men reopened 

becauU® <feisfM‘ WM Wlndelphia Policy; j^p^tmenl subsequently
* . %v * ‘ . -■■ 1 r- i J *■  ' «

(bj A fireUiTh#^2$®rt df^^ihe ChieUgb Wlic^ DgpU.rtinent 
Laboratory-tho r^eohtSlUdk PantherjpaidsltWiionid^Weda 
shotgun spej the Wnehs firedfroipPanther weapon,

• When, the Wderai Grand 3Wy eaUedOn the fMLaboratQry to make 
technical examinations the evidence? the S^BI Laboratory expert found 

that the shotgun aWl, in fadt, name from a police weapon. Who Chicago
. ■ examiner then:;agreed-With. the finding, Who result was a request,;

■ _ f^roih ^hicag0 :authbritieS for the FBi te^survey tljieEntire Chicago
Laboratory'and suggest a means of improvingtheirweratipnSi, 
Basie prOhlem of Chicago Crime LabOrafory'known td be. ppliiics, 
incompetent pereonnelj and impropertechnical procedures. Basic splu*  • 
tion necessary would fe to restaff with competent experts; however, no 
Onside sou W of fotenme scientists currently available and Bureau . 
properly declined to comply with fchicagots request for survey.



APPENDIX II
TO EXECUTTOB CONFERENCE WMORANDDMTO DIRECTOR 0/29/TOj 
RE: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY (GW);

PROPQSALTO ESTABLISH A NEW WMC SCIENCE SCHOOL

POSSIBLE PRQBDWS CONSIDERED NOT TO CONSTITUTE 
control Wc? obstacle to Ebi participation

■•(11 Legal: ■ ‘ ; < '■< ' ’ " ■ -
The proposalof theUniversity has reviewed-by ths Training
Division;and ftappears there woi^d-be-'H0le^i'ote^01ete; 
participation fey W Bureau in lending technicai support to the University.

Other rndVerBi^y requests: •> ' ' -
The question •■arOse.a’b to what the bureau’s answer would be MsrespanSe 
id requests from- other diversities /or Bureau Support of similar 
training‘-Which such otheruniversitiesflightdesire to initiate, 
M*V  Wofer pointed out that the situation would he completely comparable 

/ ta/hc rnany request^ which the Bureau now receives for speakers and
lebturersmother Bateau.^fecWMihei^ Wwe are already fully 
committsdi we- sb advise the subsequent requester;. and decline 
until we feel we are in a position to furnish a requested speaker*  
W audition^ MW Conrad ppinfdd put thatthere id in the local Washington 
area (which, of course; is the area covered by the current thiiversity : 
proposal^ an agreement or consortium of universities^^whereby both 
students and protessors are exchanged among the universities from

• . tiMe to tithe. Accor^gly j, the requests, for subsequent Bureau 
tecitaic^ lectures to diversities other than George Washihgtoh 
couid>; B. desired^ fee referred to this consortium/arrangement Whereby 
studenta pf Other diversities in the Washington area would receive the 
benefit of the Bureau?l support; through George Was^ngfon University.

(st Amount'of time required: ' ,
The question was raised as io the impact of this proposal on the exists 

. ing Laboratory staM It Was pointed out in response that the proposed 
program involves primarily assisting University professors to reach a 
level of teaching capability in the new forensic Subjects*  Since the first 
two years of most diversity undergraduate curricula are pretty much 
standard; with specialization occurring in the latter two years of a 
normal four-ydr curriculum, it was felt that the effect would be 
Spread over a period of time and thus would not create an undue burden. 
Bpeclfically> the degree Of technical: assistance would be moderate and 
it is believed that no increase in the presently assigned, staff would be 
.required*:  . . . ‘ ‘



Office of the President

June 11, 1970

Mr. TolsonJ-------- I
Mr. DeLoach [
Mr. Walters..

Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen__
Mr. SullivJttL
Mr. Tavel—

Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy-JZ—_

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

In response to the encouragement you offered the University
in your letter of June 28, 1968, our Graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences developed a graduate program leading to, the Master of 
•Forensic Science degree. In doing so we recognize forensic 
science as an academic discipline of unusual importance for these 
times. From all accounts this program is a success.

The counsel^and assistance offered to our Forensic Science 

Committee by Messrs. Ivan W. Conrad, Briggs J. White, and Thomas 
Kelleher have been of great help to the Graduate School, Your 
F.B.I. Laboratory personnel, who serve as adjunct faculty in 
their areas of expert specialization, have performed with en
thusiasm. Their work clearly demonstrates the academic value 
of the great store of knowledge developed and accumulated by 
the F.B.I. Laboratory.

CD T—*

LO

Our present program we feel is only the first step in a much 
larger and greatly needed academic program in Forensic Science. 
The attached draft proposal outlines our plans. It also empha
sizes our need for your continued cooperation and technical 
assistance. This draft proposal, prepared by our Forensic Science 
Committee, diows the interest of our faculty in furthering the ‘pro
fessionalization of law enforcement through undergraduate and 
graduate educational programs in a School of Forensic Science. I 
share this interest with them. We believe this is important for 
the preparation of future staff members of our nation's forensic 
science laboratories. Your long association with the University 
and the eminence of your F.B.I. Laboratory in the forensic science 
area make your participation in the establishment of a School of 
Forensic Science indispensible if it is to succeed.
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‘ _________________

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover - 2 r- June 11, 1970

s
I would like very much to discuss this undertaking with you after 

you have had an opportunity to review the enclosed proposal.

With my very best wishes, ✓ • .

Sincerely,

~ Lloyd/H. Elliott

Enclosure 

t *
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/ A few yOLs ago, a faculty committee was appointed to

f • . . ’ ■ '
_ <■*  

construct a graduate program leading to-an M.S. degree in forensic 

science. Its purpose was to enhance the legal and scientific 

capabilities of those forensic scientists whose experience and 

training qualified them for the designation of expert witnesses.

This committee devoted much time to this .effort and 

held numerous consultations with some of the prominent forensic 

scientists of the F. B. I.’ Laboratory. The result of these efforts 

was the establishment of a graduate level, interdisciplinary curriculum 

with emphasis on law and science.- No other institution offers such a 

program for the enrichment of the formal education of forensic 

scientists. Presently, there are about sixty students registered in 

this curriculum.
. * I' - . »

The uniqueness of this effort required the development of
. ■’ . I .

1 
several new course’s of which the one in forensic science is unusual 

’ - • I

in academic circles. The.major fields of the registrants in this.progra 

cover the biological and physical sciences. In the individual case, it 

is reasonable to expect that a familiarity with the forensic application 

of the sciences other than his own is likely to be superficial. In order 
to extend the Iqnowledge of the student into these other areas, -|a course 

is being given which introduces him to the principles and specialized 

- ■ (• 
x • 
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techniques of the various scientific disciplines which are .used by 

forensic scientists in the investigation of physical evidence. Elements 

of chemistry, geology, serology, metallurgy and spectroscopy are 

parts of the contents of this course. Presently, it ife being taught by 

staff members of the F. B. I. laboratories. Several faculty members 

joOhe-u-mv^i^ity-are-attendihg'tlie’course and shall be responsible for 

its presentatiomdur-ing-t-he-next- academic year.' ?

Since the inception of this curriculum, ’continuous consultation 

has taken place between certain members of the university’s forensic • 

science committee and administrative heads of the F. B. I. laboratories. 

These discussions have been directed toward the expansion of the 

university’s efforts in the general areaof forensic science. Eminent ‘ . 

forensic scientists have stressed the pressing need for the establishment 

of an undergraduate program leading to a B. S. degree in forensic.science/, 
z » ' • • *"

■ ‘ ‘ a , r »

Graduates of this plan would be specialists. It would be a source for 

meeting the nation's rising demand for forensic scientists. In the past, 

in the absence of a University program in this field/ it has been desirable 
I

that a science graduate be hired by a crime laboratory and then placed 

in a one to three-year In-Service program until his competency in the 

specialized skills and techniques reach a level which would qualify him 

as an expert witness, .in effect, therefore, existing crime laboratories 

had to be the "university" where such professional expertise was obtained.



Establishment of the proposed school on both undergraduate and 

graduate levels would meet a substantial part .of this program and • 

would greatly reduce., if not completely eliminate, the need for such 

further professional on-the-job education within the crime laboratory 

itself. -

’It is in response to this national need that the university 

has committed itself to the development of such a program. Since it 

will be professional and interdisciplinary in character and because 

there is ho existing school or college in the university into which this 

plan may be suitably, placed, a decision to establish a School of Forensic 

Science has been reached. Though the-university will provide.whatever ■ ‘ ’ ■ I .
I \
‘resources it can, this objective cannot be reached without the long term 

financial support of’the’Federal Government and a continuous liaison 

with the F. B. I. Laboratory. One can project that such assistance 

will be required at least until the School becomes self-sustaining.

। Especially during the initial, formative years of the School, it'will have 

’to depend upon the F. B. I. Laboratory staff for -assistance in teaching 

. - U
certain techniques and skills which are not common to the trad-itional 

academic programs of the university. Further, their cooperation will 

be needed for the composition .of written material wjrich would be.used

- 3 - ,



as teaching aids in the lecture and laboratory classes. This entire 

project must be regarded as uniquely innovative and a great challenge 

to an educational institution. A professional degree program is being 

created which is new and which has no precedent in the nation.

Director J. Edgar Hoover of the F. B. I. has commended 

and closely followed the efforts made in establishing the current 

graduate program in forensic science. Mr. Hoover’s guidance and 

encouragement will be essential to successful development of a School 

of Forensic Science through a cooperative effort by the F. B. I. and the

University in the years to come. No request for funding of the 

university’s development program is expected or will be requested from

Mr. Hoover and the F. B. I. Rather, it is contemplated that funds will 

be sought through sources already specifically established for such 

purposes by existing anti-crime legislation. The contribution being made; 

and to be made by the F. B. I. in the future in sharing the scientific 

expertise possessed by F. B. I. Laboratory personnel serving as faculty 

and consultants is the assistance sought here. In addition, consultations 

should be had with the F. B. I. officials for guidance and evaluation as to 

the merits of proposals to be funded through the existing sources to verify 

the need fox' effort in the area under consideration.
f

in appropriate steps, it is the full intention of the School, to 

expand the scope of its programs to include additional areas of forensic 



interest. In fact, a separate committee has been appointed to look , ' 

beyond the current focus on forensic science. For example, much • 

needs to be done in the field of forensic psychiatry. The areas of 

computer technology, management and administration as they pertain to 

every facet of law enforcement must be regarded as matters of potential

. interest to the School of Forensic Science. - .

. Graduate level programs which would involve laboratory \ ■

. research are of vital importance to the national law enforcement efforts.

It will be an important function of the School of Forensic Science to 

. carry on and coordinate active and vigorous research programs which 

: are designed to improve existing experimental and investigatory procedures , 

. and to develop new methods for the examination of physical evidence.

. Forensic science and law are inseparable in criminal cases, , 

The National Law Center of the George Washington University has several 

faculty members who are teaching courses as part of the curriculum of 

our present graduate program in forensic science. These courses are " . 

oriented to the forensic scientist and their specialized nature points up 

the unique character of the relation between law and forensic science and 

emphasizes the necessity of continuing this close relationship. It is an 

area whose complexity and depth can- only result progressively in an 
- 

expansion in course offerings.. Even now, this is clearly evident.



- ' ' Through the efforts of those law faculty members who are a part, 

of our present graduate program, a two-day seminar dealing with

- ■ ' current topics in law and forensic science is to be given in May 

fora select group of participants. ■ ■ '

■ The School of Forensic Science shall be the site of

• symposia, meetings and other professional activities where every

■ ~ • element in law enforcement may be brought together for the purpose

>■'. of exchanging views and to learn-of recent developments.

’ • Having already established'a graduate level program in

■ - forensic science as a first step, the. university’s-commitment is clear 
' '.r • ■/*  ’ ‘ ' — • * <

anc^ the stage is set for the orderly implementation of the plans which

t .. have been presented:here in general outline. A School of Forensic

.Science would bring to fruition the goal of many professionals .who have 

. believed that an academic center for forensic science is indispensible >

. - to the nation’s efforts in law enforcement and the administration of justice.

: -- The approval of FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover will be sought

-,^or the F. B.I. to participate in the manner outlined in the foregoing.



Mr. Tolson June 18, 1970

The Executives Conference
.C^

LPQ^ALSJTOSMOOTHFWWjOFjVORK,

The Executives Conference, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, DeLoach, Mohr, 
Bishop, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Jenkins (for Casper), Rosen, Soyars, 
Sullivan, Waikert (for Tavel). and Walters, met on June 18, 1970.

Mr. Waiters proposed two changes in order to accelerate a steady flow of 
workthroughall.sectionsofthe IdentificationDivision. ‘

I. DAY SHIFT HOURS '

With anticipated increase of 400 in Ident personnel level plus accommoda
tion of influx of June graduates, 90-day trial was proposed of. changing day force 
working hours to 7:00 a.m. -3:30 p.m. instead pf present 8:00 a, m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Purpose is to eliminate one-hour overlap now between day force and night force 
from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (night shift hours are 3:30p.m. - midnight). Crowded 
conditions in overlap period affect Card index, Assembly, Recording, . Fingerprint. 
Correspondence and. Technical Sections and trial proposed limited to these sections// 
Walters believes most employees will welcome change in summer months based on 
past experience when Ident working overtime. Mr. Mohr proposed amending trial 
period to 30 days and reporting results at close of that period and also during same , * 
30-day period institute midnight shift (11:30 p.m. 8:00 a.m.) on volunteer basis. 
The Conference unanimously recommended that the proposal as amended be adopted.

' CPKRENTrWORK DELINQUENCY . /upM
' ■ - io JUL 27fJ970S x

Present delinquency rule in Ident for processing fingerprint receipts is that ’ 
they are delinquent if not answered wiihin two days after date pFrepfeipt. waJiSrsl ’ 
pointed out this rule last established 1941 and since then criminal fingerprint master 
Cards have tripled as have daily receipts. Because of substantially larger sections 
Of file, searches simply take longer , in 1969 there were only five days (2%) when 
there was no delinquency . For 45% of that year two days or more delinquency was 
reported. Accordingly, delinquency rule not now meaningful and Creates a manage
ment problem in constant shifting of personnel and work in order to do earliest date 
first. Searchers and typists constantly lay aside what they are working on to start 
a different batch of work arriving at desk simply because it has earlier date. Also, 
1 - Messrs. Beaver, Callahan, Casper " - - .

fONTINUEP OVER



RB^utives ConferenjOkemorandum

Re: PROPOSALS TO SMOOTH FLOW OF WORK 
IN IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

undue emphasis is placed on locates tomeet delinquency rule (average of 
out of file, each day) which interferes with orderly flow of current wdrk. 
proposed a four-day delinquency rule, i. e, that prints be consider eddelinquen^^^?

IfcSM 'I

^hot answered by fourth workday after receipt in Division. He pointed out Labofat 
^examinations presently have an eight-rday delinquency rule and name check respor 
I five day.. Many prints are now answered within the first day after receipt and the 
/ change would not affect the actual response going out but would in fact M§crease 
/ response time because of avoiding, frequent interruptions of workhandling. The 
/ heavy volume flays would be balanced out against light volume days during the week 
/ and allow a more even flow of work through the Division. The change in the rule . 
. would have no effect on special request prints marked for wire responses or other 

urgent requests which are hand carried through the Division. No complaints have 
been registered on service and actual service not affected (only delinquency reporting 
rule)? Walters on 6/17/70 surveyed 400fingerprint Cards at random, both criminal 
and civil, and found 11% had been taken by the police from 30 to 90 days before 
submission to FBI. Walters, also proposed that his dally report show total work load 
in Divisiqn.by dates to allow ready reference io total work situation as it exists each

Mr -Tolsb-n pointed put that recently the daily delinquency reports have ;
-indicated slightly less than a full day of work to clear the delinquency and accordingly 

recommended that the rule Change be three days after date of receipt Instead of four*  
Walters observed this condition only applicable to past two months and partially

. achieved through compensatory overtime but if staffing and recently achieved 
reduction in turnover remained stable the three*day  change would be substantially 
beneficial. The Conference unanimously recommended that the delinquency rule 
for Ident be modified in accordance with the foregoing amended proposal, namely, 
that fingerprint Cards be considered delinquent if not'ahswe.red within three workdays 
after date of receipt in the Identification Division.
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3bjeq--^ CONSERVATION OF FILING SPA

On September 18, 1970, the Executives-Conference consisting Of Messr^^ 
Tolson, Mohr, Beaver, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Felt, Gale, Rosen;_Sizoo \for 
Brennan), Tavel, Walters, and White (for Conrad) considered two proposals to « 
conserve filing space at Seat of Government. ' ' v

First-proposal was f<3f^^str,uctim._of Seatmf-Government files, index cards, 

and^stracls2afterjiye,years„in„unknown subject.routine_criminal,cases except for, 
kidnaping,, extortion, bank robbery, major cases, or retention specifically direjctjed

i

years they can be put on microfilm as personnel is available.

Survey conducted by Files and Communications Division reflects present rate \ 
of file expansion will completely exhaust capacity by January 1, 1972. ■ If proposed 
destruction after five years is approved, date of reaching maximum [file storage W., | 
capacity would be extended to approximately January, 1973. The Conference was /J 
unanimous iri:favor of this proposal. If you- approve, archival approval and coordinated 
destruction guidelines would be handled by Files and Communications Division. &

Second .proposal is to relieve field of responsibility of submitting reports, to 2 
Bureau in ¥outoe‘^inknown subject criminal type cases. This question was originally 
raised by Mr.1 * Tolson, who recommended and the Director approved' study'and evaluati%i 

i' 

/ Mr. Felt recommended aubpnon. He pointed out ManuaT'm RuleF^hfl " g 
Regulations currently provides that in certain routine high-volume criminal categories© 
such as Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle, Theft Of Government 
Property?*  Crime on Government -Reservations, et cetera, reports need not be 
submitted to Bureau for 90 days5 after receipt-except in cases in which-the loss amounts 
to $50,000 or more or unless some special reason exists such as major case, unusual 
public interest, or any other factor making it obvious Bureau should be advised. New 
proposal would' give field option of not submitting rep orfe to Bureau, in routine unknown 
subject cases regardless of length of time .case has been pending. ’ Feluemphasized 
existing^guidelines would be applie^to insure:,Bureau wol&Tbe^advisecfwhen necessary.

io OCTllBi.1970
Mr. Tavel pointed out not only is it question of file space but clerical personnel 

-
have to file this material in the first place as well as •dest-roy it afig^^



Executives Conference Memorandum 
Re: Conservation of Filing Space

Mr. Rosen objects to the recommendation since it would be an additional 
step in the decentralization of control of cases at the Seat of Government (SOG) 
which produce the bulk of the Bureau’s convictions. The requirement that a report 
be sent to Bureau after investigation has been pending 90 days gives some degree 
of control on the field at SOG to assure (1) unnecessary cases are not being worked 
in the field which should be closed; and (2) all cases including those involving unknown 
subjects are being given investitive attention commensurate with the situation and 
in accordance with approved administrative procedures. Under the 90-day provision, 
the volume of reports in these specified categories has been reduced. However, if 
the 90-day rule is not applied to unknown subject cases there will be no SOG control 
to insure these cases are receiving adequate and appropriate investigative attention. 
Mr. Rosen strongly recommends there be no change in the current policy involving 
'these categories that produce the bulk of the Bureau’s convictions.

Mr. Felt advised there would be no significant dilution of supervision at
Bureau or decentralization of control. On the contrary it would permit more attention 
to cases with prosecutive potential. Conviction potential of unknown subject cases

| within proposed guidelines is practically nil, Furthermore, this matter wouIcTbe 
ivery closely^KecEeTinto during inspections to insure unnecessary cases not being 
worked and all being given investigative attention. This would be little extra work 
for Inspectors. Current rules require copy of every memorandum closing any case 
on authority of SAC must be placed in control file for review during inspection.
Unknown subject cases closed administratively after 90 days would be handled same 

J way. Proposal is simple and logical extension of what we are already doing under 
the 90-day rule with resultant savings in personnel as well as filing space.

| With exception of Mr. Rosen, all were in favor of adoption. If you approve;
I instruction to field will be handled by General Investigative Division.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson
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SUBJECT:

The Executives Conference

DESTRUCTION OF FILES, INDEX CARDS AND
ABSTRACTS IN UNKNOWN SUBJECT'THEFT FROM
INTERSTATE-SHIPMENT CASES AFTER TEN .YEARS

Soyars___
Tele. Room
Holmes___

Rosen ____
*Tavel____

The Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Sullivan, \§. 
Mohr, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel, McDaniel 
for Walters, Beaver, Soyars and Casper considered a suggestion of destroying 
files, index cards and abstracts in all unknown subject cases in the Theft From 
[interstate Shipment classification at the Seat of Government which have been open * 
jten years or more. //

I

It was explained that the suggester, a clerical employee formerly^ 
in the Files and Communications Division, pointed out there were 73 drawers ol 
files in this category in the Records Division and he estimated that about one half 

Iof each drawer was made up of unknown subject cases. He estimated that purging 
of these file§ w^ould provide additional filing space representing approximately 
5,000 unknown Subject cases. Space would also be gained in the Bureau indices 
by purging approximately 10,000 related index cards, as well as destroying 
abstracts in^the; Numbering and Service Units of the Files and Communications 
Division. HO also-suggested that in unknown subject cases in this classification 
on microfilm tfi^Whey likewise be deindexed. He estimated that the space 
recovered^ tKe Filing, Numbering, Service and General Index Units would be 

— saved andfg^pense for the purchasing of six^dditional filing cabinets,would b,e. 
saved, g REC-47

’ i L^pThe FRes and Communications Division favored the atfoption.ortliu
out the Bureau and Archival authority had been-obtained 

v\ for destructiorPof unknown subject case material in Interstate Transportation of
Stolen MotorVehicle cases and Sabotage of Aircraft and Destrufetion ofJ Aircraft 
and Motor ^Vehicle cases, after they had been retained for the ten-year-period. 
Similarly, Archival authority for destruction of this material would have to be

/fE
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obtained according to law.. . _
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Executives Conference Memorandum to The Director 
Re: Destruction of Files, Index Cards and

Abstracts in Unknown Subject Theft From
Interstate Shipment Cases after Ten Years

The General Investigative and Inspection Divisions relative to this 
suggestion recommended that since the Statute of Limitations is five years, there 
was no need to maintain this material for more than five years and they recommended 
initially that this material be destroyed after it was maintained at the Seat of 
Government five years.

The General Investigative Division has since the receipt of this 
initial suggestion submitted two additional suggestions recommending that unknown 
subject cases in the Crime on Government Reservation and Interstate Transportation 
of Stolen Property statutes also be destroyed in five years.

Mr. Casper recommended that in all general crime-type cases with 
an unknown subject character we destroy the files, index cards and abstracts after 
the ca.Se is five years old except in Kidnaping, Extortion, Bank Robbery, Major 
Cases and those cases where specific authorization for retention is recommended 
by supervising official.

Mr. Tolson raised the question as to why the Bureau receives this 
material in these cases in tlie first instance. It was explained that in many instances, 
under the 90-day reporting rule,' cases opened in the field under these categories 
are never sent to the Bureau, in that, they are closed upon the authority of the 
Special Agent in Charge. Those cases that remain open more than 90 days are 
submitted to the Bureau and reviewed by clerical, reviewers and in some instances 
by Agent Supervisors in order to tie in aji unknown subject case in one area with 
an unknown subject case in another area by similarity and modus operand!, etc.

Mr. Rosen objected^to the broad application of the destruction of this 
^material to all major crime cases with the exceptions noted until he had time for 
‘further study.

Mr. Mohr recommended that Mr. Felt look into the need for the 
Bureau being supplied with information in these unknown subject cases and- also 
the possibility of applying the destruction of files, index cards and abstracts to 
unknown subject cases in all of the general crime categories with the exceptions 
previously noted. Mr. Tolson and the Conference concurred with this recommenda
tion.

- 2 -



Executives Conference Memorandum to The Director 
Re: Destruction of Files, Index Cards and 

Abstracts in Unknown Subject Theft From 
Inter state Shipment Cases after Ten Years

With the Director’s approval, Assistant Director Felt will determine 
the need for the Bureau being furnished with mail in these unknown subject general 
crime cases and, secondly, will determine the feasibility of destroying the mail, 
index cards and abstracts in all general crimes classifications with the exceptions 
noted in the.memorandum after they have been maintained at the Seat of Government 
for five years.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson

- 3 -



The Director October 13, 1970

TheExecutives Conference

Ammunition tobeissued bydepartment
OF TRANSPORTATION TCjfegY MARSHALS " ’

SYNOPSIS
Executives Conference considered the advisability of permittiiwFBIAgents , 

while trayeling,aboardjircraft-as ^y Marshals dr on Official business fo use the 
controlled exo^sion^Iiigh^velocity bullernow being issued to Sky Marshals by 
federal Aviation Ag©ney'(FAS)”’m;cohnection with their official duty assignments. 
In May of 1968 , Bureau prohibited this type Of ammunition by SAC letter since it was 
causing excessive chamber pressures in revolver and could be classified as a ”dum i 
dum” type" bullet. Subsequently major ammunition manufacturers put on the market 
similar bullets and eliminated excessive chamber problem. Police are using this im 
ammunition since it has greater stopping effect and less problems of ricocheting. By/ r 
letter*  9/10/70 to Mr, Peter M. Flanigan, Assistant to the President, we in respond » 
to his request furnished considerable information concerning the training of Sky i 
Marshals including recommending a lightweight frangible projectile. We had in mind £ 
the hollow-point controlled expansion-type ammunition described above. The Directo^ 
on a news article cop6erning this ammunition asked ’’Just what is this ammunition?”. s 
We have tested this-ammunition and compared it with our service ammunition. We NJ
find that it has greater stopping power; it expands when in contact with a board or 
clay whereas our service ammunition has greater penetrating power and does not 
expand upon contact. Casper stated that in a controlled limited area such as oh an » 
aixplane the controlled expansion-type bullet will lodge in the person it hits whereas || 
our service ammunition would go through, this person, pos^bjy hit another or even & 
damage the airplane. Mr. Mohr disagreed, stating that theWper-Vel bullet would g 
inflict a disasterous wound and that it is a ”dum dum” type bullet. Mr. Felt added §
that he did not know how big a hole this type of bullet would make in the fuselage of ■£.
an airplane and the possible decompression. FAA has indicated that a one-inch hole & 
in the fuselage would have no effect on the cabin pressure. FAA has issued this type
of ammunition for use on aircraft by Sky Marshals. Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, Bishop,
Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, • ’Malley for Rosen, Waikart for Tavel, 
and Walters were opposed to our Agents carrying this type of ammunition on aircraft.

Enclosures (4) 
1 - Mr. Beaver 
1 - Mr. Casper, 
JJC/hcv 
(5)
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Memo The Executives Conference to The Director
Re: Ammunition to be issued by Department of

Transportation to Sky Marshals

SYNOPSIS (continued) /
Messrs. Beaver,. Soyars and Casper were in favor of our Agents carryih^his type 

of ammunition (controlled expansion)/on aircraft while on official duty. x \
"dum dum"

The Conference will be guided by the Director’s wishes.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson

- 2 -



Memo The Executives Conference to the Director
Re: Ammunition to be issued by Department of

Transportation to Sky Marshals

DETAILS

The Executives Conference, on the morning of 10/13/70, consisting 
of Messrs*  Tolson, Mohr, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Malley 
for Rosen, Waikart for Tavel, Walters, Beaver, Soyars and Casper, considered the 
type of ammunition to be issued to our Agents who are acting as Sky Marshals or 
while traveling on official business on airplanes.

The Conference was advised that by SAC Letter dated May 21, 1968, 
we instructed our Agents not to carry in their weapons ammunition with hollow-point 
projectile or which, could be classified as "dum dum" bullets. The basis for these 
instructions was that the Super-Vel Cartridge Company had issued 110-grain, hollow- 
point bullet which had a mushrooming effect on striking flesh and, Secondly, we had 
heard reports of excessive chamber pressure: Of this new high-velocity bullet and, 
therefore, to avoid accidents and adverse publicity we recommended that we not use 
this type of bullet.

By way Of definition, "dum dum" resulted from the British Army at the 
end of the- 19th Century filing off rifle bullets in order to have greater stopping effect. 
Article 23 of the Hague Regulations in 1899 prohibited the use of bullets which expanded 
or flattened easily in the human body, such as bullets with a hard envelope which do 
not entirely cover the core or are barred with incisions*  These were generally 
defined as "dum dum" bullets*  It was explained that under this definition we can say 
that most of our sporting ammunition is of a "dum dum" type*  We can say that our 
current service load is in violation of the Hague Regulations*  We could also say that 
the hollow-point ammunition is a controlled-expansion bullet rather than a "dum dum" 
bullet in the true sense; however , under the popular conception of "dum dum" a 
hollow-point bullet is considered as "dum dum" ammunition*  The rifle slug, for 
example, is an inverted hollow-point and certainly could be considered as "dum dum" 
type ammunition.

in our Police Administrators*  Firearms courses the police presented 
many favorable arguments for the use of the hollow-point because of its stopping effect 
and because it did not have the Same ricocheting effect as the current service load*  
Quantico staff has been researching this problem since that time.

By letter dated September 10, 1970, we advised Mr, Peter M. Flanigan, 
Assistant to the President, concerning the training to be afforded Sky Marshals on

» 3 -
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Memo The Executives Conference to the Director
Re: Ammunition to be issued by Department of

Transportation to Sky Marshals

aircraft and recommended that a projectile of a lightweight,frangible type be 
utilized in the weapons, We were referring to the Super-Vel type cartridge;vhowever, 
it is to be noted that Remington and Winchester also make a short controlled „ 
expansion-type bullet. \

The Director on a news article appearing in the New York Daily News 
of October 3, 1970, concerning the ammunition being issued to the Sky Marshals 
asked the Question, ’’Just what is this ammunition?"*  We determined from FAA that 
this is a Super-Vel ammunition referred to above*  We Conducted tests with this 
Super-Vel ammunition and our own service ammunition, When fired into a steel 
plate both bullets fragmented similarly. When fired into pine boards the service 
ammunition had greater penetrating power. When fired into an eight-inch block of 
modeling clay the service ammunition went through the modeling Clay and lodged in 
a backup sand bag. The Super-Vel ammunition stopped after traveling 4-1/2" to 5” 
in the clay but had a mushrooming effect in that it increased the size of the hole. 
See attached pictures.

Casper in his presentation contends that in the controlled, limited area 
aboard an airplane the controlled expansion-type bullet will stay in its victim and have 
a greater stopping effect as contrasted with our service ammunition which could go 
through the victim and injure another person or even possibly hit a vital part of the 
airplane. For this reason Casper recommended Agents acting as Sky Marshals or 
traveling bn official duty be permitted to use the controlled expansion ammunition on 
aircraft. Mr, Mbhr disagreed, stating that anyone struck with a Super-Vel type 
bullet (controlled expansion) would receive a disasterpus wound. He pointed out that 
if an Agent had been shot in the knee by a criminal using Super-Vel ammunition, the 
Agent may lose his leg. Similarly, he stated if the Brinks guard had shot the hijacker 
with a Super-Vel type bullet he would have killed the hijacker. Casper agreed with 
Mr. Mohr's position but also pointed out that we use the rifle slug under certain 
conditions and this slug produces a massive wound. See pictures attached of fugitive 
killed by Bureau Agent.

Mr. Felt agreed with Mr*  Mohr and also added that he did hot know 
how big a type of hole this bullet would make in the fuselage and the extent of possible 
decompression. Casper advised that Mr. | _ | Intelligence and
Development Branch, Air Operations Security, FAA, stated that a one-inch in diameter 
hole would have absolutely no effect oh the pressure within the cabin. While we have 
not actually fired our own ammunition or the Super-Vel into the side of an aircraft on 
a test basis, based upon FAA’s statement we have no reason to believe that either 
bullet, if it penetrated the cabin*  Would endanger the safety of the plane, noting that 
FAA has. issued the controlled expansion bullet for use of the Sky Marshals.

-4- (CONTINUED - OVER)



Memo The Executives C|perence to the Director Q
Re: Ammunition to be issued by Department of

Transportation to Sky Marshals

♦
It was the general consensus of the Conference that because the 

controlled expansion-type bullet would inflict a more serious wound and because 
it can be considered as a ”dum dinn” type bullet it not be issued. ,

Messrs, Casper, Beaver and Soyars voted in favor of using thex >. 
controlled expansion bullet to our Agents for use only while traveling on aircraft 
in connection with official business .

The Conference will be guided by the Director’s wishes.

- 5 -
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bject: EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE - 10/22/70

HANDLING OF INCOMING TELEPHONE CALLS 
BY OFFICIALS AND SUPERVISORS

' \ 'j- Those in attendance at the Conference today included Messrs. t
11 Mohr, SuHivan, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Jenkins for Casper/Conrad,

»•. S/Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters, Beaver, and Soyars.
" • * *'*

I*  V*; & I informed the Conference that there had been a recent instance
< ; wherein a call was placed to an Assistant Director by name and the :
///secretary inquired as to who was calling before she announced the call.-

I issued instructions that henceforth secretaries are not to inquire as to 
the identity of the caller and calls are to be immediately handled by '/ 
Assistant Directors, as well as all other supervisory personnel-who/, 
have secretaries answering their telephones.

Mohr 
Sullivan 
Beaver

RRB:crhl we) Jff:

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1-Mr.
1 - Mr. Soyars

:■ 1 -Each Assistant Director „ . * >, "<? - • • ' <\ $ £
Jiff’-*” •> ’; , C‘ • ~

4

» i ?»-I
<« ' ■: •
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MR. TOLSON October9, 1970

The Executives Conference on October 9, 1970, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Sullivan, Mohr, Beaver, Bishop, Brennan^ Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Felt, 
Gale, Rosen, Soyars, Tavel and Walters, considered the security of our-Resident 
Agencies (RAs). K

On September 11, 1970, the Executives Conference recommended installation 
of burglar alarms in 167 key BAs and purchase of fire proof safe -type cabinets for 
each of our 532 RAs. Mr. Tolson suggested and the Director approved that 
Inspection Division consider this, very carefully,

Mr. Felt reported.on the results of. his survey. lie said Laboratory feels most 
suitable equipment is silent alarm to connect directly with police headquarters 
over existing telephone lines. As contrasted with the audible alarm which is 
intended to frighten intruders away, silent alarm is designed to result in appre-/ 
henSiOn as well as provide security. . Most of such equipment can be installed'by 
Bureau personnel. '

All Special Agents in Charge (SACS) were requested to submit recommendations! 
Burglar alarms were recommended for 173 RAs. SACs also recommended 387 
safe -type cabinets for 298 RAs (49 RAs now have vaults and 76 have safe -type 
cabinets). . . ; $

( Each recommendation, and the justifications therefor, have been very carefully 
reviewed by Inspection Division whfoh recbinnfodds immediate installation ot 83 
burglar alarms. Total cost of alarms, would be $37,350.

Mr. Felt pointed out that in arriving at figure of 83 as contrasted with 173 
(recommended by SACs, geographical location was primary considerationr In key 
areas such as Northeast, Midwest and Pacific Coast, substantially all of the 
recommendations made by SACs were found justified, except where blanket 
coverage Of all BAs requested. Mr. Felt also pointed out, except in the South, 
most RAs recommended by SACs for alarms but not concurred in by Inspection f[} 
Division, will be protected with safe -type cab;1 - Messrs. Sullivan, Mohr, Beaver, Callahar 
WMFcwmj (8)
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" f ■
Executives Conferenc^Memorandum 
Re; Security of Resident Agencies

F Mr. Felt also recommended purchase of 159 fire proof safe-’type cabinets 
for 115 RAs at an estimated cost of $127,200.. The proposed burglar alarms and 
safe -type cabinets, together with existing vaults and safe-type cabinets, will give 
us excellent security in 244 RAs. Mr. Felt pointed out that a calculated risk 
was involved in not providing security for ail 532 RAs but he emphasized cost 
would be excessive at this time*  He recommended funding for his proposal 
($164,550) be provided by deferring Laboratory equipment purchases. This is 
ah emergency phase and additional alarms and safe -type cabinets can be considered 
when funds are available. .

h Mr, Felt recommended immediate installation of 83 burglar alarms in key . 
iRAs selected by Inspection Division and immediate purchase of 159 safe-type 
cabinets for 115 RAS. If approved, to be implemented by Administrative Division 

I with guidance and installationinstructions for burglar alarms to be provided by 
’Laboratory.

The Executives Conference unanimously approved these recommendations 
and Mr*  Tolson instructed that when the Director’s approval was received, this 
matter must be given top priority and expedited in every way,; .



Mr. Tolson October 22, 1970
■ G . ■ - ■ J . ’ ..

The Executives Conference . ’
\Jr ' FIELD ■ -

JfSECURITY 0F/HEADQUARTERS OFFICES J

The Executives Conference of 10-22-70 consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Sullivan? Mohr? Bishop? C. I). Brennan, Callahan, Jenkins, for Casper? Conrad, 
Felt? Gale , 'Rosen Tavel, Walters, Beaver and Soyars considered a suggestion 
f rom the SAC at Tampa that because of the increase of terrorist and harassing- 
tactics on the part of New Left and militant Negro groups-, the Bureau might want 
to consider having the reception rooms of headquarters offices equipped with 

| some kind ofconcealed camera so that receptionists could activate the camera 
in a questionable situation and obtain identifiable photographs of the individuals, 

.■involved, \ / ■„ ,

The conference was informed that the suggestion was: prompted by the 
appearance in the Reception Room of the Tampa office of two Negro males who; ’ 
stated to the receptionist ’’Loan me. $100. ” When informed the FBI did not loan -:
money he queried, ”Don*t  you, loan black people money?" He was informed, ”We 
loan money to nobody. ” When the receptionist requested these individuals toavaiv/ 
the arrival of ail Agent in order that his questions could be answered, the individual' 
stated, ”No we wouldprobably be arrested, ” and both individuals departed^ J 
Immediate attempt to lobate these individuals in the Tampa Federal Building, bvp^ 
Agents were fruitless, * The SAC fpit that had a camera been installed in the *

. Reception Room and activated photos of the indlviduais could have been obtained*  
for possible future identification. The SAC further reported that the receptionist 
did not alert through the alarm system available in all offices to reception personnel 1 
the presence of anyone in the Reception Room which would have summoned the U 
SAC or supervisory personnelto her assistance, as qt the moment she did not feel qj 
such was needed and. the thought occurred to her Only after their departure.

The conference Was further inf ormed that the estimated cost of installing the : 
type camera desired was. $100 each.. It was pointed out that a minimum of two 
cameras in each Reception Room would be necessary in order to insure the obtaining^ 
of pictures. It was further pointed put that even with the installation of these 
cameras it would still be a matter, of jud^EBi^mdalertness on jhe part^o^f 
reception personnel to act iveMtiaHiam

NPCzjlk (5) 
1 - Mr. Be 
1 - Mr. 0
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Executives Conference Memorandum
RE; SECURITY OF HEADQUARTERS OFFICES \

r

/ . The conference was unanimous in its recommendation that these
। cameras not be installed in view of the already existing alarm system that is 

available to the receptionist and the reliance upon the receptionists judgment 
.as to when it should be activated and the same would apply with regard to 
activating the camera. It is felt that this whs misolated instance and that the 
cameras would add no additional protection to that already available to reception 
personnel.



MR. TOLSON 9-11-70

THE^XECUTIVES CONFERENCE

The Executives Conference ofSeptember 10, 19 70■, consisting of 
Messrs, Tolson, MohrdDonahpe ;(for Sullivan),Bishop, Sizoo (for Brennan) , 
Gasper, White (for Conrad), Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Waiters, Beaver and 
Callahan considered the most feasible and practical manner in which to secure 
our Resident Agency space in light of the recent break-in of our Resident Agency 
office in Rochester , New York,. Over thepast weekend.

( . There, are a total of 531 Resident Agencies throughout the Bureau’s '
service, ? 10 of which do not have office space from which the Resident Agent (j \
functions, but utilizes his residencer (Continuing efforts are being made.to locate / . 
office Space for these Resident Agencies * 1 Thus 5^1 ResidexmAg^cies are located' 
in Federal or commercial office space and of this number there are 134 Resident

.. Agencies where SecureS*or  mm?e§)ecialXgents assigned and an additional 33 
Resident Agencies with, less than 5 agents at which Bureau records dealing with'

? security index subjects, personnel assigned, and the like, are stored at emergences
. relocation sites. Members of the Conference were advised that to install burglar 

lalarni systems inthe521 Resident Agencies occupying pffic.dspace would cost • 
. | $328,23d$250,080 of which would be an annual recurring charge, assuming the

I alarm could be sounded over a leased telephone line to-a terminal at the local police r 
‘ department or Sheriff’s office*  The remaining $78,150 isithe estimated cost to’ 11 
I have the necessary wiringtinstallationandparts furnished and installed by a com - 
/mercial burglar alarm company such aS ART, Mosier Safe Company and the like*.
| In the. event a telephone terminal is not available on the police department’s or .qj 
sheriff’s office switchboard, it would b,enecessary to dbtaih an automatic, dialing (\
device’to bei connected to the burglar alarm system which when triggered would 
automatically dial the police department or sheriff’s office and could be wired so * * ( 
that an additional number., meh as that of the Senior Resident Agent, would next Ml 
be dialed and a recorded message announcing the trip# of the burglar alarm < 
system Would be transmitted to the person called. Such automatic dialing devices

• Cfa-

are purchased Outright at a cost of $2?d to $350 and wore these to be installed in 
the$21 Resident Agencies ’Tn /

1 - Mr
1 ‘-Mr

^JPC-pmd
56N0V9 1

office space the cost would total $234,45^) as follows:-, 
f' .
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Executives Conference Memo

$78,. 150 for installation of the burglar alarm system! arid $156,300 for the 
purchase of the automatic dialing device. These devices could be rented rather 

• than purchased, which would reduce total cost to $203,190 ($78,150 for instal- 
' lation of alarm arid $125, 040 for rental of device,. Which includes maintenance.),

In addition, it was considered advisable that all Resident Agencies be 
equipped with, fireproof, safe-type file cabinets in which to store Vital records 
such as Bureau Serials, and other records pertaining to informants, side arms 

, of agents assigned to.the Resident Agencies and Other vital Bureau material that 
: should not fall into, the hands of liew Left or extremist types. While some Rest-*  

dent Agencies are already equipped with these cabinets, records maintained at Seat 
of Government dp not Segregate the assignment of such cabinets to the Resident ‘ 
Agencies and a survey would have to be made to ascertain the number required 
to furnish each of the 531 Resident Agencies with these fireproof safe-type cabinets. 
The cost of a 4-drawer cabinet of this, type is $614 each and a 2-drawer cabinet 
costs $383.67 each. ' . - ' • .

* ' The GonfbrenCe consideretiIromthe Sake of 
4 implementation be given to installing burglar alarm systems immediately in the 

167 Resident Agencies, made up of the? 134 with .5 dr more agents assigned and the 
S3 where epiergency relocation records are maintained, ft was the feeling of the

■. conferees that these larger Resident Agencies would more likely be the targets Of 
attack by militants andthe extremists-ifthey werebent on securing infformation 
with regard to ii^ormarits orweaipOnA^ they -are generally located in the more ‘ 

' heavily populated cities and Would be more likely to haye records concerning in- 
< formants and? New Leit and extremist grbups^mamtained. on their premises, along 

With the attraction of the fire power available by theft where the persons breaking 
in Were bent on arming themselves as well at the expense of the Bureau,

, • J * ’ - ’ . « , I ‘ c
- - " • . 4 . ■ '< ■- • .

* , The Conference was of the unanimous opinion that burglar alarm .
Systems be installed in 167 Resident Agencies, made up of the 134-Resident Agen- 

-■ cies with 5 or more agents assigned and the- 33 Resident Agencies with less thah
5 agents at Which Bureau records are stored for emergency, relocation sites, at an 
estimated cost of #105,210 if leased-line system used or $75,150 if automatic dial- 
ing device, is purchased and used; or $65,130 if automatic device is rented in lieu of 
purchase, m addition, it Was felt the Special Agents in Charge should.be rCtiriired to 
submit recommendations with respect to the balance of the Resident Agencies in 
their territory with less than S Special' Agents as to the need, for burglar alarm 
Systems with emphasis being placed on having such systems installed in those ’ 
Resident Agencies, located in areas where they would be susceptible to attacks by 

, militant groups from colleges anduniversities in the vicinity.
“ * - « • 5



Executives Conference Memo

The Conference was also ■unammous in furnisliing each Resident 
Agency not already so equippedwithfireproof, safe-typecablnetsin whichto . 
store vital Bureau documents suchas g$iialsr records relating to Mormants, 
manuals, firearms, andthelike., - »

> Finally? the Conference was unaninious in rccommending the
installation of the burglar alarm system be performed by qualified 
commercial concerns who have the necessary equipment and parts 
readily available and who would maintain the system after its installation 
in theeventof malfunction.

In the event the Director approves, an appropriate SAC letter will , 
bo prepared carrying, fortht the above Conference recommendations.

~2 -



'The Director October 22, 1970

The Executives Conference

FUGITIVE APPREHENSIONS

On October 22, 1970, the Executives Conference, consisting of 
Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, Sullivan, Bishop, Ct D. Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, 
Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters, Beaver, Soyars and Jenkins for Casper, considered 
the following matter:

। On October 17, 1970, Miami Agents investigating an Escaped Federal
Prisoner (FBI jurisdiction),who was a narcotics wholesaler in Southeastern United 
States, conducted a raid jointly with Agents of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs based upon information obtained from a confidential informant of the Bureau o£-i 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. Since the subject was a narcotics dealer, the * 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs also had jurisdiction. As a result of this 
raid the subject was killed, the landlady wounded critically and two Narcotics Agents^ 
wounded. As a result of this raid, the Director stated "Henceforth there are to be x 
no joint raids." * !

. The Training Division by memorandum J. J. Casper to Mr. Mohr
dated October 20, 1970, respectfully requested the Director’s permission to discuss 
this matter at the Executives Conference on October 22, 1970, pointing out our tg 
current regulations which state that Agents and U. S. Marshals should not make joint 
arrests except where emergencies and the demands of the service leave no alternative 
and that state and local authorities-are not to be requested to assist in making arrest^ 
in cases investigated entirely by the FBI unless their services are actually needed 
to insure the apprehension. The regulations further state that in violations reported 
by the local police or when local authorities have assisted in the investigation it is g 
proper for the arrests to be made jointly by the police and the FBI. The regulations g 
specifically state that Bureau authority should be Obtained before any deviation from o 
this policy. The Director approved this matter being discussed at the Executives 
Conference but stated he would noLagree to any joint raids with Narcotics,Agents.

umo6 rec-
The pros and cons of this matter were aiscussed-at±he«fe©nfee^ence, 

it being noted that in many violations within the jurisdiction of the FBI, such as 
bank robbery, state,county and local police agencies have cd$b&9¥ei& jWfsdiction. 
It was pointed out that because of our good relations with the local police and where 
they help us solve the case working jointL^ the subjects are turned over/tne FBI 
for prosecutive action. It was noted that if we adopted a policy of telling the local

1 - Mr. Waver ALL WOimATOW COmiHE^I hMWO (CONTJNUED - OVER)



Memo from The Executives Conference 
to The Director

Re: Fugitive Apprehensions

police who have worked with us jointly on the investigation of a case that once the 
case is solved we will make the arrest and not let them participate, we would soon 
destroy local police relations. It was noted that in many instances where time is of 
the essence and a raid is to be conducted in a remote area far from one of our field 
offices we will Only have two dr three Agents available and in these instances it is 
necessary for them to enlist the aid of local law enforcement officers in conducting 
a raid.

Messrs. Tolson, Felt, Soyars and Deaver voted that the present 
rule Of permitting joint raids with local police authorities, when they have reported 
violations to us or have assisted in the investigation, remain in effect with the 
exception of the use of Agents from the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs.

Messrs. Mohr, Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Gale, 
Rosen, Tavel, Walters and Jenkins for Casper votfedl that the present rule be 
retained with the exception that no joint raids with Narcotics Agents be conducted 
without prior Bureau authority,

- II.— - Tl .lil ■■■■ ||||y|> f

This matter is submitted for your consideration.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson



MR. TOLSON October 29, 1970

The Executives Conference

JESSING PERSONS PROGRAM

On October 29, 1970, the Executives Conference, consisting of 
Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Casper*  Conrad, 
Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters and Beaver, considered the following matter:

BACKGROUND

In approving discontinuance 10/23/70 of publication Of wanted 
notices on fugitives in the Law Enforcement Bulletin insert (per recommenda- 
;tioji arising from survey of field conducted by Identification Division) the Director 
raised the question of need to include missing person notices in such insert 

. (their exclusion would obviate the insert entirely). Subsequently, the Director 
" ruled on eimlusioiTSTmissingnpe^pri^Otices in the insert. At the same time, 

i^conndcttott 1»i^
/0B missing relatives oj:)cpp§tii;ji!§®§iwe \ 

wave done so in the past^we canno^sM.ui^e^spnneLtd. locate xni.^sing.p.ersons 
as basically we are not required to do so and more and more requests are being 
.made. ___ u ’ _

’ CONFERENCE DISCUSSION:
- ’• • : oa n<3 >1 m h.< -*  >*\  ?■:< hv »’ sceh

impact, particulWlw in^h^^Cbhgro^/Tb a3CombieteriWith'dfay^l' Ofbur'sewice 
in posting missing persons notices atident compared to savings to be achieved 
thereby. Basic points, reviewed were:

1. Strong likelihood of a mass of letters pleading for restora
tion of this historic service (in effect since 1933) from Members Of Congress 
and law enforcement agencies both groups being thoroughly familiar .with the 

j service. While volume in the past year has grown from an average of 5 requests 
J per day to an average of 6, about ,20% or slightly more than .1 perday are from.// 
‘ Congressmen who are responding to a constituent’s plea. ^ 4? **

1 - Mr. Beaver
1 - Mr. Casper

VLMWiVH , '
(6) - , &1L TOORM^tioIJ COM
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Executives ConferenceV^morandum 
Re; Missing persons Program

2. ^lacingof missing persons’stops and related corres pondence 
represents 50% of the work performed by a unit at ldent composed of 7 clerks  
Abandoning the program would thus save the equivalent of 3 X/2 clerks J Justi
fication to the Congress which has just provided additional funds for 400  clerks 
for Identwould be difficult to support (missing persons1 notice placed thismonth—— 
for Bob Sikes, D^Elorida, of House subcommittee with jurisdiction over FBI 
appropriation) . ;

*

*

*
‘ * - . " *

3. Substantial public relationg value is realized from the program  
It is used in speeches and reprint articles from Xaw Enforcement Bulletin to 
describe humanitarian service rendered  For many citizens, the finding of a : 
long-lost relative isthe only contact  withthe FBlintheir lives. Numerous 
emotional letters Of deep gratitude are received  We perform other similar 
services Which are not required of us, e. g. , processing non-Federal applicant 
print s, disaster services  checkbig boy scout prints for merit ;1hadges> .etc% '

*

*
*

*

*

4^ tiaw enforcenjent agencies, the W&ite House and Members 
of CohgresS would still Widntitled to a naine check of our reeprda ahd,toany. . . : . 
information fbiind theplacing ofstdp is oidy little added wOrk*  ifMomoraghdum 
IS. A*  Tamm to Director 12-21-36reviewed question ofpolicy and Departmental 
approval on continuing to fdrhtsh resultsot checks of Ident records to Congress*  
men*  Tamm reportedopinion of Judge Holtzoff that they wore officials of the 
Government and their entitlement to $uch records the same as gpy other duly. . _ 
accredited Government representative*  )■ f :

. _ - ' ' . > * ’ ‘ v ' 2 u ’ , ' • *■ .
- • . * . j • . , • _ ; r* - « • \

' J. Policy gOverning the program is strictly adhered to, e. g*, /
no active investigation, person missing less than f years, established relation^ . 
ship (no domesticinvolvements^ - ’

continue publication of Law Enforcement Bulletin Insert, We continue to place ; ; 
stdp4 In Id^/ommissing persons in accordancewltiie.stabiished policy^f ' ,z
’TpIpOn Observed he voted for this rOCommeadation Ohlya reSult Of learning 
Xf^tthe work involved was handled by 3 1/2 clerks*



Mr. Tolson October 13, 1970
The ^ecutives Conference

/CRIME ABOARD AIRCRAFT MATTERS

The Executives Conference, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, 
Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Malley for Rosen, Waikart for 
Tavel, Walters, Beaver, Soyars and Casper, considered bn October 13, 1970, the 
necessity of conducting appropriate firearms tests on aircraft tires at the FAA 
facilities at Atlantic City, New Jersey, in order that the FBI could fulfill its 
responsibilities under the Delimitations Agreement we have reached with the Fbdei 
Aviation Administration concerning crimes aboard aircraft. /y

It was pointed out that by memorandum dated September 28, 1970,/ 
authority was requested to discuss with FAA the problem of disabling aircraft 
while on the ground in order that the FBI could fulfill its responsibilities under the
Delimitations Agreement. The Director approved on this memorandum that 
representatives of the Training, Laboratory and General Investigative Divisions 
talk to the Federal Aviation Administration concerning these problems*  As a result 
of this discussion it was learned that FAA had not conducted any tests utilizing 
firearms bn aircraft tires; however, they had the National Air Facilities 
Experimental Laboratory in Atlantic City, New Jersey, where they recommended 
would be an ideal place to conduct these tests since they have all the facilities 
including the tires and the airplanes and the capacity for simulating the weight of 
aircrafts on these tires. They said that these facilities were completely safe with 
appropriate bullet traps*  It was recommended that representatives from the 
Training, Laboratory and General Investigative Divisions assist in conducting tests 
at the Atlantic City facilities. The Director disapproved and stated that any tests 
were to be made at Quantico.

The Conference was advised that in order to properly conduct these 
tests we would have to acquire about 20 to 25 aircraft tires at a cost of approxi
mately $500 each and to secure the necessary wheels and landing carriages. They 
were also advised that the heavy-duty equipment would be needed to transport 
these items for testing purposes, it being noted that Boeing 747 has 18 tires. We 
would have to determine how many of these we would have to deflate and what,type 
of ammunition we would have to use in order to demobilize the ajrplan&n/T {j i

1 - Mr. Casper 
1 - Mr. Beaver 
JJC/hcv <5 
^NOVlB 197
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Memo The Executives Conference to Mr*  Tolson 
Re: Aircraft Hijackings

Crime Aboard Aircraft Matters

Mr. Mohr stated that the FAA has the responsibility to have this 
information in order to stop an airplane on the runway while we have to have this 
information to stop an airplane on the ground. He stated that the FBI could be • 
seriously embarrassed if' it were to be determined that we were conducting the same 
experimentation separately when it could be done at the one facility where all of the 
necessary equipment is available to conduct the tests under the conditions that we will 
encounter. Mr. Mohr recommended that we contact General Davis who is in charge 
of the Sky Marshal Program and who recently left as head of the Cleveland Police 
Department because he did not agree, with the Mayor of that city, .We would be able 
to work effectively with him and get the job done in the shortest possible time because 
our Agents need this information now.

It was the unanimous concurrence Of the Conference that we contact 
General Davis and arrange for these tests to be conducted with FBI participatioOo 
that we can properly fulfill our responsibilities under the Memorandum of Under
standing.

2



Mr. Tolson 11-5-70

The Executives Conference..............

^TELEPHONE SERVICETO NEW YORK

The Executives’ Conference met 11-5-70 and consisted of 
Messrs. Tolson, Sullivan, Mohr, Btehon, Brennan, Callahan, Casper, 
Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel/Wi McDaniel for Walters. Mr*  Tolson 
pointed out that the Director, while in New York during the last several days, 
had found the line busy on several occasions while trying to reach the Bureau 
and instructed that calls over our New Yorkttgased line he kept to. the minimum ' *I — - -i—.. 2II necessary*  1

it was pointed out that we previously had two leased lines to 
New York but that one was discontinued after we began using the Federal 
Telecommunications System (FTS), a nationwide network connecting all 
Government agencies. Calls on that system cost 90 cents each. The leased 

I line costs $121 a month. Twenty-five (25j to 30 calls a day are placed from 
I the Bureau to New York Over the leased line. We. do not have any figures as 

to how many calls are placed over the line by New York. Any additional calls 
/ are placed over the FTS system when the leased line is busy*  The operators in 
lour New York Office are under instructions to pre-empt the existing leased line 
| immediately whenever the Director wishes to call the Bureau from New York.

SAC Ponder in New York was contacted after the Conference andj 
/Stated that he did not know what had occasioned the delay in placing the Directors 
call to the Bureau but that the operators in the New York Office do normally r 
interrupt calls on the leased line immediately whenever the Director wishes to 
use it, and that he will reiterate the existing instructions that this be done in 
every instance.

RECOMMENDATION:

supervisors.

Enclosure

That the attached memorandum be sent to ^11 Bureau officials and

’EX-106

1-Mr. Beaver
1-Mr. Casper

5 NOV 10 1970



The Director
0

The Executives Conference

October 29, 1970

NEW AGENTS’ TRAINING PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE PARTICIPATION

On 10/29/70, the Executives Conference, consisting of Messrs. 
Tolson, Sullivan, Mohr, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, 
Tavel, Walters, Beaver and Casper, considered the request of the SAC at w 

( Washington Field that during the training of the 1,000 New Agents in the program 
which commenced October 5 that we discontinue the on-the-job training at the 
Washington Field Office.

The SAC in the Washington Field Office stated that with the influx 
of New Agents during the current training program which commenced October 5, 1 
50 New Agent Trainees wiirbe”f eportingto their office during, their 12th week of 
training for one week of on-the-job training. He recommends that this webk-<y ) 
training be added to-the training given to the New Agents in the field primarily due^x 
[to the fact that the Washington Field only has a limited-number of experieff^d Agents 
available for this type^of assignment, many of whom are on security matters*or  
organized crime investigations of a sensitive nature which the SAC does^pot feel gj 
that the trainees should be exposed to during this initial training period. K

»- / . i . t _

Mr I’Casper stated that he’recognized the problem ap pr£sep,t.gd by jg 
the SAC in the Washington Field Office and felt that we should give. cj^^jMgdnts 
the best possible we are<

have no short chts^n^bur'tratmngprbgraip.and^hat these New Agents are to getg 
a thorough and complete training program, Mr.’ Casper also pointed out that the 
current program requires experienced Agents evaluating the New Agent, furnishing" 
that evaluation to the Training Division in order that any areas of weakness might 
be strengthened and that problems which occurred to the New Agent as he relates 
his training to the job can be handled by Training Division experts. This also 

*

develops confidence in the New Agent when he approaches his job in his first office. 
Mr. Casper also pointed out that in the interviews with these New Agents they have 
found this phase of the training most helpful and beneficial. As a stop-gap measure, 
Mr. Casper recommended that ten of these New Agent Trainees out of each 50-man
class be assigned to the Alexandria j^fi^ for one week on-the-job training and

1 ' Mr SZ FY 11 2S5
1 - XVIr. UaSper EzVilZ gfiimrm ' \JS
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The Executives Conference to The Director
Re: New Agents’ Training Program

Washington Field Office Participation

that we might also consider assigning a small number of these men to the Hyattsville 
and Silver Spring Resident Agencies of the Baltimore Office where they also haf^ 
experienced men, some of whom are not necessarily engaged in the more sensitive 
investigative responsibilities^

Mr. Tolson raised the possibility of assigning them to the Richmond 
and Baltimore Offices also. It was pointed out that it would be necessary in this case 
to pay these men $25 per day per diem and it would remove the experienced Agents 
from having close contact with the Training Division instructors who endeavor to 
raise the New Agent to the highest possible level of achievement before he leaves New 
Agents*  Training,

Mr. Mohr recommended that the program be discontinued for the 
duration of the accelerated training program (six months). He felt that the New Agent 
could get this training by adding an additional week to his training program upon his 
arrival in his first Office. Mr.: Mohr said further that this would get the New Agent 
to the field faster and some of them would be developing more rapidly to fulfill the 
urgent need for experienced investigative personnel in the field today. Each New Agent 
is assigned to_w.or.k-w.ith an experienced man during his first 2 weeks in the field.

Mr. Casper recommended that we continue the New Agents’ Training 
Program as it is today.

The remaining members of the Executives Conference voted to dis- 
icontinue the one week of on-the-job training in the Washington Field Office for the 
duration of the accelerated New Agents’ Training Program and that this week be added 
to the field’s New Agents*  Training Program.

The Conference will be guided by the Director’s desires in this 
matter,

ft / Respectfully,
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson
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EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE - 10/29/70

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES
AND FIELD OFFICE'S 
ADVISED ByWlINQ 
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.___ XME^IFICATiO^OE-GERTAllC
investigations in the security field

k * ______-- - -■ ■ - - - .. . .. — — — ■*  —

Those in attendance at the Conference today included 
Messrs. Mohr, Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Casper, 
Conrad, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters and Beaver.

~“TiJe^Confergnce" examined the question of whether the 
current situation demands intensification of certMnusecurity- 
type invest! Rations'. - In particular j reference waS.M^^.to : 
(1) lifting of the existing moratorium on. report, writlhgi^nd 
investigation’ in~ Priority XI-and Priority-III, Security™,Index 
cases, the. intensification add expansio^pf investigations
of black, white and ethnic group extremists/gxnd development 
pf selected contacts of individuals.whocould be|targeted 
against I __
items arebeingindividually cQnsldered;.,belowAOr... , >

1 ’ ‘ t- * AiL-s 8 '•:> -S/VJ,

lifting of- exist Ing vKiOratorluia on; r^t>6r#''
gation in Priority II and Priority.Ill, Security index cases.^<7

There are approximately 10,690 individuals currently 
included in Priority II and Priority III of the Security Index. 
Virtually no investigation ha's been Conducted, regarding 
approximately 6,924 of these individuals since the ^imposition 
of the moratorium in February, 1969. Many of these? individuals 
have changed'yresidence and/or employment and theia^: whereabouts 
are unknown. ^To fulfill pur. current responsibilities, *we A
should know Wfoere they are. /Uj—ApK ‘

? ■* F.ILE RROCESja^EtEA^ « ‘

i - ».w£«MW 1 - £
1 - Mr. Soy ar s 1 ' ! ■ *-  -i. 3S m
1 - 'Each jAssistant D^rep^ 
cdbJ^^^ By~zr— 

■ffffifefejrnyt ’SfC"’n * 
/ pat^
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Memorandum to Mr. Tolson
RE; EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE - 10/20/70

If the moratorium is rescinded# the field 'Will 
jbe required to reopen approximately 2,215 Priority II cases 
for reports and approximately 4,709 Priority III cases to 
verify residence and employment. .Opening of these cases 
would be staggered with a proportionate number opened each 
month to insure all are reopened by June 30, 1971,

Black Student Unions and similar groups On college campuses.

Iri 1967, black students began forming their own 
groups to project their demands# many of Which Indicate a 
commitment, to black nationalism. These groups are autonomous 
and have a strong sense of common purpose>*■  The Black .Panther 
Party has made open efforts to organize the Black Student 
Unions nationally and other black' extremist groups haye used, 
these organizations to project their1 extremism and separatism .A/

• At the end of the 1969-70 academic year# the various
factions of the SDS, excluding the Weatherman, faction, which has 
become an organization in its own right# consisted of a 
membership of approximately 2,500 individuals. In addition 
to the SDS groups# there are about 252 totally independent 
groups on college campuses which are pro-communist New Left- x . 
type and are followers of the SDS ideology, It is estimatedf[n 

i '^/L

Campus disorders involving black students, increased 
23 per cent in the: 1969-70 school year over the previous year 

. indicating that these groups represent a real potential for 
Violence and disruption. In the past, we have opened cases on ' 
these organizations following evidence of black extremist 
activities; however# in view of the vast increase- in violence, 
on college campuses, it is felt that every Black Student Union 
and similar group# regardless of their past or present 
ilinvolvement in. disorders $ should be the subject of a discreet 

- fpreliminary inquiry through established sources and informants 
Ltd determine background, aims and purposes, leaders and key . 
lactivists. It is estimated that this would cause the field 
Ito open approximately 4,000 cases involving organizations and : 
I the key activists and leaders cpnnec ted therewith.

Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and militant New left 
campus organizations. -

- 2 - CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. Tolson
BE; EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE - 10/29/70

-jSEerjSLi1-

that the membership of these organizations consists of 
about 4,000 members. At the present time, we are conducting 
investigations of all of these organizations but have not * 
in the past , initiated investigations of the individual 
members of such organizations, with, the exception of the . 
key activists and individuals Who are. known to be violence (<a-J 
prone. . , v /

' - **■
Major campuses across the nation have been completely 

disrupted by Violent demonstrations, bombings, arsons and 
other terroristic acts perpetrated by these organizations. 
it is, theref:ord>, proposed that cases be opened on all/ , 
individuals belonging to such organizations to determine 
whether they have a; propensity for violence, If this ; ,

। proposal were implemented, it is estimated that the field •• 
/would be required to open approximately 6new cases, A]

Puerto Rican Students Union and the En La Brecha (in the breach)

The Puerto Rican Students Union is based in New York 
and is active on campuses*  in New York City and near by 
New Jersey. It embraces the extremist- ideology of the New Left 
and calls for the independence of Puerto Nico*

Eh La Brecha is a Cleveland-based Puerto Rican 
youth organization with weapons in its headquarters and 
members have been associated with New Leftindividuals, 
in view of the extremist nature of these tw organisations, 
all members Should bd identified and investigated*  This z 

| Would result in the opening of approximately 200 cases, /uj
' ■ ' ' *

Jewish, Befpnse League (JDL)

The JBL is an anti-New Left and black nationalism 
Organization^ the ViplSnt nature, of which has been illustrated - 
by its direction of attacks against diplomatic: establishments 
in the New York-area and alleged implication in bombings of 
offices of foreign countries. Members have participated in an z

. 3 ~ ’ COWIW over. +



Memorandum to Mr. Tolson
RE: EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE ~ 10/29/70

attempted highjacking of an international flight. This 
militant group of .Jewish youth claims a national membership 
of 8 j 000 with chapters in approximately 20 of the major 
metropolitan areas of the country, We presently have under 
investigation those JDL members identified as being in 

. leadership positionsparticipants in acts of violence or 
- active in organizational affairs, in view of the violences 

prone nature of the. organization, it is felt that investi
gations of individuals should also include the lower level 

, membership exclusive of those who appear as members only 
ibecause of financial.assistance they afford. This would / 
( result in the ^opening, of approximately 800 additional cases * /(jj

Development of selected, contacts of individuals who could
le targeted, against

. As w lO/lyTOi,/there Were
jin the United States.

Of this number.I I
personnel based oniinvestigative coverage and other sources. 
Basic to opr coverage df these individuals is the development 
of aS many sources and informants as Possible from among those 
persons ih tegular Contact with I I* Of these Sources

This points out the fact that this. Program is productive. 
Therefbte'j; ini view of those positive: results and ohr need to 
increase informant coverage of I it is belie
necessary to intensify this program.We intend to do this by

- -4 • CONTINUED - OVER



*£ S * ** *Memorandum to Mi*.  Tolson
RE: EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE - 10/29/7Q

trequiring every Special Agent in the Washington Field Office 
and New York Office handling investigations of I I

to immediately OpOn and^develooI

new cases under this valuable Wogranj^g ., ,

With respect to implementation of these programs, 
Assistant director C. ft. Brennan stressed that there absolutely 
would be no lessening Of existing controls in regard to the 
investigations of these matters. ? .

Members Of the Committee recognize that implementation 
)of these investigations would certainly impose a burden on 
existing manpower but aftear carefully analyzing the seriousness 
pi the durrent situatlohV.it was the considered opinion of ail 
present that we should take necessary steps to institute the 
above programs at this time. , -A .< '

’ . If the Director approves,.appropriate instructions < 
/will fee issued to the field to implement the above programs 
/designed to expand our security investigative coverage of 
extremist elements. ,/n /



THL DIRECTOR

CLYDE TOLSON \

T^ECUTIVES CONFERENCE
- ■ ‘ ~~~iir' *.. _ . . -■ -  ,   T1

- / . Thdse4n attendance at the conference today WereMessrs. Mohr,
Sullivan, Bishop Brennan, Callahan, Casper*, Conrad, Felt* Gale, Rosen, 
Tavei; Wt^s dndfee&vdr*. an&me. . - «
-- —— ■ ~ "’■■

~M instructedthe conference to be absolutelj- sure that allpersomiel . 
lunderstand that no_cprx’espondenceconcerning.  Bureau, matters.is.tagoput (k
/oyer .their signature ^itho^^ip Blrector^ appijoyai. Particular note was

• , I also issueu instructions Bat every j&QatactMth the I^pa3^meht» *
iwhether it be xviRi Assistant Attorneys General or Departmental aftomeya, il;
/ Concerning any FBI santters whatsoever, is to fee placed; in 8 xnemorandunx 
I inunediateiy arid sent throng for the Direotor^ irifomationi

■

5

cr 'M
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The Director December 2, 1970

The Executives Conference

^SUGGESTIONTOJJS^LAINTEXT^I 
^™EEOMEAXLA^LEGW.m 
SELECTIVE SERVICE AND APPLICA:

i

P4

1

The Executives Conference on December 2, 1970, consisting of J 
Messrs. Tolson, Sullivan, Mohr, Bishop, C, Di Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Felt, A 
Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters, Beaver and Casper,considered the suggestion , *
emanating from the Legat’s Office in Paris that plaintexteables be used between 4 
the Bureau and Legate in Selective Service and Applicant cases. .

Recently, it was approved that teletype and cable leads in Jnteistate 
Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle cases requesting investigation and replies 
between field offices and Legat Offices may be relayed through the Seat of Govern
ment without encoding at the Seat of Government or in the Legal Offices, It is to be 

moted that in the State Department all messages are coded when they are sent, 
| When we encode a message, therefore, we are preventing the State Department 
| employees,who handle the encoding of messages, from having acdess to information 
I pertaining to FBI Matters.

It was explained to the Conference that the Files and Communications 
Division had no objection to the suggestion. The Domestic Intelligence Division felt 
that the suggestion should be broadened to include any classification provided the use 
of plaintext would not jeopardize the security of Bureau investigations. The 
Laboratory Division stated that there were np technical ramifications involving the 
security of our coding systems should we broaden our practice in the use Of plaintext 

| cables. The Administrative Division had no objections other 
(security of Bureau investigations was protected^

The Special Investigative Division opposed Wsug’gestion, stating 
|that in Applicant cases cablegrams are only used in the more important*  
IPresidential appointment cases and the identities of the prospective appointees are 

। I in most instances confidential and, therefore, should not be revealedto unauthorized
[ I persons. Concerning Selective Service cases it was pointed out that'some

1 - Mr. Beaver /\ । W
I 1 - Mr. Casper { W A Lnt
I 1-Mr. Reilly, Rm. 5302w\
I JJC/hcy , V M
I i&\ i't'f \S ZrtrtKTrrTKHTG’n _ nVWPi

HEREIN,IS UIJCLASSIHE



The rest of the Executives Conference recommended that the 
. suggestion be adapted and broadened to Bclude

Executives Conference Sfcmorandum to the Director 
.He: Suggestion to use Plaintext Cables

between Bureau had Legate in Selective Service
and Applicant Matters

European countries will give nd cooperation since they 1°°^ nt Selective Service / violationsaspolific  al crimes and furtherthat cablegrams areuseam tnesecases 
I only op a very limited basis-

The Training Division indicated that jt is better to have a broad policy 
that pertains to all classifications than it is to set up a series of exceptions, and 
recommended that an overall policy Re established that plaintext cables be permitted 
in any classification where the security of the Bureau investigations will not be 
jeopardised and that we pteoe the responsibility on the sender to see that this rule 
is enforced.

During the discussion it was- pointed out that we We a secure coded * 
lihe between the Bureau and opr Legal in (Mnada ?o that this Suggestion does 
apply to Canada. It was further pointed out that We ar e within the next six months 
^pibg to buy and have in our Legal Offices aspphisticated, e»sy*t0.-t^erate  coding 
device so that the problem now encountered with the manual coding equipment whigh 
is time'-consuniing will be eliminated, If was also pointed Out that in the ten 
additional offices that Wire opening up with new Legate they will have no coding 
equipment except thepad. and cipher materialwMctete extremely laborious and 

\ | time-consuming,

Selective- Service, Applicant or Security; caaes
many

MessMT Gate ahcHBishop concurred
in this view.

investigation, noting that

The Conference ^Wgulded^mbW^fertewisbes

JOr the Conference

Clyde Tolson
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The Director 1-13-71

The Executives Conference

^dlNSQUDATIQN AND&tJRGE

^5

On 1-13-71 the Executive Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Mohr, Sullivap.Bishop .Brennan,..Adams for Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Felt, Gale, » 
Rosen, Tavel, ^cttehieifor Walters, and SOyarsxconsjdered thd following matter, 

BACKGROUNDmThe civil fingerprint file is housed On the third floor ofIthe Identi
fication Building and-consists of more than 136,0007'000 fingerprint^cards occupying 
approximately 47, (lOJL&quare feet Of floor space,; The’file is broken’down into 5 |
principal sections, Military (43,000, 000), Civil Service (19,000,000), Alien (14,000,000) 
National Defense and Miscellaneous Applicants (54, Q00,.000), and .Personal Identifica- "• 
tion (6,000, OOG^-' As^fsonhei have; Seen available in the past we-have, on a limited 
basis, consolidlBd^d^iirgedthe filq. ’ fepr.esamplei we havd'lsedn •microfilming and { 
destroying pri W'ih the Watipndl Army Section <?f. ihe Military fiie'<WorM War One 
prints not '^is project is
about 66%compete"" Further,’the Prisopqrpf'War file, which contained approximately 
358, 735 prints, was recently destroyed with Archival approval. With the Director’s q 
approval, we have been purging the National Defense section of the file of persons 75 y. 
years of age and older, and approximately 5,413,890 of these prints have been tabbed H| 
for destruction. As a regular procedure we have long microfilmed and destroyed de- 
ceased prints (both civil and criminal) after 10 years from date of death. 'z 

. CJ>
PROPOSALS: The Bureau’s budget request for fiscal year 1972Sqontains 274 em • 
ployees earmarked for consolidation of the civil file and, if this request is approved, 
we intend to proceed with the following policy for implementation of this project:

1. ' The National Defense nortionj^hefile^coj^ipsLteerprints of indi/p. 
viduals taken iiTconiiection with civilian natfohal^efense^vork dui’ing Wprld WarJl^yt,

'    — — —-     - T  ----------------------- 1___________________________ ______------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

mi,

REC-

SS JAN 221971

to retard the growth of the civil file, established a policy of not
submitted in this category, i. e,, non-Federal applicants. Thus^no^^.twng.pri^ 
have been added to the file since 1957. We propose to destroy this fdeandthe 2JW/-

f

1 - Mr. Beaver
1 - Mr. Casper 

at

(5)



Executives Conference ^kmorandum * ’ * JB|l V
Re: Consolidation and J^rge Civil Fingerprint V

File, Identification Division /•
i

cards applicable to it. The prints were submitted initially to determine whether or not 
the individuals had arrest records in order that they might be considered for national 
defense employment. This purpose has been served. The only additional purpose that 
would-be served by retaining these prints would be to establish identity in unknown 
deceased, amnesia victim or missing person cases. Activity in this file is practically 
nonexistent. Authority to proceed with this proposal rests with,the~Bureau, The Con
ference unanimously agreed tb'Hnsproposal.

2. We propose to destroy the fingerprint cards Of all individuals in the 
remaining sections of the civil file who are 75 vears_of age and older. Activity in this 
section of the civil file is practically nil. In order to proceed with this proposal we 
would need the concurrence of the agencies involved, such as Immigration And Naturali
zation Service (INS) for alien prints, Civil Service Commission (CSC) for Civil Service 
prints, and branches of the military for military prints, We would also need Archival 
approval. The majority of the Conference, consisting of Messrs, Tolson, Rosen, Gale, 
Brennan, Sullivan, Soyars, Tavel arid McDaniel, agreed With this proposal. The mi
nority, consisting of Messrs. Mohr, Adams, Bishop, Casper, Felt and Conrad;. were 
of the opinion that the age limit should be 80 rather than 75,

3. We propose that the remaihing'fingerprints jn the civil file be consol
idated and in those instances where more thhn/onje fingerprint card is found On the same 
Individual that bn£y one card t^^inedSEtfiejtemainihgcarda^estroy^^record 
of the prints de&troyed would be retained in oUr Card Jhdexr Section for^futUre reference. 
The consolidated index card would show dates taken and sources of duplicate prints 
destroyed. If this procedure is adopted, we will have on file at least one fingerprint 
card for each individual represented in our civil file. In order to proceed with this 
proposal we will need concurrence from the agencies involvedr including INS, CSC, and 
the branches of the military as well as Archival approval. Conference unanimously 
agreed with this proposal.

If these proposals are adopted and personnel provided to carry them out, 
upon completion of the project we would destroy at least 67,000,000’ civil fingerprint 
cards which would result in the savings Of more than 23,500 square feet of floor space 
or approximately 50% of the civil file and space it now occupies. We estimate comple
tion of the project in 10 years, or an average saving of 2, 350 square feet Of floor space 
per year, In addition to the savings in floor space, benefits would be realized from 
savings in search and locate time, Jf the proposals are approved, the Identification 
Division will proceed to contact the Other agencies to Obtain their concurrence.

Respectfully^
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson

- 2
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Mr. Tolson

The Executives Conference

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE * 1/13/71

January 14, 1971

Those in attendance 'at the Conference, 1/13/71, 
included Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, Sullivan, Adams for Callahan, 
Bishopj Casper,, Felt, Conrad, .Eoseh, Gale, Brennan, Soyars, 
Tavel, and Mcpaniel,

The Director has ordered discontinuance Of'dissemination 
w qf material_to^the_ Army except in> those instances Where it relates 
" to threats' against, the Army, The Army has been advised in writing ’ 

J that this will be pur procedure in thbfuture. In view-of the 
importance of this matter and the fact 'that but dissemination to . 
all throe military services in the past has been on. a similar 
basis, this subject was discussed 1/13/71 at the Executives 
Conference. ’ ' • «.* . ' * •

It was the feeling of the Conference that it should ' 
not limit review of procedures to the Army hut should include 
the Air Force and the Navy . After discussion, it was unanimously 
agreed that instructions should be issued to the field emphasizing 
that dissemination to the Army, Navy and<Air Force should be 
confined strictly to the terms of the/Pelimi.ta.tions.. Agreement 
and the/Memorandum of Understanding .betweehtthe.LDenartOnts”p^f

, justice ancTDefenseT whether the information involved pertains 
^tb"threats'against the three military Services of otherwise*  
/iThis will significantly reduce the breadth pf our dissemination 
/ ftp the military but at the same time discharge all Bureau 
‘’responsibilities in this regard.

Enclosures

CDB:bsf
(17)

REC-4g
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Executives Conference Memorandum 
REl PROPOSED INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING DISSEMINATION 

TO ARMY,. W, and air force

ACTION;. * 
- - ---...  ; -- ' . y

* (2)Mopoeedmemorandum to all Bureau of fie iala
aM supervisors*" ■ . ,

£pr approval arp: ' .

(1) A proposed letter to ail SpecialAgents in 
Charge. *’ -



ADDENDUM BY DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION: 
CDBtbsf, 1/18/71

The—Delimltatipns_Agreemont/ which was approved 
and sighed by the Director and the heads of the militax’y 
intelligence agencies> sets forth the basic division of 
investigative responsibilities between the FBI, the Army, 
the Navy, and the Air Force in the fields of espionage, 
counterespionage, subversion, and sabotage. It requires 
each of the agencies to exchange freely and directly with ' 
Other subscribing agencies all information of mutual 
interest. It specifically provides that the FBI shall keep 
the military agencies advised concerning important . 
developments in. those investigative areas for which the 
FBI is responsible, particularly; « ' «

”a, Activities Of inactive reserves of the armed 
. service, including the National Guard..

„< "b. Developments affecting plants engaged in
armed forces contracts. *,

•, "c. Developments concerning' the strength, composition,
" and intentions of civilian groups within its cognisance 
I which are classed as subversive and whose activities 
are a potential danger to the .security of the 
United States. t " •

/ - fc . , -c , '*  . . ? • f

'■ '■*'.>  ... . nd. Developments af f ecting those vital
' / . facilities and Vital utilities which have been .. 

designated by the Secretary of Defense. ;

(•’’©* Developments, affecting critical points of_ , 
transportation and communications systems which 
have been designated by the:Secretary of-'Defense'.n \

<.The Delimitations Agreement also provides that ? 
(where there is doubt as to whether or not one of the other 
agencies is interested in information collectedthe . 
infOrmation should be disseminated to that agency. ; . ’ .

' / • With respect to. the Memorandum of Understanding,
this agreement was entered into during July of 1955 between 
the Attorney General and Secretary of Defense. It delineates 
the investigative responsibility of the FBI and military 
authorities insofar as the investigation and prosecution of 

/military personnel aye involved. The agreement specif ically 
jrequires, theF.BI to make results of its investigations 
|available to military authorities.

' * ., - - 3 - . • • ’ ■



The Director January 20, 1971

The Executives Conference

COMPUTERIZED CRIMINAL HISTORY., , 
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION CENTER

On 1/20/71, the Executives Conference, consisting of Messrs*
Tolson, Sullivan, Mohr, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan-, CaSper, Conrad, Felt, Gale,. \Q. 
Rosen, Tavel*Walters,  Beaver, Dalbey and Daunt, considered five questions of a. 
policy nature relating to the Computerized CriminalHistory Brbgrhm of the Bureau 
•The questions, considered aridpolicy recommended are set forth hereinafter, ‘ L

Question#! *
‘ What data should be.stored in file.for disseminationtoagencies in

Criminal justice system, 4, hrristsIrrespective ofconvihtibris or pxdy m’rests
, resulting ih convictions; should purge cr iteria be established so that hrfprniation wilL/X 

not hie retained or dissemhiated concernmg a per Soh.prhyided-a determined riumberM^
>. of years have elapsed Since the. mdividuai Was,involved with the crimmaljusticej/ 

system? . ‘ . .<

.. - • -■ ■Answer' -''‘'L-. * /. ' - - =.,• •
>. ■■Wl.nUM, «i. MW ll.^i k « ( 1 %

' * j- -• < ‘ “ • ' v * , ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 « •' ; 1 ) ’*

/. ’ \ Computerized datbshouldghowcbmplteteSatrest^andthuvictiori^
. . J information, including arrests without disposition shewn,. Listing.of arrests With . .

1 : ho disposition now under attack in sprite federal courts; computer should be pro- ..>
. grammed to ^rase such .arr$$ notations if daw eventually so requires^ Recomniend 

, no purging of identification data siinply because subject not involved in crime for 
J period of yearis, Only ther^thorlj^d-ip?'WifhdraW.^e: \ . 
j arrest notation.from OurlF^ijiihh

. ‘ After discussien, the Executives Conference Unanimously agreed w
the recommendation

; Question #2................... . .. 1’ FEB 9 1971
■ * Who is authorized to receive criminal history data from a national file,.

i.e.,-should such data be,; as^ppiicy, strictedto use by crimlharjus^ee^
olice furnish local criminal history • ’agencies? (Weknbw that

JJC/hcv

'any area

[i-shop 
isper\

*■ (CONTINUED'-OVER) . :



Memorandum from theWxecutives Conference - *
. to: the Director ' .
Re: Computerized Criminal History • “

National Crime Information Center

records to individuals outside law enforcement and in many cases are requiredby 
local statutesto do so.) ’ / ;

Answer C: . .- r " . •• /' '•
■ '^^—7-----\ 7 •' ' •. ■ . , -

, Computerized data should he available to same persons and agencies aS 
present identification records.4 Computerization does not enlarge or restrict persons 
and agencies to whom available under present law and federal regulations. Unwise to 
attempt to change basic statute now| civil libertarians might ldad.fi with restrictions. 
Bureau should, htpresOnt'asSump lawfulness of any use of identification data’ by state 

/ and 10 cal agencies which is permitted by law or regulation of that, state, hut continue 
to control dissemination of our identification records as at present. / / *.

* > ' * . *• * * . »*

- , ■ • The Executives Conference unanimously approved the adoption of this'.
' ■;,/ - /7. ■ ■■ v

Questionffijj >-.v.
, ., Should ther^he apenalty assessed in the

from thd national file is misused? (At present the-only meaSUrd authorized to^ dis
continueexchanging data with the offehdirig agency.) - . . / . :

Answer •• * - *-•
. / : ?,, No.penalty should be proposed orassessed except for present statutory .

penaltypf cancelling exchange for misuse of identificafidn records.; ifts system has 
. workedquite well, victim of misuse'also has rem civil suit againstoff ending ,
party, and Bureau has no authority .by statute hi reflation to increase the penalty. \.

/ . . ■ 1 It’was the Unanimous Opinion of the Conference -that the -above,'policy be 
followed- .;, •< '■ .: : •.

. Questiohr.^4 • ■ . \ • *■  '•
" i'^Should an individual have a right..tq inspect the criminal history data 

identifying him in-^e nati^ialTUp Wd so^ what criteria shoiddhe established foi*  ... 
him to justify such mspeciion? EuriKer wh^f-inpa^e^-^oi44be-^^P' ‘^aiiahie-'tb-, 
an individual so that any erroneous data will be eliminated.from the record? , ,

■ • -Answer \ . ■'
■ ... . ,f c-... _ 4 - ' J . 41 c • . ' ' - . ;

At present,ohe; having an; id^Wica^on>^cord.-lia^ndle^al^igh^ in • 
general, to-see his record. There, is a movement toward disclosure of information to 
an individualabout himself m various: ar easin theUnited States today.; The Law . 
Ehfdr cement. Assistance Administration by law is required to submit recommendations

' : -.2^; -(CONTINUED-OVER) \



Memo from The Executives Conference 
to the Birectoi'

He: Computerized Criminal History
National Crime Information Center

. Considerate discussion was had oyer this suggested procedure 
relative to the -pros and cons following Which Messrs. Sullivan, Mohr, Bishop*  
Brennan, .Callahan, Casper, Conrad*  Tavel, Daibey and Daunt voted in favor of the < ' 
EBIadopting the. procedure of making the computerized criminal history rap sheet, 
available to the individual involved according to the policy outlined above * .. •

‘ ’ , , ’ * / * k ■ “ ' * , . * ‘s’" * *' ■> 1

' Messrs, Tolson, Felt, Gale, Hosen, vValters and Beaver were
opposed, reconimending that We not. make the rap sheet available, that is, follow . ' 
pur present poliby* ‘
Question #5 ' . -' ■ . ? . ' -

- Jnwhatlanguage; wiii computeriaed rap sheets- report the reason for
arrest as: compared with the language showing reason for arrest in the present - 
manual rap sheet? J ; • .. . >'
*Answer ‘ ; .'Ci''-. TA < ' c T-T. •’ " '■ vT .
» '' ’ '** , 1 ' ' " » ■ ' fc * * - 4- ' ' ‘ " *

* 2?oj?.o^ainple, state andlocal
burgl^y bases .now commonlylist burglary’’’ as reason for arrest*  The term 
’Mjurglary”originallymeant a single specHlo offense but tpday,tMp4b proiiferatioh of; * 
many statutory forms of burglary, the term is almost meaningless, Under the new J 
system wHl directed to ghqw reason, for arresibin ? -
generic, literal and statutory language in each case. . Thus, thenaw language shown 
by the arresting agency and appearing in the rap sheet might read in a specific case .*  
.’’Burglary ^ndpfdrclble. entry;tQstore *2tM^yland,  Code ihis is a 
more .complete, and inforinatiye description of the: reason for arrest*  fMl subjnitting z 
agencies will be ^,ectbd to foliow this procedure; * 1 ;

, ■ * . The? Executives ^Oiifer^ce.Unanimously apSl’OVedthis procedure;
. ' * 7’ ■ ' • ■ . . - ’ r ., > /f ■ ■' ' . ,.

, The.Executivos Cpnfprence. unanimously :approyed.tHe adoption of. 
Questions^3-and.h.j . -■ 1 ■ '■ f ■■■

_tk> ” ’ K ‘ \ < »h ’ . .♦ , ' -

. i^e; E^ocuhves Conference wiHbi? guided'by the Director1^ decision as 
■to whether M is infUVor of the majority view.that WO adopt the procedure recommended 
:in Question ^4 making identification information available io an individual oh request' 
following..thg pro cedar es outlined an this^memor Mum < A- ■ . . :

' -4 r (CONTINUED-OVER)



Memo from ’The Executives Conference ................
to the Director ‘ , *

Ret Computerized Criminal History ’ .
National Crime Information Center • - - .

/ . ./ Follpvzing the Director’s decision in this matter,an appropriate
letter will be sent to the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General setting 
forth pur r e commended policy and procedures/ , . *

' RespedUuliy, - ■
‘ / ? * ,' • For the. Conference ' ’

Clyde ToIsOn



THE DIRECTOR February 19, 1971

THE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

Security of resident agencies

The Executives Conference of February 18, 1971, consisting of 
Messrs. Tolson, Sullivan, Mohr, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Felt, Gale, 
Rosen, C. D. Brennan, Tavel, Walters, Soyars and Dalbey, considered the 
request of the SAC, New York that authorization be granted to purchase a bonadcast 
AM/FM radio for the Poughkeepsie Resident, Agency inasmuch as they felt the 
space was vulnerable to confidential conversations within the office being overheagdK 
by unauthorized persons due to the thin: walls, airducts and the like. The SAC aif f 
New York indicated the radio would be played while the Resident Agency Office was / 
in use by the Resident Agents. The type of radio requested costs approximately $40. C

It was pointed out to the conference that in the oyer 500 Resident Agencies 
we had received no specific indications that any of our operations had been com-// 
promised in any way*  Furthermore, Agents are alerted to the need for security^of 
conversations in all situations ♦ The Laboratory pointed out that the broadcast type 
radio is better than nothing to mask conversations for security but did not feel the 

(radio should be on all the time, The Inspection Division stated it was opposed to the 
idea, observing there are probably a. lot erf people who are not hearing what the agents 
are saying who Surely would hear the music and this would create an image problem 
with Bureau authorization.

Sfessrs. Casper and Conrad felt the SAC should be authorized to purchase 
such radios for Resident Agencies where they were vulnerable as described above,

। Mr. Sullivan recommended that authorization be granted on an individual
J basis when full and complete justification therefor existed. The remainder of the

1 conference, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, Bishop, Callahan, Felt, Gale, 
Rosen, Brennan, Tavel, Walters, Soyars and Dalbey, were opposed the the purchase 
of radios for Resident Agencies as requested.,

Respec^u^,

For the Conference

Clyde Tolson

TEL ETYPE UNIT I I

Tolson__________
Sullivan_________
Mohr____________
Bishop __________
Brennanlc.©. MT; BeaVOr 
Caspar l_^JMr, Casper 
Conrad, 
Dalbey 
Feit __ 
Gale_

• Rosen . 
Tavel _ 
Walters 
Soyars . 
Tele. R 
Holmes^ 
Gandy?



The Director 2/3/71

The Executives Conference

MATTERS

Those in attendance at the conference pn 2/3/71 were 
Mr. Tolson, Mohr, Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, 
Miller for Belt, Gale, Malley for Rosen, Tavel, Walters and Beaver.

Mr. Tolson instructed the conference that henceforth any official 
ffrom the Seat of Government who is scheduled to make a speech represent
ing the Bureau must submit his proposed remarks sufficiently in advance 
for a thorough review and approval. Further, that when the speech is given, 
it is to be exactly as approved, and nothing added.

Mr. Sullivan objected, stating he had never read a speech in the 
last 25 or so years and that anyone who did read a speech could not hold /\ 
his audience. Further, he stated he had never had any difficulty in 
connection with speeches and that had he been quoted correctly after hi 
speech at Williamsburg there would not have been any criticism; that 

ilhe answered the same question today he would give the same answer he 
[/ gave at Williamsburg, since he feels it was the proper one.

Mr. Mohr and Mr. Bishop raised the point that questions are 
always asked after speeches, many of which can and should be answered, 
but that some obviously would not be answered, such as the present 
indictments of the Berrigan brothers. Such a question would be answered 
merely by stating the matter is before the courts and no comment can be 
made.

i>5

Respectfully for the Conference, 
’ 12 MAR 2 1971

The Conference was informed that answers to anticipated questionEL ? 
|| should be submitted in advance with the proposed speech. *

In view of Mr. Sullivan’s^Efiag bbjectJons to this policy he will' 
/submit a ^^arate memorandum setting forth his views and recommendations.

Ison
Mr. Casper 

aver



, * The Executives Conference of 2-3-71 consisting of Messrs. Tolson,
Sullivanj Mohr, Bishop,-Callahan, Casper, Conrad,, B. S.MillorXfOrT'elt), 

* Gale, J. R. Malley (for Rosen), C. D. Brennan, Tayel,Walters,and Beaver, 
. considered the suggestion of l~ |. Chief Cloth of the Oklahoma City

Division Suggesting thM to cities where General ‘Services Administration 
(GSA) has a retail store, located and we have a divisional office located, all.

. expendable supplies be purchases from the Imprest Fund as neededrather than
| orderedquarterly ’as is now done vda form j?bM •’

* * ' •• l“ , ■ ■ ' 1

. ’ . ’«• ihree offices,Miami, Oklahoma City and Dallas, w&te authortoed to ;
' Utilize this system ^th the added authorization to utiMze credit pur
chase administrative supply items for a 90-day trial period and weye inetrncted 

- to forward a recommendation to the iBufSaU regarding .their experiehce. The 
Miami Division recommended adoption of this procedure and that cash payment 
be made with the^ .purchases hCing Mihin the $2^0-limitation iinposed on Imprest ■ 

., v * ^wod sxpenitpres, , JJallas^Ucommended continuation Of tW ■procedure
’ . usethe cre(Hi;Car^itoinakingpurchases.

adoption of the■procedure pn a ^ertoauentbasis andthatthe purchaSeSkbe paid 
tor; fVom. the Imprest ^und., ‘ -

<1 . it was pointed out to. the ’Conference fhat.no control wotod.be; lost by the
1 Bureau headquartersby. theadoptinnof this procedure since, the ftold'offices • 

- ’ . iwbuid still have to verify th0( purchases and toe-billings therefore and the headr 
quarters here could -ascertain, as they dp now based on past experience, whether 

, ' ortoot toe expenditures were within reasonfor toe items ofstippiies being pur^ 
damsed and question any purchases which might appear to be put of ilne^ However;, i 
it is doubted that this would be a problem. ‘ : * ;

. * . ' ■

It was further pointed out that adoption of this procedure on an optional.
J basis for the field pftides, both: as to utilizing the GSA retail store on a continuing 

. : '. ] basis and paying tor the purchases either by hash or credit Card, Would free up j
J storage space now utilized to house administrative supplies which are requisi- , 
(tioned on a quarterly basis. Of course, those offices whpre GSA retajl

, ; ■ MPC?pmd;(5.) .
. 1 - Mr. Beaver

} , 1 * Mr. Casper < MLSmilWKHwW; t /
' ; ‘ ;



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Purchase of Administrative Supplies ’. ■ .

General Services Administration Ref ail Stores
~ _ • IT , ' ' t

* administrative supplies are not available, they would have to continue to utilize 
the FD-3^S procedure in ordering Supplies for their diviston.

The conference unanimously recommended adoption of the Suggestion 
I as modified to permit,, on an optional basis, those field divisions desiring to 

dp so, to acquire administrative supplies from GSA retail stores located in. 
their, headquarters cities, and pay fpr these, purchases either in cash from the 
Imprest Fund Within the $250 limitation, or by credit card arid GSA subsequently 
billing the office for the: creditcard purchases*  •; \ . - s



Mi\ Tolson January 13, 1971

The Executives Conference

CHARACTERIZATION^
SUGGESTION 436-71 SUBM

The4xecutives Conference, consistingbf Messrs. Tolson, SuUivan, 
Mohr, Bfshop, Brennan, Adams torCanahan, Conrad, Fell, Gale, Rosen/Tavel, 
McDanielfor Walters^ Soyarsand Casper, met 1&> 1971,,to consider •

-/ > security-
type cases ■
EBt In an. effor^fp broSh^e-xb^^tting deScriptidas^pM^.^&WW^1^® follbtwfhe 
practice of attaehfngji thumbnail sWWh*bf’the organization wBcWF’^stiM ‘ '
characterization. These characterizations,are attachednot only to reports‘•blit to ,
letterhead memoranda andwhexe htanyoxgdnlzaiibns that we Wbiuvfesti^ted axe <L 
mentionedin abOfiimunieatipn.aseparatecharacterizationis attached-foreach

'■■ ‘1 l'W; . a/.,. .*  l'°-ct ■* ’’.'v r E'-’-w; vL~' ■■ ■ • .. .- ' .5 - ’ • H •**-«  ■-'■"‘■ii v -;w F-K

pur Security or■ 
.disi5mip^danOKS^3::^f§<r^§i^§|m®^®^^l^ieyaheing.-teken.' '.,! 
against the employee or applicant. In ameWM’ th make the reports in security-type ^ 
cases more, readable and cut down on iHe over-all size of our communications, the 
■suggester is.recommehdihg that ^?aU other security-type reports and letterhead » L

thebody of the communication the first tim§ the organizatioh is m^lcneHT All; H 
characterizations, including;the short, succinct thumbnail sketch, must'bp approved'\ 
by the Bureau before they are used in our reporting system. " ; 1 

It .has the general coagensus bftheCox^exenneihatif this suggesuoa ;’g " 
was approved we would save valuable filing; space and also make bur security-type X 
communications wfe’ rSSMaft ~;" ■ -y

1 - Mr ; Beaver 
1 - Mr*  Casper 
JJC/hcv

1 ?* ■Mr-Fd-t- 
FILE PROCESSEQ^OJ 
IN CIVIL DISCO

« .4

■ L152 MAR 3' 1971 •



'The Executives ConfererjWmemo to Mr, Tolson 
Re: Characterizations (Thumbnail Sketches)

Suggestion 436-71 Submitted bythe ‘ 
domestic Intelligence Division

. , ' Mr ■. Mohr suggested that Mr, Felt look into the possibility pf also
removing thd characterizations from FBI, reports in Security of Government 
Employees and. Applicant investigations at the time they are filed in Bureau files. 
The Conference concurred in Mr. Mohr’s recommendation. .

Accordingly, it was the unanimous view of the Conference that the 
s^gestion as proposed be adopted and that Mr.
the fea^sibility• of^TremW|W characterizations from, our Security Of / 
Government Employees and Applicant investigative reports before they are. fiied 
in our filing system.. <



*

Mr. Tplson March11, 1971

The Egecutive^Conference

REPRINTjQF ARTICLE IN FEBRUARY 13, 1971, 
ISSJJE"OF THE.'NEW YORKER MAGAZINE

SUGGESTION 634-71
/SUBMITTED BY SAKENNETH P. WEST > <

<7 BOSTON OFFICE
1? ‘ ' 1 ■

\ ' ■ The .Executives Conference, on 3/11/71 consisting of Messrs*  • Tolson, ’ 
Mohry J^onahoe for Sullivan, Bishop, Callahan, Jenkins for Casper,' Conrad, E*  & ? 
Miller for Felt, Gale, Rosen, Cl D, Brennan,. Tayel, Walters, Dalbey and Beaver i 
considered the-Suggestion of SA Kenneth -P*,  West of the Boston, Office who suggested^ 

^dward^4ay^£SSih.Wntiiled?!Tfie)^ithWs^SOhe, POlicef^Xj^fern of GenaciSe^ 
bO^^^^^^-^d^^^ndi^s^iSnale^^a ser^WB^v erifOrceniehtin, / v 
general and possibly contact the -’’Reader's7 Digest" arid havethemreprint tlie j: 
article as well, as in .^p^^htepbUceM^ind^K .■ . ‘ !

4 - ' , , ' » , »■ , . < ’ , • ’ ■ fc.- V
.*  ' ■ ' » . 4 * * 7. - - • • . ■- f §»'.,'■*  S*

This article questions the long-standing charge of Charles R*  GaYry>tv
attorney for the Black Panther Party, claiming that 28 PahtherSThad been killed,/ 
by the Police*  Epstein.Seems tb’have doqtimOnted theartidfe yer^^ell. and^s?. 
credits . Garry arid many periodicals which reported Garry’s chargeSy ./■
. ‘J - •”* •• " ’ < , • ,**V.

. ;* The Director in his testimony before the House. Subcommitteeon J' * ’ 
Appropriations: ph March 5, 1970, spoke very clearly On this matter, pointing puiR ; 
the erroneous claims made by Garry in connection with these so-called murddrs.^ \ < 
Jt appears that possibly $psteinuSed thezDirecior’S festimony as one of his sources' 
for his article, l . ' "’-1-• ' ' ■ ’ ; \ : •<£&’

The Conference unanimously recommended against adoption of the
Suggestion since this matter had been clearly covered by the Director’s, testimony 
and several other magazine articles in the recent past, have reflected Garay’s .:;; 
claims arid statements to be erroripouSi . . , 7 > : zi ' ■

.Ifniiy _ ■ *•' •- '

1 - Mr*.  Beaver . ■'.« ' ujhuuF :■./ 1
1 - Mr. Casper ' . . -' \ . *W  3971 • .* '
TjJ«aga. U \ ssasswi* »,i.w . !

(b) -J • / -. • -
TrxtHT Afiohmm Z', : A * '



■

THE^RECTOR “ February 18, 1^1

The Executives Conference 
: ■< . - 1

T^UTOS ygECURITY OF BUREAU AUTOMOBILES ' 
_iNi^ .-' -
SUGGESTION 183-71
SUBMITTED BY SA FRANKO. GRUNDLER 
TAMPA OFFICE '/•■-. ”

, ‘ J ’•Ch® Executives Confer.enceconsistingof Messrs.Tolson, Sullivan, ;
Moiir/Bishop, Brennan, Callahan,. Casper, Conrad, Dalbey, Felt, Gale, Rosen, .

i Tavel, Walters aiid Soyars, met on February 18, 1971, and considered a suggestion 
whichproposes as a security measure to protect the engine compartment an alarm

' ? bg. installed in BureaU-cars by mounting a switch under the hood go that unauthorized f 
opening of the hood would cause a mren to sound. A control switch on the dash panel ; 
(concealed from public view) would serve to turn dif thp alarm fpr authorised hood

v Openings. Estimated cost Of materials for insWlatioh i'S 0 . OQper unit with the 
. .installation being performed bythe F&IIn eachfield dfiije. <

• The basis’lorthissuggestion wasanmdicationMaiMekwastobe|\/
made on one of our black agedts ih the Tampa bivisipiif in addition > w® have 
subseMOntlyMe'arttMthdt an atteckwas tobe made against bur cars in the Boston 
0fice, as-wella§MB advisedthe Block Pantherleader hasihade inquiry . : 
concerning the type of cars driven by BurCM Ag®ht^ MdAlso askedwhere the^^ caTS 
ar® stored, it was suggestion ;
be called to the nttMtion Of th® field and tho fibid be authorized to make the :
installation on an Optional basis, < MTFelt initially opposed the installation because 
pi thepossibility of the unintehtiofiai aettvatfOAbf the alarm: through accident with 

. the Bureau car and reebinmended- Wat instahaiion sfeuld bo authotiMd only on an
■<\ --Individual..basis, '• '■ \ " - -‘-

>=: Mr, Tolson ^esiioned.U Wis deyicb is*  heeded in Boston and Tampa
|why was It nOt needed in San >randigeo and Detroit and he was advised in all 

ixi these areas Who are looking for’ ways to attack die FBI. .Mr * Mohr pointed out 
........ " i^ougiily

probability it was needed in these places because theyM active revolutionists 

even if we put this on all bur Cars we would not be talkingabout more

1-Mr. Callahan 
j - Mr. Beaver
1 - Mr . Casper / 
JJC:aga

3 APR 9 1971

SLA88IFI
V. 'V*



■7F

Executives Conference Memorandum:
Be: Autos - Security of Bureau Automobiles 

in to® Field
Suggestion 183-71 ; ’
Submitted by SA Frank OGruiidler, 
Tampa. Off ice

$lfeooo would beah added precaution wecould afford
ourAgents sincethemajorityof bombs placed oncarsthathave been broughtto our

\ . attention have been placed under fee ho od and wired through the ignition switch.

{Mr. Tolson proposed we authorize fee installation for 41 Bureau cars. The 
conference agreed with Mr. Tolson with the exception of Messrs. Fblt and Conrad 
Who Voted to authorize it only on optional basis:. .The Conference Will bd’ guided by 
the Director’s desired -

Bespepfeill^ •'
For fee Conference ’

£
Clyde Tolson *

ft

T

1Z
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MAY 1*63  COITION 
G$A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GO^tNMENT

Memorandum
MR. TOLSON

3010-106

DATE: April 1, 1971

THE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE MMZH

SUBJECT: ff SECURITY OF RESIDENT AGENCIES

l{ ’ ' Tolson _________
Sullivan __ .______

Mohr_________ __
Bishop __________

Brennan, C.D.------
Callahan_____ - 

Casper______ —t
Conrad____ yZr .
Dalhey** —

Gal<\Z------------- ---
Rosen............. ........

• Tavcl 
Walters_____—-----

Soyars__________
Tele. Room 

j Holmes............. ... ...
Gandy --------

A

On April 1, 1971, the Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Sullivan, Mohr, Beaver, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Dalbey, 
Felt, Gale, RosenXTavel, and Walters, met to further consider security of Resident 
Agencies (RAs). \

Mr. Felt proposed reduction of RAs by 50% in order to lessen exposure 
to burglaries by extremist groups. He said he was aware of the numerous arguments 
against such proposal! but explained drastic steps are necessary to prevent another 
RA burglary.

Felt outlined following security steps taken after burglary in Rochester in 
September, '1970: :(1) Field was immediately alerted and firm instructions for maximum 
security precautions issued; (2) 'survey of all offices conducted re additional security 
precautions-needed; (3)-burglar alarms were ordered for 89 key Resident Agencies, 
and 159 safe-type -cabinets were ordered giving additional security protection to.244 
key RAs, and (4) field was instructed that only Senior Resident Agents and Alternates 
could maintain Agent’s Handbooks. All other Resident Agents were required to return 
Handbooks to Seat of Government.

After the Media burglary in early March, 1971

1. Firm and positive administrative action taken against responsible 
Agaits in Media and SAC of the Philadelphia Office.

2. Resident Agents were authorized to return all Manuals of Rules and 
Regulations and Manuals of Instructions to headquarters city. ~ zi

3. Field was instructed that no sensitive material could be left unatteni 
in Resident Agencies, which requires initialing and return of SUCh^documents&j 
to headquarters city same day received.

® 'APR 23 1971
Burglar alarms and safe-type cabinets authorized for all remaining4.

5.

itt.

All field offices were instructed to have armed Agent on duty nights 
weekends and holidays. 

Mohr, Beaver, Casper
W-MF:wmj (§)WL ^/^^-CONTINUED - OVER __



Memo for Mr. Tolson from Executives Conference 
Re: Security of Resident Agencies

6. Resident Agencies of 7 or more Agents required to have armed Agent 
on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, until both burglar alarms and s^fe -type 
cabinets installed. ,

•77. In RAs of 6 or less Agents required to take all serials and confidential 
documents home in locked brief case each night until both burglar alarm and safe - 
type cabinets installed.

8. Field instructed that all mail be sent "registered. "

9. SACs instructed to survey and recommend elimination and consolidation 
of Resident Agencies (deadline 4/5/71).

10. Surveys of investigative Divisions and 10 key offices underway to effect 
curtailment of sensitive information flowing to and from RAs, field offices and 
Seat of Government.

Mr. Mohr vigorously opposed proposed 50% reduction in Resident Agencies 
calling it a step backward which could prove disastrous for the FBI. He pointed 
out he too was greatly concerned to prevent further embarrassment to the Bureau 
and felt that it would be impossible to keep such a drastic move from the news media. 
He feels unfriendly writers would ridicule the Bureau for backing down. He further 
pointed out that adoption of the proposal would bring ab.out a sharp reduction in case * 
load and accomplishments. There would be difficulties in breaking leases and we 
could expect criticism from local businessmen and possibly Congressmen for 
moving out of an area.

Mr. Bishop added potential embarrassment to the Bureau in news media 
resulting from such action could be even greater than embarrassment from another 
burglary.

Mr. Casper pointed out RAs are approved in the first place only after strong 
justification as to case load and productivity. He felt such a reduction in RAs 
would seriously impair the investigative effectiveness of the Bureau. He concurred 
in the objections expressed by Mohr. Casper suggested that Inspectors and Inspector 
Aides be immediately dispatched to visit all RAs to survey security and to be sure 
all existing instructions are being followed to the letter and to confer with the 
Resident. Agents on the scene to impress upon them the gravity of the situation.

Mr. Beaver suggested that action concerning the RAs be deferred until 
the recommendations of the SACs are received and that the Conference memorandum 
outline to the Director extent of security precautions which have been taken to date.

Mr. Mohr called attention to a suggestion by the Boston Office for the 
utilization of our two-way FM radio equipment in RAs as a backup burglar alarm

-2 - CONTINUED - OVER



e •
Memo for Mr. Tolson from Executives Conference
Re: Security of Resident Agencies

system. Analysis of this system outlined in Laboratory memorandum 3/26/71. 
The Director commented, ’Don’t allow this to drag. It should be .top priority. ” 
Mr. Conrad explained that the radio in the RAs would be left on a£l night and keyed 
to the entrance so that surreptitious entry would send a radio signal to headquarters 
city where a bell would ring and a light would shine indicating the RA being 
entered. He pointed out that such a backup system would be insurance against 
technical failure of the regular burglar alarm.

Mr. Tolson said that he very reluctantly agreed to deferment of the 50% 
reduction of RAS. He takes this position only to permit presentation of the 
additional items to the Director, which he strongly favors: (1) Immediate 

; on-the-scene security checks of Resident Agents by the Inspectors and 
, Inspector's Aides and (2) the installation of backup radio burglar alarm 
| systems in RAs.

The Conference Unanimously agreed with this position.

* Mr. Felt pointed out afterwards that entire Inspection Staff would be 
1 used for the RA survey but there are over 500 RAs to be inspected involving 
; extensive travel. To permit project to be completed in absolute minimum' of 
time beginning Friday, 4/2/71, Felt proposed 30 supervisors from other Divisions 
with prior Inspector’s Aide training in the Inspection Division be temporarily

. assigned to Inspection Staff for approximately 6 days. z

/ q^/ x
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The Director 4-16-71

The/LXecutives Conference $ j. '•< .// >J C- '-*•  zr

of ^formation FROM ’ .
■*  fbiheAdqxjartbr^ ■ ' " •

_f 4. we- » —’ •* »• -~^ w~W ss-9 s * , x

i

.■ The Conference today was attended by Messrs* Tolson, Mohr > 
Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Walsh for Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Felt, , 
Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters,. Dalbey and Beaver. f

The Conference was read' the paragraphappearingin the Evening 
Star newspaper column Of Jeremiah O’ieary on 4- it-71 which statecT’Certain 
assistant director^ are trying to cool Hoover down enough io prevent him 
from shutting so many small off icesthat hardships would be imposed on

. AG C.?xKX£ nt KS.ia,*.. 3»-u,k,«4 ..... ft. . ■< ,i li.nvHl £fWWi '• > ‘

/shed.iany^U^ht~pn how could dor j
f Sb and^each member of the^Comerence^statedthey had notdiscussed such^X^ 

a mailer with anyone Outside fiid Bureau, v '‘ . >

J.-HVi: VS st£ .'iEJ£'4AfeS> iWX-'Hi* ’ -3■•<l-’V< h^.f? B5E0 ’ ■
}-~ ■' 4 fcO'AY «*>  iSDilife^Ki,

K'wtlb'bATJ , ' ' ' , . ,' ■
If
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Security of resident agencies
USE OF ARMED GUARDS ’ ~ *

0nMdyl4, 1971, the Executives Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Mohr, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Casper> Conrad,- Dalbey, Felt, Gale, Rosen, 
Tavo^ Spyars and Walters: eohsidered^&tidnal security measures for dur ' •
Resident Agencies (RAsi*.  , ’ • . •

Mr. Felt Presented a review of nros and cons re use of armed clerks as 
[guards in RAs . lie pointed out that while the use of armed guards would be a 
[strong deterrent to further burglary attempts there are numerous objections to. the 
use of clerks for this purpose*  First we do not now have enough male clerks for . 
isuch assignments and this would create substantial repruiting and budgetary problem^ 
[There is nd statutory authority for Bureau clerks to carry firearms even though 
adequately trained. There are practically no duties which could be performed by . 
clerks in RAs.. Most important, it was felt that clericalemployees do not have II ~ p 
sufficient maturiiyto be ■Sos^fbr.cl^^l^employees

.aA5z,,' ' I 
having seven 0|^or<R§§igept.AgenSWigW the cost Womdbe? twn-m4lion dollars^

■ Felt.Sug^sted Winstead that W cOr^ider armed Agents lo^guarMMkey RAs W 
for the next 9Q W UP days. 'He^WMedoutthUt this woulihpt-require additional w . 
funding and Would put quaiiMe®Agent personnel on the scdhe for action as required*̂

' - i:vhr EQi;v^?'-.<jSfMWXV2sW :«T >.« - v_ .

MqhFWfed^WWsW^M' W •' «’l-
detormine 
[additional bne.^
half overtime on Stodays!|.Ior ail regularly . •
Scheduled hours in excess of. 40 hours pli? W&e*  ■ He explained we have already 
expended large Sums of money fqr burglar alarms and safe -type cabinets which: 
would not be necessary if: armed guards are to be maintained. He cited possible 5- 
morale problems if Agents are used as guards . He emphasized that no real § 
embarrassment resulted from the attempted Gardenihfe-brealM^ 1^ -
coverage on one day? Summing tip, he feels the proposed expenditure involved m tho^ 
proposal could not be justified.. W-52 .^>6 -

®6E 
I Messrs. Beaver > Casper
WMfewAj (4). mo- . - ■ B JUN 2 1971
' 1-&L/ =^K7, CONTINUED-OVlJIi.
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Executives Conference Memorandum
Rei security of Resident Agencies - Use of Armed Guards 

| Mr. Conrad pointed out instructions to the field are being prepared for 
expanding RA burglar alarms to interior RA walls where an attempt to enter could
be made'such as. at. Garden City, He also described a new burglar alarm 
Carpeting which could be used in small sections at key spots, in RAs , such as in 
front of safes, and tied into the regular burglar alarm system. This carpeting' 
costs $13.60 for a 2 1/2 by 5 foot Section, which is minimal.

• 1 ’ .
Mr, Brennan described a teletype sent to northeastern offices, on 5/13/71 

|giving detailed information as to modus operand! in the various break-ins and 
/ instructing those offices re specific steps to be taken if any suspicious cir- 
<i cumstances develop.

Mr. Tolson recommended we immediately proceed to Obtain sufficient burglar 
alarm carpeting for all RAs and that a teletype similar to the one sent northeastern 
offices be sent, to all offices today. He also recommended that on a gO-dUy trial - 
basis we institute armed guards in all RAs in northeasten^states ff om Virginia 
and West Virginia jg^dine_(98 RAs). He recommended .similarguard coverage in 
RAs inOhiorT?Hiiorniaand~Wisconsin (61 RAs). These would not be considered 
as restrictive and guard assignments in other areas would be evaluated from time 
to time by interested Divisions as intelligence information comesi to our attention.

The mmoriiv ofLthe Conference consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Brennan, 
Felt and R^envorecrfor'the-re'commendations of Mr. Tolson. The majority agreed 
with the recommendations except for the 90 -day guard duty in certain selected RAs.

Respectfully, .
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson
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■ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum.
to 'Mr. Tolson

: The Executive Conference

SUBJECT-^^XJ^

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

DATE: May 27, 1971

To! son__________
Sullivan
Mohr____________
Bishop_______
Brennan, C.D.__
Callahan —
Casper -
Conrad__________
Dalbey - -
Felt____________
Gale____________
Rosen ___________
Tavel —
Walters__________
Soyars__________
Tolc. Room -
Holmes -
Gandy___________

Mi. Beavpi

O

On May 27, 1971, Executive Conference consisting of 
Messrs. Beaver, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Conrad, Dalbey, 
Donahoe, Gale, Jenkins, Mohr, Rosen, Soyars, Tavel and Walters 
considered a request which the Bureau had received by letter 
dated May 17, 1971, from Rear Admiral F. J-s^Harlfinger II, 
Director of Naval—Intelligence^witlF reference to the captione 
program. Under this program, a small number of highly selected 
Naval officers are granted one year’s sabbatical to pursue 
projects of professional value. The Director of Naval 
Intelligence indicated that he had advised the Attorney 
iGeneral concerning the program and specifically asked that 
a Lieutenant Commander ___________________  be ■ permitted to spelui
|one year in this Bureau’s Domestic Intelligence Division.
It was indicated that Navy contemplated providing him with 
full pay and allowances but that he 
the Bureau as if he were one of our

Would be accountable to 
Special’ Agents.

It was the unanimous view of the members of the 
Executive Conference Thaf~althouglT’a program of this sort 
might”have-benefits from the standpoint of other agencies, 
it appeared to be impractical from the Bureau’s point of, view. 
It was felt that such an assignment<pbsed many administrative 
and legal problems, in addition to. the matter of access to 
sensitive FBI data. It was felt that the disadvantages- of 
this program to the FBI far outweighed the possible advantages

The Domestic Intelligence Division has prepared for 
approval an appropriate communication to Rear Admiral Harlfinger 

, advising. him of our reaction to this as indicated above. A 
1 letter to the Attorney General also has been prepared for 
I approval advising-the Attorney General of our disposition q 
[ the Admiral’s request, 

JAS:lrs (6) 
” W ~ “ 
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1-Mr 
1-Mr 
1-Mr 
1 - Mr 
1 - Mr

Sullivan 
Mohr 
Callahan/

C 
P 
P
J. Casper
D. Brennanc

ALL INFORMATION GONTAINESF- 
■ HEREIN 18 UNCLASSIFIED | i 1
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: . #
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE I * f fe f*

OPTIONAL fOKM NO. 10 
MAY COITION 
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Memorandum?**^
Mr. Tolson W-fa ^105DATE:

The Executives Conference

£7i?rentian,56.D.__ZZ
s/ £,<llahan

Casper__________
Conrad .. s_____
Dalhoy/j/^,

Gale - ________
Rosen ___________
Tavel___________

Walters__________
Soyars__________

Tele. Room
^\^-****** / Holmes------------

PROPOSED^INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING ALL INFORMATION CONTAW 
T - - -

Those in attendance at the Conference 4/16/71 included Messrs. Tolson, 
Mohr, Sullivan, Beaver, Bishop, Brennan, Walsh for Callahan, Casper, Conrad, 
Dalbey, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel and Walters.

The Conference considered following aspects of informant designations 
to achieve tighter security in our communications. These proposals had been 
suggested by the Inspection Division.

Informant Symbol Numbers CLASSIFIED 
DECLASSIFY

We now give symbol numbers to all live informants and electronic sources.^ 
It was suggested that we use all numeral, designations and discontinue letter 

____ would be converted to| 
indicating a security informant)?]^/1

---- —oc,— -- — - ----------

abbreviations. For example,!
(representing New York and

b7D

Mr. Bennan pointed out it is doubtful this proposaL/yould provide any i 
measurable improvement in security. Whild_ pSgild be taken to y
indicate source is operated by New York Office or is located in New York (an A 
outsider could not be sure of even this much), this does not provide clue as to 
identity. Contents of communication in most instances will reveal general 
location of source and mere substitution of numbers..fox 
difference in vast majority of 
of numbers for informant types aW.. nrcpfiVFRY

letters will make no 
plies to substitution

418073
Mr. Brennan stressed t] tafifie“pfdt^^i^^^^^brmants in communications 

depends much more on paraphrasing oi information to "conceal the source. He 
also pointed out that revamping all informant designations would entail heavy 
clerical and administrative expenses and could cause considerable confusion, 
errors and delays in handling mail. We have some 24,000 separate informants 
of one type or another. To change designations on all of these would be 
tremendous task. In addition, for an in def inite period of time in the future 
we would be faced with problem of converting from current letters to all-numerical

reporj d other s

59JUN1V ....
~ Sull

<^y<WMF:wmj (6)

REC- 36
inference was of the unanimous opinion that^n“sSf^i«ineTical system

iJir^ Beaver, Casper 
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Memo for Mr. Tolson, from Executives' Conference ofMv’Wt’
Re: Proposed Instructions Concerning Informant Designations » 

of informant designations is not warranted, in view of the disadvantages.

Electronic Sources •

For years we have followed practice of adding agtprisk to symbol 
s of electronic sources (for example, IacAs result of Medianumbers of electronic sources (for example,

incident this practice has been publicized and, if any or our communications are 
exposed in future, asterisk will serve to pinpoint electronic sources. It has been 
proposed that we dis continue practice of adding asterisKto„the,se, sources. The
Conference was unanimous in agreeing to this proposal.

Immediate Assignment of Symbol-Numbers to Potential Informants

It was proposed that a symbol number designation should be afforded to 
all individuals from the time any step is taken to develop them as an informant 
regardless ofllielsWwTjf’tKeiTdeveldpmentr**Curr^ht ‘policy'is'td defer“ 
‘assignment of a symbol number until such individual qualifies.

11 The Conference unanimously endorsed this proposal.

If you approve, the Domestic Intelligence Division will prepare necessary 
SAC Letter and manual changes to implement these changes.

V

418075



THE DIRECTOR , . 6-9-71 /

CLYDE TOLSON , . < .

Executives conference .

Those in attendance at the Conference on 6-9-71 included 
Messfrs. Soyars, Mohr, Sullivan, Bishop, Brennan, Callahan, Casper, 
Conrad, Dalbey, Felt/Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters, Shroder and 
Beaver. - . ■ ' . , < ’

<’ Pursuant to your instructions, the followingparagraph from
, last week’s conference memorandum concerningannual leave and commit

ments was restated for the benefit of Sullivan, Casper and Shroder who y 
Were•■pot present last week. . , 4*

■ -• V.
After the annual leave and commitment chart is submitted, there ' , 

are to be no additions to ft. It was emphatically pointed but that no Assistant. 
Director is to be away at the same time as his Assistant to the Director. This 
applies to weekends as well as during the workweek. Furthermore, neither 

/ Brennan nor Sullivan is to take any annual leave while the EASTCONcase/ is 
pending. Similarly , your inhWetionM were issued that ho one is to take leave 
When•■sihy vitally importantinatter is pending within their respective divisions. 
This inean^Assistant Director^,Men, Section Chiefs, and Supervisors. :

. Likewise, it was made crystal clear that SAC itOy-K. Mbore, ph special at 
Philadelphia, and SAC Jamieson, in Philadelphi&y are, not to take any leave 
until the MEDBVRG cm is solved. It was also pointed out that it would hppear 

. if a case breaks in the absence of ah official from headquarters he should 
voluntarily return, to haiidle tile matter*  hi this respect, your comment that 
leave is a privilege•■apt right was brou^ittb the attention of the Conferences

Thib was. made very^Jefe^to all present^ however j Suilivan stated 
he intended to write a memorandum to" you for further clarification.*  

■ ■ : y „ rec.36For your information^
: 11 JUN. 16 1971

(4)
X>- Mr. Casper

59 JUN171971
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THE DIRECTOR 6-2-71

CLYDE TOLSON

THE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE '

An Executives Conference was Held on 5-27-71*  Those in attenOice^ 
were Messrs. Mohr, Donahoe for Sullivan, Bishop,. Brennan, Callahan, Jenkins 
fof Casper, Conrad, Dalbey, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tavel, Walters, Beaver and 
Soyars. ' \ ■ ' ' , .

• « 
Pursuant;to your instructions a number of items were brought to 

the attention of the officials in attendance: ' ,

► . The d^iportance of a thorough investigationpf the^MEDBlffiG .
(Bf ea^rin ofib^/^diAR^sM^itAgenc^ case. was emphasized*  If waspbinfed 
out that M0 Ro$ It. Moore shpdld have’cioa£bd with the BureaupriOr to ’ 
rendering a^A|^isipri-as-to^hesBWeau^
Jury inPhilg^l^ia^^brineetfqh^i^^etCM^e^- At^^hE^'ftfe'^ypur 
instrudtiQnSxS’piativ^.to bemgyefy^^Ul in our dealfiigh^it^gAssis^t .. 
AttorneyGeneral7^ '

,. ; , necessity for being^TSound grouhd iirstequestiiig authority . ■
of the Attorney General for telephone puryeiliances/^gSt stressed, Your ’ r 
opinionihat this is a ^ppyrway.to.'do»an! ihve£ti^^^ .
use toW attention *
of thos^res^. /Mpngyvith'your^ihsiSucfibns that ws^hould'keetfWw^the 
nutnber of sucK SQu^pgEah^^tJwe^h^iS^yiiv^^ubte^e'^i>WbIe the 
ftpmber of pefM8n^>Shin! haT^O^esaccess to information as to 
the existence Snuck sources. > ‘

. It was made clear to all present that at any tim€^c^icials of the ., 
Department are being contacted on any policy consideration whicfTaffects the 
Bureau, Mr. Dalbey is to attend, ft was noted that this was not done in con
nection with a recent dpnference held between Supervisors of the Domestic 
Intelligence Division and Deputy Assistant Attorney General A. William Olson 
of the Internal Security Division of the Department at whkl^time discussion 
ensued as to proposed changes in procedure requesthig^torney General 
authority for electronic surveillances. ’ ~ .

WBS:RRB:crt
(5) . ;. ■
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Memorandum to the director 
. Be: The Executives Conference

’ •; Your statement that in connection with any inquiries we receive
concerning the Shaw matter a ”No Comment” should he given was brought 
to the attention of the Conference, Similarly, if was pointed out that Jack

• Anderson is to receive no information of any type from the Bureau.

. ... A run-down was had concerning International Intelligence, Inc.,
and, in particular, its head officers, Bobert IV Peloquin, the. .

Presidents and William G, xKundley, the Secretary and General Counsel. It 
Was pointed out that instructions had been issued io our Las Vegas Office 
to have nothing to do With this organization*  ’

... ■ The'Conference was told to be alert for any incoming mail
• requesting anything of the Bureaupr any commenps-from the Bureau, They .

. Were told to make sure that the^eople ang/r^g^nizatiQns requestihg/such 
^feare pot qn'^e^reme^^CdQMs^^^r Xwas notedthat we should

. Mfgive In^vMualsWlIiese 6at0g6r|es siich information inorder thatweican.-
. avoid any basis for criticism in^tefuture. '. ’• «*  .

The Conference Was informed that after the annual leave and 
•^compiitmentchart is submitted Jfefre are to be no additions to it*  It was . : 

empIiatically'DoinFed out that ntBesisteni^iregtor ds to be away at the same 
time...asThis applies to Weekends as well as

; during th’e’WorSyeek^ Em^ermbrW neither Brennan;nor Sullivan, is io take 
miy anntml leave while the BASTC0M case isj^diht*  Similarly, your

f instructions were issued that no/bneTilo tak^eave when any vitally Impefo ;-
' tam mate^Mpend^^withiii- theirrespectiye'myfstenSi. This means Assistant 

JSaOtors,^$l l$eh, section Chiefs, and Supervisors. Likewise^,H Was made 
crystal qlear that SAC Boy Moore, on special at Philadelphia, and

to handlethematter. hi this respect^ youreomment that leave'B a privilege 
, 1not a right was brought to the attention of the Conference.

Epr information, : v •

■n



The Director June 17, 1971

The Executives Conference -
a'■ - Q‘fr-t\,

BASIC FACTSjOMSIJCE-KILLINGS^ROMPTLY t
xJTOALD:ykW>^ i

JPNgXan<Ur4m - W
« "^11-.--,-r-i'l-.(.-'i" T'wf "*'*•- :;t- -•*•" if

At the Executives Conference held on Thursday, June 17, 1971, 
attended by Messrs. Sullivan, Mohr, Bishop, Brennan,Callahan, Casper, Conrad, 
Dalbey, Felt, Gale, Rosen, Tayel, Walters, Soyars and Beaver the captioned 
suggestion was; discussed. .

During the presentation madeby Jeiu'|^£^har37^Admimstrator, 
Ad^mslrat^ifLMAAl/to the conference on prevention 

jof police ^killings, Leonard mei^rdhedlhe fact.IfeatXEAA.and theTntprnational - 
[Assobiatibh Of (^iSs of Foli0^I^^)':,^OeMOgotiating relatiyejo furidshingihfbrma' 
I timopoffie Agencite oaiolfe£ifij^
(Weak several of the attendees cpntacted/^&^ira stated they felt the FBIj3puld.dpJliis

,jj^^erapidiy geffex^ormatiofTfromJhp Fglabout. .
(^fiegj^Ings. ®^l^^atellW^upvfdiey®sfrelyb’nxiSbrmatipn media reports 
to gather their intelligence and properly plan*  to prevent insofar as possible police 

([killings. They said they wanted the information bn boiice Mnings immetteeiy-so 
1 they might promptly inform their men tp take breventxye or corrective action and 
alsoThcorbor^e^fectivene^trSmi^jrn^ms into their already existingprograms

’ tp-jP^gyent killing^. They felt it wottlOe a shot in the arm, moymewise, to be 
getting ’this additional support, from the ^BI. - .

. If will be recalled that die President asked the police executives for
/ their suggestions on how he could further help on the matter of preventing police, 
killings and other matters. Wp have furnished the conference suggestions to the

1 WMte House and Attorney General with this exception since it pertained to the * 

1 - Mr. Sullivan PEC-53 I
1 - Mr, Bishop
1 - Mr. Brennan, CcDi
1 - Mr. Casper
1 - Mm Rosen >

<8 JUL 6 1971



Executives Conference Memorandum
Ke: Suggestion by police Officials FBI Furnish 

Basic Facts on Police Stillings, Promptly 
to all Law Enforcement Agencies

Prevention of Police Killings Conference 
June 7 and 8, 1971

operations of the FBI. It is felt that this would further contribute on the. part of the 
FBI to fulfilling the request of the President to aid police in this problem. The 
information could be obtainedimmediately from the field offices and promptly 
disseminated over the Law Enforcement Teletype System (LETS) network located . 
in the Uniform Crime Reporting Section of the Bureau, This Section has been 
collecting statistics on police killings for the past 10 years. They have a continuing 
analyses program on this subject and report on it annually in the Uniform Crime 
Report Bulletin. In addition, their representatives are appearing: at. police meetings 
discussing matters handled by their Section across this nation and can, in fact, see 
that we are meeting the needs as it relates to this problem. The cost is nominal 
Since we already have the terminal and are paying for it on a monthly basis:... Any 

> police agencies who are Jiot on the LETSnetwork could receive a mail copy of the 
। message sent by using the UCR contributor list. Of course the FBI Should be doing 
| this and not have the, LEAA going’to another nongovernment .agency and contracting 
I for tins action which would certainly cost the government more money in the long 
I run in Casper's opinion based upon other contracts they have awarded.

Mr. Bishop opposes the idea On the basis that he sees no need for rapid, 
and immediate! dissemihatipn of this information; recommends local police do this 
themselves; does not feel we Should assume this responsibility since we would be 
held accountable for information disseminated, and, if idea were approved he feels 
it should be handled in the General investigative Division Where the matter of police 
killings from an investigative standpoint Will be supervised,

, Mr. Casper pointed out that the police requested the information 
immediately for intelligence and training purposes; that when we disseminate the 
information we will attribute it to the agency from which we receive it.,; namely, 
where the police officer killed was employed; and since the UCR has been gathering 
these statistics for 10 years and have an ongoing program they have need for the * 
information, the LETS terminal is in their Section, and. they are knowledgeable 
as to what the police want from their UCR contacts that it should be handled in the 

ItJCR Section of the Crime Records Division. Mr*  Casper recommended that we 
'immediately initiate the program; that it be handled in the UCR- Section of the Crime 
' Records Division and that an appropriate article be prepared for the Law Enforcement



Executives Conf erence Memorandum
Ker Suggestion by Police Officials FBI Furnish 

Basic Facts on Police Killings Promptly 
to all Law Enforcement Agencies 

Prevention of Police Killings Conference 
June 7 and 8 , 1071

Bulletin advising the police that the program, is 'being initiated by the FBI, The 
entire conference voted infavor of the recomm.endation.with the exception of Mr;
Bishop for the reasons statedabove. The- conference will be guided by the .
Director's desires. ‘ .

Respectfully^
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson





executives Conference Memoranukim 
lie: Security of IW EBX Building

conference was'M unanimous agreement that a^rovM be granted for 
ithe assignment of l Bobcratory espert anO ^e^'^gente vrith technical training 
Ito provide necnrity" to the new ^31 building against surreptitious activity during' 
Bo-a^rntrnctiasreca^ruction.ilme.. ‘ .

*' « ” _ '. J ' ’ _
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5010-106

1OVERNMENT 1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 -Mr. J. P. Mohr
1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop

to --Mr. Tolson DATE: 6-9-71

from : The Executive Conference

SUBJECT: ANALYSIS OF SECURITY IN
( HANDLING AND PROCESSING OF 

FORMS UTILIZED IN CONNECTION 
WITH INFORMANT MATTERS

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
1 - Mr. N. P. Callahan
1 - Mr. J. J. Casper
1 - Mr. I. W. Conrad
I - Mr. D. J. Dalbey
1 - Mr. W. M. Felt
1 - Mr. J. H. Gale
1-Mr. Alex Rosen z
1 - Mr. W. S. Tavel
1 - Mr. L. M. Walters
1 - Mr. R. R. Beaver
1 - Mr. W. B. Soyars
1 - Mr. R. I. S hr oder

Those in" attendance at the Conference on 6-9-71
included Mohr, Sullivan, Beaver, Soyars, Bishop, Brennan, 
Callahan. Felt. Conrad, Rosen,. Gale, Dalbey, Tavel, Walters,' 
Casper ,"' ciiid Shroder.

The Conference discussed in detail methods of 
affording greater security in the handling of informant forms 
as well as streamlining this procedure.

This matter involved detailed discussions concerning 
the various" forms submitted by the field to the Bureau in 
connection with payments to all informants (racial, criminal 
and security) . It was suggested that the form FD-221A (Request 
for Funds for Payment to Informant) ■ be revised. This form is a 
request of the Special Agent in Charge by the Special Agent for 
payment to an informant. The present procedure in handling this
form is to list the informant by name. It was decided that

, security could be improved in this form by listing the informant 
by his symbol number designation rather than by his true name. 
This form is not sent into the Bureau but is maintained in the 
field office confidential informant files and is given tight 

sec^y” 1X101 /4-W
> v\ Enclosure ‘

JGD:bad (17) . CONTINUED - OVER

ALL INFORMATION CONTA 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ; „L.. LIT I
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♦ w- *
Memorandum to Mro Tolson
RE: ANALYSIS OF SECURITY IN H&WLxhG AND 

PROCESSING OF FORMS UTILIZED j;e GOHKEGTl'. ■' 
WITH INFORMANT MATTERS

It was the unanimous view of the members of the 
Executive Conference that the procedure for handling the 
above form be changed in accordance with the above0

The Domestic Intelligence Division will 'prepare 
the necessary SAC Letter and Manual change to implement 
the above change*

ACTION:

Attached for approval is a proposed letter 
to all Special Agents in Charge in accordance with the 
•above o '



THE DIRECTOR 8-26-71

CLYDE TOLSQN

CONFERENCE

hi attendance at the Conference on 8-26-71 were Messrs, Mohry 
Sullivan, Bland (for Bishop), Casper, Cleveland, Conrad, Gale, McDaniel 
(for Walters), Miller (for Ponder), Mintz (for Dalbey), Rosen, Sizpo (for. 
Brennan), Soyars, Tavel, Walsh (for Callahan) and Felt.

' ' * -
. Pursuant to your instructions, member of the^Werence . 

were briefed concerning recent attempts by various'^ewspapers and’ 
*jj^drfer£to_obiain h^orm^ionMufoOrpr^BtpeWjnuei. Members 
;Were“specifically*advised  that there should be absolutelyhoconversations ' 
wh or answers of any sort to representatives of the Washington Post, 
Ne\y York Times, Los Angeles Times, ColumbiaBroadcasting System, / jk, 
and National-Droadcasting-CompWyr The. only,accepfablp:answer to suclr 
inquiries is^’No-:CbW^iWW2fcl"3iE3f:w“’ b‘L;/v<,

. - Wivad'b^Ea^zed'bh^JheSe instructions applied edt^gLEHb
the,Yield hncFin telephonii? cpnversatiQiis with ihg-field conce^ning-eases 
likely to result “torpress inqtdrteb7^r®ca-ufiQnary^ reminders concerning /■ 
the above representatives oDihe news media shodld be given. x

/ ■ ' /
J ' rt9c •'crcn’ ■> •»’1.VJ£E<!’3C» ’i^HIXErn'JE'XcE VClWfllSS*

•; Mai*aowSHBU£WVCGgq*ll^' ’^te.38j*‘^- »< - ■ A • , ■

WMF-ert ’l'“.

Mr. Casper
3

s StP 3 1971...



THE DIRECTOR u

CLYDE TOLSON

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

In attendance at the Conference on 9-1-71 were Messrs. Tolson,
Mohr, Sullivan, Bland (for Bishop), Brennan, Callahan, Casper/ Cleveland, 
Conrad, Dalbey, Gale, Miller (for Ponder),. Rosen, Boyars, Tavel, Walters 
and Felt. . •

pursuant to your instructions, I made it crystal clear to the 
’ members of the Conference that when matters are routed to them for review, 
J^itialingjdf the item? indicates their complete approval of the contents and

earning the contents, statements therein, or recommendations, if possible 
they should orally resolve them with the division originating the item. If 
disagreement or reservations are hot resolved, the official should then _ 
briefly state his contrary or modifying views in an addendum so that the "

A J - «*■  ,*«•*■*  V****£**J»»**<*«-»W.'Jfc*.  ******* tA*»VA***^  *»,  *»~*  *»*._ ** U*  ** V***vv**  • *=*  ,

memorandum, piece of outgoing mail, or other document indicated-the-. 
complete approval of that official of airmatters and recommendations 
therein^, ? \ C ” . ;•



MR. TOLSON • 9-28-71 k
/■

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

"("INITIALING OF MAIL

•. Those in attendance at the Conference oh 9-28-71 were Messrs§§^ 
Mohr, Rosen for Sullivan, Bland for Bishop, Callahan, Jenkins for CaspeH>

and Soyars. ' . ’ \ J

' » Pursuant to the Director rs instructions,. all members of the
- Conference were advised of the Director’s desire that in the' future he 

expects the initials appearing on mail to be entirely legible and readable. 
It was ppinted. but that some of the initials appearing on mail were nothing

’ more or less than hieroglyphicsandthe identity1of the individual.couldno 
be ascertained from .the illegible initials, *

The officials were reminded that it was their responsibility to' 
insure, that not only they, hut their supervisors, put clear, legible initials 
on mail in-the future. \ ” ’

1UUU4, 14UOCU1U1 WUlUVCUlj JJ1CU1U XUA xzipuup, VtlUCUKUl, UC1UUUO XV*

Cleveland, Conrad, Dalbey, Miller, Campbell for Ponder, Tavel W'alters^^M’! 
' ' W,

$

4

, WBSicrt

1 - Mr*  Casper (Sent Direct)

to O C T 8 1971



MR. TOLSON 9-28-71

.TECLUS

Those in attendance at the Conference on 9-28-71 were Messrs, 
Mohr, Rosen for Sullivan, Biand for Bishop, Callahan, Jenkins for Casper^ 
Cleveland, Conrad, Dalbey, Miller, Campbellfor Ponder, Tavel, Walters 

t and Soyars. . - ' ' *

Tjhe Conference considered a request that a female rleriral b6 
employee of the General hivostig^tive Division pbe wc
allowed to teach a weekly class of female employees after hours, in the 
fundamental, basic methods relating to selL-defense. As background, with 

; the Director's approvMr We formed during 12/ti7 ajK^rate Club At the Bureau 
and since that time instruction has been given Mter working hours to two 
classes which meet weekly, one in the Identification Building and one at the ; 
Department of Justice Building. The members of the Club, who number 
about75 employees, attend one of these weekly meetings^ . '

; , A request has beeniinade jo form a third hlass- composed entirely * 
. ipf female employees toJte’taught by Miss| |inthe -basicConcepts of

(Karate; ie, "stance, mental conditioning, fundamental moves, etc. There is 
to be no physical.contactJn the, teaching. Arrangements have been made fnr , 

’ a classroom that^ can^^beJutilizeS3^it®e activity. Miss] | prior
to her employment by the Bureau, has taught basic Karate.;

It was the unanimous opinion of the Conference that approval 
be given for this activity^ ■. j /

v . * - <! , ' V. ’tlA . ' -* . * -■ * ■ '**  .

REC-15

$0 NOV -

1 - Mr*  Casper (Sent Direct)

■ 67'N0V5 1971
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MR. TOLSON 11-8-71

■ -M

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE
—-■ _ t ---------;rr'. •■■•-_■ ■rl<ur■^^^"^‘'",^M<*̂ ,A‘j';,''' ' -“TTT-t^

PROCESSING OE Jmail

. The Executives Conference met oh 11-8-71. Those in attendance . I 
were Messrs. Tolson, Felt, Rosen, Mohr, Bates, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, 
Cleveland, Conrad, Mbey; Miller, Fonder ., Tavel, Waiters and Soyars. |

Pursuant to tlieDirector’sinstructions, Mr. Felt emphatically 
pointed out that under no circumstances should memoranda being disseminated , 
from the Bureau be undated, He stressed that all supervisors should be \ 
alerted to the fact that the problem apparently results from the dissemination^ p 
of old memoranda in the files. * Without a date, such memoranda could'be 
evaluated by the receiving agency ascurrent^information. • ■

, ' Mr*  Felt also instructed that all Bureau supervisors be forcefully 
reminded of current instructions regarding the. handling of mail sp that every

;effort can be made to get important material to fhe J&frector at the earliest 
possible time,md<ith an absolute minimum Of delay..

' . WF;ert 1:'
(4) _ > : .

1 - Mr, Casp.er'; . - T*

•

' ■ 1 ■
' '■' '

■■

•'

- . 1

1?< J

: !>■'
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Executives Conference Memorandum 
Re: Crime Aboard Aircraft * Hijacking

Discussion was had as to whether it would be possible for agents in 
such a situation to dispose of their credentials and badge' in lavatory or similar 
hiding place On plane. It was unanimously agreed that if Cuban authorities 
identified agent and he was unable to produce credentials orbadge, a situation 
might be created giving Cubans an excuse to detain agent. /

* We have had only One agent involved in this type of situation and it - 
nwas felt that it .would be Sufficient at this time to alert'field and restate existing . 
II rules. ' . : ‘

: Conference unanimously agreed new credentials should be issued to
I all agents to include color photographs and sufficient other changes to completely 
eliminate possibility of forged credentials being used tp enter Bureau space; no 
change being made to badge. - *

1 ■ - . • .

-At present time Bureau policy permits, entry to Bureau space by 
Iagents either displaying badge or credentials. The Minority, consisting of :
Messrs. Tolsoii, Mlt, Bishop, Dalbey and Mondej*  recommended agents be 
permitted entry to Bureau space only on display of credentials. Mr. Mohr - 
pointed out new employees must enter space, with badge in case Of agents and 
temporary pass in case Of clerks, while credentials.and clerical badges are " 
being made.- The piajority, consisting of Messrs. Mosen/ Mohr? Callahan;, 
Casper> Cleveland, Conrd.d>-Mavei'j Walters, Soyars, Shroder and Moore • 'recommended, agents be allowed to enter Bureau space pn display of either ‘ 
credentials-or badge. 1 . '' ' -' - r * s _ : \ . , - * . . *. . * /

When the Director's yfiews; are made known, Administrative Division 
will handle the agent Credentials and Training'Division will prepare suitable SAC 
Detter.tp the field? > '

• Respectfully, > 
For the Conference'

ClydeTolson



THE DIRECTOR 11-2-71

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE.

- . -r ' -
^rdRJME ABOARD AIRCRAFT - HIJACKING
l v------ ----- --- —----------- ~ '. — ‘

On 11-1-71 Executives Conference met to. considered captioned 
matter*  Those in attendance were, Messrs. Tolson, Felt, Rosen, Mohr,, Bishop, 
Callahan, Casper, Cleveland, Conrad, Dalbey, Fonder, Tavel, Walters, Soyars, 
Shroder (for Bates) and Moore (forMiller). . .. ;• \

* \ Mr, Felt referred to recent hijacking of a Boeing 747 airplane to
' • Havana wherein an agent on annual leave was eh route from New York to San Juan, 

his duty station.. At Havana agent was interviewed by Cuban authorities who took 
his badge,, credentials and revolver. These items were returned to him prior/ .. 
to his departure from Havana. ;

- . ‘ Agent had in his credeniiar case 2 telephone numbers, 1 of Which he
' identified to the Cubans as relocation site of San Juan Office (being handled
/ separately); Feit pointed out we. must assume Cubans took .photographs of cre- 

A I dentials and impressions of badge, thereby raising questions as to steps to insure
I Bureau space against penetration by foreign agents with counterfeit credentials

z I or badge; A -A ' 5 ;
* . ‘ ' ’ • ’ - - '

/ Felt alsp reviewed our current instructions for agents in the event of
(hijacking (copies attached).. All agents are required to carry their sidearm,when 
traveling by air on official busing ss. There is ho Objection to carrying sidearm 
during personal air travel, In all such instances,, credentials must be displayed to 
appropriate airline officials arid' notification given that agent is armed. Employees

* are prohibited from, carrying With them, either ph their person or in their luggage,. 
. any Bureau manual, handbook,, monograph or other Bureau document. Confidential 
material fpr use in adassignment involving air travel is tp be sent ahead by. 
Bureau mail. Employees have been specifically instructed if involved in hijacking 
isituation and interrogated by Cuban authorities, great care should be used to - 
prevent’ any incident which would give Cubans excuse for harassment of Bureau. 
Agents are, not to volunteer information and should promptly identify themselves 
with driver’s license, furnish home address and; if asked, give employment as . 
Department of Justice. Care should be taken to avoid furnishing false information 
and, if Cubans press for specifics, Bureau employment should.be furnishe^.Io 

| without details
Enc.

pAWMF:crt. X— 22 NOV .1'7 1971

Urn w(SentW^mcontaiotJ0™--^---" 
OXNuV174971 •: *
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Mr. Tolson

The. ExecutivestCenference

^Suggestions fowombatting

1 * Mr. Felt
1 * Mr. Rosen
1-Mr. Mohr

10/22/71
1 - Mr. Bates 
V Mr, Sishop 

1 * Mr. Casper
1> Mr. Cleveland 
l*  Mr. Conrad •

. 1 * Mr , Dalbey
1-Mr. Miller

' I * Mr. Ponder ■ ’ 
1-Mr. Walters

At the Executives Conference held on Friday, October 22j 1971, 
attended by Messrs. Felt, Rosen, Mohr, Bates, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, 
Cleveland, Cpnradj Dalbey, Miller, Ponder, and Walters, the Captioned 

’ subject matterwas discussed. ' ■,
«' ' 5 - . . * 4 .

cm

, a 
■ § . Q

AYXA MA <X VliUXVAl MIX AV/ A'-»/ <A > V

which resultediWiWe,,captureofi a. renegadepriest and three Qther^individuals. ; 
■ A search of their-residence and-another. location jpyeaie.d ^aI^hSn^i»Cluding

three stolen guns—andother material typical of an urbanguerrillawarfare \ 
Operation^/ -ptn. —* • g,-..

> ■ * f . <. ‘* . . - - • 1 , ' " , r

Mr, Miller pointed out that this.wasi y0taipil^ indicative of the •
.modus operand! Of the urban guerrilla^ as ’described bythe well known

Wffinn Gperrilte., J! *<  •.-» ,«joh < »t D’htEWgWl

robberies? in which it appears obvious4^^$primes were committed for 
ihepurbost’bt^Manpihg a revoIuUonary'nxov^n^t hnd Are typical oi.Ute- 
’’expropriation”type robberies committed by urban guerrillas in Batina 
.America-and .elsewhere. He related that We fM(nimanual of the Urbaii

. - Guerrilla” has been distributed widely throughout the U.S. and has been
. printedeW numjeroustextremist publications. He also showed the Conference 

a ctw w Abbi^o^man  ̂recent bQo^^teal_Wis_Bopk,» which describes
>, in dbWiltM^ffit mannertdexist: by thieyfeWdpilferage*  ;
; 'y ■

TjBsamt. ’ ■ ■ ■ . eaw i?iffl

^-..^aONTINUED * OVER

h



Memorandum for Mr. Tolson
RE; SUGGESTIONS .FOR COMBATTING ’

URBAN GUERRILLA WARFARE •

Mr. Miller pointed out that Domestic Intelligence Division, has 
been closely following the trend of urban guerrilla activity for some time on 
a case by case basis. A special study was produced and disseminated by 
the Research Section, 4/2/71, entitled’*1970:  Year of the Urban Guerrilla. ” -

On 10/19/71 an SAC Better captioned ’’Urban Guerrilla Warfare, 
Activity” levied a requirement On the field to explore the possibilities that 
various crimes of robbery, theft, bombings, attacks on police, and airplane ' 
hijackings were part of urban guerrilla activity. The field will now submit 
•monthly summaries of incidents which could involveUrban guerrilla activity. 
I Domestic intelligence Division has a committee of Unit Chiefs and Division 
| Officials which meets weekly to discuss means of detecting and neutralizing, 
I such activity*  '

Mr. Miller also advised that a memorandum had been prepared 
recommending that Domestic Intelligence Division, lesyer this subjecj: in a 
minimum one-hour lecture before future National Academy classes, 
New Agent classes, and In-Serviceclasses. Re also suggested that 
the Conference consider the. possibility of designating ’’Ilrban Guerrilla 
Warfare” as the main topic- for the next Law Enforcement Conference, 
sand ip have Inspection Staff prepare a^white write-up pn the Subject during,, 

. future inspections. *

Mr. Mohr pointed-out that the next Law Enforcement Conference 
would not be until the Fall of 1972, and that this appeared to be a. problem 

- which should be discussed with key police, officials at an earlier date, since 
the police obviously have. a. collateral interest in the matter.

Mr. Casper agreed and suggested that the Conference consider 
a two-day pilot conference as a starter with key police officials around 
the Nation invited to attend. No one would be invited, of course, without- 
the Director's specific approval.

CONTINUED - OVER

- Z -



Memorandum for Mr, Tolson
RE: SUGGESTIONS FOR COMBATTING

URBAN GUERRILLA WARFARE ’ ’

Mr. Casper suggested that the Special Agents to Charge of 
[offices covering major cities be instructed to recommend the most. > 
{knowledgeable individual to a department whether he be the chief , 
[commissioned officer oribwmr level officer. The key consideration 
| is that we want the one with greatestcapability; one who could contribute, 
since wewant to learn from such a, conference. At this point it Could be 
estimated that approximately 50 such individuals could be invited. .

Mr, Casper pointed out that we have the authority to afford 
) Special Police Training to such matters arid we have money to the budget 
| tb pay each officer’s transportation both ways plus $16 per day pOruMem,

Mr. Miller concluded by pointing Out that there is Very, good 
(reason to believe that urban guerrilla warfare exists and is on the increase, 
ile said urban guerrilla warfare is a part of, revolutionary efforts to destroy 

} toe U. S', itovernmeht. Re stated that the FBI hasa responsibility to that 
’ respect and tout toe FBI should act now to 'determine toe extent and danger 
<of urban guerrilla, warfare.T . , ' . :

The entire conference voted to. favor of a pitot conference of 
ikey police officials on the subject of urban guerrilla activity at an early 
[date. • " ■
ACTION: ~ ' , ■

if toe Director- approves*  Domestic Intelligence Division, to 
Collaboration withdraining Division, will send out appropriate togtructions 
to toe field and/set Up a. Schedule and topW agenda for toe Director's 
approval. ;
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MR. TOLSON . 11-15-71

. THE EXECUTIVES. CONFERENCE^ — ;*
\y . \ , .•■■’■ ’ ■ _.:...• : -

JrESTRICTEJJ ANNUAL LEAVE OF SACs ' '
r\ 1 . , • ■ * .' • . ’

The Executives Conference of November 15, 1971,. consisting of 
Messrs. Tolson, Felt, Mohr, Rosen, Bates, j. F. Bland (for Bishop),Callahan, 
Casper, A.A.Staffeld, Jr. (for Cleveland), Conrad, Mbey, E..S*  Miller,Fonder, 
Tavel, aiidN. E. McDaniel (forWalters), considered the need for continuing . 

' the current restrictionupon use, of annual leave by SACs outsidetheirheadquar- 
ters city during the academic year, L e. September to June. > .

* ’ ' ' "**  • - Av, , „
M ' - *•-  K , ' ’ . ■ 1 ’ • ,

It was pointed out that this restriction was placed into effect by an 
airtel to all SACs dated 5-19-70 due to civil disorders, especially those involve. 
Ing college students which wereoccur ring, at a rapid pace andimmediately , * 
fallowed the. incident at Jackson, Mississippi, State College where the SAC at 
JdekSon was bh theWsst Coast W 2 Weeks1' annual; leave at the time*  - recognised 
hiSresponsibility,?-eaheeled-his) leave voluntarilyand.rehmne&to dackson,

' ■ t It Was further pointed out to the Conferehee that Mere has been a
marked decrease in the number of Such disorders add demonstrationsinvolving 
students and thni thus far in th& 1071-1972 school ye^r there have been but Ao « 
college demonstrations, including 4 sit-ins resulting in one injury Sod property

,• damage estimated at It .was proposed that regulations predating the ” •
airtel of 5-19--70 and still’in emsience would remain whidh forbids the joint 
absence of the SAC and ASAC exceptdn emergencies and Wotdd further provide 
that the SAC, irrespective oi annual leave or^personal comraitments, must ? 
return to the? office to assume personal Charge of major.cases which arise in, 
his absence. All annual leave of SACs requires prior Bureau approval. '

* ^he ^oMereAce/uhmiimously agr eed that the Current; restriction upon
j.use bf annual leave by SACs be resemded* Attached is hn airtel to aU SA$s y . 
jadeomplishingMis- ' ’■ ", .-0\



The Director January 20, 1972

The Executives Conference

’Msec urity of new ebi building
-   — I — ~ ■■ ■ ■ -*»  ■»’ ->—«• - — - -- - w ^<‘r.

1 ■

On 1/20/72 the Executives,Conference . consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Felt, Rosen, Mohr, Bates, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, Dalbey, Miller, 
Bonder,. Waikart, Walters, Staffeld for Cleveland, and Soyars, considered a 
proposal by the Laboratory to assign five additional Agents to afford security 
during construction of the new FBI Building. Cfe

BACKGROUND:

Conference on 8/17/71 unanimously recommended one Laboratory expert X 
and four technically trained Agents be assigned to patrol the building site to guard 
against, planting of surreptitious electronic listening devices during construction. 
Director commented that this should be taken up with General Services Administra-\ 
tion. GSA subsequently advised they were unable to furnish such security. \
Executives Conference then on 11/16/71unanimously recommended assignment I 1 
Of one supervisor and four technically trained Agents to provide one man peis M >
shift.. This duty oomtnenced*  l/4/iz with 4 Agents on 6 -day per week schedule 
and being, paid overtime in lieu of fringe overtime benefits. Fifth man, a 
Laboratory expert, available at all hours for supervision and direction.

PRESENT PROPOSAL . 1 . ’ . . *

W
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i Mr. Conrad proposes to add five Agents (not sound trained) to bring to 
|i0 the number of Agents patrolling the construction site. Request for additional 
manpower based upon implied threat in letters prepared bvl I subject

। of BANlCBOM case, wherein, the indicated bomb could be placed in a building 
under construction, such as new FBI building, to go off many months later. 
Laboratory feels widespread publicity given this threat may cause an attempt 
to bomb the building. Increased manpower would also serve to. strengthen 
{protection against planting of surreptitious listening devices. With two men, 
Instead of one at present, on duty on each shift during night and weekend hours 
[when construction, crews not at work, Agents would be assigned-a 5-day week 
^instead of present 6-day week and would receive fringe penefits instead of. present 
overtime payment. While five additional Agents need not be sound trained, they would 
be given special training in recognition of listeningdevices and explosives^

continued - over
tOOBMAMOlJ CONTAINED . TTMVP
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Executives Conference Memorandum 
Re: Security of New FBI Building

FACTORS CONSIDERED

j. The original proposal to guard the site contemplated possible increase in 
^personnel required as building site becomes more complex with progress Of 
//construction. Subsequent construction of first floor Structures complicates

the problem of keeping area under observation and makes more difficult detection 
(of intruders*  Assignment of a second Agent on each shift would permit more 
effective patrol and wohld permit Agents equipped with Walkie -Talkie radios 
to assist each other whenever trouble encountered. As cordruction progresses 
jabove street level and building is enclosed, it should be possible to limit access 
Iby closing and locking entrances and consideration should be given to reducing 
(manpower on patrol based on construction progress and our experience.

Oonrad and Mohr expressed view that security would be substantially 
(improved by addition of a. second Agent, on. each shift and that presence of a 
second Agent whs necessary to provide assistance in event intruders detected 
or problems encountered. It was generally agreed that number of Agents used 

i|for patrol is quite flexible, that a substantial number of Agents would be required 
I ltd provide absolutesecurity., and that the question, therefore, is where to draw 
lithe line as to the number of Agents to be assigned. Capability of foreign govern

ments in. electronics field and possibility that radicals may attempt to bomb' 
fihe building have a symbolic attack on FBI indicate desirability Of affording 
fe reasonable degree of protection to the building.

Felt and Mr, Tolson expressed the view that unlimited manpower could 
(be devoted to this project without providingcomplete security > and they felt' 

assignment of additional Agents not warranted in view Of the. coSt involved and 
the inability of two Agents on each shift to provide complete security'.

CpNCDWION: \

Opinion of the Conference was divided. Mr. Tolson and Felt took the 
position that the addition Of five Agents for guarding the. new building was not 
warranted, while the remaining members of the Conference favored approval 
of the proposal to assign five additional Agents.

i Respectfully,
For die Conference :

‘ ' Clyde Tolson



MR. TOLSON February 9, 1972

The Executives Conference
1 -- ----------------- Tirn-n-rin--■ujTinrr-^'"

[(PROPOSAL TO NO LONGER RETAIN

^ERTAIN’TYPES^drTlNGERPRIN'FeARDS

The Executives Conference, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Felt, Rosen, Mohr, Bates, Bishop, Callahan, Cleveland, Conrad, Dalbey, 
Jenkins (for Casper), Miller, Ponder, Soyars, Waikart, and Walters, met 
on February 9, 1972.

Mr. Walters proposed.Ident discontinue practice of retaining 
prints and posting to identification record (rap sheet) those submissions of 
registration or inquiry nature which do not, on their face, constitute ah arrest, 
i. e., contain no charge. Examples are felony registration, health regis
tration, narcotics registration and "inquiry," Primary purpose of suggestion 
is to save Bureau future difficulty by reason of having rap sheet cluttered by 
actions not constituting an arrest but which are either meaningless ("inquiry") 
or could present to an employing or licensing agency an erroneous, impression 
of an arrest having occurred. Further, our manual ident operation would 
thereby more closely conform to the policy governing the computerized criminal 
history program (Wherein such actions cannot be entered by the states). By
product would be slight reduction in Workload (30 such prints on average day) 
and resultant monetary savings ($1, 800 per year).z /

through Ident so no change occurs in detecting fugitives on whom wanted 
notices posted. A handwritten notation would be made on the jacket flysheet 
(as now done on return applicant prints! so record is preservedJomfuturc^ 

purpose ta W Bureau, investigation. *

By way of background Mr. Waiters pointed out a number ofpolice 
agencies now submit "inquiry" prints and place notation oh fing^print'car^*re-  
questing their return,. All such requests are honored. The Detroit, Michigan, 
Police Department, for example, has long had an arrangement at its request to 
return all criminal prints after search and their prints are routinely labeled
"inquiry," If individual is subsequently convicted of an offense, the print with 
both charge and conviction noted thereon is^again Ident for retention
1 - Mr. Felt 
1- Mr. Casper 
LMW:VH 
(6) I f

CONTINUED - OVER



Executives Conference Memorandum 
lie: Proposal to No Longer Retain 

and Post to identification Record 
Certain Types of Fingerprint Cards

and posting to rap sheet. This procedure has worked exceedingly well. 
Example of avoidance of problems also was cited wherein during past year 
legal action was instituted by person who as a young man had asked for and 
received a night’s lodging in a local jail; jailer’s rules required fingerprinting; 
subsequent rap sheet entry ("lodger") was being questioned by potential em
ployers.

The Conference unanimously recommended that the suggested 
procedure be adopted and hereafter such nonarrest prints be returned to con
tributor with results of search, but. not posted to rap sheet as additional entry*



Mr., Tolson January .6, 1972

. The^xecutives Conference

>P^OPOSED RENAMING THeWcIQ STOP INDEX” 
AND INCLUSION OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS OF 
^TERESt^T^RlteTAL: INTEL ACTWITY„

Those in attendance at the conference on January 6, 1972, 
included Messrs. Felt, Callahan for Mohr, Bates for Rosen, Soyars, 

' Bishop, Casper, Ponder, Conrad, Shroder for Bates, Waifcart, Walters, 
Miller, Bassett for Callahan, Mintz for Dalbey, and Staff eld for Cleveland.

The conference considered the suggestion that certain organized 
crimesubjects be included in the NCIC Stop Index to assist in being alerted ! 
io inquiries directed to NCIC from police departments and Other sources. M 
The proposal was made by the Special Investigative Division.

Background of Proposal: Sf
—.. . —' 1 — .

Over the years, subjects of interest to our organized crime ; )
investigations have been frequently on the move from one part of the - 
country to another and on occasion have been subject of arrest or law , »
enforcement inquiry. While stops are maintained in the Identification 
Division and elsewhere, when feasible, this gives us only limited capability 
in learning of such law enforcement interest. It has been ascertained that 
the NCIC Stop Index camncw accommodate inclusion Of organised crime , z $ 
figures which may assist in learning of any inquiry directed to NCKL " §
respect to organized crime subjects whom we may include in the NCIC ■. 3 
Stop Index. . ©

Mr, Bishop raised the question as to whether or not this migfht/ 
give rise to the possibility of outside criticism if it were learned that 
NCIC facility was bemg: used for .UierBi reau’s internal use in this manner;

z .- J 
1 - Mr. Felt
1-Mr. Mohr „r , 
1 - Mr. Rosen BUFILE— 
1 - Mr. Soyars" <__ _ 
1 - Mr. Bishop 
1 •- Mr. Callahan 
1 Mr, Casper

IN CWtt

MW7U

1 - Mr. Dalbey

7;U» Mr, Miller.
1 - Mr. Ponder
1 - Mr. Waikart
1 - Mr. Walters
1 Mr. Cleveland

@ FEB ^4 1972
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Executives Conference Memorandum
RE: PROPOSED RENAMING THE "NCIC STOP INDEX"

AND INCLUSION OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS OF 
INTEREST TO CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY

bearing in mind that the NCIC has been publicly identified as a facility which 
will give prompt response to any law enforcement inquiry as to whether or 
not process is outstanding on an individual on whom an NCIC inquiry might 
be made.

Suggested Alternative to Present NCIC Stop Index:

Mr. Walters pointed out that there can be no guarantee of positive 
security (immune from dissemination through error Or penetration) applicable 
to sensitive data if it is stored online in any computer system with remote 
terminals. Also,, we emphasize in public statements that no persons are 
lodged in the NCIC system unless they meet the announced criteria^ pursuant 
to guidelines established by the Advisory Policy Board, and the Bureau would 
be sorely embarrassed if it were discovered we were not strictly abiding by 
pur public pronouncements. He pointed put these arguments applied with equal 
force to persons already included in the Stop Index as well as to additions now 
being proposed for it. As a solution, Walters proposed; the entire Stop Index, 
which is strictly a. Bureau investigative aid, be removed from NCIC and made;

■ a separate program stored off line in the Computers. At the end of each day 
(or at any established interyal), a computer program could be used to compare 
that day’s inquiries into NCIC (from the automatic log of such traffic maintained 
on tape) against the separate Bureau Stop Index. Any "hits” would be routed 
to the interested investigative; division for foilow-up notification to the field. > 
The only disadvantage from the way the system has been operating is that the 
field Would not receive immediate notification*  Assistant Directors of all 
investigative divisions agreed, however, that the time element is not that 
critical with respect to persons carried in the Stop Index.

The advantage to the change would be to make the Stop Index com
pletely separate from NCIC and thus provide assurance against NCIC 
mechanical ascident which could reveal our internal Bureau Stop Index program 
to NCIC user agencies.
Matters Previously Authorized for inclusion in the NCIC Stop Index;

It was noted that at the present time aS a result of previous 
approval; certain representatives of the New Left, Weatherman, Medburg 
subjects, Venceremos Brigade members, Top Jewel thieves, Selective 
Service, delinquents and miscellaneous persons on whom the field may place 
a special stop are included in the NCIC Stop Index. Mr. Miller pointed out
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Executives Conference Memorandum
RE: PROPOSED RENAMING THE "NCIC STOP INDEX” 

AND INCLUSION OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS OF 
INTEREST TO CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY

that the results of stops pertaining to subjects of interest to the Domestic 
Intelligence Division turned up inferjnation with respect to the where- ■
abouts of these subjects which on a timely basis would not have been 
available from any other source. The Special Investigative Division 
pointed put that it desires the same capability for selected La Cosa Nostra , 
members^ Top Echelon informants^ material witnesses who are under . > 
assumed names and other selected organized crime figures.-

Relative Costs: .

■, The changeover in the manner suggested would enable the 
Stop Index to be operated through our ADP facilities'. The dministrative 
Division has advised that this would b^ mjicJvcMaimr^QPeration. on a 
dav-f^ofonline computer time, which is 
being utilized by the. NCIC Stop Index.

Conclusion of Executives Conference: ' ?

The conference was unanimous in agreeing that the NCIC Stop 
Index should be set up as a separate entity and renamed ’’Stop Index” 
and that the names on the Stop Index in addition to those individuals * 
now included should incorporate those individuals oi interest to our 
criminalintelligence investigations. The conference also agreed that 

. the Stop Index should in the future be run periodically during the day 
possibly at 12-hour intervals against the inquiries directed by outside 
agencies to the NCIC during the previous 12rhour period and the 
results provided to the interested Division for appropriate handling.

418072



The Director February 11, 1972

The ^Executives Conference

IDENTIFICATION INSTRUCTORS
EXPANDED FBI ACADEMY, QUANTICO, VIRGINIA

On February 9, 1972, the Executives Conference, consisting of Messrs. 
Tolson, Felt, Soyars, Rosen, Mohr, Bates, Bishop*  Callahan, Jenkins for Casper, 
Cleveland, Conrad, Dalbey, Miller, Ponder, Waikart, and Walters, considered 
the question of whether the instructors on the expanded faculty at the hew' Academy 
at Quantico should be assigned to the Training Division or to Office of Legal Counsel, 
Laboratory and Identification Divisions.
BACKGROUND .

Completion of necessary buildings will permit use of hew facilities in May, 
1972, for New Agents and In-Service training. 500 National Academy men will enter 
training, shortly after July I, followed by three other classes of 500 during Fiscal 
Year (FY) 1973, for a total of 2,000. Same faculty will concurrently handle (
specialized police courses^, 000 officers per year). Thus, the Academy plans ‘ 
to he at full capacity with 750 students in attendance by 7/72. Our testimony before « 
various Congressional committees has Obtained approval for 63 additional full-time <; 
employees (23 Special Agetits and 40 clerks) during FY1972 to provide adequate staff 
to commence operations; recognized importance of getting expansion underway at 
earliest possible time; furnished convincing reasons to resist consolidation of FBI 
Academy with Federal Training Center at Beltsville, Maryland, based upon maximum 
use of Quantico facilities training police officers and FBI personnel. To represents - , 

■ fives of Office of Management and Budget, we have furnished testimony that we expect 
the expansion of the FBI Academy to 2,000 men per year*  as authorized by the 
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, to get underway during the 
1973 FY, plus the training of 1,000 police officers for specialized courses. Authorized 
Training Division Agent complement to hand le this capacity load at both Seat Of Govern
ment and Quantico is 84 for FY 1973. Qn board complement, excluding Assistant 
Director and Number One Man, is 44. The difference of 40 will be selected from 
Agents carefully screened by Assistant Director Casper, many of whom have obtained 
advanced degrees under Bureau auspices, and will be transferred to Training Division 4 
in time to meet these training commitments. 7 Agents will remain in headquarters to 
handle Suggestion Desk, Field Police Training and Conferences Unit, selection Of 
FBI National Academy candidates, language training and onm^ium aljuice 
will be assigned at the new Academy. G -7^
f WKSlt Wtt. Ca 
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* iExecutives Conference Memorandum 
Re i Assignment of Instructors - Quantico

Ponder memorandum 2/4/72 (attached) discussed Training Division proposal 
that full -time faculty members at the. new' Academy teaching legal, forensic: science, 
and identification matters should be transferred to and regularly assigned to the. 
Training Division rather than have them assigned to Office of Legal Counsel, 
Laboratory and Identification Divisions. Laboratory and Identification Divisions 
agree that instructors in f orensic science and identification matters should be 
assigned to Training Division, but Mr, Dalbey took the position that legal instructors 
should be under direct supervision of Office of Legal Counsel to maintain quality 
of legal training.

Same facultywill handle FBI National Academy (2yBOQ Officers per year) , 
specialized police courses (1000 Officers per year). aS well as training of Our own 
•New Agents and In-Service Classes. Training Division anticipates assignment of 
two forensic science instructors, two in identification matters j and 8 to handle 
legal instruction. (Exact number of instructorswill, of course, be justified 
based on level of training activity at Quantico.) Nucleus of Quantico legal staff 
(Stwo 0 instructors) would come from Office of Legal Counsel with remainder 
selected from among, qualified field police instructors who have specialized in 
legal training. Other recommendations in attached memorandum are not at issue 
(L e,, thatTraining Division, after consulting with Laboratory add Identification 
Divisions and Office of Legal Counsel, proceed with selection and recommendation 
fpr approval of instructors to be assigned Quantico and that Training Division 
consult with other Seat Of Government Divisions regarding future specialized training 
programs which will require temporary staffing assistance from other Divisions 
before such specialized courses are approved.)

FACTORS CONSIDERED ' = :

With regard to the difference, of opinion as to Whether legal instructors 
Should be assigned to Training Division or tuQfficO of Legal Counsel for day 40 -day 
supervision, Training Division feels that entire faculty at Quantico should be under 
the contr ol, supervision and discipline of Training Division. Agents necessarily 
will be assigned full time at Quantico and dividing responsibility for their performance 
between Training Division, which operates the Academy, and Office of LegalCotttisel, 
which contains Bureau’s best legal experts , would be undesirable and Training Division 
believes th£for efficient administration of Quantico it should have complete authority 
over all full’•time faculty members assigned.

Mr. Dalbey, in opposing assignment of legal instructors to Training Division, 
states that the quality of legal training would suffer. Instructors would lose day-to-day 
contact with the Bureau's legal problems being regularly handled by Office of Legal 
Counsel, which has the best up-to-date knowledge of legal problems confronting the 
Bureau and law enforcement. Mr. Dalbey conceded that assignment of faculty

2 ~ CONTINUED - OVER



Executives Conference Memorandim
He: Assignment of Instructors Quantico

members to Training Division makes sense administratively, in a technical sense 
only, but he believes that the high quality of legal training established in the past 
would suffer if the Bureau’s best legal minds were not actively supervising the . 
instructors, Mr. Dalbey points out that having an Office of Legal Counsel here and 
a legal staff in Training Division would create a division of responsibility with the 
danger that the right hand would not know what the left hand is doing.

Mr. Mohr pointed out that legal iis tructors were part of the Training Division 
for many decades prior to establishment of Office of Legal Counsel and that having 
divided responsibility for supervision of Quantico faculty would hot represent sound 
management.. Legal instructors operating at a great distance from Office, of Legal 
Counsel should have supervision at Quantico represented by a Unit Chief, who would 
be head of the Legal Department aof the Academy. The Unit Chief would be required 
to maintain liaison with Office of Legal Counsel to keep abreast of developments 
just as would instructors and Department Heads in other areas who will have to rely 
on experts and specialists throughout the Seat Of Grovernment to maintain up-to-date 
knowledge of current problems and techniques.

Mr. Felt also expressed the: view sound administration and management 
considerations dictate that' full -time Quantico faculty be underdirect supervision . 
of the Training Division.

- CONCLUSION \

Daibqr opposed the assignment pf legal instructors to the Training 
Division while all the remaining members of the Conference favored assignment 
of these instructors to the Training Division.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson

- 3



THE DIRECTOR 2/29/72

THE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

The Executives Conference of February 29, 1972, met with 
the following present: Messrs, Tolson, Callahan, Bishop, Casper, 
Campbell for Ponder, Conrad, Rosen, Miller, Cleveland, Soyars, Bates, 
Dalbey, Felt, V’aikart, Walters and Mohr.

Mr. Mohr advised the Conf erence of the situation relating, to*  
“The Investigator/ and the harassment and the threatened suit by \

• The meihbeh? of the Conference we^ ^Ongly^SFthe opinion that ' 
the Bureau should do everything possible to resfet^theNew^Yori^imes and.. 
ndt knuckle under llhe many of the)individuals intiie Department. JTheV-aisoJ 

; felt that “The Investigator’ * was a. great morale factor^smongNUreau per- ., 
I sonnel, particularly clerical personnel. They also felt that little or nothing 
Would he achieved by printing “The fevestigafor“ without the photographs | 
of employees since the photographs meant so much to the employees and 
the members of their families. It was also pointed out that the FBIRA would 
be virtually nothing without “The Investigator, ” It was further pointed put || 
that many employees pay their $1.50 dues to the FBIRA and the only benefit thej 
receive is “The Investigator. ” Furthermore without “The Investigator” there 
would be no way of publicizing the activities of the FBlRA and letting employee 
know exactly what was going on among employee groups in dur organisation.

.. Y6rk7times_.concerning this publication and the Specific alleged ddsire at ( 
4he4?ew~Y^^3^iKiea to print the complete article which appeared in the.-—*- 
eBefjerhhe’a.lssue.of/'d’heBegat Office in Spain*  
TDwas pGinted-out that theBureau had offered tomakeavailable the article 
^Whc^ W ph^d^aphs but that Be New York Tlmefi ^W£fesisting 
Shaving access but also the photographs of the. fSWr
■rBureau-personneLassignedtotheDegatOffice inSpahr.-—

*/ cvkfyc'U&s 4 --. > •;' EX-luQ REC-6 Q> fl
the wgal Counsers^l.

.. York Times
: tMe^matte^AQurfcc^eA^oau^UMlose^&^ever^^orney General 
- the matter.

(CONTINUED-OVER)



Mr. Dalbey suggested that the Bureau should not at this point f 
knuckle under to the New York Times but that we should continue to publish 
’’Th® Investigator’* until such time as we felt a clear threat to the Bureau 
was being posed by either the New York Times or by the radical press, such 
as the Daily Worker and the Black Panther magazine. Mr. Dalbey felt that 
the magazine was of importance to Bureau personnel and that weshouldcon- 
tinue to publish it Until there whs a real threat rather than the current 
harassment by the New York Times.

Mtr. Belt said he was in favor of continuing the publication of 
’’The Investigator” but felt that we should have nothing in any future issues 
concerning our Begat Offices.

Mr. Tolson recommended we discontinue the publication of the 
( magazine forthwith.

Mr. Mohr stated that he was in favor of discontinuing the publica
tion if continued publication constituted a real serious problem to the Bureau 
but at the same time he was opposed to knuckling under for the New York 
Times and recommended wO. continue^blieation as suggested by Mr» Dalbey,

The Majority- of the Conference agreed with Mr. Dalbey that 
/we should continue publication of ’’The Investigator” until such time as we . 
felt a substantial threat occurred to the Bureau, at which time we could 

’ then discontinue its publication.

Respectfully- - , -
- ■ Bor the Conference

Clyde Tolson ■ < •; \
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UNITED STAT NMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR

: EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

.Dalbey.DATE: 2/25/72

slyars __

Tele. Room 
Holmes __ _

Gandy ____

.Ppndcr

. » The Executives Conference. consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Felt, Rosen, Qc 
Mohr, Bates, Bishop, Callahan, Campbell for Ponder, Cleveland, Conrad//3 
Dalbey, Jenkins for Casper, Sizoo for Miller., Soyars, Waikart and Walters, t 
met on 2/24/72.

Mr. Felt emphatically called attention to the need for expediting mail at 
all levels to insure its arrival in the Director’s Office as early as possible 
the work day. He advised that mail deadlines in Mr. Tolson's Office are b 
set one hour earlier and instructed all officials to adjust their own deadlines 
accordingly. Felt described the results, of an Inspector’s mail survey indicating 
that handling times in almost all offices areLtoo long. (Attached)

| Mr. Felt stressed the absolute need to keep the mail flowing smoothly ahdj 
I instructed that mail should not be allowed to accumulate at any point, and n ; 
! necessary pick-ups must be increased. He instructed that all employees be ' 
I emphatically reminded to keep the mail moving to insure a fast even flow.

Mr. Felt pointed out that memoranda, abstracts and notes must fully spell 
out the full name of any Bureau Division referred to. For example, instead 
of ’’Division 9” the full name ’’Special Investigative Division” should be used,

For The Executives conference S’, 
o!

Clyde Tolson 4 MAR



the; director 3-14-72

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

^NATIONAL .CREW INFORMATION 
CENTER/COMPUTERIZEDGRIMINAL 
JPS^ORY (NCIC/CCH)

OMPUTER OPERATIONS

nW*J

The Executives Conference met 3-14-72. Those in attendance were 
Messrs. Tolson', Felt, Mohr, Rosen, Bates, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Conrad, 
Cleveland, Dalbey, Miller, ponder, Waikart, Walters, Soyars and Daunt. •

The Conference considered the problems the Bureau is facing and 
will face in connection with the task of our acting as A National index for the 
NCIC/CCH program. By reason of the close relationship existing between the x 

' Identification Division functions and the state computerization Of identification 
records, it was agreed there would have to be maximum coordination between:

(1) the Identification Division;

(2), |he Unitorm Crime Reporting (UCR) Section, Crime Records . 
Division, which has overall responsibility for development of I 

- . •• NCIC/CCH; and / ... ' • ' 1

• (3) the Voucher-Statistical Section, Administrative Division, which 
is responsible for the operation of our computers.. .

Discussion was had as to whether a, new Division should be forr|f^g| 
which might assist in meeting the problems in the NCIC./CCH program.

■' \ .. ' ■ < ■ : - - . V ■ ■ B®
1 Messrs. Rosen, Bates , Bishpp and Callahan bblieved that a ne^|^^^<
/Division was not necessary, They believed the desired coordination Could 
accomplished by removing the entire Crime Records Division (including 
Section) from under Mr, Felt’s supervision and placing it under Mr. Mohi|^^^ ft 
this way we would be placing under Mr. Mohr’s direct supervisioneachJi 
three Divisions which are involved in NCIC/CCH? namely, Crime Record^g^7^|; 
Administrative and Identification Divisions, (Mr*  Mohr presently superyise|r 
the Administrative and Identification Divisions,)

Mr. Ponder also did not believe 
He felt the problem could best be solved by transferrineiihejIJOt^See^on f

8 tte Crime Records Division to the Identification Division. We would then b^^*3  
into the Identification DiVislom f5 MAR 30 1972 Wttfi

WB.Sicri (5) i W ■. . ._____
i*Mr<  Casper Felt • - ’•t....



Executives Conference Memorandum .
Re; NCIC/CCH; Computer Operations

The majority, consisting of Messrs. Tolson, Felt, Mohr, Casper, 
//Cleveland, Conrad, Daibey, Miller, Waikart, Walters and Soyars, were in favor 
// of the formation of a new Division*'  The new Division would be made up of the

JUCR Section of the Crime Records Division and the Voucher-Statistical Section 
of the Administrative Division and named the Computer Systems Division. We 
would be incorporating into the new Division all of our computer operations and

I also including therein the largest user of the computers, namely, the NCIC/CCH 
I program. The new Division would be located in the identification Building and 
I would be under the overall supervision of Mr. Mohr,

The new Division would mot include any of the other functions of the 
’Crime Records Division,, such as correspondence, tours, publicity, research, 
etc. They would remain in the Crime Records. Division under Mr, Bishop with 
overall Supervision by Mr. Felt. Similarly, the other functions of the Admin
istrative Division, suchase^ibits,. personnel matters, applicants, budget 
matters,, etc., would remain in the Administrative Division under Mr. Callahan I 

Iwith overall supervision by Mr. Mohr. . I

I There was one item discussed on which all members of the Confer- I
ence were in agreement. This involved a transfer ^f the Computerization of 1 
Identification Records of Federal Offenders (CIRFO) unit, now in the UCR Sectionl 
Ito the Identification Division*  hi this respect, under the present system the • I 
Identification Division makes Xerox copies of arrest records and sends them to, I 
the CIRFO unit at K Street where'employees abstract arrest information, onto I
charts in code. Thereafter, the charts are sent back to the identification Building] 
to the Voucher-StatiSticai Section to be put in the computer. Transfer of the I
CIRFO unit (40 employees) to the Identification Division will eliminate the I

• Xeroxing step as coding work can be done directly from the original records; I 
in the Identification Division. Ultimately the Identification Division will have an I 
|NCIC terminal which will allow data to be entered directly into the computer . . I

Clyde Tolson

Respectfully^
For the Conference

4
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Mr. Tolson April 6, 1972

The ̂ Executives Conference

XFBI ACADEMY RECREATION FUND
# ------ - ,, __________________ _ '

On April 6, 1972, the Executives Conference, consisting of 
Messrs. Felt, Campbell, Rosen,Mohr, Bland for Bishop, Sizop for Miller, 
Walsh for Callahan," Casper, Conrad, Dalbey, Cleveland, Fonder, Bates, Marshall 
fpr Waikart, Walters,andGriffithfor Soyars, consideredthe establishment of a 
voluntary student activities fee and consolidation of the FBI Academy Recreation ' 
Fund at the.-new FBI Academy at Quantico.. . . ’

' Itwas pointed out that at the new FBI Academy which is located \ 
- some distance from recreational facilities there will be a need for anappropriate ' - 

recreational program in the hew Academy. Such a prpgram should include • 
attendance at the movies in the evenings in the FBI Academy auditorium which, will 
be furnished by the Department of the Navy Film Service at a nominal cost of Q 
12-1/2 cents per person plus cost for the services of a projectionist, purchase of 
televisions for; recreation^ areasyPing-Pong and billiard tables, cards, athletic^~^ 
equipment, Social functions, and boats to.be used at the Marine lake recreational 

f/area assigned to the FBI. The total estimated costs for these items between now 
’Hand January 1 are $19,195. Of Course, no gambling will be permitted at the, 
fAcademy at, any time. Attached is a detailed breakdown of the-.costs*

; The FBI Academy Recreation Fund contains in it $3,540,64. These
tfunds are. derived for the most part from contributions received from the Marine ,

, [Corps from vending machines Used-by FBI, The Post Card; Fund,at the Academy 
[has in it $2,120.' These funds are derived!rom the sale of post cards picturing 
the old FBI Academy and our current ranges. The Tip. Fund whichis derived 
from monies contributed by students for the caterer’s help in the current Academy 
currently has in it $6,330.13. Since in the new Academy we will have a cafeteria 

[there will be no need for a Tip Fund, It is suggested, therefore, that the FBI 
I Academy Recreation Fund, • the Post Card Fund and the Tip Fund be consolidated 
| info the FBI Academy Recreation Fund and the total fund be transferred to Quantico,

. 4^ «-5fl '
1 — Mr. Casper - I
JJC/hCV • Atii WOHMATlOn’ TOM® fl ^19^72.
v /—-/5— ; pAfor
. 55ARR21M ~



Memo from The ExecuWes Conference 
toMr. Tolson

Re: Student Activities Fee
FBI Academy Recreation Fund 
Mew FBIAcademy

Itis felt thatthefunds forthe student activities at the Academy 
should not be underwritten by any current available program such as- the FBI 
Recreation Association which is for FBI employees only. It is suggested that 
additional monies necessary for student activities at the Academy- should be derived 
from a voluntary Contribution ofthe students as Federal funds are not available for 
such activities. It is- Suggested that the amount of this voluntary fee be based upon 
length of the course, in that, New Agents and National Academy voluntary fee be .

. In-Service Agents voluntary fee $2; 00;. and Special Police fee $1,00, with 
|no contribution to exceed' $5100 per student.

; ,A.. As the proposed expenses af# greater than the anticipated OOhtri-
fbutions for the year of 19*12,  the purchases necessary could be made with available 

: funds and money borrowed from the FBI RecreationFund tobe repaid as the FBI 
Academy Recreation Fund grew.. The current funds on hand in the three funds to 

'ibe consolidated amount to $12,000.77. In order to fidfill the proposed obligation ... 
ttor recreational and social activity $7,104.23 should be borrowed!rom the FBI 
pecreation Association, ‘

. / ’ * It is propbsed that the FBI Academy Recreation Fund be audited 
annually hy an Agent f rom the Washington Field Office as well asJ being carefully ; 
dheched Of the annual insphefionr Itis fUithOr proposed that the
signatures ofdhe Assistant Special Agent inX^iarge ahd^peridSprySpecial Agent 
thCharge ofBusiness and Finance be approved as the authorized signatures for 

• the FBI Ac'adc] 1 RedrCatidn uhder the supervision of the ASsiistadt Director 
in Chargeof the\Training Division. *

. ...... Th^ Executives^Conference UhanimoUsiy^approved the establishment
> jof the voluntary feefeationfee and the consolidation bf the Post Card Fund, FBI 

Reefe^tfon Fund wd Tip Fund Into the FBI Academy Recreatibn Fund to be 
transferred tp ths FBI Academyat Quanticoadminister Cd as indicated in this 
memorandum, ?
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Mr. Tolson 3/28/72.

The Executives Conference

( COPYRIGHTS

Present at the conference were Messrs. Tolson, Felt, 
Rosen, Mohr, Bates, Bishop, Callahan, Casper, Cleveland, Conrad, 
Dalbey, Miller, Ponder, Waikart, Walters, Soyars and Campbell.

Recent wholesale use of copying machines has brought the 
copying of copyrighted articles into head-on conflict with copyright law. 
The legal and publishing fraternities have been awaiting the first case 
to sit in judgment on this issue. That case has now been heard and the 
decision is of consequence to this Bureau.

The Williams and Wilkins Company sued.the United States 
for copyright violation by the National institutes of Health and the National 
Library of Medicine. Plaintiff publishes several highly technical medical 
magazines of limited subscription. The defendants operated a copying —r*
service in which they copied the copyrighted articles from those magazine 
on a large scale, sending copies to any doctor or scientist in or out of 
the Government, and in or out of the United States, who requested a copy. 
The plaintiff claimed a right to be paid for each copy so made and the i ' 
repor t of the Commissioner to the United States Court of Claims held 
in the plaintiff's favor.

Copyright law is very strict. It makes any copying Of a copy
righted publication, including so little as one copy only, a copyright 
violation. Even the Government is not immune. When a Government 
employee makes as little as one copy of a copyrighted publication, without 
permission, the law is violated. Moreover, the Government employee who 
makes the copy is personally liable in damages. It is no defense to say 
that the copy was made purely for the purpose of assisting the Government 
in the performance of its function. When the copying is not done for profit

1 - Mr. Felt
1 - Mr. Casper

DJD:mfd
(5)

70maY^219?2



Executives Conference Memorandum 
Re: Copyrights

however, there is no fine or imprisonment. In such cases the copyright 
owner gets an injunction against further violations, destruction of copies 
made, and an award of royalties for copies made.

The only exception is ^'fair uSe." This exception allows the 
copying Of small portions of a copyrighted work, so long as the amount 
copied is too small to carry the meaning and tone of the entire work. 
The decision in this cape does suggest, however , * this is Significant * 
that the doctrine of ’fair use* ’ might properly be extended to include an 
entire copy of a copyrighted work so long aS that copy is used for 
administrative, research, or instructional purposes.

FBI copying of copyrighted works has generally been 
insignificant - a few copies made for purely internal administrative 
purposes. These are technical violations according to the strict inter” 
pretafrion of the law, but there Seems almost no danger that such copying 
will create a problem in any way. We would have a problem, however, 
if we made copies of copyrighted works for distribution to members of 
the public such as persons attending a police school course, the FBI 
National Academy, or a speech given by an FBI employee. Such copying 
might reach the attention of the copyright Owner and be in such volume that 
he Would bring action.

This subject was brought before the Executives Conference 
on Monday, March 27, 1972, after Office Of Legal Counsel originally 
proposed a letter to the Department asking for guidance. Mr . Mohr 
objected on the ground that our request might reach a conservative mind 
in the Department and draw a "safe" reply holding us to the letter of the 
law, which obviously would forbid even making one copy for Our own 
internal administrative purposes. There was, general agreement that 
tins could happen. It was further agreed, without exception, that Office 
of Legal Counsel should draw Up Bureau instructions forbidding volume 
copying of copyrighted works for distribution to persons outside the Bureau 
as in the police schools and similar functions mentioned above. Unless 
advised to the contrary, Office of Legal Counsel will prepare those 
instructions.



The Director 4/21/72

The Executives Conference

The Executives Conference met on April 20, 1972*  Those 
in attendance werOSessrsT^roIs^T^®? Mohr, Rosen, Bates, Bishop, 
Callahan, Casper, Cleveland, Conrad, Dalbey, Sizoo (for Miller), Ponder, 
Griffith (for Boyars). Waikart, McDaniel (for Walters), Campbell, and 

pf the Uniform Crime Reporting Section, Computer . / 
Systems Division. \

The Director approved holding a meeting of the NCIC Security? 
and Confidentiality Committee week of April 24, 1972. The meeting, is being 
postponed to a later date to afford time for the Director to consider the views 
of the Executives Conference concerning one of the major agenda items.

^ ^0 item reviewed and considered by the Conference was NCIC
licy that computers connected to the NCIC computer for the purpose of 
changing criminal history information (criminal,records) must be under 

’managementcontrol" of a' criminal'justice agency. :
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The policy is based on the long-standing rule that controls 
governing access to criminal justice information must remain with the 
criminal justice agencies. Some states have proposed using the. same 
computer for handling state payrolls, tax records, welfare records, etc., 
as well as our criminal history information*  These computers are used and 
operated by a state department of administration or department of revenue, 
and the like, which are not criminal justice agencies and in some instances 
there wouldbe no Control by law enforcement over how these agencies handle- 
the criminal history records. It is comparable to the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare handling all the mail and maintaining the filing 
cabinets for a number of agencies, including the FBI. Without some Control

|WDG:hls rvi17
I ~(10) REC71
I *-Mr.  Felt , l^Mr. Casper^ 
1 * Mr. Mohr silLA Mr. Palhey 
2 i Mr*  RosenMr*  Walters 
>4MAV191972 1 -Mr. iSoyars



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Security arid Confidentiality Meeting

National Crime Information Center (NCIC) 
Agenda, Item

fever the people and equipment involved in this mailing and filing, it is obvious 
| a security problem exists as well as a problem for the proper priorities b.
I afforded each agency’s work. b7C

Messrs. Griffith and| [pointed out the Director has taken 
a strong position in writing and publicly before congressional committees that 
state computer systems must be underlaw enforcement control.- The Director 
on March 17, 1971, endorsed the position of the NCIC Advisory Policy Board 
jin a statement to the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, U. S. Seriate# 
by stating# ’Tf law enforcement or other criminal justice agencies are to be 
responsible for the confidentiality of the information in computerized systems, 
Iheri they must have complete management control of the hardware (computers) 
and the people who use and operate the system*  These information systems 
should be limited to the function of serving the criminal justice community 
jat all levels of Government, local, state, and Federal* ” The policy was 
^established upon recommendations from the Advisory Policy1 Board, has been 
formally presented to the Attorney General, and he has concurred fully.

Mr*  Mohr stated it is time we consider discarding this policy of 
requiring the states to observe security regulations formulated by the FBI*  
He stated .the time is approaching or is here When we can no longer dictate ' r • 
to the states and that we Will be subject to criticism from states who, have 
difficulty complying with this policy. He felt the responsibility should be 
vested totally in the individual states for the maintenance of security which 
they could handle Satisfactorily by the hiring of reliable people whom they 
have caused to be investigated and fingerprinted*  He suggested that if a state 
then fails, to maintain adequate security it should be evicted from the NCIC/CCH . 
system*  Mr * Mohr stated while he had not had an opportunity to discuss the 
matter with anyone Other than Bureau people he strongly believes the potential 
for criticism is present if we maintain our current policy,

Mr. Dalbey stated our present policy is a correct one in light of 
Ithe current raging controversy concerning individual privacy and use of 
^Government computers to store information about people.

Mr. Casper emphasized the management control concept has been 
"sold" with some effort to law enforcement, is supported by the Attorney 
General, has been the subject of an article in the Law Enforcement Bulletin, 
the Director has presented testimony in support of the concept, and we will 
lose face with law enforcement if we now abandon the policy.,

-2- OVER. .



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re j Security and Confidentiality Meeting 

National Crime Information Center (NCIC) 
Agenda Item

Messrs. Griffith andl ~~ladvised that the NCIC at this time
ties into 30 other state computers. Twenty-three of these are used solely for 
the law enforcement function while seven serve other agencies as well as law 
^enforcement. None of the seven are under absolute law enforcement control, 
although under discussion in each instance are the means by which law 
enforcement will be able to control the criminal history information handled 
by those computers. This may be possible by (1) having the system operate 
under the supervision of a board which would include law enforcement people 
and would Oversee the computer operations, (2) the assigning of a small piece 
of equipment to law enforcement to handle Only the criminal history data while 
retaining the stolen car records, etc., on the state computer, or (3) by actually 
having law enforcement people assigned full time to the computer center to 
handle and control the criminal history data, Of the 23 agencies controlled by 
law enforcement, all have access to criminal history information storedin pur 
computer. At this time one state (Florida) is fully operational, i.e., adding 
records to our file. We expect to have five more states doing this by June 30, 
1972. Qf the states not yet having computers there are eight which it appears 
will be using state computers serving agencies besides criminal justice. The 
same efforts are under way in these states, as outlined above, to conform with 
gir "management control" policy. The cost to a^ate-^houldJiQi-bs-inereased 

s we are not saving,a senarate computer locationor a. sp-Pai^te__eomputerLis - 
ice.ssary. If the proper management control of the criminal history informa- 
on. in the state’s, central computer can be achieved there should be no extra cost.

The issue of whether the Bureau should change its position with 
respect to the NCIC policy requiring law enforcement control over computers 
containing criminal history information was voted upon by the Conference. All 
members with the exception of Mr. Mohr voted for retaining the basic policy now 
in force. Mr. Mohr voted to delete this particular requirement from our policy 
and replace the responsibility upon the individual states to determine: who would 
control the computers handling criminal history information.

Respectfully, 
For the Conference

Clyde Tolson.
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DATE: July 17, 1972

FROM : JI. A L'/Z

SUBJECT: QUESTIONING OF FBI SUSPECTS ON 
I ILLEGAL NARCOTICS ACTIVITIES

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1-Mr

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr

Bates 
Schutz 
Nehrbass 
Cleveland 
Miller 
Ponder zi,

Bl» ______
Callahan_____

•' Campbell____
Cleveland ____

Conrad _______
Dalbey_______

Jenkins
Marshall

Miller, E.S____
Ponder_______
Soyars_______

Walters______
Tele. Room___

Mr. Kinley____
A Mr. Armstrong- 
II Ms. Herwig___
y Mrs. Neenan —

I
the'Acting 
as above

Reference is made to memorandum from 
Director to Mr. Bates dated 7/14/72, captioned 
(copy attached). In this memo, comments of Special Invest!- f\ A 
gative, Domestic Intelligence, and General Investigative / f. y L 
Division, were requested concerning interview of subjects „ | 
of our investigation concerning narcotics matters

/ s
On 6/15/72, at the Exec_uti»es_jConfenengA. Mr. Gray 

instructed Assistant Director Ponder to undertake a study 
of narcotics enforcement problems. The purpose of the study 
was to determine what recommendations Mr. Gray could make 
to the President regarding the Federal Anti-Narcotics Program 
and to determine what additional part, J-f-any, the FBI should 
play in narcotics enforcement.

a.

Mr. Ponder advises interview of F^I subjects for any: 
knowledge they may have of illegal narcotics activities is one 
of the areas that is explored in the study commissioned by 
Mr. Gray. The study will be printed this week and distributed 
to all Assistant Directors for their comments with the recom
mendation that it be discussed at an Executives Conference. j

1 
‘H

Enclosure

0
.§

AFN:sls 
(7)

ACTION: Information requested will not be provided separately; 
since it will be included in the narcotics study. >

JUL 31
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Mr. Felt May 21, 1973

The Executives Conference

TEAR GAS EQUIPMENT

. Conference, 5/17/73, was attended by Messrs.Felt,
Baker, Callahan, Cleveland, Conrad, Gebhardt, Marshall, D. Moore 
for Miller, Soyars, Thompson, Walters, Bassett, W. Campbell and Brownfield ' 
:for' Jehkins. ’ * * . 4 ' ■

SA Brownfield, speaking for the/TrainingDivision, recommended \\
\ that the Bureau’s policy regarding the type year gas that may be used by FBI .A; 

, .personnel be amended to permit, the storing, arid use when needed and-iustified,f 7/1 
of jfe' the traditional CN . f.

■ (ChlordacetephenoneJj xSirFehtpolidy (Manual ^ instructions, Volume I, Sej^og^ 
page 3) specifies that the Bureau utilize only CN gas*

. The TrainingDivision’s recommendation for change is madeqn tho&j
basis of' interviews with tear gas manufacturers and vendors, law enforcement

? arid military personnelhaying eSperience in the.use of teatgas, and contents of EM 
police Chemical Agents Manual (prodiiced by the foternational Association of■ Chi<^|a 
of Police as a result of research fihanded by the Pepartmeht of Justice), as well Hfffl 

; as Edgewood Arsenal Technical Report EATR 4309 entitled "Toxicology of Riot
Control Chemicals - CS, CN, and DM," all of which show a clear / superiority 
of CS over CN gas for law enforcement purposes. /

,CS gas reportedly has a quicker and mor® positive incapacitating HjOj 
reaction on people exposed to it, as compared to CN; also, considerably less CS ‘ 

. gas is required to incapacitate a person; and the safety factor (ratio between letha|® j 
arid incapacitating dosage) of OS is estimated as being at least twice that of the 
gas which the Bureau currently utilizes. ' -Stp

- 1 '  ' .*
The U. S. Military uses CS as its primary tear gas for all purpQse|B| 

including the handling of domestic civil "disturbances,, as db the majority of police 
agencies in the United States. Training Division canvassed a National Academy b@|-- 
class and of the 79 officers present who knew the type of tear gas used by their 
departments, 74 stated a strong preference for the CS chemical. The Metropolit^|;jg

■ . . Police Department (MPD) adopted CS gas in lieu of CN in 1968 after the riots in 
Washington, D. C., when that department determined the CN gas was not effective'7^/

■ 1 - Mr. Callahan ’
MF Jehkins / .



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Tear Gas Equipment ■

against the rioters. A knowledgeable representative of the WP stated OS gas 
has been used by his agency oil numerous occasions since 1968 without Shy adverse 
effects on individuals gassed arid, in his opinion, CjS gas is far superior to CN,

The results of research indicate that four deaths are knewii to have 
been attributed to the effects of CN gas and none thus far have been Charged against 
CS. Results o( research also show that 2-4 times as much CS gas would be 
required for a lethal dosage aS the CN chemical (tests were made on animals)*  The * 

’■ ‘ recovery rate from CS arid CNgasesare basically the same (5 to 20 minutes); •'

' ■ *.  . As a matter of background W.gas was discovered in i860 and was
\ the only type of tear gas available to U. S#law enforcementuntil approximately " 
j ? 19611 The CS gas came to the attention of law enforcement in this country following । 

its effective use by the British in Cypress in i961. Training Division has known for 1 
sometime that CS gas affords a number 0? distinctive advantages dyer CN from the J

> incapacitating, standpoint^ however j it Whs believed expedient-tb await the,results 
of its usage by V. S*  authorities th determine.if there might be disadvantages which 
Would notturnupWere is noreason to believe iye 
should delay any longer in adopting for our use this superior type of tear gas.

. ‘The Executives Conference unanimously endorsed the recommendations 
that. EDl personnel, under current guidelines for the dse $ tear gasy be;permitted « 
to utilize OS gas as Well as CNaridthat^ Whenthe Bureau nextpurdhases tear gas 
munitions j the equipment becharged with’CS gas# ; - . *

> RECOMMENDATIONS: ‘ .. " / '/

1 . til:That Bureau.policy be amended io ,permit EBl perSbnnet io utilise
tear gas munitions loaded with GB g®£* as Well &£ Wi- nhder current guidelines 
governing thb.-W of^ tear gas in connection"with bBiciai^ matters#: . .

■ ■•••'• ' ■ • ■ ‘/OlC
. 'i. . ' . ' '

(2) If approved, that dur next purchase of tear gas shells and 
canisters be thbse^ charged With GS gas.



Executives Conference Memorandum
Re: Tear Gas Equipment

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Continued). .

(3) If approved, ah appropriate SAC Memorandum will be prepared 
and manual changes submitted.



July 26, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR FILES
REpEXECUTTVES CONFERENCEdMEETING 

July 25, 1973“

The Executives Conference was held July 25, 1973, at 11:00 AM 
in the Director’s Office. Present were: Assistant Directors Baker, Gebhardt, 
Jacobson, Jenkins, Marshall, Miller, and Thompson: Inspector Eugene 
Walsh for Assistant Director Callahan; Inspector I 1. for
Assistant Director Cleveland; Inspector Maurice Row for Assistant Director 
Campbell; Inspector in Charge John Mintz, Legal Counsel; Inspector B. J. 
White, Laboratory; and Inspector Harold N. Bassett. The following matters 
were discussed:

1 Recreation of the former Crime Records Division. A unanimous expression 
was made that it should be recreated. I indicated T supported this but it 
may be necessary to restructure and rename the Division. Incidental 
to this decision, the following were decided:

a August 15, 1973, was announced as the date we are going to use 
as a. target to release information about the re-establishment. \

b. A Committee consisting of. Assistant Directors Miller, Marshall, Baker 
Jenkins, Gebhardt, and Cleveland, under the chairmanship of Miller, 
to suggest to me the Assistant Director to be chosen to head this new 
Division. This is to be done by August 10, 1973.

Assoc. Dir. _____
Asst. Dir.:

Admin.---- -
Comp. Syst. -_
Files. & Com, - 
Gen. Inv. — 
Idenf. _________
Inspection ..
Intell. ________
Laboratory ~ 
Plan. & Eval. __ 
Spec.'Inv. —- 
Training 

Legal Coun. . 
Cong. Serv. ____ 
Corr. & Crm.

Research 

Press Off— 
Telephone Rm. _j_ 
Director

c. The same committee above is to prepare a release as to the re
establishment and to include:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Background of the new Assistant Director

Why the Division was revived
3 AUG 8 1973

Background on the whole matter, including its discontinuance 
and services rendered by it when formerly in effect.

GMK:EDM (3) ALL nWWATIOTT COM©’
1 MAIL ROOM I ,L TELETYPE UNIT I I IS



Memorandum for Files July 26, 1973

(4) Mention in the release also that re-establishment was in 
compliance with Director Kelley’s pledge during confirmation 
and his oath of office that the work and plans of the Bureau 
were to receive publicity. It is felt that such a Division would 
assist in this pledge.

d. Assistant Director Baker is to see me July 30, 1973, relative to 
the structure of the new Division and in the meantime to make 
inquiries among fellow Assistant Directors for suggestions.

2. We discussed speeches which I might make. The following were set out 
as policy tentatively:

a. To be national in impact and not have regional groups only

b. Use forums of dignity which will properly project the standing of 
the Bureau

c. Not to be made before organizations nor at locations where dis
crimination or bias is current

d. No political tinge

e. At no place or before no organization where a fee is charged to 
attend except where profit goes into sustenance of the acceptable 
organization or seminar

3, I informed those present I intended to use the Office of Planning and 
Evaluation and, in all probability, would enlarge this group. I indicated 
further I might receive a recommendation and immediately refer it to OPE 
for further elaboration and evaluation, hi other words, I indicated I was 
most receptive of such a planning group and intended to make them a more 
viable Division than apparently they have been in the past.

4. Set up a meeting for 11:00 AM, August 7, 1973, to discuss the need to 
appoint Assistants to the Director. This is to be the sole matter for 
discussion on this occasion. All were requested to think this over and 
be prepared to project their thoughts.

- 2 -



Memorandum for Files July 26, 1973

.1

5. Announce that Mr. Callahan is to be announced as the Associate Director 
at 11:00 AM, July 26, 1973. ,

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director

- 3 -
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Memorandum
: Mr. Clevelan<

: J. Keith

3010—IOS

DATE: 8/13/73

SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATION FOR DIFFERENT
-/procedures OR ^PROACHES
'IN THE^FBI

omp. Syst.___
Files & Com.__

Gen. Inv.
Ident.________

Inspection 
Intell._______

/ X Laboratory S

In*,  id-___

Training • - 
Legal Coun.____
Cong. Serv._____

Corr. & Crm.
Research_____

Press Off.______

reporting his
meeting with the Attorney General of the same date pointed / /
out that former Acting Director Ruckelshaus prepared a 
memorandum dated 7/20/73 setting forth eleven points which he 
felt should be brought to Mr. Kelley's attention. Mr. Kelley K 
stated he wanted you and each of the Assistant Directors to look ' ’X 
over these recommendations and also to give him the benefit of

The Director's memorandum of 7/30/73

your thoughts about any additional matters which you feel should 
be considered as a possible new procedure or approach in Bureau I 

-policy. rj

It is suggested, that the Bureau consider es*t3b±i'shi-ng  (\ 
laXpermanent committee onABu.reau_priorities Tas one new and X.
|di~frferent__p.rocedure. in meeting Bureau problems... To, some degree X 
this committee would overlap the functions of the Office of 
Planning and Evaluation but in my opinion it is of sufficient । 
importance to be given consideration. The executive committee 
simply cannot be burdened by the many different ideas which ‘ o
should be given some order of precedence in the investigative X?
and administrative areas of the Bureau and such a committee could
properly function in this respect

Historically it has been the Bureau *s.  posi tipn that g 
all investigative matters were equally important 
differentiation is generally made in -the prgjpritv givea to them § 
other than the deadlines s^trr,bypfih^DfeE^eau• /Wnerrwe^^ce investi-g 
gating some 180 differen|$fcs0tcqe^J9?$ is imptee^i&Lassf^gm^a 
practical standpoint that each be given the same degree of 
investigative attention arfifedi.reetiicrw^In a similar mannerXher^g

1V» . t >

1-Mr. Cleveland 
1 - Mr. Keith ^CONTINUED - OVER

fK'm4^ ■ l^^ydSEE ADDEMDIPVf'ClF ASSOCIATE DIRE 
§1973 ATT. TOFORMAMT C0NTAM3^ j .
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TC • Mr, Clevelar.-' ' 

. Memorandum to Mr. Cleveland 
n.u,. Re: ^Recommendation for Different 

Procedures or Approaches in the FBI > 

SUBJECT RECOM'S^ATICU fo~. dzffefzzz ■ 1

are-Administrative andpersonnel problems and procedures which 
should take precedence over other matters in these areas and a 
committee on priorities would be in a position to evaluate which 

■ should get^ipitial,action,   ........ . .

our uh^ ,?uch .'a. committee'has membership from the various 
iQyestigatiye7.arid-dther*'.divis  ipns' in the Bureau , * it would also 
be-Ah^excel-leht~p6sftioh.to'recommend to Mr. Kelley new ideas 
^nd Igoal s" f.or?. the'Bureau'looking'to the years Ahead.. It would 
po’t^Be.anticipated.'that'such, a committee would have an executive 
£i.at. for.', their ^conclusions .but .that their recommendations be 
made, available”!©'the'executive committee and Mr. Kelley for 
oe COjibiT5j Ei DUSsilit: lir> p.v <.. v .
£gnsideration.

RECOMMENDATION;. ... I,._.

sa nermanenj;, cor.-;. ..ce-;- •: n hur-ur.' p?~ , . 1...
___ _ That, this idea .be, considered in response to the

- Director1 s’request, that'you bring additional matters to his 
attention, which off er different, procedures or approaches for 
the,Bureau'.’ — . ................ .....

- : “"‘"SEE ADDENDUM ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION (OVER..)

- 2



ADDENDUM OF ADMINISTRATIVE. DIVISION EWW:c^teF 8-27-73
. - -j-y

There is merit to the suggestion that the Bureau consider
establishing a permanent committee, on Bureau priorities as one new and 
different procedure in meeting Bureau problems. There is also merit to 
the. comment of the suggester that the committee would to some degree 
overlap the functions of the Office of Planning and Evaluation. Adminis
trative Division feels that unless the committee could represent each and 
every division in the Bureau it would not be in a position to consider all 
aspects of any proposals regarding the establishment of Bureau priorities. 
Sjm.ilarly, Office of Planning and Evaluation would not be able to make 
meaningful proposals without surveying all of the divisions.

XXV WX ViXlAgAJ j .numXiXXQCAaiX VO J.UXU**  wjv vwmvaavv

o^this suggestion could be accomplished by assigning to Office of Planning 
and Evaluation the task of developing possible new approaches or procedures 
regarding Bureau priorities for presentation and discussion at the conference 
of all division heads held regularly in Associate Director Callahan’s office. 
In this way there could be an.exchange of ideas regarding Bureau priorities 
after .which Office of Planning, and Evaluation could present the pros and cons 
based on their research and the discussion with the division heads for final 
approval of the Director'.

ADDENDUM: ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR N. P. CALLAHAN:
The contents of this memorandum, as well as the addendum, were 

discussed with the Assistant Directors on 9-6-73. The majority of those 
present did not feel that establishment of a permanent committee as proposed 
was necessary and felt that matters requiring priority interest could best be 
handled during the weekly meetings scheduled in my office. .
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FROM

UNITED STATES ' ^ERNMENT

Memorandum
: MR. CALLAHAN

^L

SUBJECT

Di'

DATE: 10/9/73

b7C
£X£C.(J7J  ̂£& (2o/JFF&EtJQE.

»Xr>*<A>sst.  D»r.: 
Admin, ___

Comp. Syst.___
Ext. Affairs 
Files & Com.__
Ccn. Inv.__ _ .
leant.________
Inspection -

Jjtfell__________

Dissemination of executives, conference
j^ij:ER§..i,pJlPECIAL AGENTS.,JN,CHAR(^ ( SACs )

-man. c*  cvai. __ 
V Spac. Inv. .

Training -
Legal Coun» ■■
Telephone Rm. __- 
Director Sec’y___

The Director suggested that perhaps it would be desirable 
to regulai^yt^vts£the_SAQ.s.as^^n^ter^diSJ3ussed~aLthe_Exe.cii-- 
tives. Comer ences_an~d the action lakemon.those matters which are 
.XSSblved. It was recognized that this has not previously been done; 
that, at times, matters are discussed which should not be disseminated 
to SACs; and that frequently matters were discussed but not resolved. 
The Directoi' thought it would be well to examine this area of manage
ment to determine its feasibility and desirability. He instructed the 
Office of Planning and Evaluation to conduct a study.

Pursuant to the Director's instructions, the following is 
submitted:

f-Mi

A survey of the Assistant Directors disclosed that a large 
number feel definite benefits would be realized should a program be 
instituted whereby certain matters discussed in the Executives

- Conference are disseminated to SACs. It was pointed out that a more 
cohesive working relationship would develop between field and head
quarters executives by making SACs feel more a part of management. 
One Assistant Director felt that such a program could well act as a 
vehicle to acquaint SACs with the Director’s views, thus providing a '' 
degree of guidance for use in discussions with others in and outside
of the Bureau. A well-informed SAC is in a position to curb rumors 
and- reduce speculation and is also better equipped to furnish input, 
if requested to do so, on matters under consideration.

Two of the Assistant Directors expressed opposition to 
such a program of dissemination, citing as reasons the inherent

WYD:CSH (14) 
_ - Mr. Callahan, 
1 - Each Assistant Director 
1 - Mr.

1

1

ALL nsyORMATTOKT COMTA 
ewm ukclassiSW
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___________ | to Mr. Callahan
Re: Dissemination of Exec. Conf. Matters 

to SACs

danger of a possible misunderstanding and belief that SACs are presently 
advised of those items that they need to know.

Though many Assistant Directors are in general agreement 
that a dissemination program of this nature may be beneficial, there 
is disagreement as to what kind of material can be disseminated. The 
matters discussed in the Executives Conference generally can be ' 
categorized as follows:

1. Matters Resolved and Implemented

A number of Assistant Directors have indicated that matters 
resolved in the Executives Conference which are implemented and 
require positive action are in many instances communicated to SACs 
by means of SAC Letters or other communications. If only resolved 
Imatters on which positive action has been taken are to be disseminated, 
•there is no need for a separate communication to SACs.

While SACs are informed by means of SAC Letters and other 
instructional communications, it appears that dissemination is limited 
to those operational items wherein the SAC must respond or take 

- action and are generally governed by a need to know. Items such as 
headquarters policies, or those involving departmental matters are 
•seldom disseminated.

2. Matters Resolved and Rejected or Not Implemented

Though no members of the Executives Conference specifically 
addressed themselves to this thought, it is the contention of OPE that 
the SACs are not aware of those matters considered or discussed and 
rejected. Knowing that an idea or matter was discussed may be 
in itself beneficial to SACs. If an SAC is aware of matters resolved 
and rejected, he gains insight and guidance concerning Bureau policy.

- 2 -

(continued - over)
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__________ | to Mr. Callahan
Re: Dissemination of Exec. Conf. Matters 

to SACs

3. Matters Discussed Without Resolution

It was offered by more than one Assistant Director that 
situations may arise where a matter is discussed, not resolved, 
and is anticipated to be the subject of further deliberation pending 
research or some other factor. Under such circumstances, the 
Executives Conference may or may not wish to seek the input of SACs. 
A number of Assistant Directors felt observations of SACs should be 
solicited and that procedures should be established whereby their 
ideas, suggestions and/or observations could be considered by the . 
Executives Conference or at least by the pertinent substantive divi
sion. Several Assistant Directors felt that unresolved matters 
-should not be disseminated or only on a "need to know" basis, since 
they would tend to stimulate unwarranted speculation and controversy.

{

4. Matters of a Confidential Nature Privy Only to 
Executives Conference Members

A large number of Assistant Directors stated there would 
necessarily be items which could not be disseminated either because 
they were of a confidential nature or because they should be privy to 
members of the Conference only. Certainly the Conference should 
be free to engage in candid discussions without being inhibited by 
procedures for dissemination. Matters of this nature might include 
comments regarding personnel or personnel changes. Two Assistant 
Directors felt information disseminated should be restricted to that 
concerning policy and procedure.

OBSERVATIONS:

The Bureau as an organization has goals and objectives, 
some established by statutes or Executive Orders and others from 
within the Bureau (administrative, economic, et cetera). The achieve
ment of these goals is by and’ through people, and the degree of success 
is a measure of the enthusiasm with which they become invqlved.

- 3 -
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___________ |to Mr. Callahan
Re: Dissemination of Exec. Conf. Matters 

to SACs

The Bureau can be looked at in terms of a pyramid, with the 
Director and Executives Conference at the apex. The decisions, 

। discussions, and debates which occur at this level forge the policies, 
| rules and regulations that affect the widening structure below. At 
the base of the pyramid are the investigative agents and their clerical 
support—the product producing area of the organization. Between 

| these two levels, and acting as the link or conduit by which they are 
I joined, is the SAC. It is in his realm of responsibility to make the 
needs, aspirations and apprehensions of the product producing force 
known to the higher levels and, at the same time, insure that the 
policies and instructions of the top are known and implemented.

I The two levels are dependent on one another and therefore it follows 
that a reliable and free flowing conduit should be established between 
them.

In order to properly discharge his management responsi
bilities as outlined above, the SAC must be informed beyond his 
subordinates. At present an SAC is informed of matters, for the 
most part, after the decision has been madg by means of SAC Letters 
or other instructional communications. Frequently he is apprised of 

, a matter at almost the same moment as his subordinates and is, 
therefore, in no position to explain the whys and wherefores, as he 
would be had he been forewarned.

Smithburg, Simon and Thompson, writing in Public Administration, 
state the following, which is strongly concurred in by Donald McGregor 
in The Human Side of Enterprise:

’’Consultation often improves the understanding between the 
working group and executives group at a higher level. When decisions 
are handed down from above, all sorts of motives and hidden intentions 
may be read into the instructions, and they may be seriously misunder
stood. Through Consultation the executive and working groups have an 
opportunity to convince each other of their mutually good intentions 
and this may help to break down the idea that there is an inevitable 
conflict of interest between them. Of course, when there is a real

(continued - over)
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|to Mr. Callahan
Re: Dissemination of Exec. Conf. Matters 

to SACs

’’conflict of interests, consultation may do nothing to eliminate it, 
but the opportunity provided the working group to put itself in the 
executive’s place and to understand how the problem looks from the 
standpoint of his responsibilities, may increase willingness to accept 
an unpleasant decision. ”

In effect, the dissemination of information with regard to the 
Executives Conference would constitute a subtle form of consultation, 
even where actual input was not solicited. Such a feedback mechanism 
gives the executives a tool by which to measure the impact of their 
actions. - To disseminate information is to stimulate discussion, 
interaction, and reaction which can be utilized to modify or change 
standing policies or be a guide in dealing with future consideration.

The Office of Planning and Evaluation concurs with the majority 
of the Executives Conference on the issue in question. It is felt that, 

(if the benefits advanced by a number of members of the Conference can 
be realized by implementation of such a program, the possibility of 
their achievement justifies the risk of experimentation.

Should the members of the Executives Conference agree to 
^disseminate a particular item, the decision to do so should be made 
fat the time it is discussed, so as to prevent later misunderstandings. 
Dissemination, it was observed, should be by letter marked to the 
personal attention of the SAC. Though some Assistant Directors felt 
disseminated material should be for the confidential information of ' 
the SAC only, it would appear that not all of those matters disseminated 
would necessarily demand confidential treatment and the SACs should 
therefore be advised as to whether the information should be so treated 
or whether it can be utilized in clarifying or answering questions in 
the course of business'.

If a dissemination program is adopted wherein separate and 
regular communications are furnished to the SACs, the responsibility 
for earmarking dissemination items and preparing a communication 
for the Director’s approval should be fixed with one member of the 
Conference.

' r (continued - over)
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.|to Mr. Callahan
Re: Dissemination of Exec. Conf. Matters 

to SACs

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That a program be instituted wherein SACs are advised 
on a timely basis of those matters discussed in the Executives 
Conference and selected for dissemination by the Conference members.

2. If #1 is approved, that the representative of the External 
Affairs Division record, prepare, and disseminate appropriate Executives. 
Conference subject matter.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM
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1 - Mr.

Object :DISSEMINATION 0F EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE 

MATTERS TO SACS
^EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE MEETING 10/30/73

AssopP’bir.
jtfssl. Dir.: 

Admin.______
Comp. Syst.___
Ext. Affairs____
Files & Com. __
Gen. Inv. 
Ident. . .
Inspection_____
Intel!. ________

^^boratory >
Plan. & t‘va\\r 

Spec. Inv. _ 
Training

Legal Coun. - — 
Telephone Rm.__
Director Sec'y___

The Director has instructed Office of Planning and Evaluation 
representative at the Executives Conference to take notes on all items 
discussed and thereafter send a memorandum to him so that he can 
designate those items which should or should not be disseminated to the 
field. This memorandum records the discussion at the Executives 
Conference 10/30/73.

D
 C

O
PY

 F
IL

ED

1. Mr. Kelley advised several letters and telegrams have 
been received relating to the use of FBI Agents in sealing off the space of / r-i 
the Watergate Task Force and certain portions of Justice space subsequent / 
to the firing of Archibald Cox and William Ruckelshaus. He anticipated LX p 
questions by members of the press at the press conference he will hold 
in Denver on 11/1/73, in connection with the Regional Executive Management 
Symposiums. The events leading to the use of Agents in this instance were 
recounted and reference was made to other instances wherein Agents were 
similarly used, i. e., Morris matter during the Truman administration 
and more currently at the White House with regard to the offices of 
Erlichman, Haldeman and Dean. Several members of the conference were 
of the opinion the Director should respond to the press in a positive vein, 
stating that General Haig of the White House had made the request, the 
request was a proper one considering the nature of the records, to be pro
tected from removal, time was of the essence arid’that Agents were replaced 
by U. S. Marshals on instructions of General Haig. Mr. Kelley further 
noted he had scheduled a meeting with Henry Ruth,- Coxls? chief •’assistant 
concerning Ruth’s reference to jJfezij tactics on theYjart of the'FBI.*

REC-8/C

2. Mr. •Kelley requested the Conference considei^triW IS 1973 
relationship of the FBI with-the’ Task Force as the investigative arm of. ... „

f ‘l-.

JDATE.

CONTINUED - OVER
.4



Memorandum to MR. CALLAHAN
RE: Dissemination of Executives Conference

Matters to SACs
Executives Conference Meeting 10/30/73 

the Task Force. Mr. Miller and Mr. Gebhardt advised that initially 
Cox had the option of using an independent investigative staff or to utilize 
the FBI which had already conducted substantial investigation. Cox 
elected to continue with the FBI and as Mr. Gebhardt pointed out, 90 
to 95% of the investigation for the Task Force has been performed by 
the FBI to the satisfaction of Mr. Cox. It was noted that members of 
the Task Force do interview certain persons as it deems desirable.

The legislation proposed by Senator Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) 
creating an independent investigative force to be used by the Task Force was 
discussed with the view of possibly opposing such legislation. However, 
in the absence of exact information as to the specific proposals in the bill 
further discussion was postponed until a copy of the bill could be obtained 
by Mr. Franck.

3. Mr. Kelley requested the views of the Conference 
members regarding any questions which may arise out of SAC Whittaker's 
handling of the Rebozo matter. It was noted that the Department had 
been advised of ’Whittaker’s contact with Rebozo’ and that a memorandum 
had been sent to the Department at the request of Mr. Smith of the 
Department for transmittal to Mr. Cox.

4. Mr. Callahan stated a further review of Departmental 
Order #543-72, captioned "Management of the Department of Justice" and 
conversation with Assistant Attorney General Pommerening indicate the 
Order will not have any impact on the FBI or hamper our current method 
of operations. Pommerening pointed out the matter of supergrades was 
deleted from the Order prior to presentation to the Attorney General 
because the views of the FBI had not been obtained. Mr. Callahan stated 
an analysis of the Order will continue to insure the FBI position is pro
tected and to insure that all parties have the same understanding. He noted

-2- CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to MR. CALLAHAN
RE: Dissemination of Executives Conference

Matters to SACs
Executives Conference Meeting 10/30/73 

that as in the past certain matters, such as those of a contractual nature, 
will continue to be sent through the Department. Mr. Gebhardt suggested 
the Order could be amended to nail down our relationship with the 
Department.

RECOMMENDATION

That the Director indicate which items should be disseminated 
to the SACs (dissemination to be handled by OPE).

-3-
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fKssoc. Dir
Asst. Dir.:

Admin._
Comp. Syst. _ - 
Ext. Affairs -----
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv. 
Ident. —
Inspection _ 
tafell_________

' <Lqfetffatory 
^Plan. & Eval.

Spec. Inv. _____
Training

Legal Coun._ ___\
Telephone RnA 
Director 6ecjEr*  —

The Director has instructed Office of Planning and Evaluation 
representative at the Executives Conference to take notes on all items 
discussed and thereafter send a memorandum to him so that he can 
designate those items which should or should not be disseminated to the 
field. This memorandum records the discussion at the Executives 
Conference 10/24/73.

1. Mr. Kelley announced the designation of Assistant Director 
Edward S. Miller to fill the position of Assistant to the Director. He and 
all the Executives Conference members congratulated Mr. Miller on this 
promotion. - Tels>VfPe SS*"'  W?

2. Mr. Kelley discussed his meeting with Acting Attorney 
General Robert H. Bork which took place 10/23/73. He related that 
Actg. AG Bork expressed concern over the criticism directed to him 
over his firing of Archibald Cox. Actg. AG Bork explained that he felt 
that somebody had to carry out the President’s instructions and that he, 
Bork, as Solicitor General was the last in the chain of succession in the

2

Department after the Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney General 
had resigned. In the policy field, Actg. AG Bork stated that he intends 
to continue the programs which former AG Richardson had approved 
and instituted but he would not take further action on any policies which 
had not been finalized prior to Richardson’s departure. Actg. AG Bork 
related that Special Prosecutor Cox’s group would be kept together under 
Henry Ruth, who had been Cox’s chief assistant, but that the group 
would be answerable to Assistant AG Henry Peterson.

3. Mr. Miller brought up the recent Department of Justice 
Order #543-73, captioned?,"Management‘J6i the Department of Justice.” 
Mr. Miller had analyzed this orddr' ih some detail and was quite concerned
over a number of points contain ,in it which he-,felt would have serious

3 NOV 1#-1973RJB:DW 
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b7CM emorandum|to Mr. Callahan 

Re: Dissemination of Executives Conference 
Matters to SACs

Executives Conference Meeting 10/24/73 

impact on the Bureau. A general discussion of a number of these points 
followed and it was agreed that if they are implemented the Bureau’s 
semi-autonomous status would be significantly eroded. In view of the 
concern which was expressed, the Director designated Associate Director 
Callahan, Assistant to the Director Miller, Assistant Directors Thompson, 
Walsh and Campbell and Inspector Mintz to analyze the implications 
contained in this Department order and to confer on it so that appropriate 
recommendations could be formulated and the Department advised of the 
Bureau’s position.

Various optional courses of action were advanced, which 
included use of the Oversight Committee to air the Bureau’s concern 
and reconsideration of the desirability of removing the Bureau from the 
Department of Justice and establishing it as an independent agency. The 
suggestion was also made that in view of the departure of Mr. Richardson 
and the absence of a permanent Attorney General, the Bureau might re
present its previously voiced objections to the Department dealing with 
the question of furnishing identification records to subjects of them and 
our views on the Department's proposed regulations on dissemination of 
criminal history records.

RE COMMENDATION

That the Director indicate which items should be disseminated 
to the SACs (dissemination to be handled by OPE).

- 2 -
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SUBJECT
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Executives Conference Meeting.Jl/16/3^.

^<*lssoc.  Dir.--------
^vAsst. Dir.:

Admin. ,, 
Com 
Ext.
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Gen. Inv.
Ident. —, ,,
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________  
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Spec. Inv. x 
Training

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm.__
Director Sec’y----

The Executives Conference convened in the Director’s office for a 
breakfast meeting, at 8 a. m., on 11/16/73. The following items were discussed:

1. Mr. Kelley made reference to a speech recently given by former 
Acting Associate Director W. Mark Felt, in Oberlin, Ohio. A newspaper article , 
which had covered the talk made it appear that Felt had proposed a separate FBI / 
to operate under the control of the Judiciary Committee.

ItJLr. Kelley commented that this was the first he had heard of this / 
particular proposal, and he^wondered if it had previously surfaced in any other 
forum. None present had any knowledge that it had previously been advanced, 
and a general discussion ensued on this matter, as well as Mr. Felt's lecture tour. 
In connection with the position to be taken by the Bureau as to whether this and 
other comments Mr*  Felt should be-responded to, a decision was made that the 
Bureau's interests would n.ot be served b y engaging in any dialogue on these topics.

2. Deputy Associate Director Miller next brought up the case in which 
Carl Stern is bringing civil suit, under’the Freedom of Information Act, to obtain 
Bureau documents on the Counterintelligence Program. In his briefing he 
explained that the program was instituted in 1968 and discontinued in 1971, and 
that if Stern is successful in his suit it will mean the production of the two 
documents that covered the institution and the cessation of the program. He 
advised that in District Court the ruling had gone against the Bureau, but that
the Department had appealed it at the Bureau’s insistence. He stated it was the 
opinion of the Department that the Appeals: Court ruling1, ‘expected oh 12/10/73, 
would probably also go against the

A lengthy discussion ensuedSsncerningthe,need or desirability of 

re-examining the Bureau's policy concerning the development of an internal

RJB:CSHJ3)
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Exec. Conf. Meeting 11/16/73
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classification system. Mr. Miller proposed the convening of a task force to 
study this matter so it could make appropriate recommendations on the subject. 
He felt that if an internal classification system were developed, it could prevent 
similar situations such as the Stern case from occurring, since classified 
documents are excepted under the Freedom of Information Act.

Mr. Miller also briefed those present on the Bureau’s negotiations 
with the Department cf Justice relative to the future conduct of the Bureau in 
this area. He advised that Department officials wanted to issue guidelines under 
which the Bureau would be compelled to operate in this area. He felt it was a 
better procedure for the Director of the FBI to state policy within the Bureau, 
instead of having the Department superimpose guidelines upon us. He proposed 
the issuance of an SAC Memorandum, a draft of which he read to those assembled. 
He intended to use this proposed memorandum in a meeting to be held with 
Department officials on the afternoon of 11/16, in an effort to obtain an agreement 
from them to proceed in this manner, i. e., that the Director issue the policy 
directive, instead of the Attorney General formulating guidelines.

This matter was also discussed at length, and the Director instructed 
that the Office of’ Planning and Evaluation re-draft such a proposed SAC Memorandi 
for me in the 11/16/73 meeting, in view of certain points that were developed during 
the discussion.

3. Assistant Director Walsh advised that both houses cf Congress 
have passed the Bureau’s 1974 Appropriations Bill, and it was anticipated it 
would be signed into law very shortly. This would alleviate some of the financial 
difficulties under vhich the Bureau has been operating for the past several months.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Director indicate any items discussed at the 11/16/73 

Executives Conference which he would like disseminated to the field.

2



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR PERSONAL ATTENTION
A MEMORANDUM 53-73

UI^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OFWSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

November 28, 1973

MEMORANDUM TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE:

(A) DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ROLE OF THE FBI LABORATORY —
As I have had the occasion to personally inform many of you, I am 

firmly committed to the management practice which insures that our top 
field, as well as Headquarters, officials be fully cognizant of important and 
significant matters which affect the Bureau. In keeping withi this, you will be 
informed, on a periodic basis, of matters discussed at therlxecutives 
Conference, meetings held at Headquarters, attended by the Assistant Directors 
anTotheTtop Headquarters officials. Such a meeting was held November 27, 
1973, and a topic was discussed which I thought would be of interest to all 
of you.

Bureau Headquarters recently conducted a survey of the local crime 
laboratories throughout the United States. Much of the information derived 
was obtained with the assistance of the field. It was determined that there are 
presently 180 local laboratories operated for law enforcement purposes, 
staffed by approximately 3,000 criminalists. While a number of the labora
tories are of considerable size, the majority are relatively small and our 
initial survey developed that they have a great need for training to improve 
their technical proficiency.

As a result of this survey, the Bureau decided to host a symposium 
on crime laboratory development, financially assisted by the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration. This is being held at the FBI Academy at 
Quantico, Virginia, from December 3 to 6, 1973, and you are being separately 
furnished information relative to publiciiy on this symposium. This occasion 
will bring together representatives from many of these laboratories throughout 
the country to determine how the FBI can best assist them in doing a better job.

We must recognize that regional laboratories will proliferate because 
of the needs of local law enforcement in improving technology, and it will be 
necessary for the Bureau, in meeting the needs of these regional laboratories, 



to adjust its position accordingly. Because of the reputation of the FBI 
Laboratory, and the professional standing of its staff, the Bureau is in 
an excellent position, through providing training, consultation and research 
support, to retain its preeminence in the forensic field.

It is anticipated that some reorganization of the, FBI Laboratory 
will be undertaken to make available those qualified to provide instruction 
to local laboratory personnel and thereby make them better qualified in 
their chosen field. We are also exploring the possibility of obtaining 
fellowships which will assist such individuals in defraying the necessary 
costs of such schooling at Bureau Headquarters.

I thought you would be interested in the foregoing information, and 
I would welcome any constructive suggestions you might have for improving 
the Bureau’s activities in this area.

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director

MEMORANDUM 53-73 
11/28/73 - 2 -
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SUBJECT: DISSEMINATION OF EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE 
MATTERS TO SACs

Reference is made to my memorandum to you dated 12-14-73 
in captioned matter. This memorandum set forth methods by which topics 
discussed at the Executives Conference should be disseminated to the field. 
On that memorandum the Director noted, "I know of no prohibition to dis
semination. Why not to all hands ?”

N
t

___________ be
Regarding memorandum! Ito Mr. Callahan dated b7c

12-12-73 (copy attached) in paragraph 3, page 1, we noted that it stated 
that it might be desirable to disseminate the information from the 12-11- 
73 conference relative to COINTELPRO on the Director’s personal stationery 
to restrict the broad dissemination afforded SAC Memoranda. Page 2 of 
that memorandum in the first recommendation set forth that topics discussed 
at the Executives Conference which the Director feels should be disseminated
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SUBJECT: DISSEMINATION OF EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE 

MATTERS TO SACS - ~~
Executives Conference Meeting 12/11/73

Assoc. Dir. _____
Asst. Dir.:
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Ident.________
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Inv______
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The Executives Conference met in the Director’s Office at 
11:00 a. m. on 12/11/73 and the following items were discussed:

1. Mr. Kelley announced that Associate Director Callahan 
was receiving the Attorney General’s Exceptional Service Award which 
was to be presented at 3:00 p.m. 12/11/73 in the Great Hall of the 
Department of 'Justice. He'a'dvised those present that there would be a
reception immediately preceding the presentation ceremony to be held 
between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. in Room 1409. All present congratulated 
Mr. Callahan on this distinguished recognition.

j 2. Discussion next centered on the material furnished under 
'"^U^thej Freedom of Information Act to Carl Stern having to do with the

\ J x 'COINTEL Program onerated bv the Bureau. A review of the mediaCOINTEL Program operated by the Bureau. A review of the media 
^handling of the story indicated that there were one or two articles which 
^•misstated sortie of the facts but in general the media coverage was 1 
/^■relatively low key. The discussion then centered on what the Bureau ■ 

__gtnild. anticipate in connection with being forced to reveal further details 
^\>4Aon this program. Comment was made that Stern, as well as other 1

individuals, are expected to press for further information and the Bureau
-would have to take whatever measures it felt necessary. Mr. Kelley 

ooX ^andxthis was explained by Mr. Mintz, as well as the formulation of|a 
■ A\ g|poli£y for making charges for the information obtained. II

.‘Zj U-J-’'- Z
Zj uu Aspect01* Campbell brought up the FBI Annual Lawflp
< n: p Enforcement Conferences, discussing the origin and manner in which*  

the program is presently implemented. He mentioned that last year 
26,000 police officers representing 6,500 separate police agencies 
attended our conferences. Based on feedback which he had received

^inquirpd as to what recourse the Bureau had to prevent further disclosures!

O^RJB:DW (3) 
d 1 - Mr. Callahan 
W 1 - Mr.I

t&fi

. •. 19M 
J/1 ^14'1974

(CONTINUED - OVER)
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Memo|to the Director
Re: Dissemination of Executives Conference Matters 

to SACs - Executives Conference Meeting 12/11/73

from some SACs and certain police instruction coordinators, he felt 
there was a need for reviewing the program to determine if any modi
fication or even perhaps elimination of it entirely would be in order. 
There was considerable discussion on the value of these conferences 
in connection with the FBI’s leadership in the law enforcement community. 
The general sentiment of the Executives Conference seemed to be that 
the conferences served a worthwhile purpose for the Bureau but that 
perhaps the topics should be more suitable for the localities in which 
they were conducted. It was agreed that a survey of the field would be 
helpful in developing a policy and Mr. Kelley authorized the Training 
Division to conduct an appropriate field survey.

4. Assistant Director Campbell advised that the NCIC on
line percentage of time had steadily increased for the last three months 
and had reached 97.4% for the month of November. He said that his 
division was particularly heartened by this and hoped to be able to 
maintain a relatively high figure in future months.

RE COMMENDATION

That the Director indicate any items discussed at the 
12/11/73 Executives Conference which he would like disseminated 
to the field.

- 2 -
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Director Scc’y___

By memorandum dated-12/11/73 to the Director (attach 
I set out topics discussed at thyExejcutivjas Cj3Mer.en.ce of that d; 
Mr. Kelley indicated that all four items should be disseminated.

At the previous Conference, of 11/27/73, Mr. Kelley 
authorized the dissemination of just one item; accordingly it was 4
furnished to the-field, in the form of an SAC Memorandum (copy
attached). Under current practice, SAC Memoranda are circulated 
in such ’a manner that all Agent personnel have the contents brought 
to their attention, and the information disseminated from the 11/27/73 । -•
Executives Conference would certainly be of general interest to all 
personnel. <

CD

Item #2, discussed at the Executives Conference of 12/11/73, q 
deals with the divulgence of information to Carl Stern, under the /q
Freedom of Information Act, relative to COINTELPRO. Since this tC '/'
is a sensitive topic and.it is anticipated that further efforts will be I y j 
made to obtain- additional information from the Bureau, it is believed z q
that it may not be desirable for the Executives Conference discussion J
to be as broadly disseminated as other topics, and that a different 
format should be used for dissemination of this information.- In line 
with the Director’s philosophy of keeping the top field officials abreast 
-of significant matters, it might be desirable to disseminate the 
information from the 12/11/73 Conference, and future Executives 
Conferences, on the Director's personal stationery, addressed to 
the SAC s. This would still serve the purpose of keeping the top 
field officials fully, informed, but restrict the broad dissemination 
afforded SAC Memoranda.

Enclosures

RJB:CSH (3)
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b7C
to Mr. Callahan
Re: Dissemination of Exec. Conf, matters to SACs

RE COMMENDATIONS:

(1) That topics discussed at the Executives Conferences 
which the Director feels should be disseminated be furnished to all 
SACs on the personal stationery of the Director, in order to limit 
the dissemination of these matters to top field personnel only.

(2) If approved, there is attached a suitable communication 
to all SACs, reporting on topics discussed at the 12/11/73 conference.
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1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. r

PERSONAL 
ATTENTION

I* December 12, 1973

TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE;

The Executives Conference met on DecemberlL„1973. 
and a number of topics were discussed which I feel would be of 
interest to all of you*

(1) It was ^pleasure for me to announce that Associate 
Director Callahan had been selected to be the recipient of the

53 Attorney General’s Exceptional Service Award*  This award was 
^/*cOhfer  redlater in the day at a ceremony presided over by Acting

<£= gp Attorney General Robert H. Bork, in the Great Hall of the Depart- 
ment of Justice, The citation which accompanied the award was 
to the effect that it was being granted ”in recognition and grateful 
appreciation of long and exceptional service to the Federal Bureau

*5 of Investigation, the Department of Justice, and the American 
g-S2 People.n This annual award is the highest that can be conferred 
gS. by the Attorney General to any individual in the Department, and

it is certainly a splendid accolade tp Associate Director Callahan 
for a long and distinguished career in the FBI "

. (2) The Conference next discussed the recent revelation
J of information from Bureau files relative to the Counterintelligence

Program (COINTELPRO) which the Bureau had in effect from 1968
tp 197L These documents were divulged as a result of a suit brought
by Carl Stern, TV personality , under the Freedom of Information Act 

assoc. Dir. —and the court authorized their release to Stern. A review of the
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To All Special Agents in Charge 
Re: Topics of interest Discussed 

at Executives Conference 

handling of this matter by the media indicated that, while there were 
one or two articles which misstated some of the facts, the coverage 
in general was relatively low key. It was agreed we would adhere to 
the contents of the news release issued by the Bureau, Copies of 
this release have been furnished to all of you,

(3) A discussion followed on the FBI Annual Law Enforce
ment Conferences which are held throughout the field. The statistics 
for the previous year’s conferences showed that approximately 26,000 
police officers, representing some 6,500 separate police agencies, had 
attended our conferences*  Based on feedback which had come to the 
Training Division from various SACs and some field police instructors, 
the Training Division believed that there existed a need for reviewing 
the program. This review would be to determine if these conferences 
should be continued, modified, or changed in any manner to insure that 
they were meeting the needs of the law enforcement community through
out the entire country. It was recognised that these conferences had 
Served a valuable role in connection with the FBI’s leadership in the law 
enforcement field. In view of the issues involved, I have authorized the 
Training Division to conduct a survey Of the field and make appropriate 
recommendations for any changes which appear warranted.

(4) Assistant Director Campbell reported on NCIC and 
stated he was particularly heartened to report that the operational 
time of NCIC had steadily increased for the last three months, from 
95.5% in September, to 96.3% in October, and reaching a high o£97.4% 
in November, 1973. He commented that this was a fine record and they 
hope to maintain a relatively high figure in future months*

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director
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Memorandum

5010-106

= MR. CALLAHAN DATE: 12-14-73

^SSEMJNATIONJQEEKECUTIVES»CONEERENCE 
MATTERS TO SACs

^st. Dir.: 
Admin._______
Comp. Syst. .
Ext. Affotr^A_A> 
Files &
Gon. Inv. B

Ident. y 
Inspection_____
Intoll_________
Laboratory__ __
Plan. & Evali__

Tra in I na

Legal Cg>yfc/~.
Telephone Rm.__
Director Soc’y----

Memoranda to All Special Agents in Charge in the past have been 
routed through the Training Division to insure that there is no information 
set forth in the memoranda which is contrary to established Bureau policy 
or that conflicts with previous instructions issued to the field. Training 
Division’, maintains a file on memoranda to all SACs as a ready reference 
for'other divisions of the Bureau to check to insure that such memoranda 
prepared are on sound ground as relating to previous such memoranda and 
for .ready reference by the Training Division.

• The Director has instructed that we disseminate certain information 
which has been discussed at the.Executives Conference to the Special Agents 
in Charge. Memorandum from| |to Mr. Callahan, dated 12-12-73,
recommended, and was approved, that certain topics discussed at the Execu
tives Conference be disseminated to the SACs on the personal stationery of 
the Director in order to disseminate these matters to top field personnel only. 
I note that this memorandum had attached a memorandum to all SACs dated 
12-12-73 on the Director's personal stationery. b6

b7C
i We failed to advise our SACs that this type of information should .
I only be disseminated to top officials in their field offices. •*

* If we are going to have two methods of disseminating this informa
tion, in the type appearing on the Director's personal stationery it would seem 
to'me we should certainly have a precautionary statement to our SACs that the 
contents of this document are for top officials of their office only.

t'Z' In addition, I believe we should establish a separate file in the Bureau 
on 'this type of correspondence so that it can be filed in onp place and properly 
indexed for ready reference. /

TJJ:pmd
1 -Mr. E. S. Miller
1
1
1

4.

- Mr. |_______
- Mr. Marshall
- Training Division
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Memorandum to Mr. Callahan from Mr. Jenkins
Re: Dissemination of Executives Conference Matters to SACs

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That in the future when we disseminate topics discussed at 
the Executives Conference on the Director’s personal stationery to SACs 
that we put a precautionary statement in such correspondence.

2. That Files and Communications £)ivision establish a separate 
file of correspondence of the above-mentioned topics and appropriately index

* 3. That such correspondence concerning topics discussed at the
Executives Conference be routed through the Training Division as is all other 
such correspondence to insure that there is no conflict with previous policy 
or instructions. « 1

a
4. That the Training Division establish a separate fdlderiforlthis 

type of correspondence appearing on the Director’s personal stationery so 
that it will be available for ready reference by the Training Division and 
the other divisions of the Bureau. a
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TO THE DIRECTOR DATE: 1/22/74

FROM

SUBJECT:

J. B. ADAMS
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DISSEMINA N OF EXECUTIVES £QNJJERENCE 
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Executives Conference Meeting, 1/22/74

At the Executives Conference meeting on 1/22/74, the following 
items were discussed:

1. A speech by Donald E. Santarelli, Administrator, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, before the Midwinter Meeting of the National 
Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators, at 
Williamsburg, Virginia, on 1/14/74. Mr. Santarelli cited examples 
of failure of the criminaljustice system, the leadership role of LEAA 
in charting initiatives, and made a number of far-reaching proposals, 
some of which are highly controversial and in opposition to views of 
law enforcement professionals. Discussion was had concerning the fact 
that this speech was not quoted in detail in the news media and law 
enforcement officials..throughout the country are probably not aware of 
the ramifications of this speech.

2. Field Technical Conferences. Mr. Jenkins brought up the subject
of Field Technical Conferences and whether they are completely responsive 
to the needs of investigative personnel. Following discussion, it was 
agreed that they could be made more meaningful by permitting SACs to 
adapt the agenda to training needs of individual offices, which approach 
would also be consistent with the placing of greater responsibility on 
SACs for office management. Instructions to this effect are being 
prepared by the Training Division.

RECOMMENDATIONS -

1. It is recommended that, in order to provide our field executiy 
with current information concerning the thinking of LEAA, a copy of



Memorandum from
J. B. Adams, to the Director
Re: Executives Conference Meeting 1/22/74

Santarelli’s speech be disseminated to each SAC, together with a brief 
note advising only that it is being brought to their attention for informa
tion purposes in view of certain proposals contained therein which would 
be highly controversial among law enforcement professionals.

2. It is recommended that we include in the letter a brief reference to 
the fact that the Executives Conference discussed Field Technical 
Conferences and concluded that greater latitude should be given SACs 
in preparing an agenda responsive to individual office needs, consistent 
with efforts to place greater management responsibility in the field, 
and that implementing instructions will be forthcoming.
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TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE:

RE: TOPICS OF INTEREST DISCUSSED . 
AT EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

At the Executives Conference held on January 22, 
1974, there was discussion concerning whether Agents’ 
Annual Technical Training is completely responsive to the 
needs of investigative personnel. It was concluded that 
greater latitude should be given SACs in preparing agenda 
responsive to the individual office needs, which action 
would be consistent with our efforts to place greater manage
ment responsibility in the field. Implementing instructions 
will be forthcoming.

A discussion also ensued concerning a speech 
given by Mr. Donald E. Santar elli, Administrator, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, before the Midwinter 
Meeting of the National Conference of State Criminal Justice 
Planning Administrators, at Williamsburg, Virginia,, on 
January 14, 1974. A copy of this speech is enclosed for 
information, purposes in view of possible questions which 
might be posed regarding it.

JBA:C

FBI

Clarence M. Kelley 
DirectorAssoc. Dir._____
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I appreciate this opportunity to discuss with you a number 

of matters of substantial importance to us all.

This conference takes place at a particularly appropriate 

time, for we are beginning a new yeai—traditionally a time of 

viewing opportunities to be grasped during the next 12 months. 

We also are beginning the new three-year authorization for LEAA 

approved by Congress. And we in LEAA are in the early phase of 

charting new directions and initiatives vitally needed if the 

Federal role is to be totally productive.

Since we face sober—even somber—realities, I would like 

to recall some sobering words.

The Safe Streets Act says: "Congress finds that the high 

incidence of crime in the United States threatens the peace, securitv, 

and general welfare of the Nation and its citizens." That is a 

harsh indictment of this society's ability to protect its citizens.

After a struggle by local, state, and Federal agencies, 

serious reported crime declined in 1972 by two percent—the first 

reduction in 17 years. That was a major achievement, though it was 

somewhat'flawed by the fact that crimes of violence continued to rise.

But we now see something of an ominous pattern reasserting 

itself. The FBI reports that serious crime increased nationally by 

one percent in the first nine months of 1973, and crimes of violence 

rose by even higher rates.
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Congress created LEAA to help the states and localities reduce 

crime—through financial and technical assistance, and by leadership. 

Though it may seem obvious, there are a number of things Congress 

did not creite LEAA to do. It did not create LEAA so that its funds 

could be frittered away—as has happened in some instances in a 

number of states.

Crime reduction is the yardstick by which We will be judged— 

by the people, by Congress^ by future generations. Our work is 

hot academi’c. The fact of crime and the fear of crime are very 

real, arid are affecting our national life and national fiber in 

drastic ways.

We should ask what we can say to the victims of those crimes— 

to the nearly 400,000 victims of aggravated assaults in 1972, to the 

more than 46,000 victims of rape, to the families of nearly 20,000 

victims of homicide. I don't believe any of uS could say we arey 

doing enough.

LEAA has been in business for more than five and one-half years. 

The time for trial periods, test-runs, and shakedown cruises is over. 

In two and one-half years, LEAA's legislative authority will expire. 

We will have to go back to Congress to ask for its renewal—and 

Congress is going to want to know what we have accomplished. So 

are the people.

We sometimes read of Americans being prisoners in their own 

homes and hear of proposals on how to reduce the fear of crime. 

The fear of crime is very real—and, we might note, with very good 

reason. There is only one way to reduce the fear of crime—and that 

is to substantially reduce crime itself.
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After five and one-half years in business, and LEAA budgets 

that total nearly $3.5 billion, there can no longer be any excuse 

that there isn't enough money. It may not be sufficient to cover 

every item on every laundry list of needs, but it is enough to have 

produced more results than we see today. We are here today to join 

together in doing a better job.

I am relatively new as Administrator of LEAA. The LEAA program 

has accomplished a great deal—and against areat odds. LEAA has 

made errors—there is no doubt of that. And with a program that 

deals with thousands of projects—and upwards of $1 billion a year— 

I'm sure LEAA will make mistakes in the future.

But I want us to learn from those mistakes. I want to see a 

program that produces more—so those crime rates are reduced permanent

ly, so our citizens are saved from harm.

And now I want to turn to a discussion o^ some of the ways in 

.which we can reach our goal. One of my first priorities is to foster 

a new spirit of partnership between the Federal government and our 

partners at the state and local level. We are now well along on the 

task of defining how LEAA will carry out this role under my administration.

The State Planning Agencies are going to be brought into the 

family even more than they have been in the past. And I pledge that 

you will have full participation in defining the LEAA role as well 

as in helping us construct a broad range of new national initiatives.

LEAA takes this leadership role very seriously. We really have 

two basic roles. One is to provide financial and technical assis

tance—a support role for state and local efforts. The other is to 

have a leadership role, in charting initiatives and in helping decide 
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how funds will be used to carry them out.

We cannot abdicate this Federal leadership role. Stronger 

leadership may be exerted in some areas than in others—for instance, 

we are vitally interested in full civil rights compliance—but there 

will be leadership shown in every facet of our joint efforts.

From a management point of view, I see no more important func

tion for me as Administrator than strengthening the ties between 

LEAA and the State Planning Agencies. For that reason, I am reiving on 

Charles R. Work, my Deputy Administrator for Administration, to 

be the major point of contact for your organization within LEAA. 

I'm sure most of you know Chuck by now, and are aware of his skill 

and dedication. He feels as strongly as I do about this concent of 

closer cooperation.

But he will be more than a contact point for you within LEAA. 

He will be the man to whom this organization can frankly give its 

views, suggestions, and, yes, complaints. Naturally, the state 

planning agencies can continue to deal individually on matters with the 

appropriate regional office. We want to hear everything you have to 

say. Nothing was ever accomplished on a diet of good news.

No important program or policy development will be made bv LEAA 

without your views first being heard. I cannot promise we will agree 

with everything you say, either individually or collectively. But 

we will solicit your views on everything of substance—and we 

will consider them carefully. We will give you our views on everything 

as wel1.

We are building a new team at LEAA, and it is a team dedi

cated to excellence in leadership. Pete Velde's in charge of policy
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development. Chuck is my chief of staff for day to day 

operations, and please remember that when you talk to him it 

is the same as talking to me or Pete. He speaks for us. His 

ooal is achievino results. Our motto of "Quality and Candor" is 

a two-way street. Pete, Chuck and I want your views. And you can 

be certain you also will receive ours.

Since LEAA provides both leadership and support, I look upon 
/

the network of State Planning Agencies as the very important and 

basic system of delivery. And I would like to turn now to a dis

cussion of some of the things we are going to provide to the states 

to aid in reaching our common goals.

Please remember that we are now developing a new relationship, 

and out of it is coming a number of new initiatives. Pete, Chuck, and 

I will be discussing some of them in detail with you in the 

days and months ,to come.

We want—and must have—new initiatives in evaluation, so we will 

know what works best and what doesn't work very well or at all. 

An in-depth evaluation effort is now well along the road to, reality. 

New efforts also are being fashioned to help make a greater impact 

on the crimes of violence. The work of the Standards and Goals 

Commission was of exceptional importance—both its specific recom

mendations and the process it represents. But we are not mandating 

'the standards and goals, or forcing them upon anyone. ’Ihey are for 

voluntary adoption as states and localities see fit. What we want to 

to see adopted is the.process of planning and carrying out improve

ments of excellence—with you setting your own priorities and goals.
<

And we will support you in those efforts. We also will be discussing 
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this with you in detail, for I know not only of your interest .

but of your concern in how needed help can be obtained..’<;N,ew 

efforts are needed to upgrade and improve the efficiency of 

courts, and that, too, is a priority. Effective corrections and 

police programs also will stressed.,

No part of the criminal justice system is goino to be given 

short shrift on funding. What we plan is more emphasis on certain 

areas—-the courts, for instance—which have gotten too little attention 

in the past.

In addition to the other areas of new emphasis I have briefly 

discussedj I now want to turn to another priority which we are in 

the process of developinq,--and discuss it in some detail.
1 \ 1, -

We want your full'contribution here as we gather information 

and construct another vehicle that I 'believe will contribute to crime 

reduction.

As I mentioned earlier, our goal is the reduction of crimp in 

America. There are many paths we must follow simultaneous!v to reach 

that goal.

One of them that has been overlooked in the past is the citizen— 

and the role he- can play in helping to fashion advances in crime re-
V 

duction.

Some may view this as a new perspective for solutions to old 

problems. It is that, in part. But it is also something, more. And 

that is developing within the criminal justice system mechanisms to 

make it truly responsive to the citizens.

Naturally, the foremost way in which the criminal justice system 

can aid citizens is by protecting them, by reducing crime. But we



also .have to face the fact that in much of the nation today the 

criminal justice system seems to be operating to serve its own needs, 

running things to suit its own preferences, carving out spheres 

of influence to suit its.own convenience.

But the criminal justice system must not be the master of the 

people. It can only aspire to be the servant of the people.

Policemen, and judges, and corrections officials, and prosecutors 

cannot be in business for themselves. Their job is not to erect 

empires and operate outside of the gaze and control of the public.

We hear and read a great deal these days of the lack of public 

confidence and trust in the institutions and mechanisms of government.

There are two ways in which the criminal justice system can 

reclaim that trust. The first is by reducing crime in significant 

and: permanent ways. The second is by the criminal justice system 
.'V 

treating citizens as though they are what they are-decent, law- 

abiding people who comprise the heart of our democracy. It is 

time the criminal justice system began viewing citizens in that 

fashion—rather than as pawns who can be moved on life's board at 

the whim of officials who occupy posts only at the public's tolerance.

It is time for us, as men and women who carry out the will of 

Congress through the LEAA program, to become the sookesmen and advo

cates of the people—to make certain that their interests are the 

primary factor in every thing that we do.

The criminal justice system, in working to achieve the goal 

of crime reduction, must make citizen interests and citizen partici

pation an integral part of all of its operations.

We must march to the tune of a different drummei—the people.
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Everything We do--everything that is done with LEAA funds--must in

clude a component for treating citizens better and making the system 

more responsive tb them. 
/ io z

It is easy to discern the reasons for public disenchantment 

with the criminal justice system. The odds are better than even 

that any citizen who comes into, contact With the system Will come 

out of that experience with a sour taste in his mouth, with his or her 

confidence eroded.

The public's most frequent point of contact with the criminal 

justice system is the traffic offense—when a policeman stops you 

or me or our friends for speeding or failing to stop at an arterial high

way, or one of a hundred other things. And what is the usual experience? 

The citizen comes away feeling a real anger. Not. because he didn't 

violate a traffic law—but because the traffic policeman treated him 

in such a demeaning way in the process of giving him a ticket.

Anyohe who has ever been to traffic court recognizes the 

shortcomings of the judicial part of our system. Endless waiting, 

numerous delays, frequent postponements—all of the things that make 

the citizen wonder if he is living in a free America or in some 

sort of oligarchy where decisions are made to suit the fancy of the 

aristocrats—or, more properly, the bureaucrats.

But if things are bad in traffic court, where the stakes are 

relatively small, they grow even worse for the citizens who come in 

contact With the criminal courts—whether the citizens be 

victims, witnesses, or jurors.

A victim of a criminal can also find he is a victim of the 

criminal justice system. If he shows up to testify, he Can find 



the case is'postponed—and then postponed again and again. That is 

money out of his pocket, time out of his life. He begins to wonder 

who the system is supposed to be for—him, the victim, or a host of ’ 

other people—the defense attorneys, the prosecutors, the judges.

The citizen has every right to be dismayed by high crime rates. 

He has every right to be dismayed by low clearance rates of crimes— 

for he knows, for instance, that less than 20 percent of all burglaries 

nationally are cleared. And he has every right to be dismayed at 

the even lower rates of convictions. Put yourself in the shoes of 

a crime victim—who finds himself to be that pawn on the criminal justice 

chessboard, who has to suffer all sorts of indignities, and then sees, 

as the final straw, the accused offender walking out free.

In another two months or so, we will have the results of a 

landmark.study in one major urban jurisdiction of how criminal prosecu

tions wash out—and why. He will make those results available to all 

parts of the criminal justice system, because they will show us some 

fascinating things about what happens in the courts and prosecution 

sections of the system.

While we do not have hard data in hand yet, the preliminary 

material shows clearly that fear of reprisal is a significant factor 

in witnesses failing to cooperate—in failing to testify—with the 

result that many accused offenders are freed.

We know that non-cooperation from witnesses is a major factor 

in prosecutions washing out—perhaps responsible for half the cases 

that are scrubbed. And that fear of reprisal seems to be the reason 

in a significant number of cases. If we ponder that for a moment, it 

is a chillinq indictment of the criminal justice system and its ability to 
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bring the accused to justice and to achieve justice fo’r the victim 

and for Society. It means that we not only cannot protect huge 

numbers of our citizens against crime in the first place, but we 

cannot even instill confidence in significant numbers of citizens 

that the law can protect them if they testify against the accused.

Something has to be done about that--and now. We must create 

programs, to protect witnesses: Not some sort of cosmetic effort, 

but perhaps witness protection units that will really safeguard 

citizens against reprisals for doing their duty.

The same study also gives some indication that a significant 

number of witnesses fail to cooperate because of the way they are 

treated by prosecutors—presumably because too often nobody ever 

explains anything to them or tells them how the system works or 

how they fit into the case that is being, developed*  That., too, 

must be changed.

The- litany of failures of the criminal justice system could 

go on and on.

Recent published reports show that in ond major citv jurors 

spent 62 percent of their time in the waiting room. We can imagine 

the impressions those jurors gained of our criminal justice system, 

and what effect that may have on their willingness to support the 

system in the future.

We know from test studies in LEAA’s national victimization 

surveys that an awesome amount of crime is unreported. In two cities 

surveyed, we learned that the actual number of crimes in certain 

categories was five times higher than that reported to police. We 

know, too, that citizens often fail to report crime because they lack 



confidence .the police will be able to do anything about it*  Or be

cause they feel they will caught up in a maze of legalisms aod 

procedures that could .extract even more costs from them. And because - 

some feel they will be hassled or ignored or shunted aside by the 

very people sworn to help and protect than.

These sentiments are voiced by people of all backgrounds, all 

ethnic groups, all economic classes. But there is a particular 

problem, it seems to me, with the ways in which minority groups are 

treated by the criminal justice system. In many cities today, 

police-community relations programs have no more substance or no more 

relation to reality than the false-front stores erected on the sound • 

stages of a film studio for a western movie.

We have to tear down the Walls that separate the residents of 

the inner cities from their fellow citizens. Where the walls can

not yet be torn down, then we have to build bridges. And where 

bridges cannot yet be constructed, then we will have to erect cat

walks. But the dissension, the isolation, the suspicion must be over- 

come--and with programs that protect and serve the people, not mere 

cardboard structures.

•The criminal justice system cannot continue following its mis

directed course of ignoring or abusing the very citizens it was originally 

designed to serve.

Neither can it abdicate its responsibilities by saying to the 

citizens that they must support the system without being shown how that 

can be done.

One of the parts of the new citizen program LEAA is now creating 

calls for a massive program of public education—ranging from telling 

citizens how they can better protect themselves against crime to 



how they can join together in responsible citizen action1 with infor

mation from a national clearinghouse.

There are relatively simple, inexpensive steps that citizens 

can take to make their homes secure against burglars. There are simple 

precautions that citizens can take to protect themselves against 

robbers and muggers and rapists. There should be no higher priority 

in these new initiatives than showing citizens how they can 

protect themselves and their loved ones.

Criminal justice can benefit enormously from the efforts of 

citizen and civic groups throughout the nation which are either work

ing for crime reduction dr which want to if they only had some assis

tance. Through the Standards and Goals Commission, we now have a 

blueprint—the Community Crime Prevention Task Force Report, With its 

hundreds of specific recommendations.

It is the process of Standards and Goals that is most important*  

But many states and localities probably will find in the reports a 

number of things they may wish to do—quickly and*  at little cost.

Public corruption—especially in police agencies and other parts of 

the criminal justice system—is one of the greatest obstacles to 

effective law enforcement that we .face*  Yet it Costs virtually no

thing to reproduce and disseminate broadly the Standards and Goals 

checklist ort signs of public corruption that the ci’tizens should be on the 

watch for. '

Each State should have a clearinghouse of information for citizen 

action groups, tied into a Federal clearinghouse which we will develop.

Other reasonably easy steps can also be taken rapidly. As 

so many crimes go unreported, police departments should set up pro

cedures to make it easy for citizens to report crime—and obtain 



effective action.

When people go to report crimes, they sometimes can find no 

one to talk to. Or they have to wait endlessly. Or they find them- - 

selves given two minutes and then shunted off. Or, even worse, 

they find that they are being badgered by the police. This is especial 

ly true of . victims tryingvto report certain kinds of crimes—for 

instance, rape.

Courts can set up new procedures that serve the public rather’ 

than wasting the time of victims, litigants, jurors, and witnesses. On 

this point, it might be instructive to recount a story attributed 

to Associate Justice Byron White of the Supreme Court, who went for 

a dental appointment one day only to find the waiting room filled 

with 25 patients. When he finally got to see the dentist six hours 

later, he asked what had caused the delay. The dentist replied: 

"It's very simple. A few days ago, I had to go to court. I was 

told to be there at 9 a.m., along with 50 or 60 other people. My 

case didn't come up until '4 o'clock. I figured if that's the right 

way to run a courtroom, I can do the Same thing as the judges, so 

from now on all of my patients have to be here at 9 o'clock every 

morning. It may not be so good for them, but, like the judge, it's 

great for me."

We do not yet have a complete plan for our new citizen initia

tives. My reason for discussing the matte/*  with you today is to seek 

your views and ideas and contributions, so that a program of the 

greatest possible excellence can be developed.

A high-level task force within LEAA already is at work on this 

project. In addition to the ideas it is generating, staff members are 



screening all state plans for relevant projects," We have invited 

representatives from your organization to give their views. We 

are looking at research and development efforts that have been carried 

out over the years—within LEAA as well as outside of the agency.

We are seeking a wide range of views from criminal justice specialists 

and organizations.

The effort to help citizens—to bring them into the system, 

to meet their needs—is going to be a major new direction for LEAA. 

We want your help. And in turn we will devise the best program 

possible and back up our beliefs with technical assistance and 

very substantial funding*  though we do not yet have a price-tag 

for the latter.

The ideas are endless: citizen advisory boards for all criminal 

justice agencies; civilian review boards for the police and courts 

and-other agencies; central complaint bureaus for both police and 

courts; community relations bureaus for police and courts and pro

secutors; new techniques of construction so that*  for instance, people 

can hear what is going on in courtrooms; investigative grand juries 

that would monitor the efficiency of courts and other agencies; parti

cipation of the victim in plea bargaining by prosecutors; video-taping 

of testimony; reports at some point by police to victims on whether 

they are making progress in investigating or solving cases.

The list of needs—and of symptoms—stretches on. And while 

our plans are not yet complete, we do know that our new programs to 

evaluate the effectiveness of LEAA programs must include, a component 

to make certain that all citizen needs are met.

When Joseph Pulitzer published The New York World, he had on



the masthead h>is. credo for pub'lic service. It said, at one point: 

"Always remain devoted to the public welfare." And at another point: 

"Never be afraid to attack wrong, whether by predatory plutocracy 

or predatory poverty."

We are in the business of attacking wronq—the wrong of crime 

that claims millions of victims each year, the wrongs of a criminal justice 

system that fails to do everything it can to prevent and reduce that 

crime.

If some in the criminal justice system interpret my remarks 

as unfair criticism, let me say that I certainly do mean to criticize 

and that it is not unfair. My point— the point of the LEAA program— 

is to achieve results, and it is no more unfair to criticize bungling 

public officials than it is to criticize a surgeon who bungles an 

operation or a public health scientist who fails to detect quicklv 

enough an outbreak of typhoid.

For the thing that every single person in the criminal justice 

system has to understand—with his heart as well as his mind—is that 

we, too, hold human lives in our hands. And if we fall short, if 

we fail to protect, then we bear burdens too heavy for even the most 

hardened conscience.

We are not talking about academic matters or impersonal statis

tics or flow charts. We are talking about saving human lives and 

preventing’human suffering. We are talking about preserving our 

cherished freedoms, freedoms that cannot co-exist with crime at the 

present levels. The views I express here today are not mine alone. 

They are the views of the Congress, which created this program to 

achieve results. They are the views of the people of this nation, > 
whose patience is remarkable—hut not endless.

Thank you. 
DOJ-I974-OI
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SUBJECT: DISSEMINATION OF EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE. 
MATTERS’TO-SPE'CIAirA'GENTS IN CHARGE - 
Executives Conference Meeting, 1/8/74_ ^ZI./

1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Adams
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EvIrfL__
ec. Inv. ---- — 

Training
Legal Coun.____

Telephone Rm. __
Director Sec*y ----

The Executives Conference met in the DirectoFToffice
at 11 a. m., on 1/8/74, and the following was discussed:

I
The Director indicated that it is time we began to take 

positive action concerning a number of matters we have been 
talking about, and he wants the Executives Conference to meet I 
in the very near future, in some retreat-type facility where .»
extensive discussion can be had concerning the direction the
Bureau must take, our priorities, goals, allocation of funds, : 
allocation of manpower, as well as investigative and administraC 
tive procedures to implement and place in effect the decisions xnade.

The Director indicated that the agenda was flexible and any * 
matters desired could be added; however, he indicated that amQjig . b*  
the matters to be discussed should be included:

(1) Law Enforcement philospphy.
* c '■o A, 1

c(?) Local law enforcement and additional means by which the Bureau 
.can be of assistance.
; i if '
2/3) Public Relations, specifically^lans of best projecting the 
^Bureau’s accomplishments, responsibilities and operations.
-ss.

(4) De-emphasis on quantity, to permit additional emphasis on 
quality in investigative operations__  / / n crt

(5| J^Iighment of priorities and establishment of goal^with’^ublica^ 

&ion .of these goals and the attainment thereof. 4
/ /-“All INFORMATION CONTAINER ’« FEB ?

‘HEREIN IS. UNCLASSIFIED - over) A J

JBA:CSH (3)
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J. B. Adams
to the Director
Re: Dissemination of Exec. Conf. Matters 

to SACs - Exec. Conf. Meeting 1/8/74

(6) Relationship with the Department of Justice.

(7) FBI jurisdiction, including discussion concerning questions 
which have been raised as to the propriety of continuing security 
and criminal responsibilities in FBI.

(8) Participatory management.

(9) Conference procedures.
>

(10) Paper work.

(11) Task forces.

(12) Role of FBI in providing service functions to law enforcement

(13) Personnel management, including role and responsibilities of SAC.

(14) Transfer policies.

(15) Career development.

(16) Discipline.

The Director may desire to indicate whether he wishes 
this disseminated.
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TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE:

SED 
CE

RE: TOPICS OF INTEREST DISC 
AT EXECUTIVES CONFER

I felt you wouldlbe interested inzknowing that at the 
Executives Conference hefd on January 8, 1974, I indicated that it 
is time we began to take positive action concerning a number of 
matters we have been talking about, akd that in the very near 
future I am scheduling an Executive^ Conference in some retreat
type facility, where uninterrupted/extensive discussion can be had 
concerning the direction the Bureau must take, our priorities, goals, 
allocation of funds and manpoVef', as well as investigative and 
administrative procedures to implement and place in effect the 
decisions made. Among thematters to be considered will be the 
following: / |

1. Law Enforcement philosopny
2. Local law enforcement and^additional means by which the 

Bureau can be of Assistance
Public Relations^ specifically means of best projecting the 
Bureau’s accomplishments,^responsibilities and operations 
De - emphasis Jn quantity, tol permit additional emphasis on 

quality in investigative operations
Alignment of priorities and establishment of goals, with 
publication pf these goals and lhe attainment thereof. 
Relationships with the Department of Justice 
FBI jurisdiction, including discussion concerning questions 

which have been raised as to the propriety of continuing 
security and criminal responsibilities in FBI

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

All INFORMATION CONTAINED’ 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED



To All Special Agents in Charge 
Re: Topics of Interest Discussed 

at Executives Conference

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Participatory management
Conference procedures 1
Paper work \ /
Task forces \ /
Role of FBI in providing service functions to law enforcement
Personnel management, including role and responsibilities of SAC
Transfer policies \ /
Career development^ f
Discipline k /

\
This information/can be disseminated within your office.

Clarence M. Kelley 
\ Director
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Ext. Affairs____
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Training
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At the Executive^Confer.ence.jjn January 22, 1974,”y_ 
raised several quesUions^oncerning captioned matter and I advised 
that they would be discussed at my conference on 1-28-74, and the 
results of same submitted to you.

In my conference on 1-28-74 it was the unanimous vote of 
those present that the 2-5-74 meeting begin with comments from you 
with regard to your philosophy on law enforcement. It was felt by 
those present that this would be extremely important in setting the key 
note of the meeting.

When you initially proposed that we hold such a captioned 
meeting you furnished 16 items for possible discussion. You subse
quently indicated that these were not listed in any particular order of 
priority and suggested that perhaps a determination should be made as 
to what the conference felt would take priority interest. Excluding law 
enforcement philosophy which is mentioned above, the following are the 
15 items listed in priority order:

1. Relationships with the Department of Justice.
2. De-emphasis on quantity, to permit additional 

emphasis on quality in investigative operations.
3. Alignment of priorities and establishment of goals, 

with publication of these goals and the attainment 
thereof.

4. Personnel management, including role and responsi
bilities of SAC.

5. Public relations, specifically means of best projecting 
the Bureau’s accomplishments, responsibilities and 
operations. EX’112 Rponn

6. Local law ^enforcement and additional means by*whSh«



Memorandum to the Director
Re: AU-Day Conference for Key FBI Personnel 

Scheduled for February 5, 1974

7. FBI jurisdiction, including discussion concerning 
questions which have been raised as to the propriety 
of continuing security and criminal responsibilities 
in FBI.

8. Role of FBI in providing service functions to law 
enforcement.

9. Career development.
10., Participatory management.
11. Task forces.
12. Discipline.
13. Transfer policies.
14. Conference procedures.
15. Paper work.

At my conference it was also agreed upon that we should 
devote 45 minutes each to items 1 through 4; 30 minutes each for items 
5 through 8; and thereafter, cover the remaining items as time permits. 
If it develops, however, that any item is a matter that should be resolved 
with some urgency, then additional time could be given to it,' contingent 
of course upon your approval.

It is assumed that you would want the results of the discussion 
on each topic to be duly recorded and, accordingly, I have designated 
various attendees at the scheduled meeting to appropriately record results 
of the discussions of the individual topics.

RECOMMENDATION:

The foregoing is submitted for your approval. Upon your approval
of the above, a copy of this memorandum will be furnished to each of the 
scheduled attendees, together with the recording assignments.
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1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Adams
1 - Training Div.

(Mr. Reilly, 5302)

TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE;

RE: TOPICS OF INTEREST DISCUSSED 
AT EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

Attorney General Saxbe attended our Executives 
Conference meeting on January 29, 1974, and each Division head 
made a short presentation on the operations of his Division. 
Mr. Saxbe was particularly appreciative*  indicating he desired to 
become completely knowledgeable on the operations of the FBI as 
he hhs always been a great admirer of the Bureau, and wants to 
be in a position to explain to the public its important mission in 
the field of law enforcement, and to defend it against unfair 
criticism which might be leveled against it.

Also on January 29, 1974, we firmed up an agenda, of 
items to be scheduled for discussion at an all-day conference to 
be held on February 5, 1974, to be attended by the regular members 
of the Executives Conference as well as a representative number 
of Special Agents in Charge. I feel it is imperative that we address 
our concentrated attention ip certain important and timely topics. 
I will first present some of my views on law enforcement philosophy, 
after which, as time permits, discussions will center on the follow
ing matters;

Assoc. Dir. ■
Asst. Dir.:

Admin. ________
Comp. Syst. ___
Ext. Affairs____
Files & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv.
Ident. _________
Inspection_____

■ Intell. ________
Laboratory____
Plan. & Eval.

. Spec. Inv._____ | V
Training

.egal Couh. . - 
Telephone Rm.£s>L y 
director Sec’y^£*J^

1. Relationships with the Department of Justice.
2. De-emphasis on quantity, to permit additional emphasis on 

quality in investigative Operations.
3. Alignment of priorities and establishment of goals  with publica 

tiop pf these goals .and the attainment thereof. >
*
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*

To All Special Agents in Charge
Re: Topics of Interest Discussed at Executives Conference

4. Personnel management, including role and responsibilities 
ofSAC.

5. Public relations, specifically means of best projecting the 
Bureau’s accomplishments, responsibilities and operations*

6. Local law enforcement and additional means by which the 
Bureau can be of assistance.

7, FBI jurisdiction, including discussion concerning questions 
which have been raised as to the propriety of continuing 
security and criminal responsibilities in FBI.

8*  Role of FBI in providing service functions to law enforcement.
9. Career development.

10. Participatory management.
11, Task forces.
12. Discipline. . . .
13, Transfer policies. .
14. Conference procedures.
15. Paper work.

Clarence M, Kelley*  
, Director

-2
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1 - Mr. Callahan
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MATTERS„TO.,SI>ECIALAGEN.TS_IN-CHAR.GE - 
Executives Conference Meeting, 1/29/74

Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv. - 
Ident. -
Inspection_____
Intoll.________
Labor ry > 

n. & EvaJrC—
Spec. Inv._____
Training

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm.fx—
Director Sec’y _2L_

At the Executives„CQnferencfi meetihg 1/29/74, Attorney 
General Saxbe was present! Each division head made a, shoit presenta
tion on the operations of his division. Mr; ‘Saxbe was particularly 
appreciative, indicating he desired to become completely knowledge
able on the operations of the FBI as he has always been a great admirer 
of the Bureau and wants to be in a position to explain to the public its 
important mission in the field of law enforcement, and to defend it 
against unfair -criticism which might be leveled against it.

Attorney General Saxbe explained his philosophy that the 
Department of Justice should not lose sight of the fact that it is primarily 
concerned with law enforcement and not social reform. He is obviously j
a strong proponent of law and order, expressing his firm conviction that 3
without law and order this country will face disaster. *

■l
Following the departure of Mr. Saxbe there was brief discus- 

sion of the agenda for the all-day Executives Conference scheduled for 
2/5/74. p g

RECOMMENDATIONS - g
The Director may desire to indicate whether he wishes the

ACs to be advised of the conference with Mr. Saxbe^also whether he 
.desires that they be advised at this time of thg^tgeiicia, which has now 
been formalized, for the conference on-277677

JBA:CSH

s;; rjV’
o>

ALL WORWLTKfflT COHTA 
HERW.IS ^CLASSIFIED

9 FEB T 1974
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1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Adams

-Assoc. Dir. _____
D^p. AD Adm. _ 

„ Dep. AD Inv.__
Asst. Dir.:

Admin. ______ 
Comp. Syst.___
Ext. Affairs___
Files & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv._____
Ident.________
Inspection 
Intell.

OF EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

Executives Conference Meeting 3/5/74

^yec. Inv._____
Training

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm. _ 
Director Sec*y __

At the Exccutiv^R Conference^held on 3/5/74, consideration 
was given to the request of Attorney General Evelle J. Younger, of 
California, that the Bureau participate in a "gaming" type operation 
designed to intensify investigative thinking in connection with the Hearst 
kidnaping case. The discussion was moot on that point, however, as 
the White House had already declined for any Federal agencies to 
participate. The Director did present observations concerning the 
possible application of this technique to cases such as this, particularly 
in trying to determine the whereabouts of the victim. He instructed 
that this technique be further explored, which action is being separately 
initiated by Mr. Miller. ' 

ft

V.

There was a discussion concerning certain legislative proposals 
by Attorney General John Danforth, of Missouri, as set forth in a memo
randum from the Office of Legal Counsel to Mr. Miller, dated 3/4/74. 
These proposals, in the main, reflect a desire to place criminal sanctions
on activity designed to assist in any way in facilitating payment of ransom 
or the taking of other steps to obtain the release of a kidnaped victim. 
It was agreed that the Bureau should follow its traditional role of abstaining 
from commenting on proposed State legislation, and at the same time it 
was felt that the proposals in question (except for some already covered 
by statutes) would not be effective in achieving their desired purpose and, 
in fact, the likelihood exists that legislation such as this might tend to 
cause individuals to refrain from notifying law enforcement authorities
of kidnapings, in order that they could covertly attempt to payransom or=»s| 
do other things which might effect the release of a loved one. 1



Memorandum to the Director
from J. B. Adams
Re: Dissemination of Executives Conference

Matters to SACs - Exec. Conf. 3/5/74

Mr. Jamieson submitted a suggestion for consideration 
whereby it was proposed that we discontinue the Bureau rule requiring 
an SAC to furnish the Bureau with the basis, and full justification, for 
his action in approving an Agent sitting at counsel table. This rule grew 
out of an incident many years ago. It was agreed that circumstances 
today no longer warrant submission of this information to the Bureau. 
The approval of the suggestion will be handled separately by the Training 
Division.

RECOMMENDATION *-
That the Director indicate which, if any, of the foregoing 

items should be disseminated to the SACs.



1 - Mr. Callahan,.
1 - Mr. Franck '
1 - Mr. Adams
1 - Training Division
WOWr 
ATTENTION

(Mr. Reilly 
5302)

XM6 4^' March 6, im

TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTSW CHARGE:

RE: TOPICS OF MEREST DISCUSSED 
AT EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

The Executives Conference met on March 5, 1974, 
and three topics were discussed which I feel would be of 
interest to all of you*

1. Consideration was given to a request of Attorney 
General..EvgUe &. Younger of California that the Bureau par
ticipate to a gaming**  type operation designed to intensify 
investigative Winking in connection with the Hearst kidnaping 
ease*  The discussion was moot on that point, however, as the 
White House had already declined to have any Federal agencies 
participator I presented to the Conference my observations 
concerning possible application of this technique to cases such 
aS this, partieuWb' to trying to determinethe whereabouts of 
the victim. 'This. technique fetoaliytovolves an analysis of 
all awltoble infor mation, assessing, weight to various alterna
tives and thereby try to project what might be the reasons for 
certain action and what might be the base plan of the criminals 
to order to give advantage to the planners. I have instructed 
that this technique be further i&plored for possible in-house 
use..

<o
1

(ssoc. Dir.-_____
Dep, AD Adm._

tyDep. AD Inv.__.

2. Thera was a discussion concerning a request: from 
Attorney General John Danforth of Missouri tot our observations
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To All Special Agents in Charge
Sei Topics Of Interest Discussed at Executives Conference 

in connection with certain legislative proposals designed in the 
main to place criminal sanctions on activity facilitating the pay
ment of ransom or taking other steps to obtain the release of 
the kidnaped victim, Xt was agreed that the Bureau should follow 
ite traditional role of abstaining from commenting on proposed 
State legislation. However, it is opr view that each kidnaping 
ease should be treated according to its individual requirements 
and that imposing stringent limitations upon those involved in 
such cases could be unwise in that it could adversely affect the 
possibility of completing arrangements for fee safe return of fee 
victim*  further, fee proposals in question (except for some 
already covered by statutes requiring reporting crimes and pro
hibiting receiving fruits of fee crime) would not be effective in 
achieving their desired purpose and in fact the likelihood exists 
feat legislation such as fete forbidding payment of ransom and 
related activity might tend to cause individuals to refrain from 
notifying law enforcement authorities of Wnapings in order that 
they could covertly attempt to pay ransom or do other things: in 
an effort to effect the release of a loved one.

' 3. A suggestion was considered whereby it Waspro*  
posed feat we discontinue fee Bureau rule requiring an SAC to 
fernfehthe BUrwwitfcfeebastej and full justifieation, for his 
action in having approved an A^ent Mtfeigat counsel table*  This 
rule grew out of an incident many years ago and it was agreed 
feat cir cumstances today no. longer warrant subrntesim of this 
information to fee Bureau*  Implementation of this suggestion is 
beinghandtedseparately,

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director
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February 20, 1974

TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE:

RE: TOPICS OF INTEREST DISCUSSED 
ATEXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

o.V

t

; The Executives Conference met on February 19, * 
-1974,?and three topics were discussed which I feel would-be 
of interesteto all of you.

j(l) iSata was^acquired from Special Agents in Charge (SACs) 
IcpnCernin^tlie desirability of expanding SAC authority in 
^relation to^use and storage of Bureau cars in Resident Agencies*  
?This;.data was the basis for a decision to expand their authority 
during a 60-day trial period. During the trial period additional 
data will be acquired which will permit a determination as to/ 
whether this authority will be extended or rescinded. .•//

( As you are aware, present Bureau instructions are that 
Bureau cars' assigned to Resident Agencies are not to be main
tained at an Agent’s residence if suitable storage facilities are 

Callable. The expanded authority will permit each SAC to 
/decide where each Resident Agency car should be stored and 
^hoyz it Is to beutilized so that maximum efficiency, mobility 
/and productivity will result from the standpoint of the vehicle 
/and Agent, Adverse criticism and increased conSumption;.of : 
® critical fuel supplies will cause a re-CTaluation of the use and

OS
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To All Special Agents in Charge
Re: Topics of Interest Discussed at Executives Conference

(2) Recent developments concerning the kidnapping of Patricia 
Hearst on February 4, 1974, in Berkeley, California, by 
alleged members of the Symbionese Liberation Army,- were 
presented to and discussed by members of the Conference, It 
was particularly noted that this case could be a landmark case 
with regard to the Bureau fs handling of possible future cases of 
this type. The attention of everyone is fpcused on the FBI and .. 
its success or failure, in the solution of the case and in the 
obtaining of the release of the victim. The time for prepara
tion for possible future cases of this type is now, and no detail 
should be left to speculation. ,

(3) During a recent news conference members of. the press 
expressed adesire to meet with executive office staff and 
Assistant Directors for the purpose Of discussing the Bureau’s 

* . responsibilities and accomplishments, I have appr oved this ’
request and have instructed the External Affairs Division to 
handle this aspect of our relations with the news media..

-2 -
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At the Executive^ Conference^ meeting on 2/19/74 the i 
following items were discussed: u

’ a (J 
1. Utilization of Bureau Automobiles in Resident Agencies V) /

Mr. Sheets, Office of Planning and Evaluation, presented । J 
the data acquired from Special Agents in Charge (SACs) concerning the 
desirability of expanding the authority of the SACs in relation to the use M 
and storage of Bureau cars in Resident Agencies. None of the SACs 
opposed the concept of storing automobiles at the residences of the resident 'g 
agents. 78. 6% believed that if given additional authority to decide how the 
car is to be used there will be greater efficiency and productivity at a < 
reduced cost. This authority encompasses the storage of the cars at the 
agents ’ residences and proceeding directly from the residence to his 
first investigative matter. 87. 5% of the SACs favor the agent using the g
car for travel between his residence and the resident agency. 37.5% £
favor travel direct to the first investigation with an additional 50% 
favoring this type of travel however do not want to give blanket,authority, but 
desire to select those agents and cars which would be used in this 
manner.

It was noted that a savings of $279,000 would be realized 
if none of the 2,084 resident agency cars were stored in commerical 
space and that an additional $31,000 would be realized in July 1974 when 
the Bureau would have to pay GSA for storagebispa£e not' inciud'ed in prese 
costs. 1 w
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MATTERS TO SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE
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It was further pointed out that 25% or 517 of the 2,084 
resident agency cars are presently maintained at the agents’ residences 
in 41 field divisions and that there have been no unusual circumstances 
noted concerning the storage of these cars at the agents’ residences.

It was recommended by the Office of Planning and 
Evaluation that the Bureau authorize the SACs to make the decision 
concerning the use and storage of resident agency cars, that the SACs 
advise the Bureau of any changes regarding contracts and savings and 
that the Office of Planning and Evaluation, in six months, evaluate the 
impact of expanded authority on the efficiency and productivity of the 
agents.

Considerable discussion was had concerning the possibility 
that additional gasoline would be used by Bureau cars, that there may be 
criticism by citizens concerning the agents’use of the Bureau cars, that 
agents should not be permitted to claim overtime for travel between 
their residences and the resident agency office, that contracts for 
storage may have to be canceled or renegotiated and that there should 
be some way to measure whether there is, in fact, an increased use 
of gasoline if cars are stored at the residences of the agents.

It was decided that agents should not be permitted to claim 
overtime for travel between their residences and the resident agency 
space and that it should be excluded from overtime in the same manner 
as is presently being done in connection with travel to firearms, con
ferences, etc. It was noted, however, that the agent would be on duty 
and on official business as soon as he begins tocperate the Bureau car. 
Mr. Kelley called for a vote of the Executives Conference, which voted 
in favor of permitting the SACs to decide which cars should be stored at 
the residences of the agents and that this is to be done on a two month 
trial basis. The field is to be instructed to submit data for each month 
concerning the number of miles driven during the month compared with 
a similar period in the preceding year. He further instructed that the * 
field office submit data for comparison purposes concerning the travel' 
of the agent from his residence to the resident agency in his personally 
owned car versus the travel of the same agent in a Bureau car.
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Memorandum to The Director
RE: DISSEMINATION OF EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

MATTERS TO SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE
EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE MEETING 2/19/74

Further the number of instances during the trial period when the agent 
went direct to his investigative work rather than to the resident agency. 
Mr. Kelley also instructed that it was to be clearly stated to the 
field offices that if the trial period resulted in adverse criticism from 
citizens and resulted in an increased expenditure of gasoline that 
permission to store the cars at the agents ’ residences would be 
rescinded.

2. Hearst Case Review

Mr. Miller and Mr. Gebhardt discussed recent developments 
concerning the Hearst kidnaping and brought out that Mr. Hearst has 
developed a plan wherein one-half million dollars would be paid by him 
and one and one-half million dollars would be paid by the Hearst Foundation 
to buy food for those on welfare. It was noted that no additional agents 
have been sent to San Francisco at this time although additional agents 
may be needed in the future depending on developments. Thirty Symbionese 
Liberation Army (SLA) people-' have been identified and are being investi
gated. It was noted that 4 of the 30 persons are Blacks and that the SLA 
stemmed from the Revolutionary Union and Venceremos Brigade. 
Departmental representatives are on the scene studying the possible 
Federal violations and the U. S. Attorney, San Francisco, has been 
in contact with Attorney General Saxbe concerning the use of a task 
force. Relations with local authorities continue to be good and their 
actions depend on where victim is located and further developments in 
the case. Mr. Gebhardt pointed out that the case has received considerable 
review by the news media and there has been no direct contact by 
Mr. Hearst with the kidnappers. The only known communications consist 
of one letter and two tapes, which have also received widespread publicity 
in the newspapers.

Mr. Kelley suggested that Mr. He^st has two apparent 
. jbptibns,“ one to capitulate to the kidnappers and two, to take a more 
aggressive stance. He noted that giving into the kidnappers, does not 
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insure the victim’s safety and that perhaps it would be well to condition 
Mr. Hearst to the taking of a more aggressive stance in his instructions 
to them. It may be beneficial to condition Mr. Hearst so that when the 
chips are down a decision can be made concerning a possible rescue 
of the victim. Mr. Kelley pointed out that if the kidnappers demand the 
release of the two subjects in prison it is not likely,based on available 
data, that the authorities in California will grant their release.
Mr. Kelley pointed out that this could be a landmark case concerning 
the handling of other possible cases of this type. He stated that nothing 
is to be left to speculation and that all members of the Executives 
Conference should give thought as to what can be done now to prepare 
for possible future cases of this type.

3. News Media Contact with Assistant Directors

Mr. Kelley stated that a request has been received from 
members of the news media for permission to contact members of his 
staff and Assistant Directors for the purpose of discussing the Bureau’s 
work with these individuals. Mr. Kelley had no objection to news media 
contacting members of his staff and Assistant Directors and that although 
the press voiced some objection to a representative from External 
Affairs accompanying them that all contacts should be cleared through 
External Affairs who will provide a representative to be present during 
the interviews.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Director indicate, which, if any, of the foregoing 
items should be disseminated to the SACs.

-4-
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t Director Sae*y

At the Executives Conference today, Mr. Kelley suggested 
tabling the proposal to relieve SACs of first-line case supervision 
until further consideration could be given to the possibility of effecting 
this proposal without increasing our over-all supervisory staff.

This issue has been of concern to SACs for many years, 
was highlighted as a major concern during the recently concluded 

§ symposia of field and headquarters executives, and was specifically 
co covered in a detailed survey by each SAC, with an overwhelmingly 

'fee: favorable recommendation. It had been fragmented out of a broader
£5 S study concerned with the relationship between field and headquarters 

a-- supervision, since the obvious desire on the part of SACs for more 
latitude in managing their offices indicated a need for prompt resolution 
of this issue of long standing.

p
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O
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It is felt we should advise the SACs that the question has 
been considered and, although the Executives Conference was generally 
in agreement with the proposal and its aims, the fact Remains that 32k. 
offices felt it would be necessary to create an additional supervisory^ 
position, which would also entail additional secretarial support and 
limited additional space (only[twq/]offices indicated additional space 
would be required), and it was decided to table the proposal in order : 
to explore additional means by which supervisory time could be con- ’ 
served, thereby permitting the proposal to be implemented with nbk. 
over-all increase in our supervisory staff. / -e /o'

There is attached a proposed letter to this effect.
then go forth separately with more detailed instructions, solicning* AR *61974

JBA:CSH (17) 
Enclosure —

- Mr. Callahan
- Mr. Jenkins
- Mr. Miller
- Each Assistant Director

1 - Mr. Mintz
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J. B. Adams to Mr. Callahan
Re: Topics of Interest Discussed at Executives Conference 3/19/74 

data and specific suggestions which might enable this proposal to be 
effected without any over-all increase in personnel. We will also secure 
the views of the SACs concerning the desirability of filling some field 
supervisory positions with FBIHQ supervisors, as part of the career 
development program. The headquarters divisions will likewise be 
asked to furnish specific suggestions which might accomplish the aims 
of this proposal.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the attached letter to all SACs 

be approved.
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TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE:

RE^TOPICS OF mTERES.T-X>ISCUSSED 
' AT'EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

At the Executives Conference today an extensive 
discussion took place concerning a proposal that Special 
Agents in Charge (SACs) be authorized to remove cases 
from their immediate first-line supervision and reassign 
them to other supervisory personnel.

A field-wide survey revealed that, with the 
exception of six SACs in the smaller offices, the remainder 
of you felt you should be relieved of first-line case super
vision and, even in the smaller offices, there was a feeling 
that the case load should be reduced and the SAC be given 
more latitude in determining which matters should receive 

■ li his attention.

Assoc. Dir._____
Dep. AD Adm._
Dep. AD Inv.__

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.__ _____
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Ext. Affairs___
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Legal Coun.____
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*3^

Thdre. was a feeling among the SACs that, with 
more time available, additional time could be well spent-;^ 
on oVer-all direction and coordination of investigative pp'era^ 
tions, programs and major cases, increased involvement M' 
in office management, problem solving, personnel matter's^ 
and training programs, greater supervision of resident 
agencies, improved liaison and coordination with otter ‘

JEA:CSH?,(18)

1
1
1
1
1

- Mr. Callahan
- Mr. Jenkins
- Mr. Miller
- Each Assistant Director
- Mr. Mintz

Cover memo, J. B. Adams to > 
Mr. Callahan, 3/19/74
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To All Special Agents in Charge
Re: Topics of Interest Discussed at Executives Conference

agencies in the criminal justice and security communities, 
and increased community involvement including improved 
public and news media relations efforts. It was also felt 
that the proposal would result In greater continuity of 
Supervision.

Although the Executives Conference was generally 
in agreement with the proposal and its aims, the fact remains 
that thirty-two offices felt it would be necessary to create an 
additional supervisory position, which would also entail addi
tional secretarial support and limited additional space. There
fore, it was decided to table the proposal in order to explore 
additional means by which supervisory time could be conserved, 
thereby permitting the proposal to. be implemented with no 
over-all increase in our supervisory staff. .

In addition, consideration also needs to be given to 
the relationship between field and headquarters supervision, 
and the desirability under the career development program of 
filling some field supervisory positions With Select headquarters 
supervisors who are potential ASACs. Accordingly, your addi
tional views will be sought by separate communication.

Clarence M, Kelley 
Director . •
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MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CALLAHAN 
MR. MILLER 
MR. JENKINS 
MR. ADAMS 
MR. CAMPBELL 
MR. CLEVELAND 
MR. FRANCK 
MR. GEBHARDT 
MR. JACOBSON 
MR. JAMIESON 
MR. MARSHALL 
MR. THOMPSON 
MR. WALSH 
MR. WANNALL 
MR. WHITE 
MR. MINTZ 
MR. BASSETT

RE:^EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE
***■■ im.RHflyjnjaw.nj !P«MMi*UL.ifnnu »iwfTOieue«^»Kjji-iriu rimliaMIt'

To obtain the maximum benefit from our deliberations in Executive 
Conference, 1 have reviewed current procedures1as well as my own schedule of 
commitments. i

I. Subject of course to further revision upon experience, I prefer wl 
schedule our Executive Conferences as follows: <

A. 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a. m. — 1st and 3rd Thursdays of the month

Assoc. Dir.______ Informal (no agenda) breakfast Executive Conferences. It is my
D.p^ ad that we follow our current informal procedures at these Conferences and

Ass,. Di . discuss general policy matters without any formal agenda 
Admin.______
Comp. Syst.___
Ext. Affairs___
Files & <WLR:nm (21) 
Gen. Inv. a /
Ident. *

inspectioX-^-Mrs, Metcalf 
Laborator^. Tele Room 
plan. & Mr. Reed 
Spec. Inv._____  .Jra**
Training 
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March 25, 1974Memorandum for Messrs. Callahan, Miller, Jenkins, 
Adams, Campbell, Cleveland, Franck, Gebhardt, 
Jacobson, Jamieson, Marshall, Thompson, Walsh, 
Wannall, White, Mintz, Bassett

B. 11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m, — 2nd and 4th Thursdays of the month.

In contrast to the informal breakfast Conferences, I prefer a formal 
agenda for these Conferences and those who are to discuss agenda matters should 
prepare their presentations in a manner that will allow us to define the problem 
and consider the alternatives in minimum time, I encourage such presentations 
t©> include written handouts and/or graphic materials, whenever appropriate, to 
aid us in our assessments. Associate Director Callahan will prepare the agenda 
for these meetings and will provide you with procedural information regarding 
submission of matters for the agenda and appropriate assignment for their presen
tation. Agenda matters may be self-initiated as aresult of the breakfast Conference 
wherein the subject matter requires in-depth review in a more formal setting or 
initiated at the request of one or more members.

II. Investigative and Intelligence Case Briefings -- 9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m*  
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

in addition, I am reserving 9:30 a.m. * 10:00 a.m., Monday, Wednes
day, and Friday for oral briefings on Current investigative and intelligence matters 
of major significance. Subject to future review based upon experience, I would 
like to have briefings from the Assistant Directors (or their designees) of the 
Intelligence, (general Investigative, and Special Investigative Divisions, Assistant 
to the Director Miller will be scheduling these briefings by Assistant Directors 
Wannall, Gebhardt, and Cleveland. While related matters will be the subject of 
policy deliberations in the regularly scheduled Executive Conferences, it is my 
intention that special emphasis is given to the Bureau investigative and intelligence 
cases and related matters in these briefings. All members of the Executive 
Conference or their ranking designees are invited to attend to allow maximum 
Communication of case activity to all Divisions. I realize that 30-minutes each 
briefing may not always be-of sufficientduration, however, adjustments can be 
made as circumstances, may dictate.

I intend to implement this schedule on April 1, 1974

Very truly yours,

Clarence M. Kelley
Director /
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FROM : J. B. ADAM^^C<x

SUBJECT :ZTQPICS OF INTEREST DISC-U-SSED- 
A^XECUTIVEgjgnOSLBgNCE 3M/74.
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Ident. -

Ext. Affairs___
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Reference is made to J. B. Adams to Mr. Callahan 
memorandum dated 3/19/74, captioned as above.

As you are aware, it was decided at captioned Executives 
f-. Conference to table the proposal to authorize SACs to remove cd,ses 
§ from their first-line supervision. The tabling of this proposal was 

based upon the desire to explore possible means by which super- 
s gB visory time could be conserved, thereby permitting the proposal 
~ g to be implemented\yitli_no overall increase in our supervisory pdsi-
v.j fe! tions. It was also'^ecided to explore with the SACs the feasibility

of filling some field supervisory positions, as vacancies occur, with 
FBIHQ supervisors, as a part of the career development program.

CL?

eg Communications have been sent separately requesting the
Q views of the SACs on these two areas.

OPE also deems it desirable to secure the views of FBIHQ 
^officials on the issues raised in this matter during the 3/19/74 
^-Executives Conference (referred to above and in referenced memorandum).

*

5W

ACTION:
1 That each Assistant Director and Mr. Mintz provide to OPE, 

by' 4/5/74, their views and recommendations on possible means of 
streamlining field supervision, in order to facilitate this proposal 
Without an increase in supervisory positions; also as to the feasibility 
of filling some field supervisory positions with qualified Headquarte 
supervisors.

OBR/csh (19)
1 £ Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Jenkins
1 - Mr. Miller
1 - Mr. Sheets
1 - Mr. Revell DAT:

1 - Each Assistant Director
1 - Mr. Mintz, 
tormattoit conta 
r is classified.
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SUBJEqa^LL-DAY CONFERENCE FOR KEY FBI 
PERSONNEL, FEBRUARY 5., 1974.
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Attached is self-explanatory material setting 
forth the results of captioned conference including the 
identity of each Bureau official in attendance.

The attachment is being furnished to each 
listed attendee.

//Enclosure

1 - Mr. Callahan - Enclosure



ALL-DAY CONFERENCE FOR KEY FBI PERSONNEL 
FEBRUARY 5, 1974

Captioned conference was held in the Washington 
Hilton Hotel for the purpose of discussing a wide range 
of Bureau operations. Set forth below is the conference 
agenda. Also listed is the identity of the Assistant ‘ 
Director reporting the results of each topical discussion 
together with the page number of this attachment where the 
results of each discussion are reported.

ALL WOWATiON- CONTAira>\ 
HEREIN IS imCLASSIFIED ■ (.A 
-DATE PW.

REPORT BY
TOPIC ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

PAGE 
NUMBER

1) Relationships with the 
Department of Justice.

R. R. Franck 4

2) De-emphasis on quantity, 
to permit additional 
emphasis on quality in 
investigative operations.

W. V. Cleveland 9

3) Alignment of priorities 
and establishment of 
goals, with publication 
of these goals and the 
attainment thereof.

J. B. Adams 25

4) Personnel management, E. W. Walsh 26
including role and 
responsibilities of SAC.

5) Public relations, 
specifically means of 
best projecting the 
Bureau's accomplishments, 
responsibilities and 
operations.

R. R. Franck ’ 28

6) Local law enforcement and 
additional means by which 
the Bureau can be of 
assistance.

J. D. Jamieson 30

7) FBI jurisdiction, including 
discussion concerning 
questions which have been 
raised as to the propriety 
of continuing security and 
criminal responsibilities 
in FBI.

W. R. Wannall 33
4

ENCLOSURE.,



REPORT BY PAGE
TOPIC ASSISTANT DIRECTOR NUMBER

8) Role of FBI in providing W. G. Campbell 35
service functions to law 
enforcement.

* 9) Career development.

* 10) Participatory management.
(See comments under item 1)

* 11) Task Forces.

* 12) Discipline.

13) Transfer Policies. J. B. Adams 37

* 14) Conference procedures.

* 15) Paper work.

* Item not discussed at length due to time limitations.

The following FBI officials were in attendance at 
the conference:

Clarence M. Kelley, Director
Nicholas P. Callahan, Associate Director
Thomas J. Jenkins, Assistant to the Director - Deputy 

Associate Director
Edward S. Miller, Assistant to the Director - Deputy 

Associate Director
James B. Adams, Assistant Director, Office of Planning 

and Evaluation
Wason G. Campbell, Assistant Director, Computer Systems 

Division
William V. Cleveland, Assistant Director, Special 

Investigative Division
Robert Russ Franck, Assistant Director, External Affairs 

Division
Robert E. Gebhardt, Assistant Director, General Investigative 

Division
Odd T. Jacobson, Assistant Director, Inspection Division 
Joe David Jamieson, Assistant Director, Training Division

2



John W. Marshall, Assistant Director, Files and Communications 
Division

Fletcher D. Thompson, Assistant Director, Identification 
Division

Eugene W. Walsh, Assistant Director, Administrative Division 
W. Raymond Wannall, Assistant Director, Intelligence Division 
Briggs J. White, Assistant Director, Laboratory Division 
John F. Malone, Assistant Director in Charge, New York 
William A. Sullivan, Assistant Director in Charge, Los Angeles 

x/ John A. Mintz, Inspector, Office of Legal Counsel
Harold N. Bassett, Inspector., Associate Director’s Office

, I Inspector, External Affairs Division
Rfty Clark D. Anderson, Special Agent in Charge, San Antonio 

i/^Charles W. Bates, Special Agent in Charge, San Francisco 
'•''Richard G. Held, Special Agent in Charge, Chicago 
^John J. McDermott, Special Agent in Charge, Washington Field 

Roy K. Moore, Special Agent in Charge, Jackson 
J. Gordon Shanklin, Special Agent in Charge, Dallas
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SUBJECT: CONFERENCE OF KEY FBI PERSONNEL 
2/5/74

&
TOPIC #8tZROLL.OF FBI IN PROVIDING
SERVICE FUNCTIONS TO LAW ENFORCEMENT

Spec. Inv.. 
Training

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm.__
Director Sec*y  -

A.t captioned conference the NCIC/C.CH service and the Uniform 
Crime Reporting (UCR) function of gathering, collating and disseminating 
criminal statistics were discussed under Topic #1, ’’Relationships with 
Department of Justice. ”

Discussion under captioned topic was opened by Assistant
Director Briggs White, Laboratory Division, who commented that in the 
past there has been inadequate communication between the FBI Laboratory 
and other criminal laboratories throughout the country. Although the FBI .
has had good communications with local law enforcement in general there »
has been a singular inadequacy insofar as Laboratory matters are concerned. 
To correct this situation a symposium of laboratory directors was hosted 
at the FBI Academy in Quantico on 12/3-6/73. It was felt that through this 
symposium there has been established a long needed communication and that J 
symposium has been described as one of the best things done in recent times J 
to foster cooperation in the laboratory field. iv

At the symposium there was expressed a neectfor a formal 
association or organization of laboratory directors and subsequent to the , 
symposium a steering committee, looking toward formation of such an 
organization, met at St. Louis. It was apparent at that meeting that the 
state laboratories are requesting leadership. They specifically desire 
assistance in specialized training and in research. Mr. White commented 
that steps taken thus far are a good beginning but that the most difficult part 
remains - that is, delivering the services that are required. He expressed 
the hope that this venture will help the field because it will be another 
demonstration of full FBI cooperation in a meaningful area where local needs 
are so evident. XH'l

1 - Mr. Campbell l^__ ENCLOSURE
~’
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Memo W. G. Campbell to Mr. Franck 
Re: Conference of Key FBI Personnel 

2/5/74

Topic #8, Roll of FBI in Providing 
Service Functions to Law Enforcement

With regard to funding it was noted that there could be a 
problem because neither the fiscal 1974 or 1975 budgets contain 
provisions for this activity. It was mentioned that a request for a 
grant is to be made to LEAA in the amount of $500,000 to $600,000. 
It is hoped that the program in the future will involve all criminal 
laboratories.

The Director was very favorable in his comments concerning 
the seminar and indicated that he solidly endorses this activity.

Assistant Director Fletcher D. Thompson in outlining the 
services provided by the Identification Division noted that 1974 is the 
50th Anniversary of the Division? He commented that services rendered 
in this field perhaps make as many friends for the FBI as any other one 
activity. He expressed a primary concern that the vital services rendered 
by the Identification Division not be disrupted by legislative activity, 
Departmental rulings or otherwise since the services is one that is 
depended on by law enforcement on a day-to-day basis. This viewpoint 
received general acceptance from those assembled and SAC John J. 
McDermott commented additionally that should the FBI lose the ability 
to provide the^jdentification service we will have lost an important bargaining 
point insofar as/law enforcement community is concerned.

Insofar as any threat to our continuing to provide the identification 
services Associate Director Callahan noted that we will need the active support 
of the law enforcement community to help us retain this service.

ACTION: That these comments be included in the overall papers summarizing 
the discussion at captioned conference.

- 2 -
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THE DIRECTOR 1/30/74

1 - Mr. Callahan
J. B. ADAMS Mr. Adams

AGENT TRANSFER POLICIES

A detailed sbidy^^pg^ig^g^been submitted to the; 
Director concerning ti^Sareer DeySLopme^^^ram. for 
Non-Supervisory Special Ag^ts, them^o^^tioa of which in
volved consideiaMbn of Special Agent transfer policies.. Certain 
recommendations were made fey the Office of Planning and Evaluation,, 
and an addendum was placed thereon by the Administrative- Division 
containing certain objections and modifications.

The OPE study was submitted prior to my arrival, and I • 
have now reviewed it in detail, as well as the Administrative Division 
recommendations, and wish to offer my observations and recommenda
tions.

Current policy calls for rotation of an Agent from first to 
second office after approximately one year- of service in the field, and 
tills is the primary means of balancing, the Agent staff among field 
offices. This rotation policy, therefore, is the first priority in filling 
field manpower needs and minimizes the number of Office of Preference 
(OP) transfers' that can he made. It is recommended that the current 
rotation, policy be discontinued and that we reverse our priorities in 
filling Agent manpower needs by transferring primarily from the OP 
lists, and New Agents training school.

I feel we should eliminate the rotation policy for the following 
reasons: First, so long as an Agent is in his first office of assignment, 
with a known rotation requirement, there will be a tendency to refrain 
from working him into substantive programs requiring extensive familiariza 
t'ic-a or training, such as the Top Thief Program, Organized Crime, 
et cetera, knowing that the investment will be lost to the first office. 
Second, if an SAC knows the Agent he receives out of training school is 
his for an indefinite period, he will he more concerned about the ©n-ihe-job 
training afforded him and also will be more critical of his performance, 

JBArCSH (3)
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and will more objectively evaluate whether action should be taken to 
separate a mediocre or unsafisiactory Agent during his first year in 
the field if he knows he will have that Agent assigned indefinitely. z\s 
it is now, he knows the mediocre first oxfice Agent will soon be someone 
else’s problem. Finally, by eliminating the first office rotation require
ment we are taking a step which will visibly demonstrate that the Bureau 
is trying to increase the number of OP transfers.

To best accomplish the aims of this shift in priorities, the 
flow of Agent assignment from Training School should be shifted from 
ths current practice of assigning most Agents to smaller offices to a 
procedure involving assignment of such Agents primarily to larger offices 
on a regional basis according to the Agent’s OP. This would mean initial 
assignment of the Agent to an office within approximately 500 miles of the 
Agent’s single OP, where possible. The Agent would remain in this 
assignment until qualifying by seniority for an OP transfer. In this way 
Agents would, for the most part, be within '’striking distance” of their 
OPs during the years necessary to qualify for an OP transfer, and a 
number of problems attendant to assignment far removed from the area 
of preference would be eliminated.

As an adjunct to this- procedure, it is recommended that a ... 
maximum five-year tour of duty In cur New York Office (ITf O) be set for 
Agents having OPs other than the NYO. At the expiration of the five-year 
tour, the Agent ebul'd opt for transfer, to another office within the ’’region” 
of his OP if he did not qualify for an OP transfer at that time (most would 
not), or could remain in New York until he qualified for transfer directly 
to his OP.

As indicated above, this procedure would involve assignment 
Gf most Agents from Training School to larger offices, where our manpower 
needs are greatest, and enable the movement of senior Agents to offices 
of preference to fill vacancies, most of which are now being filled by

(continued - over)
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rotation. For proper functioning it will also involve the designation of 
just one office as an Agent’s OP, rather 'than listing 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
choices as is current practice. The aim here is eventually to get the 
Agent to that one office he prefers, and the regional, assignment will for 
the. most part make the listing of 2nd and 3rd choices less significant since 
he will already be in the general vicinity of his single OP. Once an Agent 
receives an OP transfer it should also be understood that he would not 
ordinarily be considered for a transfer to a newly designated OP for a 
period of five years.

The Administrative Division agrees that these procedures
can be implemented with the understanding that these are a set of priorities 
to be adhered to, but not a system so rigid as to preclude temporary devia
tion therefrom where circumstances so dictate. An example of this could 
occur in the event that budgetary or other considerations sharply reduce or 
eliminate New Agent classes over a substantial period. In such a situation 
there would be an insufficient number of new Agents to be assigned from 
Training School to larger offices. In this event these needs should then be 
filled from those Agents in initial offices of assignment (those Agents in 
place as a result of discontinuance of the rotation policy) hi this way the 
senior Agent more deserving of consideration would still remain in a priority 
standing for OP transfer and temporary large office needs which could not be 
filled direct from Training School would be handled by transfer of the hewer ■ 
men in the field. Such transfers should, of course, also be made on a 
regional basis, thereby bringing the Agent nearer to his OP where possible. •

. While the OPE study did not reveal any measurable adverse
effects of our transfer policies in areas such as turn-over or ability to 
recruit, the adjustments in transfer procedures recommended are primarily 
for the benefit of the organization and the individual Agent in terms of increased 
productivity and efficiency, if greater job satisfaction is achieved through an 
increase in the number of Agents assigned to locales of their choice.

I feel that in explaining the change in policy it should be made
clear that Agents must be completely available for transfer, that the needs 
of the service must prevail and, while we are determined to do what we 
can to improve the transfer situation, no procedure so rigid as to preclude 
flexibility in unusual circumstances can be established. Also, since we win

(continued - over)
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from time to time have to transfer Agents in their first office of assignment 
to fill needs which can’t be met under the proposed policy, we should advise 
Agents, while in Training School, of the approximate length of service of 
the senior first office Agents in the field, in order that they will have some 
reasonable idea of the degree of permanency of their first office assignment. 
Ultimately it would be highly desirable to be able to assure an Agent coming 
out of Training School that he would be in his first office assignment at least 
three years so that he and his family could plan accordingly.

ACTION -
It is my recommendation that the changes outlined above be 

adopted. These changes are essentially consistent with those recommended 
in the detailed OPE study previously submitted.

I AGREE SUBSTANTIALLY WITH THESE
1) DISCUSS AT 2/6 (5?) MEETING -
2) THEREAFTER GET BUSY ON IMPLEMENTATION PRO GRAM 

K/y

See Addendum - next page •
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Addendum to memo of 1/30/74 
(JBAxesh)

1 - Mr. Callahan 
' I - Mr. Adams

ADDENDUM J. B, ADAMS, 2/6/74:

The foregoing memorandum and recommendations were discussed 
at the Executives Conference on 2/5/74, attended by Headquarters and Field 
representatives. Present were the Director, Associate Director Callahan, 
Assistant Directors Adams, Campbell, Cleveland, Franck, Gebhardt, Jacobson, 
Jamieson, Marshall, Thompson, Walsh, Wannall, Shd White, and Messrs.. 
Bassett, Quinn and William. Reed, from Headquarters; and the following-field 
representatives: Assistant Directors Malone and Sullivan,, and SACs Anderson, 
Bates, Held, McDermott, Roy Moore, and Shanklin.

Following-^i^cussion, it was unanimously recommended that the 
procedures set forth in the foregoing be placed in effect, with re-evaluation . 
at the end of one year’s experience to determine whether the five-year limita
tion on New York assignment should be extended to certain other large, offices, 
as well as to consider any other needed modifications which might develop.

s Recommendation — H is recommended that the proposed procedures, 
as set forth to my memorandum of 1/30/74, be approved and, on. approval, that 
implementing instructions be promptly prepared ly the AdmtoistraUve Division, 
in eonjunction with the Office of Planning and Evaluation. '

J. B. ADAMS
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The first item on the agenda for this conference was "Relations 
the Department of Justice." The subject matter included awith 

discussion of the question as to whether or not the FBI could operate 
more effectively in its service to the American people as an independent 
agency. At the outset, the Director noted that during the era of • 
Mr. Hoover, the late Director insulated the FBI from problems with 
the Department of Justice, Congress, and other Government agencies 
through the force of his personality and the outstanding reputation 
achieved in 48 years that he served as Director of the FBI. Mr.
Kelley indicated that he is convinced that were Mr. Hoover alive x
today and still serving as Director of the Bureau, he would be having ' 
the same problems that we are having at the present time and would 
not be the dominant factor he was in years past. Mr. Kelley said 
that there is no question in his mind that the Bureau was weakened 
to a certain extent following Mr. Hoover's death. The Director 
noted that honest and well-intended people have contributed to the 
problem. As an example in this regard, he cited former Attorney 
General Eliot Richardson, whom he felt was swayed by concepts that, 
where the Bureau is concerned, were incompatible with good law enforcement
and good investigative procedures.

The Director said he was amazed to learn of the lack 
of security in the Attorney General's front office and cited the 
fact that the list of wiretaps by the Bureau from 1962 to 1966 were 
located in insecure file cabinets in the outer office of the Attorney 
General. Mr. Kelley said he wishes to have opinions expressed by 
those present regarding the posture the FBI should adopt on a variety 
of issues. For example, the Director indicated he wished discussion 
on the subject of our problems with LEAA. The Director said that 
he is convinced that we should be aggressive in our approach to 
these problems, that we have no reason to be timid and that as the 
Director of the FBI he is in a position to be forthright and should 
be the instrument to project the Bureau's thoughts w^ith respect 
to the problems confronting us in this area
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The Director noted that he is firmly convinced that 
the FBI is being operated properly and up to the highest standards, 
and he assured that no effort is going to be spared on his part 
to make the Bureau even a better organization than it is at the present 
time.

, The Director expressed his thoughts on participatory
management, noting that under no circumstances is he extending 
this concept to the point where rank and file agents are running 
the organization.

On the subject of the news media, the Director indicated 
he is aware of criticism of some members of the media who have 
alleged that with respect to our new open press policy we are 
frequently "no commenting" in another way. The Director indicated 
that he recognized that there will always be some who, no matter 
how open and candid we are with them, will continue to seek 2to2 . 
dig out information that we just cannot make available to them. He 
said he felt that if some feel that our more open press policy is 
more an illusion than fact we are just going to have to live with 
this criticism.

With specific reference to our relationships with 
the Department of Justice, Mr. Callahan noted that during the Hoover 
era the Bureau operated with a great deal of autonomy from the 
Department and that this has generated some deep resentments and that 
there are some officials in the Department of Justice who now have the 
attitude that they are going to whip the FBI into line. Mr. Callahan 
noted that while the basic Code of Federal Regulations reflects the 
FBI as part of the Department of Justice, with respect to budget 
matters, we have dealt with the Office of Management and Budget directly 
over the years rather than through the Office of the Assistant Attorney 
General for Administration and that we have always furnished the 
Department the Bureau’s figures for the preparation of the Department's 
budget. '

It was noted that Departmental Order 543-73, which was 
issued by then Attorney General Richardson, initially appeared to 
strip us of our functions. In this regard, the Department went so 
far as to try to strip the Director of his authority to assign the 
Bureau's 149 supergrades. It was noted that following thorough 
review of this Departmental Order, it was concluded that the restrictions 
we thought inherent in this Order were not as great as originally 
feared, however, there are one or two points in this Order for which 
we might have to seek clarification and eventually request revision

- 2 -
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from the Department. It was pointed out that officials of the Department 
are trying to make the FBI conform as another division of the Department 
and are seeking a tighter reign over our organization.

A discussion was had concerning the preparation of 
proposed legislation on the subject of invasion of privacy and the 
intolerably short deadline afforded us by the Department for our 
response to the second draft of this proposed legislation was cited. 
It was noted that the Administrative Division of the Department 
and the Office of Legal Counsel have been the prime movers in the 
effort to tighten the reigns on the FBI and that the Office of Legal 
Counsel is felt to be the instrument of the Administrative Division 
in this regard. It was observed that there are management types 
in the Department who think that the head of the agency should run 
every inch of the agency, and concepts such as these have generated 
problems for us.

It was pointed out that the individuals whom' Attorney 
General Saxbe appears to be appointing to his staff are more practitioners 
of the law than the theoreticians who have characterized the Department 
more recently.

Assistant Director Campbell indicated that at some 
point we should determine from the Attorney General who is going 
to be the spokesman for the Department. In this regard, he noted 
the ambiguous statement by Martin Danziger in last Sunday’s Star 
in which this individual literally rammed the Department of Justice 
proposed invasion of privacy legislation right down our throats.

Assistant Director Thompson raised for discussion 
the advisability of the FBI becoming a separate agency .Assistant 
Director Adams noted that in his estimation this should be a last 
resort since it is a "win/lose proposition" and losing could be 
devastating to the Bureau in terms of our association with the Department.

Citing some of the problems the field has had with 
the Department, SAC Roy Moore pointed out that while he was at Wounded 
Knee he was confronted with inexperienced Departmental attorneys 
telling the FBI what we could and could not do including that we 
couldn’t fire our weapons. Assistant,Director Gebhardt noted that 
the Attorney General was relaying orders to then Acting Director 
Gray from the White House regarding this problem and that he (Gebhardt)

- 3 - 
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took it upon himself to countermand such orders as being unreasonable. 
Mr. Gebhardt observed that he feels that the FBI can achieve a semblance 
of independence not to equal that which we had under Mr. Hoover 
but certainly more than we had under Mr. Gray. In connection with 
controversial issues where the Bureau is brought into play, he said 
we must be constantly alert for political overtones in requests 
we receive for investigation or instructions regarding same and 
we must always be firm in resisting developments of this' sort.

Assistant Director Adams highlighted the increasing 
problem of United States Attorneys who try to act as coordinators 
of all Federal investigative activities in their district. He cited , 
the problems that he had in this regard while agent in charge of 
the San Antonio Office. At this point, Assistant Director Cleveland t 
mentioned an incident involving a bribery investigation of a Depart
mental attorney wherein two Departmental representatives issued 
instructions to an SAC directly without clearing through FBI Headquarters.

Assistant Director Sullivan, Los Angeles, noted the 
tendency of strike forces not to prosecute good cases if they don't 
have a La Cosa Nostra angle or one of police corruption and that I 
this policy creates problems in obtaining authorization from U.S. I 
Attorneys who take exception to taking "chaf" from strike forces. i 
It was also pointed out that a determination should be made regarding 
policy with respect to ITSMV matters as to whether we are just going^ 
to investigate ring cases or all ITSMV cases. The same point was 
made with respect to TFIS cases where it is felt a minimum value 
should be decided upon to justify FBI investigation. Finally, on 
this subject, it was indicated that a uniformity of policy should 
be sought where United States Attorneys are concerned insofar as 
authorization for prosecution is concerned.

Finally, SAC Moore observed that from his experience 
as an agent in charge in the south, he is convinced leaders in the 
south feel that the FBI should be an independent agency. Assistant 
Director Campbell indicated that he felt that autonomy is a long-range 
proposition and that we can't wait for autonomy as we have urgent 
and pressing problems at the present time. In this regard, Mr. • 
Campbell noted that there is an Automatic Data Processing (ADP)

- 4 -
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Section in the Department and there are indications that this Section is 
seeking to control all data processing operations in the Department 
to include those of the FBI. Mr. Campbell mentioned the catalpg 
that was developed by the Department for controlling the cost of ' 
ADP operations and that we are having problems because of the need 
for Departmental approval for the purchase of hardware and the Department 
is very slow in affording such approval. Mr. Campbell noted that 
we have a real problem with regard to the subject of "message switching" 
and that LEAA does not approve of Bureau involvement in message 
switching. Mr. Campbell’explained the issues involved here and 
observed that the whole problem in this area hinges on what the 
Attorney General's position is going to be with respect to LEAA.
Mr. Callahan noted that LEAA, by adopting the position it has adopted, 
is seeking to deprive law enforcement of a service the FBI is capable 
of providing now. Mr. Campbell noted that there is no question 
in his mind that one of the first orders of business with respect 
to the ADP Section is a takeover of our Uniform Crime Reporting 
(UCR) operation since they have 250 personnel written into their 
proposed table of operation. It was observed that LEAA Administrator 
Santarelli's victimization survey is all part of a campaign setting 
the stage for a takeover of the UCR program. It was noted by Mr. 
Campbell that LEAA has only 2 1/2 years left on its charter and 
that despite statements to the contrary, it is felt they are interested 
in becoming operational.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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At the Executives Conference held on 2/5/74 there was 
a discussion concerning the necessity for each division to be alert 
to the establishment of goals and priorities as a continuing responsi
bility. There is greater and greater emphasis being placed on 
the establishment of goals and priorities throughout Government, 
and the FBI is being called upon much more frequently to articulate 
these to the Department, as well as the Office of Management and 
Budget.

During the discussion there was considerable comment as 
to the difficulty in setting measurable goals, yet it was pointed out 
that this is not a temporary phase and that this concept is here to 
stay. No specific areas were identified where it might be possible 
to establish measurable goals.

ACTION -
For information.
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ALL DAY CONFERENCES^ KEY FBI PERSONNEL 
FEBRUARY 5, 1974 ^PUBLIC RELATIONS)

SUBJECT: Spec. Inv._____
Training

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec'y__
The 5th item for discussion on the agenda was public

relations with specific reference to means of best projecting 
the Bureau's accomplishments, responsibilities and operations.

7) At the outset, I pointed out selling the FBI should
be one of the easiest public relations jobs in the world because

' of the product produced by the FBI, in terms of our accomplishments. 
I indicated that no matter what else we may do to seek the approval 
and support of the public, our achievements are our best advertisement.

The Director's open stance policy now provides us 
with an opportunity to achieve closer relationships with the media 
which should result in more and better exposure for the FBI.

I noted that in my opinion, we should resist expressing 
concern publicly regarding our image as our preoccupation with 
the subject could sow the seed of doubt in the minds of some of I
the public.

I suggested a number of programs in the interest of 
establishing rapport with the public and acquainting them with \
our jurisdiction and responsibilities. In this regard, I indicated 
that we should seek exposure before high school groups and also 
accept invitations wherever possible to appear on college campuses, 
it being noted that there has been an aura of distrust of the 
FBI generated on college campuses by members of the academic community^ 
and that we should strive to overcome this distrust. I indicated § 
that we should strive to establish meaningful contacts with professors^ 
who are doing research in areas of interest to the Bureau, that jx
we should encourage increased cooperation with free lance writers 
whose field is the Government and who, because of this, have a o
natural interest in the work of the FBI. , g
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In short, I noted that the Bureau's public relations 
effort should be a positive one, should try to tell the public 
as much as we can about what we do, admit mistakes when they occur 
and dispel whatever image the Bureau may have in some minds that 
we are an aloof, mysterious Government agency. Finally, I noted 
that we should intensify our liaison with Congress and I indicated 
that I intend to take a strong personal hand in this project.

RECOMMENDATION;

For information.
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Re memo N. P. Callahan to the Director dated 1/29/73, 
captioned as above.

Results of discussion of Item &/Local Law Enforcement 
and Additional Means by which the Bureau can be of Assistance, attached

EKefetoU” ’ ------- -- -----------

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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6. LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADDITIONAL MEANS BY 
WHICH THE BUREAU CAN BE OF ASSISTANCE

Two areas were discussed:

1. The question was presented as to the need for Bureau 
approval prior to complying with request of police for assistance in 
administrative matters. Reasoning given for this suggested change in 
policy included feeling that too much time was lost in waiting for Bureau 
approval and fact that an SAC must get Bureau approval to assist 
adversely affects image of FBI.

Assistant Director Gebhardt stated following 
objections to policy change:

suggested:

CONCLUSION:

a. Bureau has statutory limitation on its
investigative authority and allowing all 59 SACs 
to make their own judgments as to what investi
gation we can conduct for local law enforcement 
might well result in a problem in this area.

b. Without some control on what type of investigations, 
we conduct for local police our Agents could be - ■ 
come involved in the chain of evidence resulting in 
their being subpoenaed in local courts too frequently.

The following alternatives to current policy were

a. That all such requests be sent in on a UACB basis.

That Bureau authority need be obtained only in 
those instances where it appears Agent would 
become involved in chain of evidence requiring
his testimony.

AT.T, WOPMATOW COWOOS’ 
HEREUT .IS WOLASSmED^ / A

General Investigative Division will research current 
policy and present recommendations relative to any change which could 
result in more autonomy by field offices. \

ly/
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2. An additional means of assisting the police was 
suggested by Assistant Director Wannall. He stated that the Bureau is 
alert to necessity of assisting police in areas of extremism and violence 
and that we are currently providing information through our Police 
Bulletin and also assisting through our Fugitive Alert Program.

Wannall further advised that Bureau can help 
maintain its pre-eminent position with law enforcement in area of 
terrorism and extremism by bringing together proper local and state 
police officials and giving them background and appropriate information 
on related topics, such as police killings. In this connection, Wannall 
advised that such a symposium is being planned to be held within the 
next month or two.

In addition, plans are underway to provide teletype 
information to field offices relative to terrorist and extremist activities 
which in selected and appropriate instances will be disseminated to 
proper police officials.

- 2 -
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The 7th item on the agenda for captioned conference was 
Jurisdiction, including Discussion Concerning Questions which 
Been Raised as to the Propriety of Continuing Security and

’’FBI 
Have 
Criminal Responsibilities in the FBI.” Due to time limitations, 
the Director stated that the matter of FBI jurisdiction as such 
would not be discussed but that he desired a general discussion 
relating to advisability of having criminal responsibilities 
handled by one organization and security responsibilities by an 
entirely separate organization with separate leadership.

Assistant Director Cleveland pointed out that this would.be I 
a most undesirable setup. He noted the fact even when these two 
areas are handled within the FBI we find that there are overlapping^ 
interests. All the time we have to discuss various cases and 
matters as they arise and agree whether they will be handled under 
the Bureau’s criminal responsibilities or under the Bureau’s 
security and intelligence responsibilities. He further noted 
that when a big case breaks in the field we draw upon each other’s 
manpower. Separate organizations would require duplication of all J 
supportive facilities such as the Laboratory, Administrative $ 
Division, External Affairs Division, etc. He also noted the 
possibility that a separate intelligence agency such as CIA might 
very well have a tendency of going overboard in some of its 
inquiries especially when they are not founded on specific 
statutory authority.

The question was posed by SAC Roy Moore as to whether it 
was felt that CIA might be in a position to do a better job in 
the security and intelligence field. Responding to this, Wannall 
pointed out that when CIA lecturers have appeared in the recent 
past before our Counterintelligence Schools they have been much
impressed with the caliber of our Agent personnel, the intelligent 
questions they have posed and their excellent grasp of the problems 
involved in intelligence work. It was pointed out that it is our
feeling here at Headquarters, that our Agents have the professionalism 
the experience and the 
field than does CIA.
WRW:lmX416)
1 - Mr. Callahan1 - 1 - 
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Memorandum to Mr. E. S. Miller 
Re: ALL-DAY CONFERENCE FOR 

KEY FBI PERSONNEL 
FEBRUARY 5, 1974

Deputy Associate Director Miller noted that all of the 
talk he has ever heard regarding separating the Bureau into two 
separate agencies originates from people outside the FBI and 
that no’-one inside believes in this. He pointed out some of 
the problems we are faced with in handling counterintelligence 
but that we can’t abdicate our jurisdiction in this field despite 
indications of some efforts on the part of other agencies to remove 
the Bureau from this area of its operations.

Mr. Miller noted that ten years ago in covering known and 
suspected intelligence officers from communist-bloc countries we 
had a ratio of one FBI Agent for each one known or suspected 
intelligence officer. The ratio now is w one FBI Agent to 
four or five communist-bloc intelligence officers. We have a 
need to get manpower into our counterintelligence operations as 
we are noticeably short. We need to determine where the manpower 
has been lost to other types of work and to get it back. It is 
his feeling that we have enough Agents, but that we just need to 
locate and train them on a career basis.

Mr. Miller also said that perhaps some conferences and 
visitations to larger offices are in order for the purpose of 
exploring this problem. He indicated that in order to get the 
emphasis needed in the counterintelligence area of the Bureau’s 
operations, it may be necessary to be somewhat arbitrary in the 
assignment of manpower.

With respect to the volume of work in the entire domestic 
security and intelligence field, Mr. Miller noted that while 
in the past year we have gone down 12,000 cases in domestic matters 
the caseload in the counterintelligence area has increased 9,000 
cases. Most of the counter intelligence work is, of course, in 
our larger offices.

No one at the conference spoke up in support of the idea 
of separating the two main areas of FBI work, criminal and security, 
into separate organizations.

ACTION:

For information to report results of discussion regarding 
item #7 at the captioned conference.
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Memorandum
to MR. JENKINS

FROM E. W. WALSH

t
date: February 7, 1974

SUBJECT .^PERSONNEL management including 
/ ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF SAC

Assoc. Dir.____ _
” Dep. AD Adm._

Dep. AD Inv.__
Asst. Dir.:

Admin._______
Comp. Syst.___

Ext. Affairs ____
Files & Com.__

Gen. Inv._____
Ident.________

Inspection____
Intell. ________

Laboratory - - 
Plan. & Eval. _
Spec. Inv._____
Training

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm. __

Director Sec*y __

The above topic was discussed at the 2-5-74 conference. At the outset
J Assistant Director Adams stated that a detailed survey was underway in Office
J of Planning and Evaluation (OPE) and in that connection a detailed questionnaire 

^<5? had gone forward to measure the perceptions and attitudes of field and headquarters 
$ personnel in leadership positions. Mr. Adams stated that most SACs feel that they 

should be relieved of responsibility for supervising a block of cases. Some say 
that this will require the assignment of an additional investigator to their office, 
others say no additional investigators will be required. The feeling of the SACs 
is that relieving them of routine case super vision, would not diminish their 
responsibility to supervise major cases which they agreed is a primary respon
sibility since the SAC would want to supervise programs which he felt were important 
at the time and, of course, personally supervise major cases as they arise. All 
SACs present agreed with the above conception. Only one objection was voiced by 

anyone present at the conference. This objection was expressed by Assistant 
^Director Campbell who prefaced his comment by stating that although he had never 
^been an SAC he had been an ASAC and he felt industry among.SACs varied greatly. 
gHe felt that you can’t supervise cases superficially, that the SAC can’t duck in and 
gout of the supervisory effort and still be effective and, further, he thought that we 
£chre getting top heavy in some areas of supervision. TnT nciTIRF1

SAC Moore commented that supervision is a basic operation; it is necessary 
i^to fix responsibility for it, but he wants to be selective at what he supervises. The 
another SACs appeared to share this view. Assistant Director Jacobson commented 
&that if an SAC does not have first-line supervision it is his ,feeling^^3if5Jl^iK3W^ « 

a matter of record as to what he is concentrat^^on. & C?"" *̂R

Brief discussion was had on the subject of a feeling on the panUof-SAGs^iljaJ 
hey did not have sufficient autonomy and that too much direction was coming from 

Jthe Bureau. SACs were asked to specify areas in which they felt they needed greater 
. . ^Etutonomy and the only items that were specified were the requirements of securing 

{^Bureau authority for putting a man in a resident agency territory; secondly, the need 
'or securing authority from the Bureau to handle a police cooperation matter; and 
;hird the need for Bureau authority to realign the supervisory structure within the 
ffice. SACs present agreed that rarely had the Bureau turned them down on such

^EW:juA> 
EG Ph u ' '

- Mr. Adams
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Memorandum for Mr. Jenkins
RE: PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT INCLUDING

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF SAC 

matters. Assistant to the Director Jenkins stated he thought the problem was 
really one of lack of communication. All agreed that if headquarters disapproves 
a proposal from the field, the reply should specifically give the reasons for turning 
down the proposal. The same thing applies for suggestions. If the field is turned 
down on a suggestion they should be advised in detail why the suggestion was turned 
down. It was agreed that every effort should be made to follow this idea of 
improving communication to and from the field which should clear up some of our 
problems.

RECOMMENDATION:

None. The foregoing is submitted for information and record purposes as 
to the discussion on this topic at the conference. It is suggested that any decision 
arising from this discussion be deferred until results of OPE survey have been 
made available.
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Memorandum
TO : MR. E. S. MILLER DATE: 2/7/74

from : W. V. CLEVELAND

subject^dE-EMP^SI^J^^AOTITXTP^PERMIT 
? additionaXemphasis on quality jn

INVESTIGATIVE OPERATIONS

Assoc. Dir. — 
Dep. AD Adm._

Dep. AD Inv.__
Asst. Dir.:

Admin._______
Comp. Syst.___
Ext. Affairs___
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv._____
Ident. -
Inspection____
Intell. ________
Laboratory____
Pion. & Eval. _ 
Spec. Inv._____
Training

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm.__
Director Sec’y___

At the conference held at the Washington Hilton Hotel on 
2/5/74, there was a full discussion regarding captioned matter.

The writer opened the discussion by pointing out that 
emphasis on quality investigations is not a new topic in the FBI. He 
cited as an example the fact that in 1952 the Bureau handled more than 
110,000 applicant investigations, the bulk of which were necessary 
because of the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act. He stated we 
were finally successful in getting Public Law 298 passed which gave 
to the Civil Service Commission the bulk of these investigations and 
over the years the number of applicant cases handled decreased to 
about 10,000 per year. It was pointed out that it is expected this 
figure will drop to 7,000 this fiscal year because the Department is 
now having non-professional applicants investigated by the Civil Service 
Commission. Another example cited was the quality approach to 
organized crime cases commencing in June, 1972, at which time the 
Bureau had over 16,000 organized crime cases. The total number of 
organized crime cases is now about 13,000 but despite the drop in the 
organized crime case load, convictions have more than doubled.

It was pointed out that despite the above examples, the 
quality approach could never be effective until another method is devised 
upon which to base our budgetary requirements and that frankly the 
writer had no answer to this argument. It was pointed out that in prior 
discussions concerning the quality vs. quantity problem, there were those 
who felt that accepting a number of "garbage-type" cases was neceswwl i 
to provide our new Ag ents proper training. I .

REC-82 'ENCLOSURE
BOb Gebhardt was opposed to concentrating on quality and 

felt that all violations within the FBI’s jurisdiction should be investi
gated. He stated that to do otherwise would amount to selective law 
enforcement. It was his feeling that by handling some of theLquantity- 
type investigations, they would lead in some instances to quality cases.

S3 APP 2 lr7/-
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Memorandum to Mr. Miller
Re: De-emphasis on Quantity to Permit

Additional Emphasis on Quality in
Investigative Operations

It was therefore his feeling that we must do both and that where we 
have jurisdiction over a particular law it must be investigated.

Charlie Bates pointed out that he felt the Bureau’s ceasing 
to investigate automobile theft cases (other than ring cases) was a 
mistake inasmuch as in so doing the Bureau is losing contact with 
the police departments.

Bill Sullivan cited a declining case load in the field as 
reason for investigating both quality and quantity type cases.

Odd Jacobson stated he felt the Bureau should get away 
from the so-called major case concept and that cases should be 
opened on all violations.

Ray Wannall cited figures to back up the fact that the 
Intelligence Division has reduced the number of cases they are 
handling of lesser importance so that they can concentrate on 
espionage, counterintelligence and other important programs.

Ed Miller was opposed to the numbers-oriented type 
approach and felt that a study should be made of all areas of Bureau 
work with SAC s and supervisors in the field in order to change from 
a numbers-oriented type approach to an accomplishment-oriented type 
approach. It was his feeling that neither quality nor quantity should 
be the criterion but that emphasis should be placed on accomplishments 
and achievement. He felt that motivation is most important.

John Malone felt that a numbers-type operation should not 
dictate but that SACs should be allowed to control what investigations 
should receive emphasis. He felt we need both quality and quantity.

Nick Callahan stated that it was most important that we 
strive to get a good base for funds needed to operate the Bureau. He 
noted that we cannot work a crystal ball operation but instead must go 
with what we have. He explained that OMB wants to put the FBI on a

- 2 -
CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. Miller
Re: De-emphasis on Quantity to Permit

Additional Emphasis on Quality in 
Investigative Operations

cost-per-investigation basis and project work loads from this. He 
emphasized that there is no way to do this in our type of operation. 
He stated that the manpower studies previously made may be the 
answer bu,t until it is perfected we will have to go to OMB with the 
strongest case we have to obtain funds. He emphasized that until 
someone comes up with a better idea of how to get funds, we must 
go with what we have.

ACTION

For information. Attached as a matter of interest is an 
informal report prepared concerning a similar discussion in October 
of 1972 among members of the Executives Conference in Mr. Felt’s 
office.

- 3 -
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" ' ’ CONCENTRATION OF INVESTIGATIVE EFFORTS
Y. . INTO PRODUCTIVE AREAS

The case load of investigative matters tends to Y-'f 

increase year after year. At the same time, dur investiga- 

tive responsibilities tend, to become more complex and the ? ? 

number of Agents available, to handle investigative assignments' J ? 

• remains the game-. -

WO have used the case load per Agent criteria as the. 

single most important factor, in determining manpower, requirements ’ ■. 

.In-field'offices. As a result, we. have g-iveh tacit. encouragement 

to our SACs'- to open as many, cases as possible because it is -■<''Yr 

through a high case load that hopefully he will receive ;

additional Agents or-at Igast not lose any-Agents. ,

Another aspect of this concerns the field -supervisor . 

who is. aware'of the'general'rule of 450 cases per desk. While/, 

. '.it. is true that we .have desks in field offices operating with, - \Y 

-considerably .less than 450 investigative matters, it neverthelessYY 

true.that this.is5 the figure used to compute the overall’ tJ*  
number' of desks which an Office-can-have.. \ \ "

.At Headquarters we have engaged in the same ’’numbers- -- ''A 

gam©” that has prevailed in the field.. The investigative : 

.divisions have not been reluctant to embark on new programs

flT.T. INFORMATION CONTAINER I 2/f I;-L- ’
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4 which require the field to open additional cases Not too

1 much thought is given to the question of where the manpower / ,
I , will come from. In fact, in times'past if the case load in

' a particular category dropped, Headquarters would send a ' . ‘

f <5 \ Strong letter to the SAC pointing out that the drop in case . /I J 1 ■ - ■?.. .
| ' ,f . load indicated insufficient attention was being given to that 7:’ Vr ;
I • - particular'classification. ‘ ‘f-.

■■ -A*. ' . ■ .. ■ - •
When all of the above facts are brought together/*  >

i ; it means that we have in our field offices today a lot of .

V . cases that never should, have been opened and detract from dur •-> 

Efforts to accomplish our mission in both the criminal and ' 1
i /<: . / : ■ ■ ■ . . ' .

' security: areas. A high case load is, in fact, counter- ’ ‘

i ■ productive,,, for it is only in concentrating on important ;

> areas that ,we can attain the desired results.

" We have a shortage of Agents in certain areas- in-

f ...the field today.- SACs are aware of this. ' Their-best .defense , .

• ; ' ' . ' against losing Agents is to maintain"or' even increase- the' • '

; case load. - When'this occurs, we are diluting our investigative'

ability and the quality of our work will necessarily suffer. ' >

One 'di;the first questions- to be resolved is, .' lyy

is the lowering of the case, load'in the best interests of *’•?

\ . .the' FBI? More specifically,, the question is, Will a lowering

, -pt the case, load adversely affect-our budget requests? 'The- , -

answer to this question must be forthcoming before any further 

action is taken. It would appear that we can justify a 1 



substantially lower case load before the Bureau Of the 

Budget if it is explained that we have eliminated unnecessary 

cases and are concentrating on complex and important invest!- 

gative matters. It can be pointed out that a lowering of the . . 

case load/does not mean a lowering of our work commitments:. 

Nor does a lowering of the case load mean that we are shirking 

our responsibilities. It simply;means that the cases which 

through experience have proven to be of little, or no value/ ,7; 

have been Closed with the result that our Agents can now 

devote all of their time and attention to the important 

matters that are within the responsibility of the FBI. We.

:/ could also point out that we have changed the criteria for . 

opening a case (this Is discussed in .more detail on a 

subsequent page). If we do this, then, of course, we could 

explain Why our case load now is less than it was last year. J 

Perhaps we could tell the Budget Bureau we are handling 

things from control files in an effort to reduce. the Agent and; 

clerical time in opening files. In any event,, if we are going, 

to do this at all,, we should do it the first time Mr. Gray 

appears before Congress.* Once he makes his initial appearance 

with the high case load figure, then it is going to become 

more and more difficult for him to show a lower case, load 

during a subsequent appearance. I would think he could now 

state to the Budget Bureau and to the Appropriations Committee 

that he has revised certain administrative procedures, and this

■ ■ ... . -3- ' 7



means that our case load calculation is now computed 

differently, in summary, I do not think this is an 

, insurmountable problem.. It simply requires more thought

than we had given to it. in the past.

If we can get a positive response to the above/ 

namely, that: We can show a significant decrease in the case x / . 

load without adversely affecting our budget, then we should, 

proceed to the next question which is how are we going t<> , 

weed out the worthless cases. •

We need, the cooperation of all ,pf the investigative 

divisions. They, as well as the SACs, need, to understand that 

a decrease in the case load will not necessarily be followed > 

jby a decrease in personnel. We need to solicit the. views of. , 
the investigative divisions as to what categories of cases r J 

can be curtailed without danger of us not fulfilling our 

responsibilities. .

/ Some specific examples of cases that could be 

considered. are set forth below: /

1. The ghetto informant program which entails 

/i«j>j>FOximately • 7,500- cases was initiated in 1967 to serve as 

a listening post in the ghetto areas. The specific purpose 

of this program was to develop informants who would advise us 

in advance of civil unrest. However well-intentioned the

• program may have been, it has, in fact, been distorted by 

the field to where it is nothing more than a case load builder. 

We know that some offices require every'Agent in the office to



have a certain number of ghetto informants o If you challenge 

an SAC who has instituted this program, he will probably tell 

. you that this requirement merely assures that his office is ' ■*  ’ , * » « • 
participating wholeheartedly in the ghetto informant program*  : 

A. more honest answer, however, would be that it is a hell of 

a fine, way to build up the; case load and perhaps to justify • r 

another supervisory desk,- ’ ■ •; '

2, ,/We open. ITSP .cases whenever there is a robbery, 

burglary, embezzlement, fraud, etc., tn excess Of $5,000. The f 

reason we do this is to ascertain whether or not the proceeds

' of. the crime/,were .taken interstate. - /No one seriously expects ' 

the FBI to investigate the. crime and try to solve it because - . . 

this is, of course, the primary responsibility of local ■///- 

authorities, and any FBI Agent who tried to actively invest.!- \ 

■gate a $7,000. burglary of*  the corner drugstore would certainly . 

be incurring the wrath of the local chief of police. Why then 

do we open these cases to begin with? Presumably it is to 

^follow the matter with local authorities, and if it develops 

that the proceeds of the crime were taken interstato^ we will / 

be ready to jump in. In practice this type of case is nothing ■ 

but a case load builder. It requires Agent and clerical time 

-to open the file and we have nothing to. show for our efforts.

Furthermore., the basic logic of this type of case is certainly/’ 

open, to question. If it is a sound practice here, then why « 

don’t we open a 26 case everytime a car is stolen in order to 

. determine whether or not it was taken interstate*  -Our ITSP
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cases involving thefts, burglaries, embezzlements, etc., 

. should be limited to those situations where we have an allega' 

tion that .the ill-gotten goods were taken across the state 

line. We might arbitrarily decide to continue to open ah 87 

case on what we now term a major theft which is a situation 

where the loss is $50,000 or more

3. The criminal informant program,, while necessary' 

and certainly productive, includes many PCIs, the value of 

which is questionable. While there are certain standards 

which must -be met to qualify a person as a.Criminal informant, 

. the standards for maintaining the PCI are naturally more 

liberal. Perhaps the solution here rests in a closer look at,; 

unproductive PC Is during field inspections or a flat rule that 

no PCI can be opened for more than, six months because if he ; 

hasn’t produced worthwhile criminal information by then, he 

is not worth fooling with, and if he has furnished worthwhile, 

criminal information, he should be converted to a criminal

, InfoxTriant. ' ' :

4. We should not be opening cases to determine 

whether or not local authorities are going to request our •-

* assistance under the Fugitive Felon ?Act. The only 88 cases 

that should be opened are those where.local authorities have 

requested federal assistance.

5. We should re-examine our prior policy regarding 

the opening of the ’’barracks bag" 42 case. Apparently we are 

back in this business again, and this unnecessarily increases 

the case load in auxiliary offices.’

IB . / ■: : <



6. Our current policy on ITSMV should be looked 

at to gee: if it is realistic, i.e., are we opening cases 

merely to be opening cases or are we gearing bur case load 

opening to matters where prosecution is a realistic possibility:

' 7. ”91” suspect cases represents a marginal program. 

It. is doubtful that we can now afford the luxury of keeping ' < 

track of someone who may someday rob or burglarize a bank//  

In any event, our “suspect” file bn such a person probably vC 

does not actually help us solve cases.

*

The opening of ”91” cases.in auxiliary offices where • 

there are no specific leads can also easily lead to a distorted 

case load figure. An Agent could handle 50 such cases without 

leaving the office because all he does is prepare a memo - 

instructing Agents to contact logical informants. Maybe fall 

such cases, that is, those that do not involve an interview, 

should be assigned to Special Clerks.

The above are a few examples of situations that 

could bb explored to cut out the garbage-type case which will 

enable bur investigative personnel to concentrate bn the ‘ ’ 

important matters. There are probably many of them.

We might also consider changing the criteria for 

opening case. Currently, a case can be opened whenever a 

matter is presented to the IL S. Attorney. This enables an 

office to open and close a case where there has, in fact, been 

no investigative action whatsoever. A typical situation would



be the $25 TGP violation which involves an unknown subject. The 

first thing the Agent does and properly so is to call the U. S. . 

-Attorney. He knows and the U. S. Attorney knows that the $25
‘ ' -’V ' • * “'i' '

<~case will hot be prosecuted even if the subject is identified;; - \ 

nevertheless, we go through the motion of opening a case and ‘ 

then closing on the U. S. Attorney’s declination. We can attack?

: this, problem. from two directions. One is to try to get a , 

blanket opinion from the U. S. Attorneys on these minor thefts,

1 and when We get such.an opinion, we would not, of course,, have v 

7 any reason for opening cases which fall within the criteria ; • .

...set. forth by the U. S. Attorney’s office. . Secondly, we could1; 

tell an office that a case cannot be opened unless there is - ? 

some investigative activity outside the office and merely 

contacting the U. S. Attorney is not investigative activity. 5- ! 

Where the Jft. S. Attorney declines at the inception, i.e.^ ’ , . 

before any investigation is conducted, the confirming letter ' 

fo the; U. S. Attorney could be placed in the control dr zero J';, 

f ile. The advantage of this is that it will, eliminate the 

incentive that an office now has to promptly, open these cases > 

and close them as slowly as possible. The same reasoning can 

be applied to the TFIS cases.

. . ' Another situation that might be looked into involves 

opening cases on alleged gamblers. Here again any mass opening 

of cases is counter-productive to our objective which is ip 

identify and prosecute the principal gambling, figures in the



country. This can only come about through concentration of 

investigative effort and. a high case load necessarily dilutes 

-..’.•..this'effb'rt. ’ :
■ v' Vr’V : x : ’' ■ - "  ’  e '%* * *

/ -V'- ^should also, recognize' that one\of the statistics .

that a field office keeps on its Agents is the number of cases/. 
■; '■ .-''/'A
■ . ‘ope month. We have in the past encouraged Agents

/_■/ /;to open cases and this has been particularly true in the

Resident Agencies. We were interested in quantityr not.quality 

< ■ and wekeep .many cases open where we know At the inception 

that solution and/or prosecution is impossible. / : ?

■■•Some' specific Steps that might, be taken are 

outlined below: . ' -c

1. Reduce the case load per Supervisor standard 

* from 450 to 300. This means , that the Supervisor will now 

have 300 meaningful cases to supervise which sounds like a J. 

reasonablefigure.

^2.: Examine each classification to determine whether 

our standard for opening of. cases is realistic in light of oUrf 

r' ;.' j other commitments. • .> ; '

Examine oUr criteria for opening of .cases in , 

general. .v?.

4., Reinstitute the file review program. This/is > 

perhaps the most effective way that a Supervisor has for i/ 
' ' / ; W

: knowing what the work commitments and accomplishments of

; his Agents are.-



5; Require a more critical appraisal of programs

. when- they come up for the annual re-evaluatibn. Determine if 

the program’s objectives cannot be accomplished through other ’ 

Ameans. Clbsely scrutinize proposed programs and require the . z.,A 

division .that is seeking a hew.program to explain possible ■ : < 

avenues where the Agents can be obtained in order to handle

' the new program,, ,

: Today dur investigative responsibilities arehore? ;

complicated than they have been in the past, because we now 

have Title Ills., groups engaged in violence and revolutionary 

activities, a. possible increase in .espionage efforts by the 

Soviets, Chinese and satellite countries, and we need to redirect

our efforts to tackle these problems head-on. This cannot be ’ 

done when Agents are spending as much time in trying to post a ,a 
meaningless, case as they are in working the''impo'rtant matters



CdNCENTRATiO“ F INVESTIGATIVE EFFORTS 
INTO PRODUCTIVE AREAS

' - Historic- basis of case load historically goes back to the era when all 
A iBubeau-;wprk was criminal in nature (no security and applicant matters with ' 
7 the/exception of Bureau and Departmental applicants)^ With the advent of -< 'A/, 

security matters we contiriueAto apply same case load standards though nature■■ A 
of security cases differ drastically from criminal matters. As an example^ . r A 
the verification Of whereabouts of ADEX subjects (security index) and. sub-

' mission of appropriate communication to Bureau required these cases be ?.;r// 
opened every six months resulting in a highly inflated case load. Verification 
usually accomplished in pretext from^calls but, case reopened with due regard, . ■ t 

/. to delinquency rules and kept pending for two months;and shown as a closed 
... case on the administrative report at the.end of the thirdmonth. • \

-a . Concerning this study, it is noted that the Bureau has just been instructed 
by the Department through OMB to participate in a productivity study wherein-- 
.our primary measurement of Agent productivity has been case load thus it ' 
seems timely that,this whole matter be studied and reevaluated at this time; V

' . . : . Concerning the examples of cases for consideration following pbserva'r / ,;
. fions made ? (1) Ghetto informant .Program. There is no question but what A-V 
this program has inflated the field case loads without, commensurate value/.

> E.aqh Agent in some offices^lia^been required to have at least three ghetto / 
sources and; of course, a. case, is'dpened and kept pending in each instance. : ' ' > 
(3) CIP Program. Based on field experience, and Inspection Division, assign-.- S

j ■mjehts;, -the- PCI’S; ar e given /close scrutiny add much dead wood is weeded out; \ \ u 
during inspections or even prior, to inspection time when the case Agent has - //; 
reason to belidye that an office inspection is imminent. Concerning Items./-A/£a| 

■ ;‘2j 5,and 6. all of which pertain to: criminal matters it appears that
.gdyeijnedbasically by statute and our actions and responses are. accordingly 

jjgoyerned by law,'. The question arises aS to whether We bah arbitrarily State d//;;
that we do not deem it advisable to conduct investigations where we are , ,. // 

; governed by statute and while consideration should certainly be given to < ,/ c • 
- blanket opinions from USA’s,, we should set firm ground rules to insure if; ■ V 

■implementedU4> tiia.t/each office obtains in writing on,a regular basis a Utteir ■; a 
irom the USA furnishing his blanket declination. We did/this in:San Francisco ' A 
a number of years ago in Selective Service matters and it worked very Well , / /i 
and to the Bureau’s advantage. In this regard, it w) uld appear desirable that/ ■•: 
•stich. blanket authorization be renewed on a regulat or timely basis to insure' //;, 
that we can not be criticized for failure to investigate petty crimes'. . j .

Reduction of case load per supervisor certainly has merit though again '"i\ 
the number of cases per supervisor should not be fixed because there is such a ' 
•wide variance in the necessary attention that must be given to different //.; y <•.



- classifications .(from requiring more supervisory time than others). In this 
regard the file review program,of course, has merit if properly done but 
based oil my own experience, I feel a supervisor should be required to re
view his Agents’ files on a regular basis whereas so often files being pulled 

. on tickler are giyen to a relief man due to the odious nature of the review. .
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This is to record highlights of captioned appearance at which, 
in addition to the Executives Conference, there were present Executive 
Assistant to the Director William L. Reed, NCIC Section Chief Norman F. 
Stultz, and UCR Section Chief Robert D. Conger, both of the Computer 
Systems Division. Assistant Director John F. Malone of the New York 
Office was also in attendance.

Although it had been anticipated that Mr. Santarelli would be <; 
present for a two-hour session, the conference actually went from 10:40 a. m. I 
until 11:30 a. m., when he indicated he had an appointment at 11:30 a. m. 
with Senator Pastore of Rhode Island. There was not time, therefore, for 
many of the questions that might have been posed. / / > TZ'C'U

Mr. Santarelli, with the Director’s co^^^g^^^^de an . 
uninterrupted opening statement setting forth his^ng^l ^ii|gjspphy of the 
operation of LEAA, with particular reference to tne control of message 
switching and the collection of criminal statistics. mJte. stated thatehe 
strongly believes in New Federalism which he defined as the restoration 
of the balance of power between the states and the Federal Government. 
He noted that LEAA had been brought into being in 1968 by coalition of 
Southern Democrats and Republicans. He said in many areas the Federal 
Government had taken control of prerogatives which should have remained 
with the states. He named HEW as an example. He indicated that since 

i law-enforcement by and large had not been taken over from the states, 
LEAAyfound it a good starting place for injecting the New Federalism 
concept. He inlicated that it is his philosophy, and that of LEAA’s, insofar 

.as he is able to make it so, the control should remain at the-local level' /

1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Jenkins t
1 - Mr. Millei'
1 - Each Assistannbirector

WGCrnls (22)
a 1 - Mr.

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

gg jJjiq-^g^mit^Director Malone 1 - Mr.

Mintz 
Reed 
Bassett 
Conger 
Stultz OVER



Memorandum for Mr. Jenkins
Re: APPEARANCE BEFORE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

in every situation possible, including the use of funds. Mr. Santarelli 
said money for the most part is distributed without controls and this works 
because the states have not lost their initiative to the Federal Government 
in the law enforcement field. He did concede that the Federal "hook" does 
exist, for example, in connection with the recently promulgated rules 
governing criminal justice information systems in that unless the states 
comply with these regulations LEAA funding will be terminated.

Mr. Santarelli continued that LEAA recognizes that in this 
type of funding effort there will be inefficiency, possible corruption, and 
abuse but that his agency is willing to pay the price in an effort to fulfill 
the New Federalism concept.

Mr. Santarelli then related that LEAA as an agency is temporary 
and not an on-going operational program, and that "over my dead body" 
would it become operational. He then contrasted the FBI as being a 
permanent agency and commented that in the words of a number of people 
the FBI is viewed as a "power grabbing" agency whose credibility is being 
challenged more and more.

Mr. Santarelli addressed the issues of telecommunications and 
victimization surveys, labeling them as issues in which the FBI and LEAA • 
have a common interest. He said victimization surveys should not be in 

I LEAA and that he would recommend the entire statistical gathering function 
Ibe a part of a separate Bureau of Criminal Statistics. Regarding 
telecommunications, he said as he now sees it, NCIC should not be 
upgraded to handle message switching for several reasons: (1) Once this 
was done it could not be turned around, (2) the service now provided by 
National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (NLETS) would not 
be competitive in the face of free NCIC service, and (3) it would be unwise 
for the FBI to expand in this area because of politics and public policy. 
He stated that there is a fear of data banks and the public deals with 
"knee jerking issues" and this is a political tlicket which the FBI would 
be wise to avoid. Also, the Congress is not likely to support any increase 
in the Federal presence in this field.

- 2 -
CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum for Mr. Jenkins
Re: APPEARANCE BEFORE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

Mr. Santarelli stated he recognizes that LEAA is now a 
competitor to the FBI but he denied that LEAA had a desire to squeeze 
the Bureau out of its position of leadership with law enforcement. He 
stated that the FBI should not be saddled with the problems involved in 
expanded NCIC services.

Mr. Santarelli said the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) study 
is a futuristic blueprint of options in regard to telecommunications. He 
pointed out a briefing was to be held May 1st at Pasadena, California, and 
that he had invited Director Kelley to attend. He said that LEAA is in the 
coordinating role with regard to telecommunications and that NLETS is an 
alternative in the telecommunications area. One proposal by JPL would be 
to use satellite communications because he claimed the volume of traffic 
would require this since to handle such volume by land lines would mean 
literally ’’paving the country" with wires. (He did not mention that with a 
satellite many ground stations would have to be established and, of course, 
cable, radio, or microwave would be needed by the ground stations and the 
recipients. The traffic volume he contemplates would flow in large measure 
from courts and corrections usage. It is the FBI’s view that Santarelli 
has greatly overestimated the traffic volume that will arise from courts 
and corrections since we foresee very little of their activity will be 
interstate^)

As to management of the ultimate^National Telecommunications 

System, Mr. Santarelli prophesied that a comsat-type corporation would 
be the best vehicle. He envisioned this as a Federally chartered, nonprofit 
corporation governed and operated by state and local people.

Mr. Santarelli discussed the victimization survey, envisioning 
it as the crime statistics of this country. He said unequivocally that 
Uniform Crime Reports are not accurate and the victimization survey which 
LEAA will release to the press on April 16, 1974, will show, for example, 
a huge gap in crime statistics for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and that 
Philadelphia will have a difficult time explaining. He indicated that a 
determination had been made that the twelve-month time frame upon which 
current release studies had been made was too long and that such studies 
conducted next year will have a six-month time frame.

- 3 -
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Memorandum for Mr. Jenkins
Re: APPEARANCE BEFORE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

Mr. Santarelli was then asked if he was aware of the questionable 
sampling utilized in New York, New York, and Newark, New Jersey. He 
said that he was. He was further asked whether he intended to explain that 

^Victimization studies were still in a pretest pattern and whether he would 
comment that future studies would be continued within a six-month time 
frame. Mr. Santarelli said that he would do this. With regard to the 
release that is to be made, Mr. Santarelli was asked if he felt an obligation 
to explain in that release the shortcomings of the sampling procedures in 
certain areas and whether he intends to put victimization studies in the 
proper perspective as related to Uniform Crime Reports. To this he 
responded that he has had a number of unsuccessful experiences in trying 
to insure that the news media place the correct interpretation on data of 
this type. He was pressed for an answer as to whether he would alert the 
news media to the matters raised here. At this point, Mr. Santarelli 
stood up, waved his arms, became somewhat emotional and slightly 
profane, and never really gave an answer.

Mr. Santarelli was then referred back to his statements earlier 
denying that LEAA is or expects to become operational and it was pointed 
out to him that this raises the question as to the degree of information 
exchanged among his two Deputies and him since his Deputy Administrator 
Richard^Velde had stated at a meeting within the past three weeks or so 
that LEAA is in fact operational and, not only that, has statutory authority 
to be so. His response to this was that Mr. Velde should never have made 
such a statement and he had been chastising him for the past three weeks 
for it. Mr. Santarelli was then asked as to what specifically did he see 
as the future of NLETS to'which he responded that this would depend on 
the results of the JPL study.

The last exchange, more in the nature of a complaint, was when 
I commented that it has been our experience through the months that we 
never get a paper from LEAA in final form — everything is a draft — 
and we are not able to rely upon it as a statement that will stand. His 
response to this was that LEAA is trying to maintain flexibility and arrive 
at the best possible rendition. It was then called to his attention that 
guidelines drawn up by LEAA governing the Comprehensive Data System 
(CDS) Program under which the states are operating have been in draft

- 4-
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Memorandum for Mr. Jenkins
Re: APPEARANCE BEFORE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

form for over two years. The Computerized Criminal History (CCH) 
Program is part of the CDS Program and growth of CCH has been inhibited 
by the lack of specific LEAA CDS Program guidelines. He was reminded 
that LEAA is funding the states on the basis of these draft guidelines.

Mr. Jenkins observed to Mr. Santarelli that there was an
i apparent inconsistency in his philosophy of New Federalism and the 
practice of LEAA. Mr. Jenkins cited as an example a request from the 
State of Georgia for a training school funded by LEAA and LEAA forced 
Georgia to expand this into a regional rather than statewide school, 
including several states in the Southeastern Region. Mr. Santarelli stated 
that he was not especially enamored by this concept.

In a closing statement, Associate Director Callahan commented 
' to Mr. Santarelli that the FBI has had a long history of leadership and 

service to law enforcement and that the FBI is only interested in continuing 
its service to law enforcement. Mr. Callahan again noted that the FBI 
is a permanent agency and must, therefore, consider these matters on

-■ a long-range basis and to take whatever action is necessary to insure that 
the service role of the FBI is properly fulfilled.

At this point, Mr. Santarelli was thanked by the Director 
for his appearance and he departed.

ACTION:

For information and consideration as to whether it would 
serve any useful purpose to have Mr. Santarelli again appear before the 
Executives Conference.
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APPEARANCE BEFORE EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE 
APRIL 9, 1974, BY LEA3TJDM®ISTRATCR~^ 
DONALD SANTARELLI ' , . .

Ito

I Following the Director’s conference with Don antarelli, 
LEA A/Administrator, in the Director’s Office on March 19, 1974, the 
Director instructed that I determine a mutually convenient date for 
Mr. Santarelli’s appearance before the Executives Conference. As 
outlined in the attached Memorandum to Members of the Executives 
Conference, Mr. Kelley anticipates that this will offer an opportunity 
for Mr. Santarelli to outline his philosophy as to LEAA’s operations 
and particularly offer his comments with regard to where he feels the 
message switching function and the collection of criminal statistics 
activity should reside. >

Through contact with Mr. Santa^elli’s Office, it has been 
determined that April 9, 1974, at 10:30 a. m., is an appropriate time 
for this Conference. No further communication with Mr. Santarelli’s 
Office is required.

The background material mentioned in the attached 
Memorandum is being prepared and its distribution to members of the 
Conference will be coordinated by the Computer Systems Division.

3Enclosure

WGC:nls (4)

That attached Memorandum be forwarded to the Director 
for his signature if approved.

RECOMMENDA HON:

1 - Mr. Campbe
1 - Mr. Conge
1 - Mr. Stul
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SUBJECT:!
'A DISSEMINATION_O.F_EXE£UTIVES CONFERENCE All 
'WffEgjTOSPECIAL A^TSTNCgSBaET"^^.! ’ ^7'?

Executives Conference Meeting 4/11/74 ‘1 ", V* 1
Telephone Rm. _

LASSIS®-

val.Jt£
Spec. Inv._____
T rain i na

i A-
1. Mr. White briefed the conference concerning the 

training program for non-FBI laboratory personnel. The initial program 
consists of a series of 5 classes, beginning 4/l|/$4, for crime scene 
technicians; 3 classes beginning 4/22/74 relating to crime laboratory 
management; 2 classes beginning 6/3/74 in crime laboratory photography^ 
and 1 class beginning 5/6/74 in laboratory matters pertaining to gambling.

In addition, Mr. White noted the laboratory has formed 4 
research units for work in the biological, physical, chemical and security } 
areas. xr

2. Mr. Franck briefed the conference on the historical $ 
use of the Interesting Case Write-Up Program (I. C.). He noted that the 
program began in 1927 for the purpose of producing public source material. 
The program was expanded in later years and was the basis for several 
books and the FBI Story television series. A discussion was had concerning 
the use of antiquated I. C. s; legal problems; need; and cost factors. The 
Director instructed Mr. Franck to prepare a memorandum advising how 
I. C. s are used and by whom, including the type and number of requests 
received. Further, discussion is scheduled for the next Executives 
Conference.

; 3. OPE presented the Assessment Center concept which
—is part of the overall study, Career Development Program for Supervisory 
^and Executive Personnel.

'^—and James H. Brewster, 
Messrs. Carter, Office of Planning and Evaluation, 

Training Division, who recently attended.a seminar

: "1 - Mr. Callahan
;1 Mr. Adams

<"EES/imt
(3) CONTINUED - OVEI§ j
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Memorandum to The Director
RE: DISSEMINATION OF EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

MATTERS TO SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE -
Executives Conference Meeting 4/11/74

on the concept, went into detail concerning the operation, cost, and 
advantages of utilizing the concept as a refined procedure for selecting and 
developing agent personnel entering the introductory step into FBI 
management. Time permitted only a brief questioning period and the 
Director stated this discussion should continue at the ExecutivesConference 
scheduled for 4/25/74.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Director indicate which, if any, of the foregoing 
items be disseminated to the SACs.

-2-



j"7-/3bl3 PERSONAL 
ATTENTION

April 18, 1974

TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE:

RE: TOPICS OF INTEREST DISCUSSED 
AT EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

At the Executives Conference on April 11, 1974, 
the Laboratory representative briefed the Conference 
concerning the progress achieved thus far in the training 
programs for state and local laboratory personnel.

The initial program consists of a series of five 
classes, beginning 4/15/74, for crime scene technicians; 

- three classes beginning 4/22/74, relating to crime labora
tory management; two classes beginning 6/3/74, in crime 
laboratory photography; and one class beginning 5/6/74 in 
laboratory matters pertaining to gambling. In addition, 
the Laboratory has formed four research units for work 

. in the biological, physical, chemical and security areas. 
Research papers will be prepared and disseminated for use 
of personnel working in state and local laboratories.

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director

Assoc. Dir. _____
Dep. 'AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv. __

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin.______
Comp. Syst. — 
.Ext. Affairs — 
Files & Com._
Gen. Inv. 
Ident. - — • 
Inspection — 
Intell.______
Laboratory . t/ 
Plan.
Spec. Inv._____
Training__»_ ~

Legal Coun.____ I
Telephone.Rm. 
Director Sec’y - MAIL ’ROOM.

EESzCSH (19) , 
1 - Mr. Callahan 
1 - Mr. Jenkins 
1 - Mr. Miller 
1 - Each Asst. Director’®? 
1 - Mr. Mintz 
1 - Mr. Sheets
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Dissemination of ExecutivesdUonference L.r-DI-1M IQ „ 
Matters to Special Agents in Charge - HERE IlNRLk
Executives Conference Meeting 4/25/74 DAWS*

MON C 
SSfFIED

TAW— 
Legal Coun. ___ 
Telephone Rm. _ 

Director^ Sec’y__

At the Executives Conference today, following additional discussion 
of the proposed initial phase of the revised Career Development Program 
for Supervisory and Executive Personnel, it was unanimously approved 
that certain steps be taken, including:

P-! 
a

HEREIN jSJJji

t

p
&

(a) Preparation of individual Career Development Summaries for each 
agent in grade GS-11 and above, to assist in tailoring a career plan consider
ing the qualifications and development needs of the agent.

(b) Creation of Career Boards in each field division to formalize the selec-x^ 
tion of relief supervisors. These Boards will consist of experienced super 
visors who will make appropriate recommendations to the SAC to facili 
his ultimate decision,

te

(c) Establishment of a Supervisory School for relief and potential relief 
supervisors, incorporating a two-day Assessment Center, which is a 
program for determining management potential and developmental needs. 
Supervisory candidates’ are put through a series of individual and group 
exercises which will assist management in the evaluation of supervisory 
capabilities.

The Executives Conference also gave consideration to the proposal 
to re-establish the Interesting Case Writeup program, and approved it 
without objection, along with necessary privacy safeguards to insure that 
its, intended purpose of providing necessary material to highlight the 
Bureau’s accomplishments is served, yet it is consistent with current 
concern over individual privacy. .A

VS
CONTINUED - OVER
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J. B. Adams to the Director
Re: Dissemination of Executives Conference

Matters to Special Agents in Charge - 
Executives Conference Meeting 4/25/74

Following a discussion concerning certain legal problems which 
have arisen in connection with major investigative matters, the Director 
approved a study being initiated by OPE to determine the extent of need 
for a higher quality of legal counsel and guidance for SACs locally, as 
legal questions arise, and to determine the alternatives as to how any 
such need could be satisfied.

The Director may desire to indicate whether he wishes the above 
items disseminated.

2
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May 1, 1974

TO ALL SPECIAL AGENTS IN CHARGE:

7T.

1 - Mr. Reilly, Trng. Div.
5302

PERSONAL 
ATTENTION

alWMWjn contained
htffilflJS uIwlASSIRED

RE: TOPICS OF INTEREST DISCUSSED’ 
AT EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

At the Executives Conference on April 25, 1974, 
additional consideration was given to the initial phase of 
the revised Career Development Program for Supervisory 
and Executive Personnel, and it was agreed that the follow
ing steps should be taken at this time:

(a) Preparation of individual Career Development Summaries 
for each agent in Grade GS-11 and above, to assist in tailoring 
a career plan considering the qualifications and development 
Heeds of the agent*

(b) Creation of Career Boards in each field division to 
formalize the selection of relief supervisors. These Boards 
will consist of experienced supervisors who will make appro
priate recommendations to the SAC to facilitate his ultimate 
decision*

(c) Establishment of a Supervisory School for relief and > 
potential relief supervisors. Incorporating a twb-day Assess- ; 
ment Center, which is a program for determining manage
ment potential and developmental needs. Supervisory candi
dates are put-through a series of individual and group exer
cises which will assist management in the evaluation ^.super
visory capabilities. . ‘

MAILED &
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To All Special Agents in Charge
Re; Topics of interest Discussedat Executives Conference

The Conference also considered a proposal to 
re-establish the Interesting Case Writeup program, and 
approved this without objection, along with necessary 
privacy safeguards to insure that its intended purpose 
of providing necessary material to highlight the. Bureau’s 
accomplishments is served, yet it is consistent with cur
rent concern over Individual privacy, .

In addition, following a discussion concerning 
certain legal problems which have arisen in connection 
with major investigative matters, I approved a study being 

. initiated by the Office of Planning and Evaluation to deter- 
mine the extent of need for a higher quality of legal counsel 
and guidance for SACs locally, as legal questions arise, 
and to determine the alternatives as to how any sucK need 
could be satisfied, ,

. . ‘ Implementationof the above itemswill be handled
by separate communications. ' }

Clarence M, Kelley 
Director
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At a meeting on 5/30/74 concerning manpower to be 
assigned to counterintelligence investigations, a discussion was had 
concerning case load, programs, and ways of measuring the Bureau’ 
accomplishments. Of particular concern was the traditional basis, 
case load, used for requesting and justifying our agent and clerical 
personnel. Mr. Kelley instructed that I prepare an agenda for an 
All Day Conference to be held during the latter part of June, 1974, 
and that this matter should be on the agenda.

A review of the items scheduled to have been discussed at 
a similar conference held on February 5, 1974, discloses that four 
items were not discussed at length due to time limitations: Task Forces, 
Discipline, Paper Work, and Participatory Management. It is believed 
these should again be placed on the agenda for discussion.

Of particular consequence to the future of the Bureau’s 
operations is the Subcommittee on FBI Oversight which has suggested 
two, days of hearings in June on the FBI’s authority in the field of 
intelligence collection to be followed by other hearings on the same 
matter.'

ACTION:

' ■ Each Division, byV$$$k paper, furnish OPE by 6/6/74

suggested agenda items to be discussed at the All Day Conference to be 
held later this month.

1
1
1
1
1

- Mr. Callahan
- Mr. Jenkins
- Mr. Milled
- Each Assistant Director
- Mr. Sh®s N/
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r Flips & Com. __ 
V’en. |nv._____

Ident.________
Inspection____

Intel!. ________
Laboratory____

Plan. & Eval._
Spec. Inv._____

Training____ fib
Legal Coun. * 
Telephone 
Director Sec'y__

Memorandum Campbell to Jenkins, 5/23/74, scheduled 
second appearance of Mr. Santarelli before the Executives Conference 
for 11:15 a. m., 5/30/74.

At 9:10 a.m., 5/30/74, a Mr. Jacobsen, Special Assistant 
to Mr. Santarelli, phoned to advise that it was necessary for Santarelli 
to cancel this appearance commitment. No*reason  was given for the 
cancellation but it was indicated that Santarelli would like to reschedule 
for some later date. All of those scheduled to attend the Conference 
were promptly advised of the cancellation.

RECOMMENDA TION:
a*
8*

.B'S

4

DATE.

That no further consideration be given at this time to 
rescheduling Mr. Santarelli’s appearance;

.WGCmls (20)

1 - Mr.' Callahan
1 - Mr. Jenkins

- Mr. Miller
- Each Assistant Director
- Mr. Bassett
- Mr. Reed
- Mrs. Metcalf

1 - Mr. Conger
1 - Mr. Stultz

1
1
1
1
1
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June 4,

MEMORANDUM FOR MR, CARLAHAN
. , ' MR. JENKSiS

MR. MILLER
MR. ADAMS
ME CAMPBELL
MR. CLEVELAND 7

" MR. GEBHARDT V
MR. JACOBSON J
MR. JAMIESON .
MR. MCDERMOTT
MR. MARSHALLS

' MR. MINTJZ '
MR. THOMPSON 1
MR. WALSH r
MR. WANNALL'-^
MR. WHITE-?

REPORT WRITING AND MISCELLANEOUS 
PROCEDURES

A During a recent meeting which included Mr. Earl Sheets the Planning
and Evaluation Division along with' a number of other members of the command 

' x group, we discussed the matter of possibly redirecting the present position of 
s{x the Bureau whereby we rely on statistical aecomx^lisliments in both our thrust 
- and our budgetary requests. I have the feeling we can at this point extricate 

ourselves from the statistical« production impasse and go in die direction of 
ij acccxnplishments os a more realistic level. This will be quite a departure 
< aad, therefore, will necessitate considerable discussion about it.

\\T
-x M Another matter which appears to me to be of significance is fee
M preparation of report^ and other communteatiGBS which should be free of in- 
ADZ?ADDr’A7^^ma.ti©n or statements possibly emtarrass&g to us were they to be. disclosed

Dep. AD Inv. a-s a result of a motion. for disclosure fe a trial There might also be a 
ArL°lf'! possibility that such material would be subject to discovery incidental to other

Spec*  Inv.
Training _ 

Leaal Coun. 
Telephog*̂?  
Directorial;

Comp. Syst*-___
Ext. Affairs___
Files & Com.
Gen. inv------ BaSSStt
!nXl.ion_£-Mr. Sheets
Intel!.________

t

ALL TKFORMATTOH CONTAINED
iLETYPE UNIT

date J# ~ S 'Y1 JUh 11 1974 38 JU



Memorandum for Messrs. Callahan, Jenkins, Miller, 
Adams, Campbell, Cleveland, Gebhardt, Jacobson, 
Jamieson, McDermott, Marshall, Mints, Thompson, 
Walsh, WasmaU, and White

_ June 4, 1974

matters. Gf significance in this regard is a teletype from New York entitled, 
"Demonstration Sponsored by An Hoc Coalition of Concerned People, at FBI 
Office, New York City, May 22, 1974. IS.” This refers to a demonstration of 
concerned people about the activities of the agencies in the killing of six mem-- 
bars of tha Symbioness Liberation Army on May 17, 1974, to Los Angeles. 
A copy of this should be made available to me at the time we confer on Ulis 
matter as well as others to illustrate how this particular teleype, df filed 
to the Hearnap Case and if disclosed, might place us to a compromising 
position. .

Another matter which is pertinent to discussim is the investigation 
of a matter tinder our jurisdiction. Such reposts and other records submitted 
pursuant to an investigation might also be subject to toe same disclosure, and 
we will haw to take particular care to make sure they are of such a nature 
that it not place us again to an embarrassing position.

Pursuant to this, I instructed Mr. Wiests to arrange for a conference 
of the Executives Conference staff and others who might be tovited to discuss 
these problems. I instructed that toe conference be to toe same type of wsos- 
phere as that held earlier at the Washington Hilton, which conference lasted 
all day and was to the pattern of an open and free review of matters set foxth on 
the agenda. This .should be followed closely and I should bo '’tickled7 on this 
June 14, m

Very truly yours,

Clarence M. Kellew
Director /
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MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES G(J^ERNMENT

Memorandum
Dep.
Dep. AD In'

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.

: MR. CALLAHAN DATE: 6-6-74

FROM : T. J. JENKINS

SUBJECT: EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE 
JUNE 6, 1974

Comp. Syst.___
Ext. Affairs___
Files & Com. __
Gen. Inv._____
Ident.________
Inspection____
Intell. ________
Laboratory____
Plan. & Eval._
Spec. Inv._____
Training -

Legal Coun. _ 
Telephone Rm.__

1

■ Director Sne*y

After the Director departed tt^Executives Conference \ * 
today, Mr. Sheets discussed the planae^retreat for Bureau officials 
pointing out that it would probably be helc| afTtK^Wa^Sgton^lTon-
Hotel during the end of June. \ *

Mr. Bassett suggested that in our meetings with the Deputy
Attorney General we probably will be running out of problems to discuss 
with him and that favorable consideration be given to having divisions of U 
the Bureau brief the Deputy Attorney General on matters of current interestL 
and currently being handled by the respective divisions.

Mr. Miller advised that at the next Monday morning briefing
Bill Cleveland will discuss Organized Crime and also mentioned the fact Ml . 
that he will be appearing before the Oversight Committee to furnish them& * 
with information concerning that field. Mr. Miller also discussed the * 
Director’s meeting with the Oversight Committee yesterday and made F p 
particular mention of the security needed for the Petersen Report. A dis- g 
cussion was made by Mr. Miller concerning the need for our close relation- E 
ship with Congressional committee staffers in order to get our message £ 
across to them. 9

Mr. Campbell gave a brief resume of the NCIC Advisory Board 8 
Meeting in New Orleans which concluded yesterday. This will be the subject q 
of a detailed memorandum for the Director. 8

Mr. Thompson discussed’the possibility of releasing to the press * 
the information that starting July 1, 1974, we will not release certain identifi-
cation records that do not have dispositions when the inquiry concerns licensing.
This is the subject of a separate memorandu^,^4 

• lJka £09
The conference, adjourned at 10:55 a. m.

|)u:: 11'-'"

TJJ:pmd/ 
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memoranda

B. J. White

Mr. Adams DATE: 6/6/74

ALL DAY CONFERENCE 
FORKEY-EBLRERSONNElZr
JUNE, 1974

Assoc. Dir._____
Dep. AD Adm._
Dep. AD Inv.__

Asst. Dir.:
Admin._______
Comp. Syst.___
Ext. Affairs___
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv. —- 
Ident.________
Inspection____
Intoll_________
Laboratory — 
Plan. & Eval._
Spec. Inv._____
Training

Legal Coun.------
Telephone Rm.__
Director Sec’y__

In connection with your memorandum to 
Mr. Callahan dated 6/3/74 in captioned matter, it is my 
opinion that it would be advantageous to have some discussions 
on the Assistant Director and above level concerning priorities 
of manpower particularly as it relates to the so-called service 
Divisions. It is realized that OPE is making a study in this 
regard and it may be that the study is far enough along that the 
discussions are not necessary. However, it would appear worth
while to include some discussion at the conference by which the 
many changes that are occuring now and in the near future would 
be recognized and discussed at the highest level.

I am attaching a work paper which deals with the 
subject for your consideration of the suggested agenda at the f
all-day conference to be held later this month. g

ACTION:

For the information of OPE in connection with 
its planning of the conference.

Enclosure

DE-28

1 - Mr. Adams
1 - Mr. Campbell
1 - Mr. Jamieson
1-Mr. White
1 - Mr. Downing
1 - Mr. Herndon
1 - R. A. Miller
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PRIORITIES OF MANPOWER NEEDS AS RELATED TO 
THE SO-CALLED SERVICE DIVISIONS AND 

IN PARTICULAR THE LABORATORY DIVISION

INTRODUCTION

There are many changes being planned within the 
Bureau and outside the Bureau which will directly affect the work 
of the Laboratory in the immediate future and on a long-time 
basis. These changes will directly affect the needs of this Division 
in regard to manpower, and must be taken into consideration in 
overall Bureau planning. Because of the fact that the Bureau does 
not anticipate adding additional Special Agents in Fiscal Years 1975 
and 1976, the immediate question arises as to how the service 
Divisions can carry on their responsibilities satisfactorily, in 
view of the need to intensify certain of our investigative operations.

We should not engage in service Division versus 
investigative Division arguments as to priorities for manpower. 
The recent planning effort for the Management By Objectives 
(MBO) System, involving the preparation of a program pyramid 
for the FBI, graphically demonstrated to all Divisional repre
sentatives that the work of the investigative Divisions requires a 
proportional effort on the part of Divisions providing support 
services. Therefore, priorities must be very carefully considered. 
Several changes under consideration affecting the Laboratory will 
be discussed according to areas of responsibility.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS

According to the airtel of 5/22/74 sent to all field 
offices involving counterintelligence investigations, the Bureau is 
reassigning a rather large number of Special Agents to this very 
important field. The investigative activity in counterintelligence 
work is most dependent on the technical capabilities provided to 
field offices by the Laboratory. This realignment will necessarily 
result in increased demands in the use of technical know-how and 
equipment of the highest scientific order, particularly in the radio 
and electronics field.



We have been working with two intelligence 
agencies, NSA and CIA, in these matters. Although we have 
some outstanding scientific Agents in this category, we have 
for many years operated with a bare minimum of personnel and, 
in cooperation with these other two agencies, have often had to 
rely upon their expertise because we only maintained limited 
personnel in these specialized areas. It would appear that 
Laboratory needs for personnel would be equally persuasive 
in order to completely utilize the potential of additional Special 
Agents and investigators being assigned in the intelligence field. 
We have received, in the very recent past, considerable funding, 
primarily to pay for research grants for development of equip
ment in penetration efforts. This increase in our efforts will 
necessitate additional manpower on a high scientific level.

TRAINING, RESEARCH AND COMMUNICATION 
IN THE FORENSIC SCIENCE AREA

We have recently begun and are carrying out 
training classes for laboratory technicians from State and local 
laboratories. This program has received an excellent response 
from laboratories all over the United States and the announce
ment of our courses at Quantico met with enthusiastic requests 
for training from all areas of the country. Beginning September 23, 
a second symposium will be held at Quantico of laboratory directors 
from all laboratories of the United States and some from Canada 
which will involve approximately 230 laboratories. The Laboratory 
has been assigned personnel to handle this new training program 
in its initial stages. This program also involves the establishment 
of distinct research units, many of the personnel, of which are 
non-Agents but highly qualified scientific personnel. The program 
also provides for a newsletter and technical reports which we are 
disseminating to all State and local laboratories in the United States 
in order to increase the communications between laboratories and 
raise overall professionalism. It is believed that this type of 
program, including the examination of cases and providing of 
testimony without charge to law enforcement agencies, has a

- 2 -



direct and beneficial bearing on the criminal justice system 
in this country. In fact, it probably is as directly concerned 
with criminal justice as are our own investigations and 
therefore should not really be considered only as a service 
but as a direct and important contribution to the entire 
criminal justice system in this country.

CURRENT AND PROJECTED CHANGES 
AFFECTING LABORATORY WORK

Many new developments are appearing daily 
in the forensic science field as applied to work in the crime 
laboratory. Use of sophisticated equipment has become 
commonplace in all of the better laboratories and the use 
of computers in the actual conducting of laboratory examina
tions is presently underway in the top laboratories. Much of 
this sophisticated equipment now comes equipped with mini
computers and other equipment requires access to computers 
in order to serve and utilize equipment such as mass spectro
graphs and various types of spectrophotometers. The computer 
which is assigned to the Laboratory is primarily for crypt
analysis work; however, we are considering additional appli
cations of it for case work. In order to keep up to date it will 
be necessary for us to immediately get more involved in this 
type of analyses.

In addition, as a result of our management 
courses for laboratory directors held at Quantico, it is obvious 
that we must utilize more computer time for handling many of 
the administrative details of mana.ging the Laboratory including 
equipment records, cases, testimonies, etc., which have 
reached the point where they can no longer be satisfactorily 
handled by manual means.

The Laboratory is also involved in a research 
program which will shortly require a decision to be made as 
to whether certain information in reference files handled by 
the Criminalistics Laboratory Information System (CLIS) will 
eventually be included in NCIC or whether it will be set up in 
some other agency or company. It is the feeling of the Computer 
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Systems Division and the Laboratory that the NCIC represents 
the proper place for this information, but this probably will 
require additional manpower - probably in both Divisions.

Accordingly, it would appear that a most pro
ductive area of discussion for the agenda of an all day confer
ence is the matter of assignment of priorities for so-called 
support Divisions. The Laboratory Division, for example, in 
addition to furnishing essential services and support to FBI 
investigative activity, performs a separate operational function 
in direct involvement in the criminal justice systems of State, 
local and military jurisdictions not otherwise included in the 
sphere of FBI responsibilities. We are exercising a growing 
leadership role in the development of scientific capabilities 
in State and local crime laboratories, and in the overall increase 
in the utilization of evidentiary materials in support of law 
enforcement. These efforts have been most successful but 
probably will require additional Agent personnel if our pro
jected obligations in these matters are to be met. If additional 
Agent personnel are not made available, then certain of these 
activities will have to be curtailed. I believe discussion of 
these decisions concerning the management of our resources 
would be most helpful at this time.

- 4 -
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Memorandum
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J. McDermott

ALL DAY CONFERENCE FOR
KEY FBI PERSONNEL 
JUNE, 1974

Assoc. Dir._____
Dep. AD Adm. _ 
Dep. AD Inv.__

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin. .
Comp. Syst. - 
Ext. Affairs - 
Files & Com.__
Gon. Inv.
Ident. -------
Inspection —___
Intell.____ =-
Laboratory —__
Plan. & Eval._
Spec. Inv._____
Training

Legal Coun. — 
Telephone Rm. __
Director Sec'y __

* zlj /

Reference is made to your memorandum to Mr. Callahan 
dated 6-3-74, captioned as above, which solicited suggested 
agenda items to be discussed at the All Day Conference for Key 
FBI Personnel to be held later this month.

The following are suggested agenda topics submitted 
by the External Affairs Division:

PUBLIC RELATIONS

The Director’s "open stance" policy to date has been 
highly successful. However, continued new and innovative C.
efforts should be made to heighten the FBI's profile in the minds C 
of the American public. Among the methods which may be con- 
sidered to accomplish this task are the following:

(a) 
the FBI is an

(b)
people of the

Publicity concerning current cases - as after*all,
investigative agency;

A program to reach, as we can, the young 
country, especially high senool age. This is

an age of impressionable minds and these youngsters are ready 
to receive the Bureau's viewpoints; nrn g| / f" . v

K •qgoS'—< sU-J
(c) An effort to explain the Bureau's program on an 

academic (college) level. In the past the Bureau has been 
highly distrusted by large segments of?the academic community. 
What can be done to overcome this feeling? This can be accom- 
plished in part by appearances, of Bureau, spoke^rfef? 'on^ol’T^ge 
campuses such as Mr. Kelley's trip to Harvard;

1977

1 - Mr. Adams
1 - Mr. McDermott

’W:ger/djm (6)

‘CLASSIFIED

CONTINUED - OVER



J. J. McDermott to Mr. Adams Memorandum
RE: ALL DAY CONFERENCE FOR KEY FBI PERSONNEL, JUNE, 1974

(d) Encouraging college students to come to the 
Bureau for tours and briefings (recently a group from Moravian 
College came to the Bureau) ;

(e) Articles

(f) Contacts with professors who are doing research 
in areas of interest to the Bureau;

(g) Having Bureau representatives (such as Inspector be 
John Hotis at Harvard) participating in an academic program; b?c

(h) Encouraging professors (such as Professor ________
of Brandeis University who recently talked to Mr. Kelley);

(i) Encouraging increasing cooperation with free-lance 
writers who. are working in the Bureau’s general field. Normally, 
free-lance writers would be on their own and we could make contact 
with some of these to advise them of our willingness to be of 
assistance;

(j.) Contacts with specialized groups such as trans
portation industry or educational groups so that FBI exhibits 
can be placed at conventions, special showings and so forth. 
Occasionally through contacts in the Field, temporary FBI exhibits 
may actually be placed in a museum, an exhibit hall, fairs, and so 
forth;

(k) In the coming months increasing national emphasis 
will be placed on the Nation's bicentennial. There will be 
literally thousands of exhibits on state and national levels. 
Considerable attention should be given as to how the FBI can 
participate at all levels in the bicentennial;

(1) Overall, the Bureau's public relations program 
should be a positive, ongoing program designed to touch and 
orient the rising generation - the group who must make their 
first impressions of the FBI;

CONTINUED - OVER
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J. J. McDermott to Mr. Adams Memorandum
RE: ALL DAY CONFERENCE FOR KEY FBI PERSONNEL, JUNE, 1974

(m) Our whole approach should be motivated, as 
Mr. Kelley has indicated, by an "open stance" of trying to tell 
the public as much as possible what we do, admitting mistakes 
when they occur, and letting the people feel that the FBI is 
not a strange, aloof, esoteric Government agency above and 
beyond the mundane world of the ordinary citizen;

(n) Consideration should be given towards initiating 
a television documentary special dealing with the FBI. The 
special should not be an attempt at propaganda or evangelism 
for the FBI, but rather a factual treatment of the Bureau which 
would treat not only our success but also our failures in an 
objective newsworthy manner. The recent KCRA-TV special done 
by a Sacramento, California, news station is an excellent example.

(o) Presently we have no way to measure the 
effectiveness of our public relations and media relations. Con
sideration should be given to a Field-wide survey of investigative 
employees to determine the strengths and weaknesses of our 
efforts., and solicit suggestions on where we need improvement. 
Our efforts in the Field actually, because of their daily contact, 
have a much better feel for the public’s attitude towards the 
FBI than we do at FBIHQ. The impressions of our effectiveness 
at Headquarters are, in fact, representative of only a small 
geographic portion of the United States.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Consideration should be given to an Executive 
Intern Program for potential ASACs. This Program, extending 
for a 4- to 6-month period, would provide them with experience 
in a variety of Divisions, particularly those where they have 
no prior work experience. In the short-range view, this 
may appear unproductive, but in the long-range view of the 
Bureau’s executive training program, it may well provide 
meaningful, training and afford an opportunity to give 
better assessments to the ability of potential ASACs and 
the facility to absorb the full range of the Bureau's work.

CONTINUED - OVER
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J. J. McDermott, to Mr. Adams Memorandum
RE: ALL DAY CONFERENCE FOR KEY FBI PERSONNEL, JUNE, 1974

7 
PAPER WORK t

Under the broad category of paper work, it would be 
well for the agenda to include a discussion of the cost of mail
ing material. With the raising of postal rates effective this- 
year, it costs 10 cents for the first ounce of first class mail 
and the price increases on a declining scale so that 15 ounces 
cost 64 cents. Considerable savings can be realized if people 
are careful and selective in the preparation of our work and 
keep the size of reports and other material sent through the 
mails to a minimum weight. Also, it is cheaper to mail one 
package than it is to mail two or more packages separately. 
Three 5-ounce packages at 24 cents a piece totals 72 cents, 
whereas the cost of one 15-ounce package would be 64 cents. 
Resident Agencies and Field Offices would do well to keep this 
in mind when mailing material, especially when it is realized 
that hundreds of thousands of communications are mailed by the 
Field Offices to Headquarters and reverse.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information and use at the All Day Conferehce 
for Key FBI Personnel.
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June 14, 1974

To The Director:

A»st. Dir.: v?
Admin.,------ .------

f ■—

Gen. Inv. —— 
Ident.-----------
Inspection-----
Intell........... ......
Laboratory — 
Plan. & Eval. 
Spec. Inv. — 
Training -----

Legal Conn.
Telephone Rm.
Director See’y

We are in receipt of 
Sacramento, which contains 

4 mentaries concerning the FBI 
in the production.
April with Mike Boyd of KCRA-TV 
desire to see /the finished product. 
Wannall, who also was interviewed,

a video tape from KCRA-TV, 
eight 5-minute mini-docu- 

in which we cooperated 
At the time of your interview in 

you expressed a
Assistant Director 

________ , __________ ____  _____________ _ indicated that he 
too would appreciate a chancre to view KCRA's efforts. Q,

f The video tape has been reviewed by the External 
Affairs Division and is excellently done. There is a 
very good chance that this series will go into syn
dication in the near future. It was overwhelmingly . • 
well-received at the time of the initial airing in 
Northern California in May of this year.

// In view of the caliber of this product, the entire 
K2ec,ufciyeuSo.nf.eren.ce may be interested in viewing it. If 
you desire, ;
of this "FBI Special" before 
the Executive Confere

arrangements will be made to afford a viewing 
............ " > a 9:30 briefing session of

J. J. McDermott ’ ... -
6 M ®




